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Abstract 

 

The late phase of state socialism of the 1970s and 1980s in Poland abounds with political 

upheavals and social anxieties. The films made in this specific atmosphere are traditionally 

rendered political, while the recognition of and new approach towards other aspects of this 

cinema remains under researched. This project undertakes the investigation of the ephemeral 

trails of female homoeroticism encoded in cinematic form. More specifically, I will read a 

number of films made in this period to explore the new forms of femininity I call proto-queer. 

‘Proto-queer’ is used here to conceptualise the figure of woman bearing a gendered and sexual 

instability that, I shall argue, carries the hallmarks of what subsequently has become known as 

queerness.  

Some of the protagonists actively oppose the system’s impositions of the rules impossible to 

be accepted without the tarnishing of what is private, which is examined in Chapter One, in 

Interrogation (Bugajski, 1982) and Man of Marble (Wajda, 1976) to pursue female gender 

instability at the intersection of the political. The paradigms of the closet are productive in 

Chapter Two in which the analysis of erotic otherness, In Custody (Saniewski, 1983) and By 

Touch (Łazarkiewicz, 1985), in the context of isolation and social exclusion foregrounds the 

affective power of shame and its transformative abilities. In Chapter Three, I look at the 

specificity of the intimate interactions between women protagonists in the public spaces of 

their workplace where rivalry, admiration and jealousy occur to foreground the uneasiness 

beneath the seemingly ‘safe’ and stable surface in Woman and Woman (Bugajski, 1979), 

Debutante (Sass, 1982), Woman in a Hat (Różewicz, 1984) and Ivy (Włodarczyk, 1982). My 

analyses of these films in Chapter Four concentrate on how the specific genre of dream and the 

intertextual vocabulary address and reframe ‘deviant’ attractions. In exposing the intermingling 

workings of fantasy and ‘reality’, I sketch the canvass for the exploration of temporal 

asynchrony in Revenge (Zygadło, 1982), Sérénité (Skiba, 1988) and Whirl (Schoen, 1984). 

Across these four chapters, this thesis explores the forms of fledging queer femininities which 

are neither fully developed nor clearly legible at this historical conjuncture; yet they can be 

regarded through their vernacular Polish/(socialist) inflections to pre-figure transgressions that 

would later be more available for reading through a queer lens. This project is concerned with 

cinema as a site of political resistance and transgression and the figure of the woman as the 

locus for this resistance, and her sexuality as the articulation of more general transgressions. 
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Introduction 

Poland has recently become the scene of an outburst of LGBT people’s active demands for 

visibility and recognition. The Equality Parades, taking place in many cities and towns, 

increasingly morph into large marches and provoke clashes with the police and growing 

violence. However, the protests, although they ostensibly signal the LGBT subculture’s 

widespread and genuine discontent, reveal complex cross-identifications among lesbian, 

feminist and LGBT activists, anti-abortion protesters and more broadly, anti-government 

proponents. The movement is being increasingly appropriated by different bodies seeking to 

gain political leverage, which provokes further dissonance and social divisions. This 

complicated political and social situation, which will be discussed in greater detail later, seems 

to have its source in a certain ambivalence inherent in the Polish LGBT movement itself. The 

banners and slogans chanted during the marches include, often mediated, citations 

conventionally linked to different historical moments marking important gay and lesbian 

events. For instance, ‘Polish Stonewall’,1 ‘We are still here, we are not going anywhere’,2 or 

‘voguing’3are listed all in one breath while each of the phrases have different meanings, 

connotations, and history. 

 
1 The slogan was used by queer activists in Polish context in August 2020 when a trans activist 

Margot was arrested for allegedly vandalising a van bearing homophobic slogans. She is also 

responsible for embroidering historic monuments in Warsaw with rainbow flags and the anarcho-queer 

symbols. See Crack, ‘DJ and Oramics Member Avtomat Arrested at Warsaw Protest, Crack Magazine, 

(10 Aug. 2020), <crackmagazine.net/2020/08/dj-oramics-member-avtomat-arrested-warsaw-protest> 
2 The phrase evokes the slogan, ‘We're here. We're queer. Get used to it.’, popularised by HIV/AIDS 

activists from ACT UP in 1990. See McFarland Bruce, Pride Parades: How a Parade Changed the 

World (NY: NYU Press Scholarship, 2016), p. 54. 
3 This highly stylised form of dance created in the 1960s by black and Latino LGBTQ communities is 

one of the fashionable aspects of Polish LGBT groups’ life. The dance was famously showcased in 

Jenny Livingston’s documentary Paris Is Burning (1990). See YouTube, uploaded by bourdivin78, (8 

Feb. 2021) <www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zi19rYdejFs> For a history of voguing, see Richard Bruce 
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This chaotic mixture of queer sentiments points out to the apparently random choice of 

language, and, by extension, it suggests identificatory problems within the movement. Not only 

is the Polish LGBT community’s style a hybrid one, a mixture of various emulations and 

appropriations, but also its demands, with the exception of the call for visibility and for the 

legalisation of same-sex marriages, are ambiguous. The people identifying with different 

political projects seem to be united under the banner of ‘queer’. The term seems to be a shifting 

signifier in the academic context, too. While most Polish scholars use the term ‘queer’ as 

tantamount to ‘gay and lesbian’, there is a growing number of papers pointing to the instability 

in the term’s usage and meaning both in Polish popular culture and academia. And it is not 

only the misappropriated terminology that is important here but also important is the 

‘derivative’ character of the whole movement, that is developing under this umbrella term. 

If the emergence of a movement intended to help LGBT people to gain a better status in a 

homophobic environment is interpreted by many as a clear sign of pushing towards a more 

inclusive society, the Western queer underpinnings present throughout the movement’s 

activities make numerous people of non-normative sexualities estranged from the it.4 This 

LGBT/’queer’ campaign, while gaining widespread visibility abroad, encounters 

misunderstandings and often animosity at home, that is, in native land populated by, 

amongothers, these ‘queers’ the campaign has chosen to represent. The paradoxical 

uprootedness of the campaigners from the familiar identifications awakens uncertainty, 

scepticism, and suspicion. To begin to fill some aspects of this genealogical gap, I propose 

tracing one of the key lines of development in Poland’s distinctively non-heterosexual 

presence: the cinema. The focal point of this thesis is the figuration of homoerotic relationships 

between women in Polish films made in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

While studies of gender in communist Poland have been extensive, their primary preoccupation 

falls under the rubric of women activists during the Solidarity era,5 women’s sisterhood and 

 
Nugent and Thomas Wirth, Gay Rebel of the Harlem Renaissance: Selections from the Work of Richard 

Bruce Nugent (Durham, NC: Duke University Press Books, 2002). 

 
4 One example of the incompatibility of ‘backward’ queers with today’s communities, might be the 

transgender individuals, ‘Patrycja’ and ‘Michaśka’. These aging ‘queens’ described by Michał 

Witkowski in his bestseller Lovetown/Lubiewo as those who ‘redefine what was given to them at birth’ 

through the exaggerated ‘feminine’ gesture, are disdained by the ‘manly’ gays of the new Millennium. 

See Michał Witkowski, Lovetown (London: Portobello Books Ltd, 2010), p.47. 
5 See Shana Penn, Solidarity’s Secret: The Women Who Defeated Communism in Poland (Ann Arbor: 

University of Michigan Press, 2006). See also Ewa Kondratowicz, Szminka Na Sztandarze (Warszawa: 

Sic!, 2001). 
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patriotism,6 abortion and medical discourse,7 or socio-economic familial problems.8 If gender 

trajectories are examined, they concentrate on ‘post-socialist’ times,9 and/or on other countries 

of the former bloc rather than on Poland.10 And even if scholarly literature on the sexual 

consciousness and representation under communism in Poland does appear, it concerns almost 

exclusively male homosexuality.11 The clear gap concerning female non-heteronormative 

traces in communist Poland remains unfulfilled. The homosexual traces, starting with the pre-

war burgeoning homosexual literary expression and continuing into the era of communist 

Poland in the shape of a camouflaged existence, have been deemed démodé and forgotten with 

the fall of the regime only to emerge in the Europeanised queer form. The reparation of this 

broken circuit is an important step into the re-capturing of the lost thread of Polish homoerotic 

sensibility, which would strengthen the self-awareness and confidence of the actors of the 

increasing conflict on the Polish political arena engaging women (including lesbians and 

feminists). 

This project undertakes the investigation of the ephemeral trails of female homoeroticism 

encoded in cinematic form. More specifically, I will read a number of films made in the period 

of late communist Poland in the 1970s and 1980s to explore the new forms of femininity I call 

proto-queer. ‘Proto-queer’ is used here to conceptualise the figure of woman bearing a 

gendered and sexual instability that, I shall argue, carries the hallmarks of what subsequently 

 
6 See Marta Dzido, Kobiety Solidarności (Warszawa: Świat Książki, 2016); Padraic Kenney, ‘The 

Gender of Resistance in Communist Poland’ (The American Historical Review, vol. 104, no. 2, 1999), 

pp. 399–425; Ellen Berry, Postcommunism and the Body Politic (NY: New York University Press, 

1995). 
7 See Piotr Barański (et al), Kłopoty z Seksem w PRL. Rodzenie Nie Całkiem Po Ludzku, Aborcja, 

Choroby, Odmienności  (Warszawa: Wydawnictwa Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2012). 
8 See for example, Barbara Jancar-Webster, Women under Communism (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1978) and  Małgorzata Fidelis, Kobiety, Komunizm i Industrializacja w Powojennej 

Polsce (Warszawa: W.A.B., 2010). 
9 See for example, Ellen Berry, Postcommunism and the Body Politic (New York: New York University 

Press, 1995). 
10 See Susan Gal and Gail Kligman, Reproducing Gender (N J: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
11 Of particular importance are here are two academic and two popular-science publications. The former 

ones, Błażej Warkocki’s Homo Niewiadomo (Warszawa: Sic!, 2007) and Różowy Język. Literatura i 

Polityka Kultury Na Początku Wieku (Warszawa: Krytyka Polityczna, 2013) focus on Polish literature 

analysed through the prism of queer theory. Warkocki, in extending Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick’s 

concepts of the ‘closet’ and ‘homosocial desire’, mentions two scholarly interventions in relation to 

female homoeroticism, which will be canvassed later in the thesis. The two latter publications, written 

by Krzysztof Tomasik, Homobiografie (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Krytyki Politycznej, 2014) and 

Gejerel (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Krytyki Politycznej, 2018) unveil male (and, occasionally, female) 

homosexuality of a number of prominent figures in Polish culture. I will come back to the second of the 

books later in the thesis. 
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has become known as queerness. The forms of these fledging queer manifestations are neither 

fully developed nor clearly legible at this historical conjuncture; yet they can be regarded 

through their vernacular Polish/(socialist) inflections to pre-figure transgressions that would 

later be more available for reading through a queer lens. This project is concerned with cinema 

as a site of political resistance and transgression and the figure of the woman as the locus for 

this resistance, and her sexuality as the articulation of more general transgressions. How can 

the transgressive figure of the woman in 1970s and 1980s Polish cinema be read through the 

concept of the ‘proto-queer’ and how do the visual, performative, and affective specificities of 

cinema suggest such reading? How is the social and political context of communism inflecting 

sexual awareness and homoerotic desire? How do cinematic articulations of proto-queer 

intimacies generate a reimagined understanding of female homoeroticism in communist 

Poland? What does the analysis of proto-queer female figure add to the understanding of queer 

genealogies in Poland? How does this study of Polish proto-queer female figure contribute to 

the literature on queerness and its representation more generally? 

The research into articulations of female desire in past cinemas under communism immediately 

immerses us into a network of camouflages, censored scenes and intertextual nodes. Even if 

such linkage is characteristic for any historical period in any geographical location, it requires 

special attention when the trails we follow are short-lived or ephemeral, as is the case 

investigated in this thesis. In this type of academic intervention, in which none of the aspects 

of the subject under investigation can be regarded as a separate, clear and finite entity, 

conventional methods of textual analysis seem to be insufficient. Such investigation requires 

different analytical tools and a broader intertextual approach. 

The project invokes Raymond Williams’s work on ‘structures of feeling’. Williams elaborates 

on the rhythms of the past times which cannot be re-imagined by the analysis of its separate 

parts such as the material life or social organization of that time. The ‘examin[ation] [of] each 

element as a precipitate’, while might serve as a retrospective research method, is incomplete 

because ‘in the living experience of the time every element was in solution, an inseparable part 

of a complex whole’.12 Thus, the awareness of the inseparability of various manifestations of 

the living experience constitutive of the zeitgeist of the era necessitates discourse analysis. It 

enables a proper understanding of not only what the different variables of lived life were but 

 
12 Raymond Williams and Michael Orrom, Preface to Film (London: Film Drama, 1954), p.21. 
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also how those variables were perceived and how the life was ‘felt’. And even though Williams 

renders the ‘felt life’ impossible to be retrieved (even by the ones who have lived through the 

time), he simultaneously demonstrates the past as an unfinished open project, modified and 

interpreted as it is occurring. 

The intertextuality inherent in the Williams’s ‘structure of feeling’ is very productive as a 

hermeneutic method in this thesis as one pointing to elusive traces. These traces are, literally 

and metaphorically, entrenched in the context. The political, social, and cultural ‘background’ 

of communism as a whole universe must be analysed here as a totally enmeshed skein of 

entangled history, ‘the whole organization’, something ‘more than the sum of the particular 

histories.’13 In other words, not the examination of the separate elements of the communist 

culture but the study of the relationships between them can bring us a sense of the times. And 

the understanding of the ‘cultural history’, ‘is only realizable’, Williams argues, ‘through 

experience of the work of art itself, as a whole’.14 Art, then, invites the variety of research 

methods with which to probe different aspects of life lived and felt within a given culture. The 

significance of art, and particularly film at the time of the late phases of state socialism in 

Poland15 additionally proves the ‘structure of feeling’ to be a commonality, the language of 

communist culture, a shared rhythm of life tying people together. 

In order to examine the specificities of Polish communist cinema as rooted in the ‘cultural 

history’, this introduction of queer theory’s genealogy and development will be presented and 

non-heteronormative embodiments in Western cinema discussed. Second, a brief history of the 

recent wave of discussions and debates on the LGBT activism and the understanding of 

homosexuality, particularly in relation to nationhood in Poland will be analysed in the 

attemptto join the emerging queer discourse with my own voice, especially as the discourse 

importantly points to the need for retrospection and the reclamation of the vernacular aspects 

of sexuality and gender. The ephemerality of the traces of erotic desire in general and under 

the circumstances of censorship, secrecy, and silence around sexuality in particular, the 

problems related to reading between the lines, and the nature of the subject directs the research 

towards the realm of feelings and emotions. One way of investigation seems to be here the so-

called ‘affective turn’ in queer theory, whose short characterisation will be presented as a next 

step. Within it, a special emphasis will be put on temporality studies as a most productive 

 
13 Raymond Williams, The Long Revolution (NY: Columbia University Press, 1961), p. 47. 
14 Williams and Michael Orrom, Preface to Film, p. 22. 
15 I will come back to the importance of film and the function of cinema as a mediator between the 

public and private sphere in the contextualising part of this chapter. 
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background for the examination of the disturbances in the chronology of the development of 

homosexual consciousness in Polish society. This temporal dissonance gestures, moreover, to 

the need to track the manifestations of homosexuality to the traces left before the political 

upheavals.  

Third, the rationale for the choice of the historical period, the film corpus and the terminology 

and methods of research will be provided. Finally, I will sketch the structure of the thesis and 

introduce the chapters. 

 

 

Queer theory and proto-queer decoding 

Queer is a term reclaimed in the late 1980s by gay and lesbian scholars and activists at whom 

it was aimed as an insult and used as a mobilizing force of political intervention around the 

AIDS crisis. The term has been increasingly gaining popularity since its ‘academic’ birth as 

part of the title of the 1990 conference, when it was coined by Teresa de Lauretis as a 

juxtaposition to and a critical distance from the ‘gay and lesbian’ cluster.16 De Lauretis’s claim 

of the cluster’s weak representability of the differences between gay men and lesbians, 

‘differences that are implied … but then taken for granted or covered over […])17has been 

echoed by Nikki Sullivan over a decade later. This time, the criticism is levelled at the term 

‘queer’ used as an umbrella term for the ever-expanding LGBT acronym. ‘Queer’, Sullivan 

writes, as a new ‘label for an old box … veils over the differences between, for example, 

lesbianism and gayness, between 'women', between transsexualism and cross-dressing, and 

ignores differences of class, race, age and so on.’18 Thus, any such groupings, even if 

undertaken for the sake of the strengthening of the sympathetic ranks of gender and sexual 

outcasts against the oppression), seem to blur the differences whose recognition constitutes the 

primary aim of queers. 

The polemics around the usage of the term ‘queer’ also invokes Eve Kosovsky’s Sedgwick’s 

widely quoted statement that ‘there are important senses in which “queer” can signify only 

 
16 See Teresa de Lauretis, ‘Queer Theory: Lesbian and Gay Sexualities, an Introduction’, differences, 

3:2 (1991), pp. iii–xviii. 
17 de Lauretis, ‘Queer Theory…’, p. v-vi. 
18 Nikki Sullivan, A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory (NY: New York University Press, 2003), p. 

44. 
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when attached to the first person’ and therefore, in order ‘to make the description “queer” a 

true one is the impulsion to use it in the first person’.19 This subjectification of queer impulses 

emphasises that no single term can possibly capture or encapsulate the counterintuitiveness and 

confusion of people’s understanding of their sexual selves. Conceptualised as open-ended, 

queer, as a destabiliser of heterosexuality and hetero-norm, ‘push[es]’, in Jackie Stacey’s 

formulation, ‘against the fixing of an indexical system’ and akin to its predecessor, the 

postmodern, ‘struggle[s] to keep open its own significations’.20 The term’s changing vectors 

and its slipperiness, if fact echoed by its very genealogy, enables it to ‘dramatize incoherencies’ 

in any, as Annamarie Jagose argues, ‘allegedly stable relations between chromosomal sex, 

gender and sexual desire’.21 In its rejection of the predominance of the heterosexual imperative 

according to which masculine men sleep with feminine women; in its challenging of homo-

normativity, queer, writes Ellis Hanson, ‘seeks not only to analyze but also to resist, dismantle 

or circumnavigate hegemonic systems of sexual oppression and normalization’.22 This original 

queer’s commitment to the sexual has increasingly become loosened to embrace, as Michael 

Warner has pointed out, ‘larger regimes of the normal’23 rather than being restricted to sex, 

gender, and sexual practice.24 The polemic between ‘sexualisation’ or ‘desexualisation’ of 

queerness, unresolved so far, seems to incline towards the latter as queer studies increasingly 

diverge with other registers such as time, space, of emotions.  

Queer studies’ interest in time has been part of a broader ‘turn to affect’ driven by Eve 

Kosovsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank’s exploration of psychologist Silvan Tomkins’s affect 

theory. Sedgwick, in conceptualising ‘shame [as] the affect of indignity, of defeat, of 

 
19 Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick, Tendencies (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), p. 9. 
 
20 Jackie Stacey and Sarah Street, Queer Screen: A Screen Reader (London & New York: Routledge, 

2007), p. 1. 
21 Annamarie Jagose, Queer Theory: An Introduction (NY: New York University Press, 1997), p. 3. 
22 Ellis Hanson, Out Takes: Essays on Queer Theory and Film (Durham & London: Duke University 

Press Books, 1999), p. 4. 
23 Michael Warner, ‘Introduction: Fear of a Queer Planet’, Social Text, (no. 29, 1999), pp. 3-17 (p.16). 
24 This evolution of the term has found its proponents, like for example David Halperin who argued that 

queer ‘acquires its meaning from its oppositional relation to the norm [and is] by definition, whatever 

is at odds with the normal’. See David Halperin, Saint Foucault: Toward a Gay Hagiography (NY: 

New York University Press, 1995), p. 62. The broadening of the term’s register has also found its 

sceptics, like for example Elizabeth Grosz who notes that ‘queer [in proliferating the kinds of deviant 

sexualities inclusive in the label] is capable of accommodating and … provid[ing] a political rationale 

and coverage … for many of the most blatant and extreme forms of heterosexual and patriarchal power 

games’. See Elizabeth Gosz, Space, Time and Perversion: Essays on the Politics of Bodies (New York 

& London: Routledge, 1995), p. 249. 
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transgression, and of alienation’25 points to this affect’s linkage with the emotions often 

encountered by queer subjects. This thesis will explore queer shame, particularly as an affect 

entangled with the teachings of the Catholic Church. The rejection of the moral superiority of 

the Church inflects the shamed emotions with defiance, which will touch upon one of the 

strains generated by the ‘affective turn’ – ‘queer negativity’. 

Spearheaded by resistance to the dominant discourse of the reproductivity’s rightness and the 

hegemony of the domestic unions blessed by offspring, the ‘antisocial’ or ‘negative’ approach 

simultaneously disrupts the heteronormative linear temporal progressiveness. Therefore, Lee 

Edelman, one of the main proponents of the ‘antisocial’ stance, in demonstrating ‘the political’ 

to be inherently undergirded by the promise of afterlife through the figure of the Child, the idea 

he calls ‘reproductive futurism’, positions queers on the site of resentment. And in opposing 

the mantra of ‘fighting for the children’, Edelman argues for the place of the queers ‘outside 

the framework within which politics as we know it appears’.26 This powerful essay, although 

outside the interest of this thesis, nevertheless resonates among today’s dissident political 

activists in Poland, particularly within the framework of anti-abortion legislation.27 

Edelman’s ideas have fuelled further discussions around the political purchase of queer’s 

negativity and dis-belonging and the assessment of the gains of the ‘antisocial’ for academia, 

voiced in the polemic at the MLA Annual Convention Panel in Washington DC in 2005.28 

There, the emergence two opposing camps - the ‘negativity’ advocates, Edelman and Judith 

Halberstam and the promoters of the set of ideas later termed ‘queer utopianism’, José Muñoz 

and Tim Dean – gesture towards two divergent understanding of the place of queerness and its 

practice. Nevertheless, what is shared by all the participants is the attention to the notion of 

 
25 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank, Shame and Its Sisters: A Silvan Tomkins Reader (Durham 

& London, Duke University Press Books, 1995), p. 134. 
 
26 Lee Edelman, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 

p. 3. 
27 Admittedly, Edelman interprets abortion rights movements as ‘mirroring their anti-abortion foes’ 

where he quotes the banner of The National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League 

(NARAL): ‘For our daughters, our sisters, and our granddaughters’. Such unfortunate reframing might 

be regarded as acceding to or buying into the ruse that happiness is possible only if tied to the 

‘reproductive futurity’. See Edelman, No Future, p. 3. However, the slogans on the banners held by 

Polish women sound differently, like ‘save women’, or ‘women’s hell’, which puts the protests under 

the rubric of the struggle for the reproductive choice. 
28 The Antosocial Thesis in Queer Theory MLA Annual Convention 27 December 2005, Washington 

DC. The Programme arranged by the Division on Gay Studies in Language and Literature, subsequently 

published by Cambridge University. See Robert L. Caserio, ‘The Antisocial Thesis in Queer Theory’, 

PMLA, 121:3 (2006), pp. 819-21. 
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‘time’. The illuminating recognition of the aperture for the alternative nonlinear temporalities 

to be theorised activates time as a site of transformative possibility. Whether envisaging ‘the 

potentiality of a life unscripted by the conventions of family, inheritance, and child rearing’29 

or, in José Muñoz’s words, ‘reject[ing] . . . a here and now and . . . insist[ing] on potentiality 

or concrete possibility for another world’,30 both strands of the debate push towards the undoing 

of the hegemony of universal time. 

If the temporal universalism, towards which queer studies scholars declare their objection, 

binds heteronormative reproduction to the promise of happiness in the Western world, Polish 

cultural critics protest Western hegemony in terms of the possibility of legible expression. They 

question the appropriateness of particular queer terminology and queer manifestations at a 

particular time. More specifically, as Joanna Mizielińska and Robert Kulpa argue in their book 

De-Centring Western Sexualities, the Western ‘time of sequence’ and Eastern ‘time31 of 

coincidence’, present ‘two separate geopolitical-temporal modalities running parallel’32 which 

cannot and should not be treated as one and the same temporal order.33 The temporal disruption 

in the vernacular development of a native gay and lesbian movement, a problem theorised by 

a growing number of scholars in Poland, has had as a springboard two moments of derangement 

marked by two dates: 1989 (the fall of Communism) and 2004 (Poland’s accession to the 

European Union). Each of these events precipitated the visibility of LGBT people and 

stimulated the commencement of LGBT organizations and activism.34 However, while the 

former period entailed the emergence of the first sexual minorities’ professional organizations 

 
29 Jack Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives (NY: New York 

University Press, 2005), p. 2. 
30 See José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (NY: New York 

University Press, 2009), p. 1. 
 
31 By ‘East’ here, and in the whole thesis, I understand Poland’s belonging to this part of Europe (termed 

Eastern Europe) which was colonised by the Soviet Union in the years 1947-1989. The term ‘Eastern 

Europe’ is, according to Mazierska ‘a region with a shared history and culture, including screen culture, 

which remains distinct’ even today. Along with these important similarities, however, there are also 

distinct differences in the cultural backgrounds and its modifications in the particular countries of the 

bloc, outlined in the introduction of this thesis. See Ewa Mazierska and Matilda Mróz, et al., ‘Shaping 

the Cinematic Bodies of Eastern Europe and Russia’ in The Cinematic Bodies of Eastern Europe and 

Russia. Between Pain and Pleasure, (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016), pp. 1–28 (p. 2). 
32 See Joanna Mizielińska and Robert Kulpa, De-Centring Western Sexualities: Central and Eastern 

European Perspectives (Surrey: Ashgate, 2012). p. 15. 
33 The authors also point out that ‘the dichotomy ‘West/non-West’’ is constructed mainly on the basis 

of ‘Anglo-American ways of experiencing sexuality’, making the ‘Western experience’ the normative 

one. See Mizielińska and Kulpa, De-Centring, p. 1. 
34 For a concise but informative survey of the commencement and development of the Polish LGBT 

movement, see Janusz Mucha, ‘Getting out of the Closet: Cultural Minorities in Poland Cope with 

Oppression’, East European Quarterly, 31:3 (1997), pp. 299–309. 
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in the wake of the police raids of the gay clubs within the so-called ‘Action Hyacinth’35 the 

latter saw a rapid proliferation of public initiatives, like the first ‘Equality Parade’ in Warsaw 

(2001)36 or the campaign ‘Let Them See Us’ (2003)37 whose aim was to induce ‘inclusion, 

accommodation, normalization … tak[ing] place under the banner of social change and cultural 

reform’.38 While in the West the calls for recognition started with the active struggle for equal 

rights for homosexuals to develop into the ‘anti-social’ stance, in Poland the reverse process 

has taken place: from fledging defiance to assimilationist impulses. In other words, the glitch 

in the trajectory of gay and lesbian evolution started with the superimposition of ready Western 

schemata onto the inchoate Polish ‘deviant’ matrix. As Krzysztof Kliszczyński argues, ‘hardly 

did Polish homosexuals adjust to using the term ‘gay’ than they were confronted with 

‘queer’’.39 And behind the terminology there is also a material situation of Polish non-

heteronormative people whose growing confusion can be read in the incoherent mixture of 

behaviours today (like for instance a ‘revolutionary’ impulse with assimilationist slogans on 

the banners). This reversed temporal unfolding, named by Robert Kulpa ‘inclusion before 

coming-into-being’,40 also finds its expression in the contemporary struggle to fill the gap of 

 
35 In the now infamous Hyacinth action of the mid-1980s, functionaries of the Citizens’ Militia entered 

schools, universities, and workplaces to take men suspected of being gay to police headquarters. There, 

the ‘Pink Files’ were made including fingerprints and photographs. The men were questioned about 

their sexual contact with others, forced to sign documents declaring their homosexual activity, and 

persuaded into cooperating with the secret police. See Sergiusz Wróblewski, ‘Akcja Hiacynt’,  Inaczej, 

(Oct. 1999), pp. 4–10; Jakub Stachowiak, ‘Różowe Archiwum’, Polityka (Oct. 2007), pp. 28-34. 

Organizers of the Hyacinth action used HIV/AIDS as a pretext for this action. The characterisation of 

the gay community as ‘hermetic’ served ‘as the justification for increased surveillance as part of crime 

prevention efforts’ See Sławoj Kopka, ‘Hiacynt’, W Służbie Narodu (no. 2, Jan. 1986), pp. 11–13. 
 
36 For an outline of the events launched in the period of transition, from the late 1990s till 2005, see 

Łukasz Szulc, ‘Queer in Poland: Under Construction’, in Queer in Europe. Contemporary Case Studies, 

ed by Lisa Downing, Robert Gillett (Ashgate: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2011), pp. 159-73. 
37 For a detailed report of the campaign and its corollaries see Rafał Majka, ‘Polityka Tozsamosciowa 

Organizacji Gejowsko-Lesbijskich w Polsce a Polityka Queer’, InterAlia. A Journal of Queer Studies 

(January 2009). 
38 See Majka, InterAlia, p. 167. 
39 See Krzysztof Kliszczyński, ‘A Child of Young Democracy: The Polish Gay Movement, 1989–1999’ 

in: Pink, Purple, Green, ed by Helena Flam (NY: Columbia University Press, 2001), pp. 161–68. (p. 

167). 
40 See Robert Kulpa, ‘(Un)Translatable Queer? Or What Is Lost and Can Be Found in Translation...’, 

in Import - Export - Transport. Queer Theory, Queer Critique, and Activism in Motion, ed by Joanna 

Mizielińska and Agata Stasińska (Vienna: Zaglossus, 2012), pp. 115–45 (p.122). The acronym LGBT 

started to function widely in the 1990s while the first trans organization was established in 2008; the 

inclusion of the letter ‘B’ standing for bisexuality is even more ‘inappropriate’ since bisexually 

identified people still have no public representation in Poland. For more of other sexualities in this 

context, see Aleksandra Sowa, ‘O Bi Miedzy Innymi’, Furia, (vol. 1, no. 1, 2009), pp. 54–63. For the 

incisive study of the divergence within the LGBT activism in postcommunist Europe, with a focus on 

Poland, see Conor O’Dwyer, Coming Out of Communism (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 
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the ‘deficit of historical consciousness’41 regarding homosexuality. One such attempt is to 

‘reframe’, as Grzegorz Niziołek argues, ‘Operation Hyacinth’42 as the government’s reaction 

to the emerging gay and lesbian movement in the eighties’ to assure its inclusion in the narrative 

‘of the persecution of the political opposition by the Communist regime’43 while the Solidarity 

movement re-ostracised homosexuality in Poland.44 

The contemporary theorisation of scrambled temporality, both within the LGBTQ+ 

communities and in Polish academia, points to the need to re-conceptualise the meaning of 

Polish queerness. One way to remap our understanding of the present sexualities and sexual 

politics in Poland is to look back to the earlier histories of non-normative sensibility embedded 

in Polish culture and its artistic manifestations – a task which is at the heart of this thesis. The 

temporal glitch discussed above also reveals the importance of the pursuit and understanding 

of the temporal organisation of identity formation at any given geopolitical and historical 

period, and particularly so in the case of the elusive trails that the looks and gestures have left 

behind, in which case temporal relationality might serve as an investigative tool. The 

unearthing of the older histories of sexuality which have shaped the Polish present might be a 

crucial route through to the neglected areas of communist thinking about homoeroticism, both 

in public sphere and in the realm of the personal. Rather than transpose the language of Western 

achievements, this thesis will attempt to look at contemporary cultural discontents from within 

our own Polish history. 

 
2018). For the comparative study of LGBT movements in different postcommunist countries, see Jon 

Binnie, ‘Relational Comparison and LGBTQ Activism in European Cities’, International Journal of 

Urban and Regional Research (vol. 38, no. 3, 2014), pp. 951–66. 
41 See Grzegorz Niziołek, ‘Gay Performance in Pre-Emancipation Times’, Central Europe, 19:1 (2021), 

pp. 53–64. (p. 55). 
42 The new thriller film released this year, Piotr Domalewski’s ‘Hyacynth’/’Hiacynt’ (2021) based on 

the events around the infamous Polish Citizens’ Militia’s brutal interrogations unveils the content of 

the forms gay men were enforced to sign: ‘"I hereby declare that I [name and surname] have been 

homosexual from birth. I have had many partners in my life …’. The questions asked included the ones 

regarding ‘the sex act techniques used, favourite positions and the type of lover who excites the 

interviewee the most’. 
43 See Niziołek, ‘Gay Performance’, p. 55. 
44 Also, German Ritz writes that ‘talking about sex was the most effective way to disrupt the Solidarity’s 

monoculture based on the traditional ethical norms.’ See Nić w labiryncie pożądania. Gender i pleć w 

literaturze polskiej od romantyzmu do postmodernizmu (Warszawa: Wiedza Powszechna, 2002), p. 235. 

Another text, written by Agnieszka Graff, which reveals ‘the attempt to recreate the genealogy of one 

of the central myths of the first wave of Polish feminism post-1989’ as a myth only. The inscription on 

the Gdansk Shipyard in the days of general strikes, ‘Women! Do not disturb. We fight here for Poland’, 

which became a foundational text of Polish feminist activists has never existed. 
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However, if the transposition of the contemporary Western understanding of queerness onto 

Polish ground is problematic, then the projection of the parameters of sexual dissidence as we 

know it today into the past might entail the eschewal of the whole gamut of intermediate or 

dissimilar same-sex sexual or emotional relations characteristic for Polish culture at the 

particular historical juncture. And yet, the attention to the specificities of a historical moment 

might be insufficient, either, insofar as the character of the narration is normative. More 

specifically, the narrative structure built up along the heteronormative timeline, that is one 

described by Elizabeth Freeman as ‘[the] sequence of socioeconomically “productive” 

moments’,45 automatically colours the story heteronormatively. The actors of the stories we 

excavate have been given, Freeman continues, ‘socially meaningful embodiment through 

temporal regulation’ in the process she calls ‘chrononormativity’, that is the exposition to the 

regulations of time ‘organiz[ing] … human bodies towards maximum productivity’.46 

Therefore, in reading the stories of nonnormative sexualities one needs to find a different route 

through and use alternative investigative tools. 

The concept of queer temporality was inaugurated by a roundtable discussion which took place 

via e-mail exchange in 2006. The discussion of various aspects of the notion of queer 

temporality includes two points crucial for this thesis: the possibility of thinking queer 

relationality across time and the need for attentiveness to historically changing erotic 

configurations around aspects like race or nationality as part of the present understandings and 

embodiments of queerness. The first point, emphasised by Carolyn Dinshaw, as ‘touching 

across time, collapsing time through affective contact between marginalised people now and 

then’47 invites negotiation between transhistorical essentialism and social constructivism. The 

second one, argued by Roderick A. Ferguson, attempts to ‘project a theory of time into other 

geopolitical histories of […] sexuality … to make the question of time simultaneous with the 

question of historical space and its diversity’.48 Dinshaw’s proposition inspires us to think of 

Polish communist homoerotic manifestations as relating to today’s ‘queers’ through their 

disharmony with normative timeline and to view contemporary dissident embodiments as ones 

informed by the past marginalised manifestations. Ferguson’s project, on the other hand, 

 
45 See Elizabeth Freeman, Time Binds: Queer Temporalities, Queer Histories (Durham, NC: Duke 

University Press, 2010), p. 3. 
46 Freeman, Time Binds, p. 3. 
47 See Carolyn Dinshaw, et al., ‘Theorizing Queer Temporalities: A Roundtable Discussion’, GLQ, 

13:2-3 (2007), 177-95 (p. 178). 
48 Dinshaw, et al., ‘Theorizing’, p. 180. 
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gestures at the possibility of this thesis’ contribution to knowledge of queerness, time, and 

place and towards the exploration of today’s Western studies of queer temporality through the 

lens of other national understandings and manifestations of sexual and gender otherness. 

The affective dimension tends to be inextricably linked to the temporal, given that the feeling 

of incompatibility with straight time of safe domesticity and cycling reproduction marks queer 

lives with the sense of, as Heather Love conceptualises, ‘feeling backward’,49 that is the 

existence  inflected with ‘nostalgia, regret, shame, despair, ressentiment, passivity, escapism, 

self-hatred, withdrawal, bitterness, defeatism, and loneliness’.50 Ostracism by and hostility to 

the outside world experienced by queer subjects in the past still hurt today, Love argues and 

points to a ‘double imperative’ to which the stigmatised are exposed: ‘they must face backward 

toward a difficult past, and simultaneously forward51 toward future tasks requiring a 

redeployment of the past injuries. Love draws here on Judith Butler’s usage of the term ‘queer’ 

in her canonical book, Bodies that Matter, in which Butler makes an important observation that 

‘queer’ is a constant reminder of its own history, a term ‘never fully owned, but always and 

only redeployed, twisted, queered from a prior usage’.52 This open project of the constant 

resignification of queerness, but always with its powerful legacy in mind, teaches us to proceed 

with caution in the resetting of the queer meanings. 

In the process of hasty mythologisation of the historical events, like the aforementioned ‘Action 

Hyacinth’ in Poland or Stonewall riots in the United States,53 Riots at the Stonewall Inn in New 

York in Greenwich Village, which took place on June 28, 1969, are often considered the 

beginning of the modern gay movement and are celebrated each year in New York City at the 

Gay Pride Parade. However, some critics, including Michael Warner or Douglas Crimp 

perceive the ‘pride parades’ as a sign of conformism and the avoidance of inconvenient social 

topics such as AIDS epidemic. D.A. Miller, in his book Place for Us, points to the artificiality 

of such divisions, in the process of which the sense of loneliness or shame become disowned 

 
49 See Heather Love, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History (Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, London: Harvard University Press, 2009), p. 4. 
50 Love, Feeling Backward, p. 4 
51 Ibid., p. 18. 
52 See Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (New York and London: 

Routledge, 2011), p. 228. 
53 Riots at the Stonewall Inn in New York in Greenwich Village, which took place on June 28, 1969, 

are often considered the beginning of the modern gay movement and are celebrated each year in New 

York City at the Gay Pride Parade. However, some critics, including Michael Warner or Douglas Crimp 

perceive the ‘pride parades’ as a sign of conformism and the avoidance of inconvenient social topics 

such as AIDS epidemic.  
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and supplanted by openness and pride. The ‘post-Stonewall gay identity defined’ as, D.A. 

Miller writes, ‘a declarable, dignified thing … taking manifestly sexual pleasures on [the] 

affirmative basis’, is set against the ‘early pre-sexual realities of gay experience’54which 

involved, along with the destitutions of queer life, also a ‘senseless joy’ of the forgotten 

existence. 

Another example of the lost traces of the past is Grzegorz Niziołek’s article, already mentioned 

earlier, on one of the Polish theatre actors from the 1970s, Erwin Nowiaszak, who asked the 

theatre’s carpenters to build a little stage for him on which Erwin performed after he ‘bought 

high-heeled shoes in East Berlin [and] borrowed dresses from an actress friend … put on [afro] 

wigs and make-up.55 The information regarding buying shoes and borrowing dresses reflects 

both the socioeconomic and cultural details of communist Poland but also illuminates some 

lost erotic tension56inherent in the past forms of navigating the worlds by outcasts. Both 

Miller’s and Niziołek’s accounts make one aware of the similarities and differences in the 

expression of queer sensibilities. The accounts differ in their forms of expression but 

nevertheless, they are similar in the affectivity of experience. Both works point to the need to 

retain the past within the present while also illuminating the subtle but real distinctness of the 

poetics of queer expression as dependent on the national and geographical location.57 The 

above critics’ theorisation of queer temporality constitutes part of this thesis’ rationale for the 

exploration of queer ephemerality in the cinema of communist Poland with the aim to relate it 

to the contemporary commotion on the Polish queer stage. However, Lauren Berlant’s work 

will also be present throughout this thesis as an ongoing intellectual inspiration and particularly 

productive (especially in Chapter Three) for the analysis of the communist temporality as a 

destabilising sense of the liminality of living. Berlant’s concept of ‘impasse’ which she defines 

 
54 See D. A. Miller, Place for Us (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1998), p. 26. 
 
55 See Grzegorz Niziołek, ‘Gay Performance’, p. 59. 
56 Queerness as a work in progress. Niziołek’s ethnographic research includes a conversation with one 

of Erwin’s closest friends who confines, ‘We went on holidays together, we met all the time, we knew 

each other’s families, we had everything in common except what everybody thought we had in common. 

We took care of that elsewhere’. See Niziołek, ‘Gay Performance’, p. 62. Thus, using the euphemistic 

language in relation to sexual contacts Niziołek’s interlocutor confirms the specificity of erotic feeling 

from the past period, ungraspable today by the poetics of drag or camp. 
57 For more on the problematics of Polish contemporary drag performances, see Ludmiła Janion, ‘The 

Rise and Fall of the Progressive Drag Queen: Westernization of Cross-Dressing in 1990s Poland’, 

Sexualities, 23:7 (2020), pp. 1179–98. For the ‘backwardness’ of the communist transgender ‘aunts’ in 

comparison with contemporary gays in Poland, see: Witkowski, Michał, Lovetown (London: Portobello 

Books Ltd, 2010), pp. 58-59. 
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as a point when ‘one keeps moving but one moves paradoxically in the same 

space’58encapsulates the sense of arduous ‘ongoingness’ of living under the aegis of centralised 

socialism where the impasse’s inseparable element is the overdetermined future. 

This thesis undertakes the task of unveiling the sites where the non-normative traces appear on 

cinematic screen and in doing so, I try to avoid telling a chronological orderly story of Polish 

filmic ‘deviance’ in a conventional teleological manner. Rather, I will focus predominantly on 

the tropes of the temporal and spatial aspects of the dissident female figures’ presence in the 

films discussed. It is in locating queerness within the dimensional analysis of time and space 

that the non-normative behaviour can be contextualised. In the pursuit of the fragmentary traces 

of female homoerotic figurations the thesis examines the overlaps and crisscrosses of these 

embodiments with the aspects of the political and cultural specificities of communist Poland. 

By focusing the attention on the constraints but also the openings or apertures the communist 

system allows, the thesis explores the unexpected sites of homoerotic pleasure, like for instance 

the hospital ward or the birth of the sense of liberation within the closed spaces like prison. 

 

 

Queer cinema 

The slipperiness, vagueness and unpredictability of the term ‘queer’ make it an uneasy index 

of something we can call ‘queer film’. Sitting between the representations of explicit (or 

conventionally regarded as such) gay and lesbian desires and the elusive figurations of the 

demeanour discordant with various ‘normative’ aspects, queer film inhabits a broad pool of 

meanings. The traditional linear development of the visibility of homosexuals on screen, 

applied in monographs and anthologies on queer cinema usually analyse different films with 

LGBTQ+ significations under this shared catch-all phrase including, cursorily mentioned, 

various pre-sexual embodiments.59 While some link queer cinema with ‘aggressive political 

and representational agency dovetail[ing] with the radical innovations of European ‘Avant-

 
58 See Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), p. 199. 
 
59 Typically, critics simply announce that ‘Queer cinema has been in existence for decades although it 

lacked a label’, see Susan Hayward, Cinema Studies: The Key Concepts (London and New York: 

Routledge, 2013), p. 306; see also Nick Rees-Roberts, French Queer Cinema (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 

University Press, 2014), p. 4. 
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garde’ and ‘Art-house’ filmmaking’,60 others want to locate it ‘not only in formally 

transgressive films’ but also ‘in popular, debased generic forms’.61 Thus, queer film might or 

might not be tied to the genre. 

Another aspect of the meaning of queer cinema is its function, akin to its counterpart ‘queer’, 

of ‘doing’ rather than ‘being’ queer, ‘carving out a critical space for queerly rethinking 

common assumptions around … cinematic texts, pleasures and viewing positions’.62 Creating 

such spaces includes the reading ‘against the grain’, by which I understand deconstructive 

interpretation premised at other than traditional hermeneutic methods. This thesis offers a 

reading of a number of films considered ‘normative’ in their representations of sexuality. In 

applying the variables different from the conventional ones (like mise-en-scène, context or 

genre), the thesis scratches and ruffles the surface of well-adjusted interpretations enabling 

queer desire to be shifted from the periphery to the centre. The films, through their aesthetic 

tools and affective possibilities, generate a particular reading to a particular audience. Reading 

‘against the grain’ provides a space for the audience to see the film in a particular way. In other 

words, the ‘location’ of proto-queer is both ‘in the film’ and is created by the film. 

The indefinability and evasive character of the desires of the female figures in the cinema of 

this period locates these interactions between the categories. Some of the articulations, looks 

or gestures qualify these relations as lesbian (or gay), others can be viewed as transsexual or 

emotionally tense friendships. The concept most productive for my analysis is Richard Dyer’s 

understanding of homoeroticism. ‘Homo-eroticism’, Dyer writes, ‘tends to stress libidinal 

attraction without sexual expression,63 and although it can sometimes include homosexuality, 

Dyer continues, it ‘indicates a sense of male pleasure in the physical presence of men’.64 

Although Dyer writes exclusively of men, in transposing his notion onto women, we might be 

able to imagine female homo-eroticism as a concept travelling to broader spheres to embrace 

relations like therapeutic talks, sisterhood, and other woman-woman intimacies beyond the 

fixed choreography of human contact. 

My examination of a range of dissident practices in the chosen film corpus aims at identifying, 

 
60 Robin Griffiths, Queer Cinema in Europe (Bristol and Chicago: Intellect, 2008), p. 16. 
61 Karl Schoonover and Rosalind Galt, Queer Cinema in the World (Durham: Duke University Press, 

2016), p. 15; see also Chris Perriam, Spanish Queer Cinema (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 

2013). 
62 See Robin Griffiths, British Queer Cinema (London and New York: Routledge, 2006). 
63 Richard Dyer, The Culture of Queers (London and New York: Routledge, 2001), p.3-4. 
64 Dyer, The Culture of Queers, p.4. 
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in Judith Butler’s words, ‘these sites of disruption, error, confusion, and trouble[that] can be 

very rallying points for a certain resistance to classification and to identity as such’,65 the spaces 

in-between the categories. Butler, in arguing against the solidification of any gender or sexual 

categories to prevent the categories of gay and lesbian to be adjudged as such, simultaneously 

points to the idea of sexual identity not only as not given but also as unknowable. Faced with 

the nonexistence of, as Diana Fuss argues, ‘final discovery’ of the sexual, the impulse is to 

‘shift … toward the imaginative enactment of sexual redefinitions, reborderizations, and 

rearticulations’.66 This driving force of not a definite leaving behind of past formulations, 

remembering that even if the peripheral subjects are constituted within particular cultures, the 

traces of the inscriptions of the power relations characteristic of these cultures are alive in their 

future articulations. Thus, this thesis sustains a continuing critical consciousness throughout 

whereby it positions the disruptions in the ‘normative’ relations between women as inextricable 

from earlier and continuing stories of ‘queerness’. In other words, some of the films discussed 

counteract the standard ‘gay’ and ‘lesbian’ narratives and some mark alternative forms of 

intimacies but this thesis strives to, coming back to Dyer, ‘stress the continuity with anyone 

who is only homo and to retain the dangerous, troubling dimension of the genital’.67 The critical 

openness enables us to interrogate the modes of the intimate at the communist cultural, 

geopolitical and historical juncture but be cautious in naming them with a language worked out 

in the West,68 to recognise the differences from the current queer configurations, but at the 

same time to resist the drive towards the politics of recategorization. 

 
65 Judith Butler, ‘Imitation and Gender Insubordination’, Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader (London and 

New York: Routledge, 1993, pp. 307–20), p. 309-10. 
66 See Diana Fuss, Inside/Out: Lesbian Theories, Gay Theories (London and New York: Routledge, 

1991), p. 7. 
67 Dyer, The Culture of Queers, p.4. 
68 One example of the misunderstandings in reference to intimacies and interactions between men 

(which are beyond the scope of this thesis) stemming from cultural differences between the Western 

and Eastern Europe might be the notion of brotherhood or ‘homosociality’ (conceptualised by Eve 

Kosovsky Sedgwick in her classic study, Between Men. See Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men: 

English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985). Polish 

phrase ‘towarzysz’ (companion) which was in widespread use in communist times, originally means 

social status distinguished by revolutionary awareness. However, ‘in the political reality of socialist 

countries, the term distinguished Party members from ‘ordinary’ people, while in left-wing circles in 

Western European countries this concept was formulated through the ideology of internationalist 

brotherhood’,  see Monika Golonka-Czajkowska, ‘Podróż Do Krainy Zwanej Nową Hutą, Czyli o 

Komunizmie Jako Atrakcji Turystycznej’, in Popkomunizm: Doświadczenie Komunizmu a Kultura 

Popularna, edited by Magdalena Bogusławska and Zuzanna Grębecka, Kraków, Libron, 2010), pp. 

287–302.(p. 300). 
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Time is inscribed at the core of the idea of proto-queer. Therefore, whether understood as a 

concept which becomes available for the reading as ‘queer before their time’ only through the 

subversive analysis of the films, or whether the ‘queerness before its time’ is a function of the 

films themselves, proto-queer serves the double purpose of marking the prior-ness in the sense 

of the germ of something which will always be available in the future only. The ‘availability’ 

of queer cinematic legibility as always already imbricated into the culture is explicated by the 

characters of the documentary film, The Celluloid Closet (Epstein and Friedman, 1995), 

narrated by Lily Tomlin. Richard Dyer articulates the key to the understanding of these sorts 

of overlapping of the ‘ideas of who you are’ with the ‘culture’ which provide the models for 

these ideas and ‘so, we learn from the movies what it means to be a man or a woman, what it 

means to have a sexuality’. 

 

 

Non-heteronormative Hollywood cinema  

Homosexual characters and episodes have been present in cinema since its origin. In silent 

film, the most prominent film featuring the characters of unstable sexuality is Intolerance 

(D.W. Griffith, 1916) which, as Michael Rogin argues, ‘ma[kes] visible the lesbian threat to 

the family’,69 using the character of a mannish lesbian. The sexually ambiguous silent film star, 

Rudolf Valentino’s appeal, on the other hand, depends on, as Miriam Bratu Hansen claims, a 

combination of ‘masculine control of the look with the feminine quality of “to-be-looked-at-

ness”’.70 Those two films demarcate the trope along which homosexuality represented in 

cinema might be traced, that is the figure of specific features like a mannish woman or a 

feminine man. 

Both types are often-encountered figures in the period of Germany’s Weimar Republic (1918-

1933). The flourishing queer scene of the time ‘have given the period a privileged status in the 

history of gay and lesbian film’.71 Among the impressive number72of films presenting queers 

 
69 Michael Rogin, ‘The Great Mother Domesticated: Sexual Difference and Sexual Indifference in D. 

W. Griffith’s “Intolerance”’, Critical Inquiry, 15:3 (1989), pp. 510–55 (p. 544). 
70 Miriam Hansen, Babel and Babylon (Cambridge, Massachusetts, London: Harvard University Press, 

1991), p. 272. 
71 Barbara Mennel, Queer Cinema. Schoolgirls, Vampires and Gay Cowboys (London and New York: 

Wallflower, 2012), p. 9. 
72 For the titles of most important films of this period, see Mennel, p. 9. 
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in this cinema, there are two emblematic ones, Anders als die Andern/Different from the Others 

(Richard Oswald, 1919) and Mädchen in Uniform/Girls in Uniform (Leontine Sagan, 1931). 

From among the female figures, the subject of interest for this thesis, the emblematic in specific 

androgynous 'look' is Marlena Dietrich, especially her performance in Morocco (Josef von 

Sternberg, 1930) where she kisses a woman in the lips in public. The most characteristic feature 

of these figures is, according to Richard Dyer, a certan ‘duality‘ or ‘in-between-ism‘, a 

placement ‘somewhere between the sexes’.73 These characters are a kind of a third sex, between 

hotero- and homosexuality.  

The interbellum is also in Poland a period of openness towards homosexuality and boasting, as 

Sebastian Jagielski notes, a status of being 'very fashionable in Warsaw’s artistic community’. 

The whole culture, Jagielski continues, is 'permeated with a homoerotic spirit'74and he supports 

this statement with numerous examples from the field of literature, poetry, and music. This 

'cult' of homosexuality bears a visible hallmark in Polish cinema. From among the most famous 

film heroes of the time Eugeniusz Bodo might be marked as the most popular example of 

camp.75 Homosexual accents appear frequently on screen, particularly in popular genres of 

melodrama, musical and camp.76 There are innumerable examples of the homosexual scenes, 

 
73 Richard Dyer, Now You See It. Studies in Lesbian and Gay Film (London and New York: Routledge, 

1990), p. 37. Dyer explores the in-between-ness of men and women pointing to the differences between 

those two. See especially pp. 46-59. For more on the early cinema, see Vito Russo, The Celluloid Closet 

and Andrea Weiss’s Vampires and Violets. While the first book is the explication of male queer 

‘negative images’, a range of desperate unhappy cinematic characters who are killed or kill themselves, 

the second one is complementary in many respects with the images of women. See Vito Russo, The 

Celluloid Closet: Homosexuality in the Movies (New York: Harper & Row, 1987), Andrea Weiss, 

Vampires and Violets: Lesbians in Film (London: Penguin Books, 1993). For a study breaking away 

from the traditional identity politics, see also Alexander Doty, Making Things Perfectly Queer: 

Interpreting Mass Culture (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1993). 
74 Czesław Miłosz, Zaczynając Od Moich Ulic (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Dolnośląskie, 1990), quoted 

in Jagielski, ‘Queer Fantasies: The Camp Prince, the Diva, and Polish Cinema in the Interwar Period’, 

Studies in European Cinema, 14:2 (2016), pp. 118–33 (p. 118). 
75 Jagielski describes Bodo's performance in a cross-dressing scene in Piętro wyżej/The Floor Above 

(Leon Trystan, 1937) as 'the campiest scene in the history of Polish cinema', see Jagielski ‘Queer 

Fantasies: The Camp Prince, the Diva, and Polish Cinema in the Interwar Period’, Studies in European 

Cinema, 14:2 (2016), pp. 118–33 (p. 119). For more on cam in Polish cinema, see Karolina Kosińska, 

'Manewry Tożsamościowe. Kobieta Jako Mężczyzna i Mężczyzna Jako Kobieta w Przedwojennym 

Polskim Kinie Komediowym’ in Ciało i Seksualność w Kinie Polskim, edited by Sebastian Jagielski 

and Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska, (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego 2009), pp. 

25–41. For more on the body in Polish cinema in the period of interbellum, see Iwona Kurz, 

'«Trędowata» Albo Qui pro Quo, Czyli Ciało w Filmowej Kulturze Dwudziestolecia’ in Ciało i 

Seksualność w Kinie Polskim, edited by Sebastian Jagielski and Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska, 

(Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, 2009), pp. 13–23. 
76 The thorough analysis of the cinema of this period, rich in biographical details has been done by 

Jagielski in Maskarady Męskości. 
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episodes, stock characters like the 'auntie' (the Tante) or Polish 'przegięty'77 but only rarely 

have these film been read from the perspective of lesbian presence.78 

The Hays Code (an agreement among major Hollywood studios about self-censorship) comes 

into effect in 1934 and 'institutionalis[es] the unspeakable nature of homosexuality' and 

'produce[s] queer aesthetic practices … including subversive strategies [and] veiled subtexts'.79 

The World War Two puts an end to much of the film production and the industry becomes 

revived in the forties. In the two post-war decades, although censored, the films still manage 

to smuggle homosexual subtexts. Notably, Alfred Hitchock's films have been populated by 

these. The sixties witness the growing number of films tackling homosexuality till the 

Stonewall events in 1968, an event opening a new era in talking about homosexuality. The 

most famous articulations of lesbian desire in this period might be found in films like The 

Children's Hour (William Wyler, 1961) and The Killing of Sister George (Robert Aldrich, 

1968).80 

This short sketch of queer cinema representations points to the gender and sexual liminality 

and the intermediary style of queer persons that draws attention, awakens curiosity and 

generates enmity. Given that liminality, or in-between-ness of emotion and expression is 

necessarily culturally inflected, these subtle threads of queer desire become available for 

 
77 For an elaboration on various types characteristic for the queer subculture, see Dyer, Now You See It, 

pp. 25-50. 
78 Only one film of the period featuring female homoeroticism has been examined in Polish scholarship, 

Dziewczęta z Nowolipek/Girls of Nowolipki (Józef Lejtes, 1937). In 1985, Barbara Sass made a new 

version of the film foregrounding the 'sexually active', In Monika Talarczyk-Gubała's analysis, 'women 

taking pleasure for themselves'. In both versions, the clear 'homoerotic sensibilities like Franka's love 

for a female librarian, Franka's relationships with Alisia or Amelka's delight in voyeuristic activity 

observing an actress', have never been mentioned, see Monika Talarczyk-Gubała, ‘Zerwane Owoce. O 

Filmowej Adaptacji Dylogii Poli Gojawiczyńskiej Dokonanej Przez Barbarę Sass’, Pogranicza : 

Szczeciński Kwartalnik Kulturalny, (5:2008), pp. 65–72 (p. 71). For an interesting and rare in Polish 

scholarship exploration of the differences in social class of the protagonists, see Ewa Mazierska, Poland 

Daily (Oxford, New York, Berghahn Books, 2017). Another film, with strong homoerotic indications 

between women is, I argue, Ada! To Nie Wypada/Ada! Don't Do that! (Konrad Tom, 1936), where we 

can see the wedding in which two girls are masquerading as a man and a woman, a tomboy girl refusing 

to be engaged in men etc. Notably, the popular song from this film is sung by Tonia in Interrogation 

(see Chapter One). 
79 See Mennel, Queer Cinema, p. 26. 
80 For a lesbian characters, particularly those in supportive roles, and homoerotic undercurrents in 

Hollywood films with special attention to Hitchcock, see Patricia White, Uninvited: Classical 

Hollywood Cinema and Lesbian Representability (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University 

Press, 1999). For a thorough analysis of the Hollywood films of the fifties from the lens of the 'femme', 

see Robert J. Corber, Cold War Femme. Lesbianism, National Identity, and Hollywood Cinema. 

(Durham and London, Duke University Press, 2011). 
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recognition if positioned within a certain culture. This thesis attempts to retrace the path of 

Polish cultural (with the priority given to cinema), articulations of queer desire and relocate the 

perspective of looking at queerness from the ‘Western’ to the native look. 

 

Non-heteronormative East European cinema  

In Poland, the post-war cinema till late 1950s remains under the grip of Soviet propaganda and 

strict censorship. Nevertheless, some of the films are explored in search of homoerotic 

innuendos. For example, Jan Rybkowski's Nikodem Dyzma (1956) with the representation of 

an open lesbian relationship or Andrzej Munk's Passanger/Pasażerka (1963)81 with the 

homoerotic undercurrent underpinning the two main female protagonists' relationship.  

Special attention should be awarded to one, neglected and ‘forgotten’ film, Jerzy 

Kawalerowicz’s The Game/Gra (1961). The construction of the figure of a woman in this film 

points to the first articulations of the need for sexual autonomy, a thread to be continued by 

some of the heroines in the 1970s and 1980s. Małgorzata, the main protagonist of The Game, 

tries to, as Jagielski observes, ‘extricate herself from the constraints of the gaze’.82 She seeks 

renewal through the experience of her own body. She provokes, goes to bed with a stranger, 

engages in a lesbian intercourse and plans a participation in an orgy. The ecstatic longing for 

individual liberty, including heterogeneity of sexual practices can be deciphered in Tonia 

(Interrogation) or Danuśka (Custody), and all the female protagonists of the films discussed in 

Chapter Four. 

The seventies in Polish cinema, a period already partly outlined in the introduction, decidedly 

diverges from that in the United States in terms of the representation of other sexualities. The 

post-Stonewall gay and lesbian movement coincides with the student protests against the 

Vietnam War and provides the basis for the second wave feminism. The slogan popularised at 

the time, ‘Feminism is the theory; lesbianism is the practice’ encapsulates the yoking of sexual 

desire with politics, a tendency which reaches its peak in the 1980s and the AIDS crisis. The 

 
81 For the analysis of the film from the perspective of temporal and spatial discontinuities, see See 

Paulina Kwiatkowska, ‘The Structures of Memory. The Images of Space-Time in Andrzej Munk’s Film 

Passenger’, Kwartalnik Filmowy, 2013, pp. 6–30. 
82 For more on the stars of Polish cinema representing excessive sexual desire, see Sebastian Jagielski, 

‘„A Właśnie Że Będę Niemoralna”. Gwiazdy w Kinie Polskim Okresu PRL-u’, Pleograf, 4 (2016), pp. 

123–41. 
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lenience towards other sexualities does not, however, find its expression in a bolder 

representation of queers. In the cinema dominate ‘non- threatening lesbian encounters’ in 

which female protagonists ‘explore sex with other women [in a way] reflecting notions of 

female passivity’.8384 In other words, same-sex desire is presented as a confirmation of the 

fluidity in female-female relations, between friendship and homosexual love. However, the 

stage is set for the art-house lesbian film, which engages with fantasy, psychoanalysis and 

desire. Among the films representing this group might be Monika Treut’s85 films such as 

Seduction: The Cruel Woman (1984), Lizzie Borden’s Born in Flames or Sheila McLaughlin’s 

She Must be Seeing Things (1987). The predominant trend in the 1980s is the connection of 

film with death as a response to the AIDS pandemics with a range of films like an emblematic 

Bill Sherwood’s Parting Glances (1986). 

One of the factors impeding the ‘fresher’ look at the socialist cinema has been and still remains 

to be the view of socialist past as polarised into ‘dissent’ and ‘dogmatic’ art. These pasts, 

however, are multifarious socio-political and cultural histories, different in each of the 

occupied countries. In reducing them to one homogeneous narrative of remaining under the 

‘Soviet regime’, we fail to recognise the complexity and separate cultural backgrounds of each 

of the members of the Soviet bloc. This uniform view also tends to prevail in the critical 

approaches to the arts, including cinema, through the lens of, as Alexei Yurchak argues, ‘a 

binary division between the state (censored) and the society beyond it (uncensored)’.86 Such a 

perspective allocates artistic values of the films creating a hierarchy of the ‘better’ (censored) 

and the ‘worse’ (allowed) ones and imposes the direction or domain worth the analysis, which 

is the films’ political aspect. 

The revisiting of cultural idiosyncrasies and the re-reading of the cinema of the socialist pasts, 

a growing tendency in academia in recent years, enables the research projects to break the linear 

before/after narratives as well as the top-bottom control and oppression. In this open spirit, this 

 
83 See Mennel, Queer Cinema, p. 52. 
84 The films quoted by the critics as the exemplification of the sexually fluid bond between women, are, 

for example Robert Towne’s Personal Best (1982), Donna Deitch’s Desert Hearts (1985) and John 

Seyles’s Lianna (1983). 
 
85 Treut as a risqué independent movie’s director displaying ‘lesbian sex appeal’ has been analysed by 

many scholars. See, for example, Colin Richardson, ‘Monika Treut: An Outlaw at Home’ in A Queer 

Romance: Lesbians, Gay Men and Popular Culture, edited by Colin Richardson and Paul Burston, 

(Oxford, London: Routledge, 1995), pp. 178–96. 
86 See Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, Until It Was No More (Princeton and Oxford:  

Princeton University Press, 2006), p. 6-7. 
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thesis explores Polish cinema. If it is beyond the scope of this thesis to account of the separate 

socialist cinemas in detail, I will provide a sketch of their most conspicuous characteristics. If 

these cinemas have anything in common in their representations of homosexuality, it is most 

probably their changing character over the years of communism. As Kateřina Lišková 

summarises, in Czechoslovakia, ‘sexual discourses were formed in a reversed order of 

liberalization vs. conservatism as compared to the West’ and moved from accentuating public, 

work and equality in the 1950s to emphasizing private, family and authority in the 1970s’.87 

Similarly, in the words of the Hungarian critic, Judit Takács, ‘[b]y the early 1970s, the 

‘totalitarian androgyny’ of the 1950s … left some, at least not directly controlled, space for 

private life’.88 Together with these changes in attitude towards sexuality, its cinematic 

representation shifts from, as Ewa Mazierska states, the spectrum’s one end including ‘the films 

of socialist realism … condemn[ing] the supposedly frivolous approach to the body’, towards 

‘the other end of the spectrum … reveal[ing] particularly bold attitudes to the body’.89 These 

differences in the degree of openness towards the bodies’ different aspects, from nudity to 

homosexuality, characterise the films of all the cinemas of the bloc. 

Polish Queer Cinema 

In terms of the period of late socialism, sexual otherness in Poland has already been elaborated 

in the field of literature,90art,91or sociology.92 Such resurgence of interest in these problematics 

has not entailed any similar interest in film studies scholarship. The attempt to review academic 

literature on Polish queer film immediately points to a few titles analysing films belonging to 

 
87 See Kateřina Lišková, ‘Sex under Socialism: From Emancipation of Women to Normalized Families 

in Czechoslovakia’, Sexualities, 19:1–2 (2016), pp. 211–35 (p. 211). 
 
88 See Judit Takács, ‘Disciplining Gender and (Homo)Sexuality in State-Socialist Hungary in the 

1970s’, European Review of History: Revue Européenne d’histoire, 22:1 (2014), pp. 161–75 (p. 165). 
89 See Ewa Mazierska and Matilda Mróz, et al., ‘Shaping the Cinematic Bodies of Eastern Europe and 

Russia’ in The Cinematic Bodies of Eastern Europe and Russia. Between Pain and Pleasure, 

(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016), pp. 1–28 (p. 11). 
90 The most important publications to date include German Ritz, Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz: Pogranicza 

Nowoczesności (Kraków: Universitas, 1999); German Ritz, Nić w labiryncie pożądania. Gender i pleć 

w literaturze polskiej od romantyzmu do postmodernizmu (Warszawa: Wiedza Powszechna, 2002); 

Błażej Warkocki,  Homo Niewiadomo: Polska Proza Wobec Odmienności (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo 

Sic!, 2007); Wojciech Śmieja,  Literatura, Której Nie Ma. Szkice o Polskiej Literaturze Homoseksualnej 

(Kraków, TAiWPN Universitas, 2010); Tomasz Kaliściak,  Katastrofy Odmieńców (Katowice: 

Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Śląskiego, 2011).  
91 For example, Paweł Leszkowicz,  Nagi mężczyzna. Akt męski w sztuce polskiej po 1945 roku  (Poznań: 

Wydawnictwo Naukowe UAM, 2012). 
92 See Jacek Kochanowski, Fantazmat Zróżnicowany. Socjologiczne Studium Przemian Tożsamości 

Gejów (Kraków: Universitas, 2004); idem, Spektakl i Wiedza. Perspektywa Społecznej Teorii Queer 

(Łódź: Wydawnictwo Wschód–Zachód, 2009). See also Joanna Mizielińska,  Płeć, Ciało, Seksualność 

(Kraków: Towarzystwo Autorów i Wydawców Prac Naukowych Universitas, 2006). 
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gay film genres,93 a similar attempt regarding Polish cinema in the period of the seventies and 

eighties brings the range of publications on the ‘political’ films. If, however, the inquiry 

pertains to women in Polish cinema, the first and only title that comes up is Ewa Mazierska 

and Elżbieta Ostrowska’s book, Women in Polish Cinema.94 In the introduction the authors 

name the main characteristics shared by female protagonists in Polish cinema stating that 

'female heroines were introduced and developed to support the dominant ideologies of the 

day’95 that ‘one stable element shared by all the films is women's relation to the family and the 

nation, a lens through which a moral judgement is passed’.96 This characterisation, apart from 

providing an important scaffolding within which to position specifically Polish female 

cinematic presence, also confirms, the popular conviction of the ‘unseriousnes ’ of women’s 

issues, already noticed by Maria Janion97and quoted by the authors of the anthology on its first 

page. The fear of ridicule in case of entering the ‘unserious’ matters of women’s world has had, 

as Mazierska and Ostrowska suggest, serious consequences of neglect or eschewal of the 

examination of Polish cinema from the vantage point of gender. The outline given by Women 

in Polish Cinema stresses the lack of the analyses of female protagonists in Polish cinema and 

a common disregard for both women film directors,98 women film critics and women 

 
93 The wave of films that were released in the 2000s includes Mariusz Treliński’s The Egoist/Egoista 

(2000), Izabela Cywińska’s The Lovers of Marona/Kochankowie z Marony (2005), Magdalena 

Piekorz’s Drowziness/Senność (2008), Jan Komasa’s The Suicide Room/Sala Samobójców (2011), 

Tomasz Wasilewski’s Floating Skyscrapers/Płynące wieżowce (2013) and Małgorzata Szumowska’s 

In the Name Of.../W imię...(2013). For more on the contemporary male homosexual representation in 

Polish cinema, see Sebastian Jagielski, ‘Conflict and Controversy in Small Cinemas’, in Before Coming 

out: Queer Representations in Contemporary Polish Cinema (Berlin: Peter Lang, 2018), pp. 125–41. 
 
94 See Ewa Mazierska and Elzbieta Ostrowska, Women in Polish Cinema (New York and Oxford: 

Berghahn Books, 2006). 
95 See Mazierska and Ostrowska, Women in Polish Cinema, p. 7. 
96 Mazierska and Ostrowska, p. 7. 
97 See Maria Janion, Kobiety i Duch Inności (Warszawa: Sic!, 2006). 
98 Film directors in communist Poland encountered a ‘glass ceiling’ on their career path as film directors. 

The ‘strategies of exclusion’, explored by Krzysztof Tomasik include films made in cooperation with a 

husband (Ewa Petelska, Barbara Sass), allocating to them the films for child ren deemed ‘trivial’ (Maria 

Kaniewska, Anna Sokołowska), and forestallment and delay in film debuts (Barbara Sass), see 

Krzysztof Tomasik, ‘Polskie Reżyserki Filmowe 1919–2002’, Kultura i Historia, 6 (2004). For more 

on Polish women behind the camera and the ‘glass ceiling’, see Ewelina Wejbert-Wąsiewicz, ‘Filmy 

Kobiet. Zmiany, Zwroty i „szklany Sufit” w Kinematografii Polskiej Przed i Po 1989 Roku’, Sztuka i 

Dokumentacja, 13 (2015), pp. 47–59). 
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protagonists.99 Symptomatic are here Polish comedies.100 In the dominant view of the critics, 

Polish cinema has been continuing representation of women as objects embedded in the 

patriarchal discourse,101 a tendency which evolves in the post-communist screen with a rampant 

‘misogyny in reference to both women and models of femininity’.102 Film critic, Tadeusz 

Miczka, for example, categorises the models of representing women in Polish cinema dividing 

them into ‘sluts’ and ‘witches’.103 However, Polish cinema includes numerous productions 

prioritising problems encountered by women and foregrounding women as the main narrative 

focus. These, however, tend to be examined in terms of form and genre or an auteurist style 

rather than explore the discourse around the construction of the female protagonists.104 

One reason for the paucity of research into the tropes of female presence and its function in the 

economy of the film, is the politicisation of Polish cinema. Cinema, particularly during the 

period examined in this thesis, is one of the most important, alongside literature and cabaret, 

means of political struggle and a new public sphere within which the filmmakers and the 

audience communicated in a coded language, an aspect of Polish cinema of the period to which 

I will come back in the first chapter. This interdependence between the political message 

conveyed by film and an interest of cinema audiences in it sits at the core of the constant 

renewal of the discussions and interpretations of these film exclusively within the category of 

the political. The numerous reviews of such films as Ryszard Bugajski’s Interrogation (1982) 

or Wiesław Saniewski’s Custody (1985) (both discussed in this thesis), always emphasize the 

 
99 As an example of the diminishing treatment of women critics by publishing companies can be given 

the fate of two books by Monika Talarczyk-Gubała, the only book-length studies on ‘women’s cinema’ 

in Poland and on the oeuvre of Barbara Sass (Biały Mazur and Wszystko o Ewie, respectively), the 

publications that have been circulated in editions of 200 copies and never reprinted. See Monika 

Talarczyk-Gubała, Biały mazur. Kino kobiet w polskiej kinematografii (Poznań: Galeria Miejska 

Arsenał, 2013); Monika Talarczyk-Gubała, Wszystko o Ewie Filmy Barbary Sass a Kino Kobiet w 

Drugiej Polowie XX Wieku (Szczecin: Wydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu Szczecińskiego, 2013). 
100Se e Małgorzata Radkiewicz, ‘Kochanka Karola. Kobiety w Polskich Komediach Lat 

Osiemdziesiątych’, in  Grażyna Stachówna, (ed.) I Film Stworzył Kobietę (Kraków: Wydawnictwo 

Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, 1999, pp. 159–69). 
101See Mazierska and Ostrowska, Women in Polish Cinema, pp. 6-7. 
102 See Ewa Mazierska, ‘Witches, Shamans, Pandoras - Representation of Women in the Polish 

Postcommunist Cinema’, Scope: An Online Journal of Film Studies, (2002), p. 4. 
103 See Tadeusz Miczka, ‘Epitafia, Emfazy, Enigmaty, Ewenementy i Epizody. Polski Film Fabularny 

Po 1989 Roku’, Postscriptum, 1:2 (2003), pp. 6–55. For more on this see, for example Justyna Beinek, 

‘Agnieszka, Angela, Anielica ... Nie/Obecność Kobiet w Filmie Polskim’, Poscriptum Polonistyczne, 

1:1 (2008), pp. 70–81; Grażyna Stachówna, ‘Suczka, Cycofon, Faustyna i Inne Kobiety w Polskim 

Filmie Lat Dziewięćdziesiątych’, in Gender w Humanistyce ed. Małgorzata Radkiewicz (Kraków: 

Rabid, 2001), pp. 55–63. 
104 Typical examples might here be studies on the particular cinema auteurs, like Andrzej Wajda or 

Krzysztof Kieślowski whose very title tie the mode of analysis to the politics. See, for instance, Janina 

Falkowska, The Political Films of Andrzej Wajda (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 1996). 
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films’ political resonance and thereby never do justice to the aspects of femininity tackled in 

them, pushing them to the periphery of an interrogation, these aspects often being female 

gender or sexual insubordination. This study offers the replenishment of the aspects of female 

eroticism to the Polish screen of the 1970s and 1980s to provoke a reimagination of the erotic 

and affective presence of women in these films. 

Whereas the scholarship on Polish male homosexual cinematic configurations has been 

expanding to become rich and diversified,105 the female counterpart is still neglected. 

Admittedly, the academic interest in the representations of homosexuality in film has been 

inspired only recently. In the first decade of the twenty first century, as Mazierska reminds us 

in her work on masculinities in cinema, the critics, ‘in … tackl[ing] Polish films with strong 

homosexual motifs, … either overlooked them and focused on other aspects of the movie, or 

considered homosexuality as a metaphor of something else’.106 The shift from the silent elision 

to the invigorated interest in other sexualities coincides with the public national debate around 

the phenomenon known as ‘gender’, a debate raging in the period preceding and immediately 

following Poland’s accession to the European Union. The ‘natural differences between the 

sexes’ are perceived at the time by half of the society as endangered by the ‘West’.107 The 

deluge of talks, press articles, media coverage and public discussions soon finds a way into the 

academia. The dissident sexualities are ‘discovered’ in the literature and films of the previous 

eras. Jagielski, for one, names a handful of Polish films in which ‘lesbians do appear along 

 
105 See especially a comprehensive study of male homosexual desire and homosocial passions in Polish 

film embracing the period of over eight decades: Sebastian Jagielski, Maskarady Męskości. Pragnienie 

Homospołeczne w Polskim Kinie Fabularnym (Kraków: universitas, 2013); See also Sebastian Jagielski 

and Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska, Ciało i Seksualność w Kinie Polskim (Kraków, Wydawnictwo 

Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, 2009); Krzysztof Tomasik, Gejerel: Mniejszosci Seksualne w PRL-u 

(Warszawa, Wydawnictwo Krytyki Politycznej, 2012). The title of the latter publication can be 

translated into English as ‘Sexual Minorities in Polish People’s Republic’ to suggest the analysis of a 

wide spectrum of sexual expression. Nevertheless, the only chapter devoted to lesbians, the shortest one 

in the whole book, cursorily mentions a few literary examples of lesbian desire, a move as much 

surprising (the book investigates numerous examples of male homosexual desire on screen) as it is 

expected given the conventional treatment of lesbian desire. 
106 See Ewa Mazierska, Masculinities in Polish, Czech and Slovak Cinema: Black Peters and Men of 

Marble (Oxford, New York: Berghahn Books, 2010), p. 178. 

  See, for instance Agnieszka Graff, Rykoszetem. Rzecz o Płci, Seksualności i Narodzie (Warszawa: 

W.A.B., 2008). 
107 Jagielski names the following films representing lesbians: Femina (Piotr Szulkin, 1990), In Flagranti 

(Wojciech Biedroń, 1991), White Marriage/Białe Małżeństwo (Magdalena Łazarkiewicz, 1992), Two 

Moons/Dwa księżyce, Andrzej Barański, 1993), Seven Stops on the Way to the Paradise/Siedem 

przystanków na drodze do raju, (Ryszard Maciej Nyczka, 2003), Aria Diva (Agnieszka Smoczyńska, 

2007), The Perfect Guy for My Girlfriend /Idealny facet dla mojej dziewczyny, (Tomasz Konecki, 2009), 

Oh, Charles! 2/Och Karol! 2 (Piotr Wereśniak, 2011), see Jagielski, Before coming out…, p. 129. 
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with the emancipative waves of the early 1990s and late 2000s’.108 The two important books 

addressing female homoerotic passions, one explicitly and one implicitly, are Maria 

Kornatowska’s Eros i Film,109 and the above-mentioned Monika Talarczyk-Gubała’s Biały 

Mazur.110 Kornatowska finds eroticism where others (even today) do not. Characteristically 

savant, an intellectual knowledgeable about the methodological tools of film inquiry popular 

in the West but not known in Poland, Kornatowska reflects on voyeurism, fetishism, and 

narcissism. The latter, for example, is identified in a language available at the time but still 

capturing the core of its meaning.111 Małgorzata Radkiewcz, in her study on Kornatowska’s 

book, argues that Kornatowska ‘touches on interesting topics like misogyny, an obsession with 

femininity, the inability to establish relationships based on partnership’,112 the observations 

arguably inflected by the feminist thought, unknown and renounced in Poland of the day. 

Equipped with the tools sharpened in the atmosphere and approaches to film studies gained at 

the American university where she studied for some time, Kornatowska’s Eros i film is in 

Radkiewicz’s eyes, ‘of the grounbreaking and illuminating nature’. The perspective from 

which this theorist identifies the homoerotic traces in film is an informative lesson, which 

enlightens us on innumerable possibilities of looking at cinema. 

The multi-faceted lens through which Kornatowska pursues homoerotic passions in Polish film 

of late socialism has been enabled by her application of the methods from within the offerings 

of psychoanalysis, anthropology and philosophy with which she became familiar in foreign 

universities. Thus, this brief sketch of this film theorist’s accomplishments is also 

‘groundbreaking and illuminating’ for the purpose of this thesis. Apart from the ungirding of 

the performative capabilities of critical thinking, the ‘touching across time’ mentioned earlier, 

Kornatowska’s study, read four decades later, also makes us aware of the changing nature of 

film criticism and the dependence of its perspective on the ‘freshness’ of knowledge acquired 

on the way of transnational interactions. Considering these insights, the ephemeral traces of 

 
108 See Maria Kornatowska, Eros i Film (Łódż: Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza, 1986). 
109 See Talarczyk-Gubała, Biały Mazur.   
110 Kornatowska describes the main protagonist’s lover in Zbigniew Rebzda’s Przyspieszenie/Speeding 

up (1984) as a woman who ‘is somewhat disconnected, ‘a little absent … focused on herself, hungry 

… for admiring looks’ See Małgorzata Radkiewicz, ‘Sexuality, Feminism and Polish Cinema in Maria 

Kornatowska’s ‘Eros i Film’ Panoptikum, (no. 23, 2020, pp. 117–30), p. 120. 
 
111 See Małgorzata Radkiewicz, ‘Sexuality, Feminism and Polish Cinema in Maria Kornatowska’s ‘Eros 

i Film’, Panoptikum, 23 (2020), pp. 117–30, (p. 120).  
112 See Radkiewicz, ‘Sexuality, Feminism’, p. 129. 
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female queerness in communist cinema in Poland pursued in this thesis might not be so 

ephemeral at all. In building on the recent ‘turns’ of queer theory, like temporal and spatial 

dimensions of the economy of film, the thesis puts these films into a different perspective 

allowing the reader to see what has not been seen so far. 

The return to the era often regarded as ‘backward’ in its understanding and treatment of 

sexuality, nevertheless, illuminates a different angle at which these films might be looked at. 

Rather than measure ‘progress’ in the perception and representation of queer desire in Poland 

by the yardstick of the Western developments, this thesis explores the inchoate queer traces 

left in the native background and applying a look from within outside. This mode of research 

is also practiced in the second book mentioned above, Talarczyk-Gubała’s Biały Mazur. 

Talarczyk-Gubała’s rich and often unexpected intertextual connotations unveil the hybrid 

nature of many of the films discussed here thereby guiding the thesis towards the most attentive 

address of the background in which these films were made. Both critical publications, each of 

which sheds a slightly different light at the film corpus, inspire me towards innovative methods 

in search for the discovery of the indigenous sentiments. 

Before the presentation of the structure of the thesis, it is necessary to address motherhood and 

religion as two important aspects of the analysis of femaleness (biological attributes of a female 

as opposed to male) and femininity (qualities culturally or socially regarded as characteristic 

of women). Motherhood, a deeply embedded ‘responsibility’ of a woman according to the 

official Polish discourse, seems to be inextricably linked to the concept of the ‘Polish 

Mother’,113 a collage of Polish traditionalism, conservatism, and Catholic values. The 

mythologised figure of the Polish Mother, has become ossified through its inextricable 

connection with the discourse of Christian religion and with the idea of Romanticism which, 

in Elżbieta Ostrowska’s words, ‘continues to function in Polish cultural discourse as a meta- 

language of national community’.114 Deeply rooted in Polish historical background reaching 

the times of partitions,115 the figure of Polish Mother bears hallmarks of heroisms, selflessness 

 
113 From among the impressive number of publications on the subject, I recommend two, one with a 

direct reference to Polish cinema, and another one with a thorough historical grounding. See Bogusława 

Budrowska, Macierzyństwo Jako Punkt Zwrotny w Życiu Kobiety (Wrocław: Fundacja na Rzecz Nauki, 

2000); Joanna Szwajcowska, ‘The Myth of the Polish Mother’ in Women in Polish Cinema (Oxford, 

New York: Berghahn Books, 2006), pp. 15–34. 
114 See Elżbieta Ostrowska, ‘Filmic Representations of the ‘Polish Mother’ in Post-Second World War 

Polish Cinema’, European Journal of Women’s Studies, 5:3–4 (1998), pp. 419–35 (p.427). 
115 In 1772, 1793 and 1795, Poland was perpetrated by Russia, Prussia, and Austria with the effect of a 

progressive reductions of its size till it stopped to exist and was absent from the world map for one 

hundred years. 
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and the capacity to sacrifice. The stability and persistence of this myth in Polish collective 

consciousness predetermines, claims Elżbieta Ostrowska, ‘the position of an individual whose 

activities are perceived as participating in an eternal, pre-established order’.116 The Polish 

Mother becomes a living symbol embodied in the figures of everyday mothers struggling in 

the socialist system to provide for their families. Underpinned by and modelled as the figure 

of Virgin Mary, Polish Mother becomes tied to Polishness. ‘Christianity is’, Julia Kristeva 

argues, ‘the most refined symbolic construct in which femininity … is focused on maternality’, 

which augments the figure further bestowing on her the features of ideality. This belief persists 

in the stable position of a woman within the social organisation of life becomes echoed in 

cinema, too.  

However, the impulse to explain the construction of female figures in Polish films by pointing 

out the impact of the Polish Mother myth, sometimes eclipses those aspects of female 

representations which provoke to more ‘experimental’ analysis. One example of such a 

heuristic problem refers to Ryszard Bugajski’s Interrogation, a film discussed in Chapter One, 

whose reviews often ascribe to the figure of the main protagonist, Tonia, a woman unjustly 

held in Stalinist prison and inhumanly tortured, the qualities characteristic of the Polish Mother 

myth. The fact that the prison is a Stalinist prison, and thus a metaphorical representation of 

the whole nation yoked by the Soviet invasion, seems to be a sufficient reason for the heuristic 

tactics of relegating Tonia to the ranks of the sacrificial figures illuminated by the 

circumstances to the awareness of the patriotic cause. Such interpretations, prevalent in the 

scholarship,117 successfully prevent different readings without imperilling the film’s status as 

patriotic. The fight for a cause is here additionally underpinned by the discourse of motherhood 

(Tonia becomes pregnant and gives birth to a child who is subsequently taken away from her), 

a narrative denouement leading towards figuring Tonia as mother fighting for a child and for 

Poland, a ready-made formula for Polish Mother.118 Motherhood and child rearing is an 

 
116 See Ostrowska, ‘Filmic Representations’, p. 427. 
 
117 For example, Tadeusz Lubelski states that ‘Tonia started to win [with her executioners] when she 

realised, she had moral superiority over them’, see Tadeusz Lubelski, Ilustrowana historia kina 

polskiego (Chorzów: Videograf II, 2009), p. 447. 
118 This view has been countered by Izabela Kalinowska who asks if ‘it is not the dramatic need of the 

film to use motherhood as a means by which the suffering of a woman is increased’ and argues that 

Tonia becomes as mother as if ‘by the way’’ without prior motherly features. See Izabela Kalinowska, 

‘Oblicza Cierpienia: Nic Doroty Kędzierzawskiej w Kontekście Kobiecości w Powojennym Kinie 

Polskim’, in Małgorzata Radkiewicz, Gender - Kultura – Społeczeństwo (Kraków: Rabid, 2002, pp. 

81–90), p. 85. 
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omnipresent motif in Polish cinema of the time119(and now), an inseparable ‘embellishment’ 

and a constitutive element of femininity and therefore the very resistance towards being a 

mother or not experiencing and intense pleasure in the company of a child120 positions the 

protagonist as dissident, other, childless, un-Polish. 

Motherhood is also inextricably tied to particular family values making it inevitable for women 

protagonists to refer to the family roots or be in a relationship supposed to be recast into familial 

organisation. The refusal of these automatically breaks the convention and ejects a female 

protagonist to the societal margins. The familial anchorage simultaneously positions a woman 

temporally and spatially. In attending to the family or a partner’s/child’s needs, a woman 

follows the preordained rhythm of the everyday. The refusal of or disinterest in starting a family 

or actively looking for a partner with whom to do so, marks a woman as weird, suspicious, 

nonnormative. Although a childless and partner-less female protagonist raises doubts about her 

‘normality’, it is an insufficient aspect to question her sexual orientation. Thus, the 

methodological tools like the dimensions of time and space, enabling us to reveal the 

mechanisms construing the cinematic ‘reality’ within which the woman functions and help us 

discover the disjunctions between the normative time outside and the scrambled time 

organising her private theatre of thought and affect. The interest of this thesis in unveiling 

homoerotic attraction between women in spaces where, borrowing from Dyer again, ‘it’s been 

diverted or repressed or else obliquely expressed or unknowingly sublimated’,121 but it is not 

its purpose to ‘read against the grain’ and ‘prove’ the screen manifestations of female otherness 

to be in fact queer. Rather, my aim is to discover the particular geopolitical variant of woman-

woman intimacies characteristic for the time, space and rooted in cultural specificity. This 

 
119 This view has been countered by Izabela Kalinowska who asks if ‘it is not the dramatic need of the 

film to use motherhood as a means by which the suffering of a woman is increased’ and argues that 

Tonia becomes as mother as if ‘by the way’’ without prior motherly features. See Izabela Kalinowska, 

‘Oblicza Cierpienia: Nic Doroty Kędzierzawskiej w Kontekście Kobiecości w Powojennym Kinie 

Polskim’, in Małgorzata Radkiewicz, Gender - Kultura – Społeczeństwo (Kraków: Rabid, 2002, pp. 81–

90), p. 85. 
120 A separate category deconstructing the Polish Mother myth are films featuring ‘bad’ mothers and 

problematic relations between them and their children, like for example, Agnieszka Holland’s A 

Woman Alone/Kobieta Samotna (1981), Wojciech Marczewski’s Shivers/Dreszcze (1981) or Radosław 

Piwowarski’s My Mother’s Lovers/Kochankowie Mojej Mamy (1985). These and other films have never 

been interpreted under the lens of ‘bad’ motherhood (and I do not mean, for instance, negligence or 

inappropriate parenting techniques but essentially, lack of love) and such analyses are, unfortunately, 

beyond the scope of this project. Another aspect of Polish womanhood are the problematic relations of 

mothers with their adult daughters, such as Zbigniew Kamiński’s Ingratitude/ Niewdzięczność (1979) 

or Wanda Różycka-Zborowska’s Mistletoe/Jemioła (1988) or sons, like Ewa and Czesław Petelskis’ A 

Return Ticket/Bilet Powrotny (1978). 
121 Dyer, The Culture of Queers, p. 4. 
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thesis consists of the Introduction followed by four chapters. The films examined in Chapter 

One refer to the Stalinist era of the 1950s constituting a bridge joining the past with the present. 

Chapter Two and Chapter Three include films submerged in the present moment and Chapter 

Four, which closes the thesis, points to the future. In this way the thesis becomes bookended in 

a historical frame within which a range of temporal negotiations take place. differently 

inflected out-of-jointness of the female protagonists has been a priority in the films’ selection 

and the organisation of this corpus. 

 In order to point to the inseparability of the communist system from the erotic embodiments, 

I have focused on such cinematic texts which most explicitly foreground the merging and 

crisscrossing of the political with the gender and sexual significations of the female 

protagonists. Therefore, some of the protagonists actively oppose the system’s impositions of 

the rules impossible to be accepted without the tarnishing of what is private (Interrogation, 

Man of Marble), while others find the system partly enabling in creating spaces of intimacy 

unimaginable anywhere else (Custody, By Touch).  

In beginning the examination process from the canonical films known to the huge number of 

cinemagoers both at home and abroad the thesis aims at addressing the broadest possible 

readership to present its arguments The films categorised as echoing the ills of the communist 

system like corruption and cronyism at work (Woman and Woman, Debutante, A Woman in a 

Hat) gain the added value in terms of revealing the dimension of the intimate entangled in the 

professional relations. The inclusion of the films deemed artistic or experimental and not 

digitalised (Revenge, Serenite) is an attempt to do justice to what is threatened with complete 

oblivion. The vast range of film genres to which the films belong additionally confirms the 

importance of the adjustment of methods of interrogation through which the discovery of 

homoerotic desire becomes possible. 

Although the thesis opposes chronology, it will serve me here as a working tactics for the 

purpose of demonstrating the importance of the historical period choice for staging 

homoeroticism in Polish cinema. The post-war fifties and sixties, marked by the Stalinist 

regime and its direct corollaries have been repeatedly studied in terms of their cinematic 

representation, the former through the lens of masculinities and femininities distorted by the 

ideological inflections of the day; the sixties due to the emergence of the new type of male 

cinematic representative, domesticated by the discourse of ‘small stabilisation’122(a ‘man in 

 
122 See Urszula Kurnik, ‘Agnieszka z Człowieka z Marmuru Andrzeja Wajdy - Angrogyn Ze Skazą’ 

in: Ciało i Seksualność w Kinie Polskim, edited by Sebastian Jagielski and Agnieszka Morstin-

Popławska, (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, 2009), pp. 173–92. 
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warn slippers’) and represented by the new type of acting style embodied by Zbigniew 

Cybulski.  The seventies and eighties, a period marked by excessive social and political 

upheavals, thematically prioritises, both in cinematic representation and in the critical lens, the 

political dimension. An additional element important for cinema of the period is the range of 

films classified under the rubric of the so-called ‘Cinema of Moral Concern’, about which I 

will write in more detail in the next part of the Introduction, the ‘newness’ of whose makes of 

them the artificial landmark and the dividing line for other films made at that time (the majority 

of critical analysis divide the films of the 1970s and 1980s into the ones belonging to and not 

belonging to the ‘Cinema of Moral Concern’). This fact additionally blurs the analytical clarity 

of the critical intervention and undergirds the tendency of looking at the cinematic art of this 

period from the point of view of the ‘realism’ in presenting the absurdities of life at the time of 

the dying communist system. 

The clear gap in the analyses of the private and the intimate in the cinema of these two decades 

is undoubtedly one of the reasons behind the choice of the period in this thesis. But a more 

important factor inspiring the choice is a complete, stubbornly retained silence regarding 

female homoerotic cinematic voice of this period which is, otherwise, literally brimming with 

examples of new professional and personal independence of women in Poland. In the attempt 

to illuminate this sphere at the important moment of the transition from one type of the national 

existence to another, this thesis hopes to contribute to a better understanding of today’s 

problems in Poland with the concepts around queerness and sexual recognition, a starting point 

of this introducing chapter. 

 

The structure of the thesis 

 

This thesis consists of the Introduction followed by four chapters devoted to the different 

configurations of the figure of proto-queer woman in Polish cinema of the late communist 

period. The films examined in Chapter One refer to the Stalinist era of the 1950s constituting 

a bridge joining the past with the present. Chapter Two and Chapter Three include films 

submerged in the present moment and Chapter Four, which closes the thesis, points to the 

future. In this way the thesis becomes bookended in a historical frame within which a range of 

temporal negotiations take place. Chapter One pursues female gender instability and sexual 

ambivalence as they take shape at the intersection of the political in two films, Andrzej Wajda’s 
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Man of Marble and Ryszard Bugajski’s Interrogation. In delineating the prevailing standards 

of the ‘normal’ as it is understood at this political and geographical juncture, I discuss this 

figure’s opposition to these standards as it appears in the films. While Agnieszka’s 

expansiveness manifested in Man of Marble by means of a vertiginous tempo together with her 

excessive mobility signify her push towards freedom and adventure, Tonia in Interrogation 

opposes the communist oppression in a claustrophobic prison cell marking her proto-queerness 

through the iterated protests against the valorisation of politically correct ‘normality’. 

The paradigms of the closet, conceptualized by Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick,123 are 

particularly productive in my analysis included in Chapter Two. The analysis of sexual or erotic 

otherness in the context of isolation and social exclusion foregrounds the affective power of 

shame and its relational and transformative abilities. This is an opportunity to scrutinize the 

microcosms of human interactions and discover the way they relate to the socialist world 

limiting personal freedoms. I demonstrate how shame and humiliation is both ‘deconstituting 

and foundational’ in relation to sexual identity on the basis of two films, Wiesław Saniewski’s 

Custody and Magdalena Łazarkiewicz’s By Touch. 

In Chapter Three, I examine the specificity of the intimate interactions between women 

protagonists in the public spaces of their workplace where rivalry, admiration and jealousy 

occur, exploring the tonalities of these emotions as imbued with and evocative of the 

atmosphere of uneasiness beneath the seemingly ‘safe’ and stable surface. In fine-tuning 

Lauren Berlant’s concept of impasse, I develop a reading of four films, Ryszard Bugajski’s 

Woman and Woman, Barbara Sass’s Debutante, Stanisław Różewicz’s Woman in a Hat and 

Hanka Włodarczyk’s Ivy. While human intimacy inhabits shaky grounds in these films, female 

intense relationships fluctuate between conventionally acceptable relations and transgressions. 

This undecidability manifests itself in scenes of ambiguous, if quite dramatic resonance.  

My analyses in Chapter Four concentrate on how the specific genre of dream and the 

intertextual vocabulary address and reframe ‘deviant’ attractions. In exposing the intermingling 

workings of fantasy and ‘reality’, I sketch the canvass for the exploration of temporal 

asynchrony and microtemporal undercurrents thereby linking these to the other configurations 

of queer temporalities examined in previous chapters. The films examined here are Tomasz 

Zygadło’s Revenge, Alina Skiba’s Sérénité and Jacek Schoen’s Whirl. 

 
123 For more on the sixties in Polish cinema, see Iwona Kurz, Twarze w Tłumie : Wizerunki Bohaterów 

Wyobraźni Zbiorowej w Kulturze Polskiej Lat 1955–1969 (Warszawa: Świat Literacki, 2005).  A 

legendary Polish actor known as ‘Polish James Dean’ for his nonconformist roles and early death in 

train accident. 
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Throughout the thesis, special attention is given to the implications of temporal (dis)orders as 

a crucial factor in outlining the proto-queer quality of the female protagonists as located aslant 

toward the normative temporal mobility. The mode of negotiating the intimate amongst the 

ongoing ordinariness of the day juxtaposed in the analyses with the forms of forgetting the 

everyday through the escape into fantasy, are both linked to the systemic matrix of the day, 

from which queer subjects experience a particular distance and out-of-jointness. Whereas 

active resistance of the hegemonic powers of communist rule exhibits the homoeroticism born 

in a battle, the contrastingly different incarnations of ‘deviant’ eroticism can be found in films 

whose oneiric genre infuses them with a veil of improbability. There, the homosexual element 

is probably the most explicit in the whole thesis gesturing thereby towards the future with the 

hope for openness in presenting sexual identities on screen. 

 

In order to point to the inseparability of the communist system from the erotic embodiments, I 

have focused on such cinematic texts which most explicitly foreground the merging and 

crisscrossing of the political with the gender and sexual significations of the female 

protagonists. Within it, the films heretofore examined almost exclusively from the political 

perspective are tackled here through the lens of the erotic which broadens the scope of possible 

interpretations and brings a freshness of approach. The starting point for the gradual unveiling 

of the homoerotic undercurrents will be the most immediately visible, that is gender instability. 

For Polish audiences of the 1970s, the female gender insubordinations were considered 

aberrant and suggestive of other inconsistencies including psychic problems. Reserved to the 

‘artistic’ or bohemian circles, gender dissidence was not met often, either on screen or in life. 

In looking at the first female figure articulating such dissidence in film will be analysed in 

Chapter one of this thesis. This thesis consists of the Introduction followed by four chapters. 

The films examined in Chapter One refer to the Stalinist era of the 1950s constituting a bridge 

joining the past with the present. Chapter Two and Chapter Three include films submerged in 

the present moment and Chapter Four, which closes the thesis, points to the future. In this way 

the thesis becomes bookended in a historical frame within which a range of temporal 

negotiations take place. 

 

Contextualising Chapter 

The exploration of queer eroticisms in Polish film would be incomplete and misunderstood 

without providing the background of the cultural articulations of what is considered sexual 
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within a broader political, social, and economic changes at the time. I will pay a particular 

attention to these aspects of Polish culture whose impact on the recognition of one’s sexual 

‘identity’ or belonging in Poland is most relevant and important. The three major frames of 

reference in which the intimate sphere is regulated, modified, and appropriated in the historical 

period of the last two decades of socialist rule, are the Catholic Church, the Solidarity 

movement, and the twin powers of socialism (as a state governance) and communism as an 

idea and ideal recasting the image of Polish women. In what follows I will guide the reader 

through these domains to alert them to the confluences and divergent lines of their development 

and influence.  

Church 

Polish turbulent history, both pre-124 and post-war,125 has made the Catholic Church an 

extremely influential force in Poland. Engaged in the opposition against the invaders in the late 

eighteenth century, against the aggressors during the Second World War, against the Soviet 

colonisers under Stalin, the Catholic Church has ‘draw[n] its legitimacy as a saviour of the 

Polish nation’126through its opposition against communism in the 1970s and 1980s. In opening 

its doors to both public and secret meetings of Solidarity members the Church has strengthened 

its position as, in Agnès Chetaill’s words, ‘a political actor and a moral superiority defin[ing] 

Polishness as being Catholic.127 Regarded by many as a representative of democracy, freedom, 

and justice,128 the Church was ‘look[ed] to [by the Solidarity] for a ringing moral 

 
124 The three partitions of Poland (1772, 1793, 1795), between the Russian Empire, the Prussian 

Kingdom and Austria resulted in Poland’s official cessation of existence. Poland disappeared from the 

world map for 150 years. 
125 For the classic and comprehensive account of the history of Poland see Norman Davies, God’s 

Playground: A History of Poland: Volume II: 1795 to the Present (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2006); for Polish history positioned within the history of Eastern Europe see Robert Bideleux’s book A 

History of Eastern Europe, particularly Part IV titled ‘In the shadow of Yalta: the Communist-

dominated Balkans and East Central Europe 1945-89’ where he writes that ‘The victories of the Soviet 

Union … over ‘fascism’ extend[ed] Soviet tutelage and Communist ascendancy into East Central 

Europe and the Balkans. By early 1945 these regions had been recognized by both Britain and the 

United States to be legitimate Soviet ‘spheres of influence’’. See Robert Bideleux and Ian Jeffries, A 

History of Eastern Europe. Crisis and Change (Abingdon-on-Thames, Routlege, 2007), p. 461. 
126 See Jim Bjork, ‘From Empires to Nation-State: Remaking the Roman Catholic Church in an 

Independent Poland’, Central Europe, 17:2 (2019), pp. 79–92 (p. 80). 
127 See Agnès Chetaille, ‘Poland: Sovereignty and Sexuality in Post-Socialist Times’, in The Lesbian 

and Gay Movement and the State, edited by Manon Tremblay (Abingdon: Routledge, 2011), pp. 119–

35, (p. 132). 
128 See a detailed account of the memories of a former female member of the Solidarity movement who, 

although not a member of the Catholic Church, ‘worshiped [the Church] as an external authority that 

was right and true’. See Penn, Solidarity’s Secret, p. 280. 
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endorsement.129 The linkage of its superior and unquestionable moral judgement with the 

notions of patriotism and Polishness has been undergirded by the ritual embedded in the Polish 

style of spending Sundays, the celebration of baptisms, weddings, and funerals. In bookending 

lives from birth till death and in imposing its acute presence in the everyday,130 the Church has 

been shaping the temporal linearity and chronology, so often shattered in the 131lives of the 

outcasts, which broadens the distance between the believers and others.  

In extending its power to assess and evaluate the rightness and propriety of people’s behaviour 

into the power to designate people themselves as good or bad, the Church demarcates the line 

dividing what is considered the right, the normal, the normative from the bad and sinful. One 

is tempted to paraphrase Michael Foucault’s seminal words to state that ‘a new specification 

of individuals’ has been created by the Catholic Church in Poland, due to which ‘the nineteenth-

century [sinner or a lost soul] became a personage, a past, a case history’.132 Now, the ‘Polak-

Katolik’ identity infused with a deeply entrenched certitude of being a true Pole and a non-

believer as tantamount to a non-Pole,133 have become new species. By extension, a ‘sin against 

nature’ becomes a ‘sin against nation’, a specification automatically relegating contemporary 

LGBT people un-Polish.134 While the discourse around religion and its significance among 

 
129 See Jonathan Luxmoore, ‘The Polish Church under Martial Law’ in Religion in Communist Lands, 

15: 2 (1987), pp. 124–66 (p. 124). For more on this see Mirella W. Eberts, ‘The Roman Catholic Church 

and Democracy in Poland’ in Europe-Asia Studies, 50: 5 (1998), pp. 817–42. See also a memoir by 

Lech Wałęsa, in which he states that ‘[w]ithout the Church there would have been no Solidarity’. See 

Lech Wałęsa, Droga Do Wolności (Warszawa: Editions Spotkania, 1991), p. 190. 
130 As pointed out by many, the ostensible modesty of the ceremonies conducted by the Church masks 

the obtrusiveness of the Church in imposing its presence in the everyday life of contemporary Polish 

citizens. For example, the chalking the combination of letters and numbers symbolising the ‘Christ’s 

blessing’ on the entrance doors, making the sign of the cross in public while passing the church building, 

pastoral visits closely observed by the neighbours etc., distinguish the Catholics from non-believers on 

a daily basis. For a detailed account on this, see, for example, Emilia Moddelmog-Anweiler, ‘Religia 

w Przestrzeni Życia Publicznego w Regionach Europy Środkowej’, Politeja, 46:1 (2017), pp. 103–40. 
131 See Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume I: An Introduction (New York: Pantheon 

Books, 1978), p. 43. 
132 Ibid, p. 43. 
133 Historian Brian Porter, in commenting upon Jan Paul II’s proclamation during his visit in Poland 

that ‘without Christ it is impossible to understand the history of Poland and appraise [its] contribution 

to the development of man and his humanity’ (See John Paul II, Pope, Return to Poland : The Collected 

Speeches of John Paul II (London: Collins, 1979), writes, ‘John Paul II was evoking an understanding 

of history that gives meaning to Poland's past by making the nation dependent upon the Church (as the 

receptacle for true national identity) and by making the Church dependent upon the nation (as the 

eastern bastion of the faith)’. See Brian Porter, ‘The Catholic Nation: Religion, Identity, and the 

Narratives of Polish History’ in The Slavic and East European Journal, 45:2 (2001), pp. 288–99 (p. 

290). 
134 For more on the Catholic Church in Poland and LGBT people today, see Piotr Sobolczyk, ‘Polish 

Catholicism and Homosexuality. Strange Bedfellows in New Approaches to Gender and Queer 
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Poles is not as monolithic as it is often believed, it has been the driving force in the fine-tuning 

of the sharp division in the contemporary society into the Catholic (Poles) and the infidels (non-

Poles). 

In the calibrating of the meaning of the term ‘sin against nature’,135 the Church unremittingly 

adjusts it to the spheres directly connoting women as perpetrators,136 such as abortion or 

artificial insemination137 to extend it to masturbation, deviations from prenuptial chastity, 

profligacy, excess of any kind,138 impurity and, in the even broader sense, spinsterhood, 

childlessness,139 single motherhood, autonomy. The dissonance between the models of 

 
Research in Slavonic Studies (Insbruck: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2014), pp. 375–92. See also John Stanley, 

‘Sex and Solidarity, 1980–1990’ in Canadian Slavonic Papers, 52:1–2 (2010), pp. 131–51. 
 
135 The phrase ‘sin against nature’ (from lat. peccatum contra naturam) is an ample analytical lens 

reaching beyond the category of homosexuality to include, among others, bestiality, masturbation, or 

erotic religious visions. Zeb Tortici, in his analyses of the archives, finds that ‘as early as the fifth 

century, for example, Saint Augustine had deemed unnatural and sinful any of those sexual acts that did 

not take place in the “vessel fit for procreation” (i.e., the vagina). Thus sodomy, bestiality, and 

masturbation, and even unnatural sexual positions between men and women, were all “vices against 

nature,” included in the broader category of luxuria (lust)’. See Zeb Tortorici, Sins against Nature: Sex 

and Archives in Colonial New Spain (Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2018), pp. 4-5. 
136 In most of the films I analyse here, the Catholic religion’s connotations are present and refer to 

women protagonists whose attitude is subversive towards the values represented by the Church. For 

example, Tonia in Interrogation (analysed in Chapter I), when asked if she believed in God, responds 

with a decisive ‘no’. In By Touch (see Chapter III), Teresa announces to the priest her intension to 

undergo artificial insemination even if it is a sin. In Custody (see Chapter II), Ala caught by the guard 

during a sexual intercourse with another woman, is reminded by the prison governor of her deviance 

from God (‘And it is you who asked why there was no chapel in prison!’). 
137 Dorota Gozdecka, in elaborating on the legislative battle for the regulation of IVF in Poland, writes 

that ‘on 22 October 2010, the Polish Parliament held a heated debate on a proposed legislative ban on 

the IVF procedure and the question of its morality and compatibility with ‘natural law’.  

 The procedure …  is opposed by the Catholic Church which does not recognise artificial methods of 

procreation …relying solely on a natural law interpretation of human rights. See Dorota Gozdecka, ‘The 

Polish Catholic Church and the Regulation of IVF in Poland: Polarised Political Discourses and the 

Battle over ‘Proper’ Reproduction’ in Feminists@law 2:1, (2012), p.3. 
138 Barbara Klich-Kluczewska, for example, in her study of the survey carried out among Poles on the 

presence of taboos in Polish culture, point out to ‘only two topics … which [are] clearly taboo. Almost 

half of the respondents indicated sex in any form …, abortion, homosexuality and ‘speaking negatively 

about the Church’ [are] collectively anchored and sanctioned taboos in Poland’. See Barbara Klich-

Kluczewska,’Taboo as a Useful Category of Historical Analysis’ in From Mentalités to 

Anthropological History, edited by Dobrochna Kałwa and Barbara Klich-Kluczewska (Kraków: 

Uniwersytet Jagielloński, 2012), pp. 49–63 (p.49). 
139 socio-cultural trends’, Elżbieta Korolczuk argues, ‘but also to … challenging our ideas about what 

constitutes a human being’. See Elżbieta Korolczuk, ‘’The Purest Citizens’ and ‘IVF Children’. 

Reproductive Citizenship in Contemporary Poland’ in Reproductive Biomedicine & Society Online, 3 

(2016), pp. 126–33 (p. 127). The extensive debate around Polish women’s reproductive rights includes 

an important voice of Janiene Holc, who recognizes the consequences of the rulings of Constitutional 

Court as disrupting the notion of subjecthood introducing a new category of ‘fetal citizen’ constructed 

in such a way to occupy the category of ‘person’ in a citizenship mode’. See Janine P Holc, ‘The Purest 

Democrat: Fetal Citizenship and Subjectivity in the Construction of Democracy in Poland’ in Signs: 

Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 29:3 (2004), pp. 755–82 (p. 757). See also Agnieszka Graff, 
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womanhood and femininity proposed by the Church and the figure of ‘emancipated woman’ 

propagated by the communist doctrine is ostensible and does not result in Polish women’s 

autonomy or a societal positioning enabling their independence from men in the period 

discussed in this thesis. However, women’s active (and downgraded) participation in the 

Solidarity movement, particularly during martial law,140 gives hope and raises expectations. 

With the ten thousand men activists in prison, women continue their work hiding the remaining 

leaders, providing for the orphaned families, distributing pamphlets and leaflets and printing 

underground papers.141 Overwhelmed with a sense of euphoria where the nation appears totally 

united in its attempt to restore liberties in all fields, women readily undertake double 

responsibilities. This forwardness and dexterity in handling the affairs in various domains, 

predetermined, in a sense, by the harshness of everyday life in the 1970s, positions women on 

the brink of excess.142 Trapped between the communist official propaganda of declared gender 

equality and the Solidarity’s cultural project of change through the planned readjustment of 

gender roles, women have no option but wait. 

The waiting, however, is uneasy due to the brimming anger at the materiality of life but at the 

same time, the mounting anxiety about the unknown.  Torn between the political imprisonment 

but non-interference in the matters of the body,143 and the risk of losing some of the gender-

related liberties but given the opportunity to participate in the struggle for national 

independence, Polish women of late communist time become increasingly disobedient. This 

particular kind of disobedience characterised by frantic, rapid and disordered activities rather 

 
‘Gender and Nation, Here and Now: Reflections on the Gendered and Sexualized Aspects of 

Contemporary Polish Nationalism’ in Intimate Citizenships: Gender, Sexualities, Politics, edited by 

Elżbieta H Oleksy (London: Routledge, 2009), pp. 133–46. 
 
140 On Sunday, 13 December 1981, at 05:00 am Wojciech Jaruzelski, First Party Secretary the Polish 

People’s Republic, declared martial law. Under this decree, all communications were shut down, 

domestic and foreign travel banned, meetings forbidden. Many Solidarity activists and intellectuals 

were arrested. 
141 As Stanley notices, ‘the ironically titled Ladies’Operational Group (Damska grupa Operacyjna) 

published the main Solidarity newspaper, Tygodnik Mazowsze’. See Stanley, ‘Sex and Solidarity’, p. 

141. See also the biography of Anna Walentynowicz, free trade union activist and co-founder of 

Solidarity, whose dismissal was the initial spark setting off the Gdańsk strike, a book sketching a rich 

background of the movement and the work of women underground through the gender lens. See  

Sławomir Cenckiewicz, Anna Solidarność (Warszawa: Zysk i S-ka, 2010). 
142 For the elaboration on the concept of transgression in communist Poland, see Dariusz Stola, ‘From 

Transgressive Micro-Events to Mass Disengagement from the State: International Migrations from 

Communist Poland’ in SSRN Electronic Journal (2015). 
143 The communist system guarantees in the matters of women’s bodies through the long-established 

rights, such as civil marriage and divorce, decriminalization of abortion and birth control methods freely 

available through the public health system. See Stanley, Sex and Solidarity (2010). 
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than the open subversiveness to the proscribed roles emerges in many of the films of the period 

described by critics as ‘hysteria’144 or ‘madness’. Inscribed in female attacks of ‘hysteria’ are 

in Polish cinema, and particularly, as Natasza Korczarowska argues, in the Cinema of Moral 

Concern, ‘the reactions of women to the attempts of men to gain independence’.145 Hysterical 

fits are, Korczarowska continues, ‘the expression of women intentions to dominate over their 

male partners exerting psychic pressure on them’.146147 However, this thesis concentrates on 

the articulations of excessive behaviour as a response to the inability of the recognition of a 

woman’s place in and her value for the society,148 both by this society and by the women 

themselves. Although I agree with Korczarowska’s argument that the foundations for hysteria 

often are ‘repressed drives, hidden desires … and traumatic experiences [within] the sphere of 

repressed sexuality’, I diverge with her in terms of the proposed teleology which points to the 

‘patriarchal control and censorship disallowing women from self-expression in language’ as 

the direct motive for hysterical behaviour. Rather, the examination of Polish cinema through 

the lens of hysterical outbursts positions female protagonists, I argue, in the realm of self-

discovery, sexual and otherwise. It is precisely at the crossroads of the political, social 

(including patriarchal) and cultural that proto-queerness of these characters is born. 

 

 
144 The attacks of ‘hysteria’ expressed by women protagonists in the films analysed here, might be found 

in Interrogation (screams and floundering of Tonia and Mira), in Custody (Klara’s screams with despair 

at the end of the film), in Woman and Woman (in the attack of yelling of both protagonists), in Debutante 

(the strangled scream of Maria, the calling of Ewa in the scene at sea), in Sérénité (in the scene of hair 

cutting).  For the exploration of specifically female ‘hysteria’ in Polish film, see Natasza Korczarowska, 

‘Histeria Jakor Refleks Zrepresjonowanej Seksualności’ in Ciało i Seksualność w Kinie Polskim, edited 

by Sebastian Jagielski and Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu 

Jagiellońskiego, 2009), pp. 91–117. See also Patrycja Cembrzyńska, ‘Gołębica w Klatce. O Matce 

Joannie Od Aniołów Jerzego Kawalerowicza’ in Ciało i Seksualność w Kinie Polskim, edited by 

Sebastian Jagielski and Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu 

Jagiellońskiego, 2009), pp. 117–39. 
145 See Korczarowska, ‘Histeria Jako Refleks’, p. 100. 
146 Korczarowska, p. 100. 
147 Grażyna Stachówna, in her study of the character of Scarlett in Victor Fleming’s Gone with the Wind 

(1939), lists ‘spuriousness and inauthenticity of expression, theatrical behaviour … and exaggerated 

emotionality – facial expression, speech, gesticulations, outbursts of tears’. See Grażyna Stachówna, 

Niedole Miłowania. Ideologia i Perswazja w Melodramatach Filmowych (Kraków, Rabid, 2001), p. 

127. 
148 A perfect illustration of both modes of hysterical fits is the juxtaposition of two female protagonists’ 

outbursts in Barbara Sass’s Scream (1982). Perełka, a female ex-prisoner, in a fit of despair and fury, 

kills a man she thinks represents the circles ‘responsible’ for the ills of society. After the murder, Perełka 

vents her frustration in a ghastly scream. The scene is preceded by Perełka’s visit to her female 

guardian’s house who, in a pathetic manifestation of helplessness, in tears and spasmatic sobs and 

whimpers, tries to avert her partner’s decision to leave her. The scene is staged out to Perełka’s utter 

disgust and disbelief. 
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The triage of forces, of the authorities of the Socialist People’s Poland taking advantage of the 

moral totalitarianism of the Church, the Church tying womanhood to the, as Elżbieta Oleksy 

defines, ‘religious cult of the Holy Virgin and to the heritage of the Polish resistance 

movement’149 in this ‘most Catholic of all European nations’,150 and the Solidarity movement 

depending so heavily on the Church for assistance and funding, repositions women into the 

domestic haven. The Polish Mother myth, mentioned earlier, whose diffusion and retention by 

the most insidious method of yoking women within the discourse of Polishness,151 has been 

facilitating the cultural production of figures, popularised by literature and cinema, of women 

as impersonations of dignity, sacrifice and altruism. Women’s ‘natural’ environment is, 

according to this discourse, a family, the, to borrow from Peggy Watson, ‘niche within the 

system’, something women have been persuaded to believe in any political system. Under 

communism, apart from the Stalinist period promoting women as workers, the socialist 

propaganda, as Barbara Łobodzińska argues, ‘attempted to compound in the new model of 

woman two elements: heroic matriarchs-protectors and workers-producers’.152 The Polish 

Mother ethos has been moulded by socialist government to fit into its own purposes. The 

subsequent reconfigurations of this myth recasts women from the icons of the Catholic national 

identity to the devotees to socialist state to the advocates of the goals of the massive Solidarity 

national cause. 

 

Not only is the situation of women but also that of sexual minorities caught into the trap of 

shared attempts of the communist and Catholic Church’s powers. Both gender and sexual 

outcasts’ problems had been overshadowed by the struggle for national independence from 

 
149 See Elżbieta H Oleksy, ‘The Politics of Representing Gender in Contemporary Polish Cinema and 

Visual Art’ in East European Cinemas, edited by Anikó Imre (New York, London: Routledge, 2005), 

pp. 49–77 (p. 50). 
150 Ibid. p. 50. 
151The bond between Polishness and Christianity was also advocated by the Solidarity through their 

linkage to men, most prominently to Lech Wałęsa who, along with always wearing a pin of the Black 

Madonna of Częstochowa on his lapel, was also represented in public by the images of a Christ figure, 

Poland’s martyr-saviour, with a crown of thorns around his head. The mythology of Poland, as argued 

by Geneviève Zubrzycki, as one ‘shielded by its Queen, the miraculous Black Madonna, Christ among 

nations … martyred for the sins of the world and resurrected for the world’s salvation’ is also fuelled 

by the glorification of the Pope, ‘deferentially referred to as the ‘Pope of the Millenium’ is encapsulated 

by Zubrzycki as ‘the bulwark of Christendom defending Europe against the infidel’. See Geneviève 

Zubrzycki, ‘History and the National Sensorium: Making Sense of Polish Mythology’ in Qualitative 

Sociology, 34:1 (2010), pp. 21–57, (p. 25). For more on this, see Brian Porter-Szucs, Faith and 

Fatherland: Catholicism, Modernity, and Poland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011). 
152 See Barbara Łobodzińska, Family, Women, and Employment in Central-Eastern Europe (Westport, 

Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1995), p. 181. 
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which these groups’ matters were excluded as non-political. The dichotomous attitude towards 

‘sexual’ and ‘political’ has been pointed out by Kevin Moss who argues that ‘[i]n East 

European culture of the Soviet period, the major axis of definition that structures thought is not 

sexual, but political: dissident/pro-Soviet’.153 Although decriminalised since 1932, 

homosexuality is stigmatised, and homosexuals often blackmailed under communist rule. And 

yet, the late 1970s and early 1980s witness the first signs of a more lenient approach towards 

homosexuality. The pioneering article in Polish public press regarding homosexuality appeared 

already in 1974, published in Życie Literackie - a nationwide literary and social weekly (a 

journal dealing with literature, theatre history and politics) and titled ‘Homoseksualizm a 

opinia’ (‘Homosexuality and opinion’).154 The texts, written by Tadeusz Gorgol, was 

addressing ‘an intelligent and experienced reader’,155 which would suggest the sophistication 

of the matter. What is interesting for the purposes of this thesis is the author’s description of 

the cafes where homosexuals used to meet as ‘certain cafeterias’ which emphasizes the places 

themselves and their denizens being common knowledge and, by extension suggests the social 

recognisability of homosexual sensibilities and eroticism within society, even if coded. The 

outpour of articles and other texts on the subject takes place, however, in the 1980s. The 

opening text, Barbara Pietkiewicz’s article in a popular weekly Polityka, titled ‘Gorzki Fiolet’ 

(‘Bitter Violet’),156 describes Warsaw’s homosexual underground in such detail that it could 

function almost as an itinerary of cruising.  

While these articles attempt to familiarise the reader with homosexuality from a pseudo-

scientific perspective, another one, ‘Rozgrzeszanie’ (‘Absolving’),157 published in a popular 

teen weekly ‘Na Przełaj’, presents the ‘real’ figures of homosexual young people (boys and 

girls) and their stories collected in a survey conducted among teachers and students, another 

indication of common knowledge of homosexuality. The articles is quickly succeeded by much 

greater openness when another popular periodical Relax permitted in 1983 classified ads for 

homosexuals158 seeking partners. Since November 1986, the paper with strictly homosexual 

 
153 Kevin Moss, ‘The Underground Closet: Political and Sexual Dissidence in East European Culture’ 

in Genders 22: Postcommunism and the Body Politic, edited by Ellen E. Berry (New York: New York 

University Press, 1995), pp. 229–51 (p. 229). 
154 See Tadeusz Gorgol, ‘Homoseksualizm a Opinia’ in  Życie Literackie, 18 (1974), pp. 11–12. 
155 Ibid., p. 12. 
156 See Barbara Pietkiewicz, ‘Gorzki Fiolet’ in  Polityka, 8 (1981), pp. 16–17. 
157 See Mariusz Szczygieł and Ewa Żychlińska, ‘Rozgrzeszanie’ in Na Przełaj, 51 (Dec. 1986), pp. 3–

8. 
158 Other articles that followed are: Dariusz Prorok’s ‘Jesteśmy inni’/ ‘Why Others?’ (See Krzysztof T 

Darski, ‘Jesteśmy Inni’ in Polityka, 23 (1985), pp. 8–10.; Mariusz Szczygieł’s  ‘Don’t make sensation’ 

(see  Mariusz Szczygieł, ‘Nie Róbcie Sensacji’ in Na Przełaj, 38 (1984), pp. 9–13). 
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content, Filo,159 started to be distributed as an internal publication. In the field of literature, 

already touched upon in the Introduction, openly homosexual poets, Grzegorz Musiał160 and 

Marian Pankowski161 are officially published and even the first Polish gay play, Marek 

Groński’s Ciepły Brat (Warm Brother)162 was written and published. The eighties also witness 

the origin and development of the first Polish homosexual organisation conducted by Andrzej 

Selerowicz under the auspices of the Austrian association HOSI163(Homosexuelle Initiative). 

In the 1987, the first (and last) issue of the Warsaw homosexual newspaper Efebos is published. 

The unprecedented avalanche of titles, activities and names, before it has been squashed by the 

infamous Operation Hyacinth. Although the motives for launching the action remain unclear, 

it is suggested by some scholars that the reason might have been to ‘intimidate the leaders and 

activists of the nascent social movement of homosexuals’.164 But the control exerted over the 

 
159 The magazine was printed at home by Ryszard Kisiel, a ‘gay’ activist from Gdańsk. Kisiel’s 

collection of various documents related to the life of Polish sexually non-normative men before 1989 

(foreign newspapers brought to Kisiel by fellow sailors, stickers and leaflets, materials promoting safe 

sex, guides to gay places and models and archival copies of Filo) was discovered by Karol Radziszewski 

in 2007. His exhibition of Kisiel’s collection, Kisieland (2009) includes the greatest discovery of the 

archive, a collection of slides with Kisiel's photo sessions from the 1980s taking place in his studio 

apartment in Gdańsk. The tiny apartment is a (literally) living archive - papers are pouring out of the 

cupboards, in the bathroom, the fungus begins to come to life with posters of bodybuilders and playboys 

hanging on the walls, part of the harvest is literally stuck to the apartment (like stickers). Subsequently, 

Radziszewski's own Warsaw studio becomes a space in the film in which Kisiel himself presents slides 

from fancy sessions during which he and his boyfriend Waldek changed their clothes, and sometimes 

they just undressed, realizing Kisiel's “artistic and pornographic” ideas. Wonderfully obscene photos, 

documenting the Eastern European fashion bricolage (the styling includes both women's clothes and 

jewellery, as well as pieces of fabrics, cuttings and curtains), illustrate Kisiel's stories about the times 

of the Polish People's Republic, including the memories of the infamous militia action "Hyacinth", 

which - contrary to well-known narratives - is indicated here as a paradoxically liberating moment. For 

a recent research into Kisieland as an example of the history of the non-normative people in communist 

Poland, see Magda Szcześniak, ‘Queerowanie Historii, Czyli Dlaczego Współcześni Geje Nie Są 

Niczyimi Dziećmi’ in Teksty Drugie, 5 (2012), pp. 205–23. 
160 See Grzegorz Musiał, Kosmopolites (Gdańsk: Wydawnictwo Morskie, 1980); Grzegorz Musiał, 

Czeska Biżuteria (Gdańsk: Wydawnictwo Morskie, 1983). 
161 See Marian Pankowski, Rudolf  (London, Oficyna Poetów i Malarzy, 1980). Pankowski, as 

elaborated on by Jack J. Hutchens ‘reveal[s] to Polish society its superstitious, stubborn reliance on out-

of-date customs, and its self-destructive messianic nationalism’. See Jack J Hutchens, ‘Marian 

Pankowski: Rudolf’s Anti-Nationalist, Anti-Martyrological Project.’ in The Slavonic and East 

European Review, 92 (2014), p. 24. Pankowski’s book was declared ‘pornographic’ by Polish critics. 

For more on the book’s reception, see See Tomasik, Gejerel (2012), pp. 133-135.  
162 See Ryszard Marek Groński, ‘Ciepły Brat’ in Dialog, 3 (1985), pp. 113–39. The play has never been 

staged. 
163 For a thorough exploration of the beginnings of Polish homosexual activism, see Łukasz Szulc, 

Transnational Homosexuals in Communist Poland (New York: Springer Publishing, 2017). See also 

Agata Fiedotow, ‘Początki Ruchu Gejowskiego w Polsce (1981–1990)’ in Kłopoty z Seksem w PRL, 

edited by Marcin Kula (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2012), pp. 241–358. 
164 See Paweł Kurpios, ‘Poszukiwani, Poszukiwane. Geje i Lesbijki a Rzeczywistość PRL’ in  Zeszyty 

Kulturoznawcze, 1 (2003), pp. 27–34 (p. 32). 
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citizens by communist authorities is to make people ‘control themselves of their own will’.165 

The aim is to ‘ingrain in the people obedience and adoration for the authorities and hostility 

towards what they deem the authorities enemies’.166 This kind of dominance, which  Hanna 

Świda-Ziemba calls ‘ideological scenario’ is to recreate the whole of political, social, economic 

and cultural life. However, although the supervision of the communist rulers enters all the 

realms of material life, intervening even in the forms of leisure and recreation,167 the 

censorship’s net always (except for the Stalinist time) leaves cracks and fissures for different 

forms of political incorrectness to be allowed. Furthermore, the claws of censorship alternately 

intensify and loosen their grip throughout the period of state socialism. 

In terms of culture in general and film in particular, the capriciousness of censorship is common 

knowledge. The artists creating in the 1960s, for example, either comply with the notes of 

guidance, full of orders and interdictions, or are condemned to nonexistence, a phenomenon 

called ‘internal emigration’.168 But the eighties differ from the post-war years significantly, 

with the censorship relaxed and more cultural events permitted. Censorship, however, still 

exists and starts from the moment of the screenplay which might be rejected. 

When the film has been shot and edited, the censor assesses it at the stage of collation, i.e. the 

commission's evaluation of the film's artistic value. The interventions are often painful at this 

stage. The changes in films, Anna Misiak argues, ‘[are] often determined by the individual 

preferences of the censors and the filmmakers can sometimes save some film moments or 

shots.’169 Nevertheless, many of Polish film have been shelved, never reached the distribution 

 
165 See Wojciech Roszkowski, The Recent History of Poland 1945–1980. Volume 2 (Warszawa: Świat 

Książki, 2003), p. 237. 
166 See Magdalena Wnuk, Kierunek Zachód, przystanek emigracja. Adaptacja polskich emigrantów w 

Austrii, Szwecji i we Włoszech od lat 80. XX w. do współczesności (Torun: Wydawnictwo Naukowe 

Uniwersytetu Mikołaja Kopernika, 2019), p. 72. 
167 As an example of the scope of the state control, let me quote Dariusz Jarosz, who, in the discussion 

on the forms of leisure and its central surveillance, epitomised by the FWP (Employee Holiday Fund, a 

body having a monopoly on the organization of tourism for employees and in a position to grant a 

‘referral’ for the participants of a holiday, depending on their party affiliation), commented that ‘it is 

the state to decide who would rest and who would not, where he will rest, and where not, what he will 

do during this rest, what not, what he will visit monuments and what not, etc’. See Dariusz Jarosz, 

‘Państwowe Organizowanie Wypoczynku: Fundusz Wczasów Pracowniczych’ in  Polska 1944/45-

1989 : Studia i Materiały, 5 (Warszawa: Instytut Historii PAN, 2001), pp. 40–49 (p. 49). 
168 See Józef Skrzypiec, Polityka Kulturalna Polski Ludowej. Osiągnięcia – Słabości – Problemy 

(Warszawa: Instytut Wydawniczy Związków Zawodowych, 1985). 
169 ‘Sometimes’, Misiak continues, ‘some additional scenes are shot only as a prey for the censor, who, 

satisfied he has cut something, allows the scenes the filmmaker finds important’. See Anna Misiak, 

Kinematograf Kontrolowany. Cenzura Filmowa w Kraju Socjalistycznym i Demokratycznym (PRL i 

USA) (Kraków: UNIVERSITAS, 2006), p. 282. For the most comprehensive study of censorship in 

Poland, see The Black Book of Censorship, published in London in 1977 and containing censorship 

materials and documents from the communist period and hand-transcribed fragments of its most 
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stage or even permission to be made or finished.170 The operating process of censorship and 

modes of its application to film during communism in Poland increases our sensitivity towards 

the possible tactics of the filmmaking teams by which to smuggle certain content for the 

audience to notice.  

Cinema of Moral Concern 

One of the film critics in socialist Poland, Czesław Dondziłło, lists five characteristics of the 

cinema of the 1970s, among which the dominant is ‘a longing to the authentic values not tainted 

by provisional compromises and conformity.’171 In looking for a shared pattern of the films of 

this period, Dondziłło invariably calls their creators ‘a generation’ and their films as belonging 

to the phenomenon called Cinema of Moral Concern.172 Feeling ‘the need to talk clearly’,173 

determined ‘not to lie’,174 the films aspire to represent the world ‘not presented’.175 Dobrochna 

Dabert links these films ‘so diverse in terms of genres’176 by a shared ‘reflection on current 

social problems’177 with the titular ‘moral concern’ as a distinguishing feature, Tadeusz 

Lubelski defines this cinema as focused on ‘contemporary subject’ looked at from the position 

ready to ‘reveal the degenerations of the communist system’.178 In other words, the aim of the 

 
important document - a collection of instructions, contained in the "Book of Records and 

Recommendations of the Central Office of Press, Publications and Performances Control in Warsaw", 

called by some ‘censor's bible’. See Tomasz Strzyżewski, Wielka Księga Cenzury PRL w Dokumentach 

(Warszawa: Prohibita, 2015). See also Tomasz Strzyżewski, Matrix czy prawda selektywna? 

antycenzorskie retrospekcje. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Wektory 2006). See also two interesting books 

by the ex-censor and the former head of Polish cinematography, the first deputy minister of culture, 

Mieczysław Wojtczak, Kronika nie tylko filmowa (Warszawa: Studio Emka, 2004); Mieczysław 

Wojtczak, O Kinie Moralnego Niepokoju i Nie Tylko (Warszawa: Studio Emka, 2008). An interesting 

psychoanalytic lens through which the institution of censorship functions is used in one of important 

Polish films of the time, a self-reflexive satire, Wojciech Marczewski’s Ucieczka z kina ‘Wolność’ 

/Escape from the 'Liberty' Cinema (1990). 
170 Film critic, Tadeusz Lubelski’s recent book, Historia Niebyła Kina PRL, investigates the fate of such 

thirteen never realized film projects. See Tadeusz Lubelski, Historia Niebyła Kina PRL (Kraków: 

Wydawnictwo Znak, 2012). 
171 See Czesław Dondziłło, Młode Kino Polskie Lat Siedemdziesiątych (Warszawa: Młodzieżowa 

Agencja Wydawnicza, 1985), p. 82. 
172 The term (from Polish, Kino Moralnego Niepokoju) is translated differently by individual critics as 

the ‘Cinema od Moral Anxiety’ or ‘Moral Unrest’. 
173 See Krzysztof Mętrak, Po Seansie (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 1988), p. 86. 
174 The words of Janusz Kijowski, one of the main representatives of this cinema, articulated in one of 

the interviews as ‘In the films we are going to make, the point is, simply not to lie’, are regarded as a 

kind of manifesto of this cinema. See ‘Z Januszem Kijowskim Rozmawia Maciej Parowski’ in 

Politechnik, 21 (1978), p. 4. 
175 The phrase refers to a very influential collection of essays by Julian Kornhauser and Adam 

Zagajewski, World Not Presented (1974). See Julian Kornhauser, Adam Zagajewski, Świat Nie 

Przedstawiony (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1974). 
176 Dobrochna Dabert, Kino moralnego niepokoju (Poznań: Wydawn. Nauk. UAM, 2003), pp. 30. 
177 Ibid., p.31. 
178 Tadeusz Lubelski, Historia Kina Polskiego. 1895–2014 (Kraków: Universitas, 2015), p. 425. 
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Cinema of Moral Concern is to reveal to the audience what they have seen but which has never 

been described. 

But the aspect of these films that is most relevant to the subject of this thesis is the shared 

pattern delineated by Mariola-Jankun Dopartowa as the rite of passage of the protagonist. The 

protagonist ‘undergoes his first initiation into social life’,179 the initiation that ‘proves to be 

false because he ‘was not privy to the actual rules of the interpersonal game’180 and therefore, 

the protagonist ‘has to be re-initiated on his own to bear witness to his own values’.181 In other 

words, the protagonist of these films is ‘a man who has seen through’. While only a few of the 

films discussed in this study are officially counted among the range of the films of Moral 

Concern, their female protagonists have, in a sense, ‘seen through’ and are re-initiated into the 

recognition of their sexual possibility and the reconfiguration of their world view. Marek 

Haltof’s announcement that ‘there is no love and no time for love in the reality presented’182 in 

this cinema, presupposes heterosexual love only but in the broadening of the notion to include 

‘other’ love, films like Woman and Woman, Ivy or Custody, usually listed in the canon, might 

be examples of women protagonists who have seen through in terms of homoerotic emotions 

at the backdrop of the communist world.  

In this way, some of the films discussed in the thesis guide the viewer into the recognition of a 

double bind initiation, that is one leading outside, into the web of the social snares and political 

entanglements of the time requiring the protagonist’s acknowledgement and taking sides; and 

another one, directed inside into the psychic uncertainties and embodied eroticism facing the 

protagonist with the possibilities unknown before. Simply put, the protagonists find themselves 

in a constant situation of a feedback of two divergent trajectories of living experience, in a 

system in which parts of its output are returned to the original input as added experience with 

which to mediate further output. This process is a constitutive part of the protagonists’ (and the 

films’) proto-queerness in which they recreate their sexual self-consciousnesses along with the 

involvement in the exigencies of the time to feed back the former realisations of the nature of 

their desires and to project the knowledge into future approaches and decisions.  

 
179 Mariola Jankun-Dopartowa, ‘Fałszywa Inicjacja Bohatera. Młode Kino Lat Siedemdziesiątych 

Wobec Założeń Programowych Młodej Kultury’ w Człowiek z Ekranu. Z Antropologii Postaci 

Filmowej, edited by Mariola Jankun-Dopartowa and Mirosław Przylipiak (Kraków: Arcana, 1996), pp. 

89–123 (p. 114). 
180 Ibid. 
181 Ibid. 
182 See Marek Haltof, Polish National Cinema, (New York, Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2002), p. 155. 
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Proto-queer protagonists’ initiation notwithstanding, the trend called the Cinema of Moral 

Concern within which the films analysed in this thesis place themselves at least 

chronologically, assumes that it is a voice of generation, the generation of ‘angry young men’ 

who ‘rebel against social norms and ideology’,183 the generation of ‘radical unflinching people 

who will bang their fists on the table’,184 in the words of Andrzej Wajda, the precursor of this 

cinema with its Man of Marble (1976). The newspeak dominating in public sphere and the 

rhetoric of the communist propaganda bring fruit in different artistic domains of the time. It is 

manifested, for example, in the New Wave poetry propagating ‘authenticity’ and a language of 

‘here and now’. This group,185 acting under the banner of negation and refusal, enters the scene 

‘rebelling not only against reigning literary aesthetics but also against the social order in 

communist-ruled Poland’.186 The propositions of ‘new thinking’ also come from various art 

quarters like student theatre, alternative theatre, a theatre which travelled to remote villages187 

and attempted to get in touch with authentic folk culture, visual theatre and performance art, 

all questioning the inauthenticity of culturally ingrained behaviour and attempting to awaken 

spontaneous creativity. It is also the most creative period for the poster art, commonly known 

as Polish Poster School, a broad group of artists creating works easily deemed protest art. Using 

such modes of artistic expression as abstraction and concise synthesis or even a puzzle, a poster 

is hides a metaphor, an intellectual cue for the aware reader to be deciphered. This personal 

gesture, summarised as by one of the leaders of the group, Henryk Tomaszewski, who said, 

‘We [have] altered the picture from one to be looked at to one to be read’.188 In this way, the 

film poster becomes what Danuta Boczar calls ‘an event’,189 a review of the film. It also reflects 

‘the irritations of the 1970s’190 making it a political art. 

 

 
183 See Andrzej Wajda and Wanda Wertenstein, Wajda mówi o sobie (Kraków: Wydawn. Literackie, 

2000). p 100. 
184 See Krystyna Janda, Gwiazdy Mają Czerwone Pazury (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo W.A.B., 2013), p. 

194. 
185 For more on this, see Tadeusz Nyczek, Po Co Jest Sztuka? (Kraków: Wydawnictwo MOCAK 

Muzeum Sztuki Współczesnej, 2012), p. 120. 
186 Tadeusz Witkowski, ‘The Poets of the New Wave in Exile’, The Slavic and East European Journal, 

3:2 (1989), pp. 204–16 (p. 205). 
187 Notably, actress Ewa Benesz was making countrywide tours to declaim Adam Mickiewicz’s epic 

poem, ‘Pan Tadeusz’ (1834) deemed one of the greatest of this genre in European literature. 
188 See David Crowley, ‘Building the World Anew: Design in Stalinist and Post-Stalinist Poland’, 

Journal of Design History, 7:3 (1994), pp. 187–203 (p. 191). For a comprehensive and richly illustrated 

history of Polish poster, see Dorota Folga-Januszewska, Ach! Plakat Filmowy w Polsce (Kraków: 

BOSZ, 2013). 
189 Danuta A. Boczar, ‘The Polish Poster.’, Art Journal, 44:1 (1984), pp. 16–27, p. 26. 
190 Ibid. 
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In the realm of music, whose broader assessment is beyond the scope of this thesis, the rock 

music marks an important reconfiguration in terms of the part it plays in Polish society. Despite 

a technological backwardness, which is a base for a differentiation between Polish and Western 

rock of the time, the songs copied from different sources and listened to at home incarnated 

what is considered autonomous. Such intimacy of the communication with music in a closed 

private space is considered a sign of ‘internal’ resistance. Music, as Jędrzej Burszta argues, has 

‘proved to be one of the most important instruments for propagating alternative cultural and 

political solutions’.191 Among the various forms of rock music being a vocal protest against the 

normative order, the most interesting phenomenon is one of the punk rock festivals, ‘Jarocin’. 

The aggressive lyrics and a riotous atmosphere of the event are other contestations of the 

hypocritical schizophrenic reality. However, the festival, organised in a closed space called by 

cultural historian, Anna Idzikowska-Czubaj, a ‘ghetto’ controlled by the system, a space where 

the heterogenous manifestations of otherness assume ‘a carnival, a temporary upside down’.192 

Nevertheless, the festival has become a legendary space in Polish culture to manifest one’s 

style (‘the town accepted the festival and understood that clothes and style are not the same as 

the person wearing them’,193 said local authorities) o and where ‘everyone can be oneself’. The 

authenticity of the message and a close bond between the band and the fans brings the event 

closer to other forms of artistic protests in the twilight years of socialist rules. 

 

The sensibilities evoked by these various artistic works and articulations emphasise what Polish 

sociologist, Hanna Świda-Ziemba encapsulates as ‘subjectivity, spontaneousness, and the 

accentuating of one’s otherness’.194 Unlike the generation of the artists’ families in which 

‘emotionally lukewarm atmosphere and glorification of the material goods’195 the young artists 

entering the political scene put centre stage the individuality, intellectual depth and close 

emotional bonds with others. Such a cultural background becomes a fertile ground for pursuing 

 
191 Wojciech Józef Burszta, ‘Osmoza Kulturowa. Kontestacja w PRL’, Doświadczenie i Dziedzictwo 

Totalitaryzmu Na Obszarze Kultur Środkowoeuropejskich, edited by Joanna Goszczyńska (Warszawa: 

Elipsa, 2014), pp. 71–81 (p.89). 
192 Anna Idzikowska-Czubaj, Rock w PRL-u. O Paradoksach Współistnienia (Poznań: Wydawnictwo 

Poznańskie, 2011), p. 91. For a position of the ‘Jarocin’ festival within the broader music culture of 

the period, see Anna Idzikowska-Czubaj, ‘Rock and Politics in People’s Republic of Poland’ in Made 

in Poland: Studies in Popular Music (New York, Routledge, 2020), pp. 37–50. 
193 See Lesiakowski, Krzysztof, et al., editors. Jarocin w Obiektywie Bezpieki (Warszawa: Albums, 

2004). 
194 Hanna Świda-Ziemba, Młodzież PRL. Portrety Pokoleń w Kontekście Historii (Kraków: 

Wydawnictwo Literackie, 2010), p. 84. 
195 Ibid. 
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other aspects of self-recognition, such as sexuality. All these manifestations of a desire for 

otherness at the junction of political and social upheavals create, however, a hybrid 

composition with the shortcomings and handicaps of the communist system. A generational 

mixture of the Solidarity members, as well as the differences in age or social status of the 

filmmakers ‘belonging’ to the Cinema of Moral Concern prove the complex melting pot of 

approaches and views with one shared aim, to abolish this system. The need for originality, 

subjectivity and autonomy also stems from a rejection of or simply disregard for the sameness 

of the everyday life. In the unified society and scarcity of choice particular families live a very 

similar life. Furnishings and amenities encountered in Polish homes were the same since ‘since 

‘one was buying what was available, so everyone bought the same, something they ‘threw onto 

the shelves.196 This monotony is underpinned by the tightness of living space. ‘We’, as 

Agnieszka Holland mentions in an interview, ‘were living in very cramped apartments. We 

saw each other in the foreground’.197 The dense atmosphere of the flats, often presented in 

cinema of this period stems from the outside world entering these spaces. The thematic 

complexity of the films is focused on the professional career of the protagonists (Woman and 

Woman, Debiutante, Ivy). As Iwona Kurz argues, ‘the sense of the pressure of the four walls’ 

finds its articulation in ‘the crying spells, drunkenness, quarrels and the attacks of madness’.198 

The situation of inability and of a general misery of life is present in the majority of films made 

at the time. The interlaced threads of despair, boredom and cliché on the one hand and the 

fledging movements, artistic spaces and political interventions on the other creates a mixture 

impossible to ignore if the sexual dimension of the film protagonists is to be seen in all its 

entirety. 

 

 

Chapter One 

The crossing of the political and the proto-queer in Man of Marble and Interrogation 

 

 
196 Agata Zborowska, ‘Rzeczy i Style Życia w PRL-u Czyli Co Można Znaleźć w Archiwum Andrzeja 

Sicinskiego’,  Kultura Popularna, 2:40 (2014), pp. 6–17 (p.9). 
197 Agnieszka Holland and Maria Kornatowska, Magia i Pieniądze (Kraków: Znak, 2012), p. 38. 
198 Agnieszka Holland and Maria Kornatowska, Magia i Pieniądze (Kraków: Znak, 2012), p. 38. See 

Iwona Kurz, ‘’Zamknięci w czterech ścianach?” Przestrzeń prywatna i życie rodzinne w polskim filmie 

powojennym’, Rodzina, prywatność, intymność, edited by Dobrochna Kałwa et al. (Warszawa: 

Uniwersytet Warszawski, 2005), pp. 1–17 (p. 16). 
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When we see the green cranes of Gdansk shipyard, the 

formidable bird shape giants – walls and streets, the places 

pregnant with the tragic events of 1970, and of those which 

will occur in 1980 – we are in a peculiar “interregnum” 

after the defeat and before the victory. We experience the 

illusion of a time frozen199 

 

You need to smell your time200 

 

The last scenes of Andrzej Wajda’s Man of Marble leave one with a sense of temporal discord 

and confusion. What we see not only evokes the scene from the background of the opening 

credits, but it also triggers a disconcerted feeling of déjà vu and proleptically announces the 

film within a film completion.201 Some familiarity of historical events of the 1970s and 1980s 

adds further complexity to this temporal asynchrony. As the above citation of Polish film critic 

Tadeusz Sobolewski indicates, the Gdansk shipyard, featured at the end of the film, signifies 

both a tribute to the past events202 and it also gestures towards future national tragedy.203 The 

sensation of time ‘frozen’ in places ‘pregnant with tragic events’ stimulates the whole film’s 

narrative and motivates Agnieszka (Krystyna Janda), its main protagonist, to unearth the 

materiality of the events shrouded in mystery and guarded from the inquisitive eye, from under 

the surface of the current life. A conduit for temporal communication between the film’s parts 

as well as between the screen and audience, Agnieszka highlights the ‘smell’ and texture of the 

times but also ‘smells’ her time, the phrasing Janda uses in one of the interviews.204 The twofold 

 
199 Tadeusz Sobolewski, ‘Cierpiący Posąg’,  Kino, 8 (1989), pp. 19–28. 
200 Katarzyna Janowska, ‘Trzeba Wąchać Swój Czas’, Polityka, (12 Feb. 2005). 

.201 One of the first scenes of Man of Marble presents Agnieszka, the main protagonist, marching along 

the TV corridor with a representative of film production department. The last scene repeats the first one 

with the change of Agnieszka’s companion into Birkut’s son. The déjà vu sensation refers to Birkut’s 

son seen for the first time by both Agnieszka and the audience: both father and son played by the same 

actor (Jerzy Radziwiłłowicz). The film in progress and under threat not to be made at all and around 

which the whole narrative revolves is presented as the one being watched: Man of Marble. 
202 In December 1970, the increase in the necessity prices led to a strike which broke out in Gdańsk 

shipyard. It triggered a wave of street demonstrations assuming the character of workers’ uprising, 

which was bloodily suppressed by the communist authorities. 
203 In August 1980, a strike in Gdańsk shipyard entailed a powerful social unrest, soon transformed into 

the Solidarity movement which led to a 15-month period of freedom in a communist state for the first 

time. The period ended in martial law in the years 1981-1983. 
 
204 See Janowska, ‘Trzeba Wąchać Swój Czas’, Polityka, (12 Feb. 2005). My hesitation in terms of the 

choice between the terms ‘communist’ and ‘socialist’ when referring to Poland in the period of Polish 

People’s Republic has its roots in the latter term’s huge popularity in Poland at the time. However, its 
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interpretation of the expression might be either the acquisition of knowledge and 

comprehension of the zeitgeist of the time in which she lives, or her intuiting of time, her being 

in time. While the first explanation highlights Agnieszka as the voice of her generation, the 

second one puts centre stage Agnieszka’s refence to time as crucial hermeneutics in the reading 

of this figure. 

Temporal (dis)order, the central axis around which much of this thesis revolves, prescribes the 

film corpus of this chapter: Andrzej Wajda’s Man of Marble/Człowiek z Marmuru (1976) and 

Ryszard Bugajski’s Interrogation/Przesłuchanie (1981), both of which pinpoint the most 

painful atrocities of the socialist system felt most bitterly in the 1950s. The manoeuvre of 

highlighting the ills permeating social life in late communist Poland through the narrative focus 

on the Stalinist period exposes the communist205 system’s mechanism rather than providing 

concrete examples of its harmful effects.206 In locating the main female protagonist in between 

the periods as a simultaneous link to each and a witness to both, the films open up for the 

audience to connect with ‘history’ and its denizens not as with alienated others but as subjective 

presences, almost their own memories of themselves. Although realized differently, each film 

enlightens us, in Sobolewski’s words, on the fact that ̔ “‘they”’ are “‘we”’ ̓ only in a different 

situation’.207 This special sense of emotional bond with Agnieszka (Man of Marble) and Tonia 

(Interrogation), documented in numerous accounts and analyses, allows the audience to 

 
vast referential range in terms of political spectrum, both in theory and in practice, has propelled me to 

the advantage of the term ‘communist’ when talking about the mechanisms of the system of government 

based on a one-party state which bans most forms of political dissidence. For a concise delineation of 

the differences between the terms of ‘socialism’, ‘state socialism’, and communism, see Ewa Mazierska 

et al., The Cinematic Bodies of Eastern Europe and Russia. Between Pain and Pleasure (Edinburgh: 

Edinburgh University Press, 2016), p. 2. 
205 My hesitation in terms of the choice between the terms ‘communist’ and ‘socialist’ when referring 

to Poland in the period of Polish People’s Republic has its roots in the latter term’s huge popularity in 

Poland at the time. However, its vast referential range in terms of political spectrum, both in theory and 

in practice, has propelled me to the advantage of the term ‘communist’ when talking about the 

mechanisms of the system of government based on a one-party state which bans most forms of political 

dissidence. For a concise delineation of the differences between the terms of ‘socialism’, ‘state 

socialism’, and communism, see Ewa Mazierska et al., The Cinematic Bodies of Eastern Europe and 

Russia. Between Pain and Pleasure (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016), p. 2. 
206 Man of Marble was the first film concerning the period of Stalinism realized in Poland. While both 

discussed films’ main protagonists resist the system, other films made in the wake of Man of Marble 

focus on the damage done to those who believe in it. Particularly important in this respect are two such 

films: Wojciech Marczewski’s Shivers/Dreszcze (1981) and Janusz Zaorski’s The Mother of 

Kings/Matka Królów (1982). 
207 Sobolewski, ‘Cierpiący Posąg’, p. 22. 
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discover for themselves versions of gender and sexual dissidence generated by the films, if 

subjugated by their aspiration for the film’s political resonance.208 

The entangled junction of politics and female desire has given birth to the figures, embodied 

in this chapter by Agnieszka and Tonia, which I will call proto-queer, a concept by which I 

understand broadly as a marking which sows the seeds of female unruliness and disaccord with 

the norm. While proto-queer sexual ‘identity’ is not necessarily defined or oriented, with no 

stable features or recurrent forms, its expressions evoke non-alignment with and opposition to 

social normalization. In accordance with Michael Warner’s claim that “‘‘queer”’ gets a critical 

edge by defining itself against the normal rather than the heterosexual’209 role. Berlant, in 

defining heteronormativity as ‘structures of understanding … that make heterosexuality … 

privileged’ points out that this 

privilege can assume ‘unmarked forms [of] basic idiom[s] of the personal and the social’.210 In 

other words, not only divorcees or independent women but also women travellers, activists, 

supervisors, film directors, artists etc. are in communist Poland perceived as suspicious by the 

institutions representing ‘basic idioms of the social’.211 A stance disproving family membership 

as the highest value for a woman, can be regarded as one of the important aspects of proto-

queer quality. Turning one’s back on the familial means in communist Poland a voluntary 

social disenfranchisement and having been thrown beyond the domain of the ‘normal’. Not 

only does proto-queer mean a reluctance to support the sanctity of (heterosexual) marriage but 

also a resistance towards labelling and self-definitions. A proto-queer figure in Polish cinema 

of late communist era carries a germ of rebellion against the ‘normal’. To be ‘outside the 

family’ is linked to mobility aspirations (especially, given the multigenerational families 

squeezing within the space of a several dozen square meters) and, by extension, to the longing 

 
208 Michael Warner, Fear of a Queer Planet: Queer Politics and Social Theory (Minneapolis: University 

of Minnesota Press, 1993), p. xxvi. 
209 The long enduring myth of overburdened Polish women in communist era has been increasingly 

devalued. See, for example publications by a prominent sociologist and philosopher, Anna Titkow who 

argues that ‘Polish women gained much more satisfaction and appreciation from orchestrating the 

family life than from professional career and therefore, they did not feel discriminated in a patriarchal 

family’, see Anna Titkow, Tożsamość Polskich Kobiet. Ciągłość, Zmiana, Konteksty (Warszawa: IFiS 

PAN, 2007), p. 309. See also Sławomira Walczewska who points to women’s satisfaction from ‘the 

sense of being an irreplaceable manager of family life’. Sławomira Walczewska, Damy, Rycerze, 

Feministki. Kobiecy Dyskurs Emancypacyjny w Polsce (Warszawa, eFKa, 2000), p. 176. 
210 Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, ‘Sex in Public’, Critical Inquiry, 24:2 (1998), pp. 547–66 (p. 

548). 
211 Ibid. 
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for liberation and freedom from the reproductive duties to the hunger for what Katarzyna 

Marciniak calls ‘a desperate desire to be untrapped’.212 The sense of entrapment as a 

synecdoche for motherhood (frequent in popular discourse, if deployed jokingly), rarely finds 

its expression in Polish cinema. And if it does, the films complicate the mother’s motivation 

by locating her failure in loving her child within a broader, typically political, or social, 

context.213 The political dimension of the films featuring proto-queer female figures intersects 

with and is inflected by the gender or sexual aspect of the protagonists. Sexual identification, 

a dimension almost absent from the films whose haemorrhage came to be known as the 

‘Cinema of Moral Concern’, seems to be blurred, ambivalent and hidden behind the accepted 

mores of Polish communist society. Both the system and the ideology by which it is supported 

assumes that ‘a ‘normal’ protagonist should have a balanced private life with a family, wife or 

lover’,214 none of which, as film critic Maria Kornatowska, argues, ‘has any significance for 

the protagonists themselves or for the narrative development.215 This ambivalence towards and 

a superficial, literal understanding of sexual sphere of life refers to the films whose main 

protagonists are male (a decisive prevalence of the era) and where women function as 

ornaments. However, the two films I will discuss below, Man of Marble and Interrogation, 

locate woman centre stage, a fact which signifies the films’ rebellious status. The implications 

of female protagonists (Krystyna Janda as the lead in both films) in politics, a conventional 

domain of male characters, add to the perception of this figure as ‘anomalous’, ‘abnormal’. 

In what follows, I will demonstrate how the two films allow for the emergence of the proto-

queer figures in the interstices of the political. The protagonists, displaced from the culture’s 

‘basic social idioms’, seen by many critics as allegory of the economic anxieties and emotional 

insecurities experienced nationally within the context of the burgeoning Solidarity movement, 

might also signify a cinematic emergence of a problematic and potentially dangerous female 

figure. Whether given significance through the spacio-temporal disharmony (Man of Marble) 

 
212 Katarzyna Marciniak, ‘Second World-Ness and Transnational Feminist Practices’ in East European 

Cinemas (New York, London: Routledge, 2005), pp. 3–21 (p. 12). 
213 The reason for a child’s abandonment is relegated to terrible housing conditions (Agnieszka 

Holland’s A Woman Alone); for the child’s neglect to the poverty of its mother (Radosław Piwowarski’s 

My Mother’s Lovers), or an open hatred of a child is presented as caused by the mother’s madness 

(Wojciech Marczewski’s Shivers, Wiesław Saniewski’s Doomed). 
214 The reason for a child’s abandonment is relegated to terrible housing conditions (Agnieszka 

Holland’s A Woman Alone); for the child’s neglect to the poverty of its mother (Radosław Piwowarski’s 

My Mother’s Lovers), or an open hatred of a child is presented as caused by the mother’s madness 

(Wojciech Marczewski’s Shivers, Wiesław Saniewski’s Doomed). 
215 Ibid. 
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or via the mode of the doublespeak twofold linguistic marking (Interrogation), the proto-queer 

figure is localized in opposition to the machinations of the communist system, the machinations 

she exposes or to which she is exposed. 

Pace and space in Man of Marble 

Hardly has the propagandist song to the rhythm of which ‘men of marble’, the bricklayers, are 

working abated, when the black and white scene cuts abruptly. Agnieszka is literally catapulted 

as if from around the corner of history, as if she has been transferred directly from the 1950s 

construction site into the 1970s television studio (Figure 1.1.) with the sentence, ‘I must make 

this film’. Her subsequent explanation leaves an irresistible impression that the film Agnieszka 

wants to make is the one presented a moment before in the stylish black and white aesthetics. 

This initial temporal confusion gives way to a vertiginous haemorrhage of words as Agnieszka 

and a film producer march along the television studio’s hallway. The Kafkaesque ambience of 

the corridor whose innumerable doors, indistinguishable from one another lead to innumerable 

offices seemingly manifests the institutional monotony and anonymity of life of the 1970s. 

Suggestive as the scene is for its reference to the surveillance and censorship of Polish cultural 

life,216 it also captivates the audience with its juxtaposition of the tempo of the lightning speed 

of Agnieszka’s pace and the lifelessness of the environment. Agnieszka, as Tadeusz Lubelski 

argues in his analysis of the scene, manifests ‘a volcano of energy, with her argumentative 

speech style, her expressive gesture and rapid gait’.217 Agnieszka virtually intrudes into the 

space, she conquers it and appropriates it, making this and any other diegetic space her own. 

The rush with which Agnieszka covers long distances, broad avenues, halls, or the underground 

winding corridors is constitutive of a femininity expansive, excessive, and unanchored. The 

 
216 In places of official meetings like the assembly halls and chambers of various kinds, only official 

views were presented. The important ‘real’ things were dealt with in the corridors and hallways. 
217 Tadeusz Lubelski, ‘’Człowiek z Marmuru’, prof. Tadeusz Lubelski’, YouTube, uploaded by 

Akademia Polskiego Filmu, (9 Jan. 2014) <www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFY9FhvE9ho> 
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breathless tempo with which Agnieszka acts and drives the whole narrative is one aspect of the 

proto-queer quality she embodies. Rooted in the Stalinist female shock workers and women 

activists populating the ranks of the Party on the one hand, firmly stationed in the 1970s new 

wave of disobedient women218 on the other, and reaching for the future Black Marches219 

membership, Agnieszka seems to be an amalgamation of everything excessive. Although a 

novice at filmmaking, she steers her all-male team toward the newest methods of camerawork. 

If faced with a closed gate, she gets access through the window, if doors are padlocked, she 

opens them with a hairpin. This figure’s aggressive and transgressive mobility might be 

translated into the proto-queer 

attribute of the desire for liberation. 

 

While the film’s emancipatory 

impulse is increasingly pushing at 

the exposition of political ills, 

Agnieszka, with her image, style 

and comportment diverts the 

attention from politics to the new 

screen femininity, which links back 

to politics, thus adding to the 

former a new point of view and to 

the latter, even more radical edge. 

Urged to make her diploma film, 

she tracks the story of a bricklayer 

Mateusz Birkut, the Stakhanovite220 symbol of the Stalinist era, still a taboo subject in Poland 

of the seventies. Consequently, Agnieszka’s efforts are being hampered, albeit ineffectively, 

only to enhance her inventiveness, perseverance, and enterprising abilities. These 

characteristics together with her outward appearance have fuelled an ongoing debate on her 

 
218 In contradiction to many film critics claiming Agnieszka is a new cinematic figure to be then 

emulated by young women in Poland, Maria Kornatowska argues that ‘contrary to the screen 

representation, women in Poland partake actively in professional and social life, manifest significant 

autonomy and ambition and encroach on the regions heretofore restricted to men’. See Kornatowska, 

Wodzireje i Amatorzy, p.191. 
219 In 2016, with the proposed legislation of a complete outlaw to abortion, 50,000 women went on 

strike and clad in black marched in cities across the country to protest the legislation but in vain. Now 

in Poland abortion is outlawed after decades of liberal legislation during Communist rule. 
220 A Soviet worker honoured and rewarded for exceptional diligence in increasing production. 

Figure 1. 1. Agnieszka and the film producer. Man of Marble. 
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gender and sexual identity. An avalanche of opinions describing Agnieszka’s sexual deviance, 

ranging from ‘un-feminine and tomboyish … fighter for freedom in … dungarees’ and ‘a young 

male hero with a soul of a warrior’ through ‘androgynous’ or ‘bisexual’ to ‘masculine’,221 

typically point to the attributes conventionally deemed male.  

Characteristically, however, the evidence of Agnieszka’s masculinity is almost exclusively 

gender grounded, enumerating instances of her walking, talking, and smoking. And thus, 

Agnieszka is ‘speaking and walking like a corporal’222 and ‘sitting astride and smoking like a 

 
221 See respectively: Lewis, Cliff, and Carroll Britch. “Light Out of Poland: Wajda’s Man of Marble 

and Man of Iron’, Film & History: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Film and Television Studies, 12:4 

(1982), pp. 82–89 (p.85); Bożena Umińska, ‘Kwiat, Zero, Ścierka’, Kino, 4 (1992), pp. 9–10 (p. 9); 

Kurnik, Urszula. ‘Agnieszka z Człowieka z Marmuru Andrzeja Wajdy - Androgyn Ze Skazą’ in Ciało 

i Seksualność w Kinie Polskim, edited by Sebastian Jagielski and Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska, 

(Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego), 2009, pp. 173–91 (p. 175); Maciej Kozioł, 

‘Dominujące Wizerunki Kobiet w Filmie Polskim Po 1945 Roku’, Filmoznawstwo, Film, Telewizja, 

edited by Jan Trzynadlowski (Wrocław: Uniwersytet Wrocławski, 1999), pp. 240–45 (p. 240); Maria 

Kornatowska, Eros i Film (Łódź: Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza, 1986), p.178. Ewa Mazierska, who 

finds such views misleading and points to the fact that Krystyna Janda (who plays Agnieszka), ‘strongly 

influenced the appearance of large number of straight young Polish women in the 1970s’ and argues 

that the commotion around the alleged ‘masculinity’ of this protagonist indicates ‘how strongly Polish 

culture was influenced by … [the] image of the Polish Mother’, see Ewa Mazierska, ‘Agnieszka and 

Other Solidarity Heroines of Polish Cinema’ in Women in Polish Cinema, edited by Ewa Mazierska 

and Elzbieta Ostrowska, (New York, Oxford, Berghahn, 2006), pp. 92–109 (p. 98). 
222 Małgorzata Radkiewicz, ‘Portrety Kobiet Współczesnych w Filmach Andrzeja Wajdy’ in Gender. 

Konteksty, edited by Małgorzata Radkiewicz (Kraków: Rabid, 2004), pp. 203–14 (p. 209). 

Figure 1. 2. Agnieszka and the film producer in the 

corridor. Man of Marble. 
Figure 1. 15. Agnieszka filming Birkut’s 

sculpture. Man of Marble. 
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chimney, and unfiltered cigarettes to it’.223 Whether by a physical coverage of or by gestural 

occupation of it, space, and Agnieszka’s positionality in it sits at the core of the displeasure 

with the visual that these opinions exhibit. As the antithesis of conventional Polish cinema’s 

female protagonists conforming to the culturally structured image of Polish mother or 

‘Superwoman’,224 Agnieszka refuses to relate to men in a romantic way. More specifically, she 

either domineers her male team or produces a condescending pastiche (an interview with 

Witek, the Nowa Huta conglomerate’s manager as a stylized version of socialist propaganda 

TV programmes) or exerts leverage on the film producer (Figure 1.2.). Not only does she 

transgress the conventional physical distance between a man and a woman, but she also 

encroaches upon the territory of masculine professional power. The most spectacular example 

of Agnieszka’s attitude towards men might be her filming of Birkut’s sculpture in the National 

Museum’s underground storage (Figure 1.3.). She literally ‘mounts’ it and metaphorically 

‘drives’ it to life. The style of this shot echoes the poster, popular in the 1950s, titled ‘Women 

on tractors’, which situates Agnieszka as a continuator of a line of the representations of women 

 
223 Mariola Jankun-Dopartowa and Mirosław Przylipiak, ‘Bohater w Przydeptanych Kapciach. 

Zbigniew Cybulski w Kinie „małej Stabilizacji’ in Człowiek z Ekranu. Z Antropologii Postaci 

Filmowej, (Kraków: Arcana, 1996), pp. 73–88 (p. 77). 
224 For the analysis of Polish Mother myth in Polish cinema, see Joanna Szwajcowska, ‘The Myth of 

the Polish Mother’ in Women in Polish Cinema (Oxford, New York: Berghahn Books, 2006), pp. 15–

34. For the image of ‘superwoman’ development in Polish cinema, see Elżbieta Ostrowska, ‘Polish 

‘Superwoman’: A Liberation or Victimization’ in Women in Polish Cinema, edited by Ewa Mazierska 

and Elżbieta Ostrowska, (New York, Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2006), pp. 55–74. 

Figure 1. 4. Agnieszka in front of the National 

Museum. Man of Marble. 

Figure 1. 16. Agnieszka with her 

inseparable bag. Man of Marble. 
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deemed ‘masculine’ and whose sexuality has been regarded as ‘indefinite’ or ‘unspecified’.225 

While the women mounting tractors’ phallic quality was tied to their skills in operating the 

machine, conventionally male capability, Agnieszka’s ‘masculinity’ additionally highlights 

innovative methods of using technology (in this case, a video camera). The resourcefulness and 

the search for new methods of registering the ‘reality’ might be interpreted as keeping the 

options open and permitting changes to one’s vision of the world. The ingenuity in deploying 

various ways of gaining access to banned entrances testifies to what I see as another dimension 

of proto-queerness, namely the nonclosure of possibilities. Rather than take a definitive step 

towards a more definitive sexuality, Agnieszka oscillates in between the boundaries, opening 

up a new space which might become a matrix for building up new modes of relating to the 

intimate. 

 

It is not the kinds of affective connection conventionally associated with femininity that 

Agnieszka articulates, however. Rather, the values that count for her, are comradeship and 

professional loyalty. These modes of relating to others evoke the aesthetics in which women 

protagonists are often presented in the propagandist Stalinist films.226 The lack of clear 

romantic relationships in Man of Marble and the film’s political focus make Agnieszka a 

suspicious individual in terms of sexual identity (as a woman, she should be romantically 

engaged). Agnieszka’s refusal to attune to the propriety of middle class227 or the sanctity of 

marital rightness puts her in opposition to the normative world order, a stance which 

assumesthe proto-queer colouring not through what she wears but through what she does and 

how she does it. More specifically, the rush and haste with which she surmounts all barriers on 

her way, visually signified by iron gates or bars or padlocked doors (Figure 1.4.), the constant 

running, travelling and motion, eating on the way, smoking everywhere and a capacious bag 

 
225 These images reach the 1950s when the term babochłop – from baba (a peasant woman) and chłop 

(a peasant man) – originated and since then has been ubiquitous in Polish cultural discourse as a 

synecdoche for homosexual proclivities. The term has been often used in reference to Agnieszka. See 

web discussion, ‘Co to za określenie ‘babochłop’?’ in ‘Forum Kafeteria’, (30 Aug. 2011), 

<f.kafeteria.pl/temat-4944298-co-to-za-okreslenie-babochlop> [accessed 3 April 2019]. 
 
226 For more on the images of women in Stalinist Poland see, for example, Katherine Lebow, Unfinished 

Utopia: Nowa Huta, Stalinism, and Polish Society, 1949–56 (New York: Cornell University Press, 

2013). For the elaboration on the representations of Stalinist women in Polish art, see Ewa Toniak, 

Olbrzymki. Kobiety i Socrealizm (Kraków: Korporacja Ha!art, 2008). 
227 Ewa Mazierska, for example, registers ‘Agnieszka’s contempt for middle class or feminine values’ 

and notices that ‘she is not bothered about losing her chance of marriage’, see Mazierska, ‘Agnieszka’, 

p. 98. 
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shuffled along the way comprising all her belongings (Figure 1.5.) intensify the impression of 

this figure’s shifting and erratic displacement, a kind of unsettled lifestyle.  

 

The link bridging Agnieszka’s incessant motion with the propensity for transgression228 has 

been demonstrated by Monika Talarczyk-Gubała who calls Agnieszka ‘a philobat’ the one with 

a penchant for the states of imbalance’.229 Kornatowska also reads Agnieszka as ‘a volcano of 

activities’, as someone who ‘must move, speak rapidly, incessantly do something as if she were 

uncertain of her identity.230 These and other opinions suggest that mobility and tempo are 

conventionally coded as ‘masculine’ and the term is transferred to define Agnieszka for lack 

of language with which to articulate what this figure embodies. Importantly, spatial excess and 

temporal disharmony which frame Agnieszka’s figure stand in direct opposition to the stagnant 

and ordered communist system. The system, presented in its severe inflection in the 1950s and 

in its milder version in the 1970s, can be best comprehended if viewed from the perspective of 

the clash between the pomposity of public events and the grandiose and grandiloquent language 

of the Party, and the simplicity and misery of an individual life. Agnieszka, as Janina 

 
228 Within the diegesis, this link is expressed, for instance, by the words used by the film producer who 

addresses Agnieszka in a suggestive way: ‘where are you going, where are you wandering, where have 

you sunk? You’ve transgressed all the possible norms.’ 
229 Monika Talarczyk-Gubała, Women’s Cinema in PRL as Minority’s Cinema, Conference 

Proceedings, (Kraków: 2012). 
230 Kornatowska, Wodzireje. p. 98-99. 
 

Figure 1. 6. Woman 

Bricklayer. A poster. 

Anonymous. 

Figure 1. 7. Agnieszka. Man of 

Marble. 

Figure 1. 8. Front of Literary 

and Philosophical Review. 

2003.  
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Falkowska argues, ‘constitutes a meta-comment on the political development of a citizen of 

Poland’.231 The instability of Agnieszka’s gender identity and her seemingly ambiguous 

sexuality combined with her excessive mobility unfold from the Stalinist film (and times) into 

the late communist Poland, which is already legible in the first scene. The seriousness and 

passion for work exemplified by the bricklayers are transposed onto this female figure fuelling  

her with ‘masculine’ energy but something already inside her destabilizes the neat division 

between masculinity and femininity. Agnieszka’s gender identity combined with her 

comportment seems to spring from, in Ewa Toniak’s words, ‘the fifties … with hundreds of 

fluttering banners overhead … monumentalized … photographed from the below 

perspective’.232 The comparison of the poster ‘A Woman Bricklayer’233 The comparison of the 

poster ‘A Woman Bricklayer’)234 can be read through what Elizabeth Freeman calls ‘temporal 

drag’, that is, broadly, ‘a counter-genealogical practice of archiving culture’s throwaway 

objects, including the outmoded masculinities and femininities from which usable pasts may 

be extracted’.235 Freeman, in her revivification of Judith Butler’s concept of the transitivity and 

performative capacity of drag236shifts the centrality of gender to temporality.But whereas 

Freeman conceptualizes temporal drag as a deviation from the exactness and self-discipline 

proffered by the ‘modern’ organization of bodies, its Polish inflection might be viewed as a 

collision with and an opposition to the emerging consumerist culture237on the one hand, and an 

endeavour to gain greater latitude in terms of autonomy and sexual self-determination, on the 

other. An exemplification of the opposition, within the film’s economy, might be the scene in 

Man of Marble juxtaposing Agnieszka’s single-bag belongings with Burski’s luxurious villa 

 
231 Falkowska, The Political Films of Andrzej Wajda, p. 119. 
232 Toniak, p. 118. 
233 Zorka Wollny, Kobiety Pracujące Pozdrawiamy Gwizdaniem (Fundacja 36,6: 2004). 
234 Mizielińska, ‘Płeć Jako Kategoria Filozoficzna. Znaczenie Prac Judith Butler Dla Feministycznej 

Refleksji o „kobietach”’, Przegląd Folozoficzno-Literacki, 3:1 (2003), pp. 119–41. For more on 

temporal dimension of sexuality analysed from the perspective of Polish culture, see Mizielińska, Płeć, 

Ciało, Seksualność (Kraków: Universitas, 2006). 
235 Freeman, p. xxiii. 
236 udith Butler’s conceptualization of gender performativity resides in the repetitive process of 

discursive practices, that is, the reiterative and citational practice by which discourse produces the 

effects that it names’, Butler, Bodies That Matter. p. 2. 
237 In the early 1970s, when Edward Gierek was appointed the new First Secretary after Gomułka’s 

removal, large loans from foreign creditors were negotiated, which entailed certain economic 

prosperity. The style of life becomes increasingly directed towards ‘have’ not ‘be’. These years are 

defined by Andrzej Paczkowski as ‘la belle epoque’, see Andrzej Paczkowski, Pół Wieku Dziejów 

Polski (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 2007); Piotr Gliński calls this situation 

‘consumerism on credit’ to emphasise the paradox of a desire to have goods which are already 

borrowed, see Piotr Gliński, ‘Orientacja Stylu Życia Na ‘Mieć’. Z Badań Miejskich Stylów Życia w 

Polsce’, Kultura i Społeczeństwo, 29:2 (1985), pp. 75–91. 
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(Burski is a successful and politically correct film director). The craving for autonomy and 

sexual self-determination seems to be demonstrated by the misalignment of the societal 

valorisation of the reproductive and the familial and Agnieszka’s singleness and half-

orphanage. But while anti consumerist sentiments seem easy to decipher in the films discussed, 

the proto-queer aspect of a relationality, beyond coupledom or collectivity, features as a kind 

of undertow. It is something barely present, a seemingly utopian project signifying a mode of 

‘being and connecting that have not yet arrived or never will’.238 The proto-queer temporal 

drag, preceding her ‘proper’ enunciation in future, focuses on the immediate process of change 

rather than embody a concrete identifiable idea. And indeed, each of the aforementioned figures 

looks in front of herself, a tool to hand by means of which she changes the reality. Whether 

building new houses on the war ruins (Figure 1.6.) or registering the events hidden from public 

view (Figure 1.7.) or steering the symbolic ship of history towards some undefinable future but 

without the war heroism’s dethronement (signalled by the war time staffage in the background, 

(Figure 1.8.), this figure is invariably oriented towards progress and change. Additionally, the 

above assemblage elucidates Agnieszka as a figure in the middle, a certain intermediary 

bearing the hallmarks of the past and inaugurating the future representations of women whose 

toughness is inextricably linked to asexuality and sartorial visual aesthetics. 

The sense of anachronistic Stalinist and ‘masculine’ way of negotiating the social world, 

repeatedly juxtaposed with the impetus and excessive mobility characteristic of future feminist 

movements manifests ‘the power of anachronism to unsituate viewers from the present tense  

… and to illuminate or even prophetically ignite possible futures in light of powerful historical 

moments’.239 Freeman’s description of Sharon Hayes performing, as an embodiment of what 

she calls ‘temporal drag’, may be, as a structure, almost verbatim referred to the figure of 

Agnieszka, standing alone’ with all her ‘gestures toward the past’s unrealized futures’.240 The 

condensation of meanings like heroization, the ritual of work, mastering vast spaces (best 

remembered as woman on tractor traversing the fields), repeatedly evokes female shock 

workers of the 1950s on the one hand, and reach deeper into Polish history to the images of 

women soldiers steering tanks or pre-war female car driving pioneers241 on the other. Even her 

 
238 Freeman, ‘Introduction’, A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies, 13:2/3 (2007), pp. 159–76. 
239 Freeman, p. 61. 
240 Freeman, p. 60. 
241 Agnieszka wears a long light shawl, a detail evoking such adornment popularly sported by women 

driving automobiles in the pre-war period. 
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seemingly expansive ‘modern’ comportment is partly constitutive of the anachronistic energy 

of the gendered habitus of heroines of the 1950s. They embody this peculiar for a communist 

society sense of freedom linked to their capacity of vertical and horizontal progress, that is, 

both the advancement from lower to middle social classes through new access to education, 

and the physical power of harnessing space.  

Similarly, the attention of the viewers is, through the technique of their propinquity to the 

narrative moments of culmination, persistently drawn to the instances of Agnieszka’s spatial 

position emphasizing her figure-in-progress, between past and future at the same time, deriving 

from both, belonging to neither. If Agnieszka betrays the traces of the 1950s ‘tractor women’, 

she is also equipped with the paradigms of youth which, although underlined differently in the 

diegesis, is also demonstrably transgressive in terms of the reactions belonging in an 

unspecified sphere, between closeness and distance. For example, faced with the remark of her 

team operator suggesting her potential capacity of using her feminine charm for the benefit of 

eliciting important information from the influential filmmaker Burski, Agnieszka retorts with 

a painful kick in the man’s ankle (Figure 1.9.). While the camera lingers on the operator seated 

against a traditional background of an old building adorned with green leaves, repeatedly 

massaging his leg with the expression of incredulity and anger on his face, it registers the back 

of Agnieszka’s arm on which her bag is hung with the umbrella handle sticking out like a gun.  

The conventional feminine/masculine dichotomy is disrupted here and the power relations 

(wounded/abuser, standing/sitting, a small bag next to the man/a capacious bag hanging on the 

woman’s arm) are shifted and seem to contradict the gender identity of the two figures, as 

known to the viewers. The kick 

itself might be deemed partly 

childish, partly a naughty youth’s 

practical joke, were it not for the 

seriousness of the issue at stake: 

the allocation of standard feminine 

capabilities to Agnieszka and an 

intimation that she might want to 

demonstrate it before another man. 

The political resonance of the 

scene is pinpointed linguistically as 

Agnieszka summarizes the 

Figure 1. 9. Agnieszka’s team film operator. Man of Marble. 
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exchange, ‘Good. One needs to listen to what people say,’ which might be interpreted as the 

demonstration of the limits of public ideas or norms. The two other examples of the scenes 

from Man of Mable attest to the incongruity between closeness/distance or inside/outside and 

femininity/masculinity represented spatially. The first scene is shot at Agnieszka’s father’s 

house where she arrives after having been barred from finishing her film. Lying on the sofa, 

Agnieszka is, quite unconventionally, turned towards its the back pillows rather than face the 

room (Figure 1.10.). In continuing a conversation with her father, with whom she has 

seemingly close and warm relations, Agnieszka stays in the same position. The proximity of 

the father, leaning over her repeatedly, underlines the inconsistency between the visual distance 

between them and the affectionate talk they continue. One has the impression of Agnieszka 

wavering on the edge, rejecting the idea of the familial despite the   love she has for her father. 

In other words, the scene resonates with the film’s positioning the proto-queer figure of 

Agnieszka on the border of inside/outside dichotomy. Unlike the scene analysed previously, 

this one centres around the disharmony between the reproductive societal pressure and a desire 

for professional fulfilment. Spatially dislocated from the reproductive   project, Agnieszka 

seems to be poised on the edge of the immersion into something beyond the dichotomy familial 

(or at least coupled) versus single or autonomous. The third shot exemplifying the spatial 

division between the political and practical, public, and private, is taken at the television studio: 

Agnieszka, after the argument in the wake of which she has been made redundant, has left the 

film producer in the hall and has come back to the studio to share the news with her team. 

While standing in the doorway, she suddenly raises her leg and, leaned against the wall, one 

hand in her pocket, slants the foot against the doorframe (Figure 1.11.). The mode of bodily 

expression manifested with the gesture is demonstrably transgressive on at least two levels: in 

terms of the normative femininity and in terms of professional behaviour. The aspect of 

conventional feminine behaviour assumes the so called ‘feminine decency’, an idea excluding 

(or diminishing) women clad in trousers in public.242 Agnieszka’s posture additionally 

highlights the very fact of trousers against white background, not to mention their style (some 

styles were considered dissident in the 1970s). At the political level, Agnieszka symbolically 

and literally bars the entrance to the TV studio not allowing access for the representatives of 

 
242 A questionnaire regarding wearing trousers by women, conducted in 1975 proved that ‘most 

educated and respected men accept this style. However, it is worth noting that it is still considered, to 

put it mildly, unwise’, see Anna Zalewska, ‘Suknia Czy Spodnie’, Uroda, 4 (1975), pp. 8–9 (p. 9). For 

an extensive study of fashion in post-war Poland, see Anna Pełka, Teksas-Land. Moda Młodzieżowa w 

PRL (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Trio, 2007). 
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the management, a codification of the strikes rampant in Poland at the time. But the long 

presence of Agnieszka at the threshold is also a significant signal of the initiation, the beginning 

of the new, which might again be interpreted as a political call for change. Also, the gesture, 

akin to other tricks, popular within school environment, like tripping, awakens the sentiments 

of youth and naughtiness. 

The above analyses testify to the proto-queer figure as an emergent phenomenon of a certain 

amalgam of the anachronistic (including those corresponding with youth) features, progressive 

mobile characteristics as well as the germs of the future openness and fluidity. Elizabeth 

Freeman, in her conceptualisation of queer temporality points to the to textual moments of … 

anachronism … belatedness, compression, delay … flashback … pause … reversal … and 

other ways of breaking apart what Walter Benjamin calls “homogenous empty time” ̓,243 all of 

which stretch the moments to reveal queer potential. Proto-queer temporal disharmony includes 

the ‘rush time’, which contrasts with the quiescence of communist stagnation. While ‘temporal 

drag’ corelates sartorial transgenderism with what Freeman describes as ‘retrogression, delay, 

and the pull of the past upon the present’,244 proto-queer temporal drag might be defined as the 

pull of the past on the future and the figuring of the present as a certain utopian phase of 

transience and fluctuation. 

 
243 Freeman, Time Binds, p. xxii. 
244 Freeman, ‘Packing History, Count(Er)Ing Generations’,  New Literary History, 31:4 (2000), pp. 727–

44 (p. 728). 

Figure 1. 10. Agnieszka in her father’s house on the 

sofa. Man of Marble. 
Figure 1.11. Agnieszka in the TV studio’s door. 

Man of Marble.  
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 Whereas Freeman, in her temporal reconceptualization of Raymond Williams’s ideas of 

‘residual’ and ‘emergent’ prioritizes the trajectory of ‘the lingering remnants of outmoded 

production processes’, I focus more on ‘the semi-intelligible signs of a production process that 

has not yet come to dominate’.245 More specifically, building on Williams’s differentiation 

between ‘archaic’, ‘residual’ and ‘emergent’, I attend to ‘a pre-emergence, active and pressing 

but not yet fully articulated’.246 Since the difficulty in outlining the ‘emergent’ increases with 

the realization that some of its traces might only be ‘elements of some new phase of the 

dominant culture’ or its ‘facsimiles … the incorporated forms’247what would augur better in 

delineating the proto-queer emergence is the examination of the dominant as a matrix for the 

disruptions. The overwhelming ascendancy of communist regime, highlighted in those parts of 

Man of Marble which trace Birkut’s life, becomes much more haptic in the second film 

discussed in this chapter, Ryszard Bugajski’s Interrogation/Przesłuchanie (1982). 

 

 

 
245 Freeman, ‘Introduction’, p. 164. 
246 Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), p. 127. 
247 Williams (1978), p. 165. 
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Interrogation. Violence, resistance and the invisible 

In looking there is always something which is not seen, not because it is perceived as 

missing … but because it does not belong to the visible248 Violence renews itself in 

the face of the apparent inexhaustibility of its object249 

In one of the scenes of Bugajski’s Interrogation, a young woman in a state of dishabille, her 

hair wet as if she just finished her shower, apparently in a fit of madness, held by a few other 

women (Figure 12), is shouting out sentences whose meaning circulates around a ‘better world’ 

achievable in the future provided the conditions like personal hygiene (‘we need to wash 

ourselves and comb our hair’) and honest testimony (‘we need to always tell the truth’) are 

fulfilled. A closer look reveals that besides signifying the speaker’s rancour and distress, the 

words seem to comprise another content, a reversal to its meaning of the words announced, 

namely that ‘a better wonderful world’ will never arrive. Since the crowded gloomy space is 

populated with raggedly clad women, soiled and dishevelled, it might be assumed that the scene 

 
248 Victor Burgin, ‘Perverse Space’, Sexuality & Space, edited by Beatriz Colomina, Princeton, (New 

Jersey: Princeton Architectural Press, 1992), pp. 219–41. 
249 Judith Butler, Precarious Life. The Powers of Mourning and Violence (London, New York: Verso, 

2004), p. 33 

Figure 1.12. Tonia protesting a ‘better future’ idea. Interrogation. 
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is set in prison. 

Indeed, the protagonist of Interrogation is doomed to spend five years in a secret police prison 

in 1950s Poland. Tonia, a young cabaret singer (Krystyna Janda), becomes tricked by two 

young men, intoxicated and driven to the prison used by the secret police. There, she is raped, 

tortured, and interrogated brutally for five years. Tonia is supposed to make incriminatory 

statements in reference to her friend, Major Olcha. Olcha is deemed by the communist an 

enemy of the Republic of People’s Poland, is to be killed based on fake statements, one of 

which Tonia is forced to provide. During her stay in prison, Tonia’s relationships with the 

torturers become more complex and she becomes pregnant by one of them, gives birth to a girl, 

taken away from her. The tragic story also includes a subtext of lesbian romance between Tonia 

and one of her female prison mates, Mira, a romance ended in the same tragic way, since it is 

used by the interrogators as a blackmail tool against Tonia. 

In the scene described above, Tonia is the rebellious woman who has just experienced tortures 

which have not subjugated her. The addressee of Tonia’s emphatically chanted repetitions is, 

however, unclear and neither is the undertow of affects beneath the surface of what is seen, the 

affects that, in Victor Burgin’s words, cited above, ‘do (…) not belong to the visible’. While 

for Burgin, in the impossibility of ‘tell[ing] what is going on in the look simply by looking at 

it’250 a photograph is submitted for inspection and the implied scrutinizer is the audience, for 

this thesis, the problematics of the whole film are incomplete if it is only looked at. In other 

words, as in Burgin’s psychoanalytic analysis unconscious desires are woven into the looking, 

in the film discussed below, the undercurrent of desires is undecipherable without reaching for 

their roots in the ambience of the times. The temporal hiccup with which Interrogation is 

entwined (made in 1981, set in the 1950s, first screened in 1989) encapsulates the complex 

nature of both the times surrounding the film production and the period of time in which the 

film is set, accountable for the film’s ban in Poland for eight years.251 However, although the 

Stalinist jail where the main protagonist, Tonia (Krystyna Janda), a petty actress, is unjustly 

put and brutally interrogated in order to manufacture false charges against someone she knew, 

would seem to provide sufficient enough a justification for the film’s banning. But the subject 

 
250 Burgin, p. 227. 
251 Not only was the film ‘shelved’ but also the director, Ryszard Bugajski, was banned from making 

films which led to his emigration for twenty years. The film hailed ‘the most anticommunist film ever’, 

illegally transferred to France and put in circulation on millions of VHS copies, became a legend. 
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had already been present in Polish cinema252the prominent example being Man of Marble 

discussed above. A scrutiny of the report from Interrogation’s kolaudacja253 sheds a better light 

on the reasons for the film’s ban.254 The film is decisively declared ‘a contemporary and not 

historical film’ infused with ‘hatred not toward what happened in the past, but hatred towards 

the present and hatred towards socialism’.255 The impression of the continuity between the 

Stalinist prison and the ‘socialism with human face’,256 the contemporaneity of history, implies 

the disclosure of some mechanism, unchangeable and decipherable, present in each period of 

257this postwar political history of Poland till 1989. Whether under Stalin or Gierek,258 the 

paradigms of the system are immutable, and the system is called communism. While the 

axioms of communist regime are a commonplace today, their influence on people is often 

presented schematically and comprised under the rubric of subjugation. And so is 

Interrogation’s significance summarised as, in a historian of Polish cinema Marek Haltof’s 

words, ‘the strongest work on the Stalinist past … a battering ram, revealing hidden taboos’259 

and the film’s main protagonist, Tonia, who ‘rages and paces, sings, howls, is kicked, dowsed 

by high-pressure hoses, spits and is spat upon’.260 The aggrandisement of Tonia and 

 
252 In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the period in Polish history known as ‘Solidarity Carnival’, the 

censorship significantly abated and many films tackling the Stalinist era were made, even if most of 

them were shelved afterwards. Among the most outstanding ones are Hands Up! /Ręce do Góry! (Jerzy 

Skolimowski 1968), Man of Marble (Andrzej Wajda 1976), There Was Jazz /Był Jazz (Feliks Falk 

1981), Shivers/Dreszcze (Wojciech Marczewski 1981), The Mother of Kings /Matka Królów (Janusz 

Zaorski 1982). 
253 ‘Kolaudacja’, is a commission of politicians and filmmakers who would meet to discuss the political 

and aesthetic merits of any film made in the People's Republic of Poland.  
254 The shorthand of the Interrogation’s ‘kolaudacja’ was smuggled abroad and published later in the 

United States. 
255 Jacek Pawłowicz, ‘Interesuje Mnie Człowiek’, Biuletyn IPN (July 2006), pp. 32–49 (p. 38). 
256 Although the term refers to the political programme announced by Alexander Dubček in 

Czechoslovakia in 1968 and assumed a process of mild democratisation, in Poland and other countries 

of Eastern bloc it functioned for years as a synecdoche for temporary political ‘thaws’ implemented by 

the subsequent governments, one of which was the period of the late 1970s. 
257 As already mentioned, Edward Gierek was First Secretary of the ruling Polish United Workers’ Party 

in Polish People’s Republic between 1970 and 1980, known for opening communist Poland to Western 

influence. 
258 It needs to be emphasized that despite the inalterability of the communist system and its rudimentary 

principles, the process of its implementation and the depth of its reachability was fluctuating. The 

brutality of people’s treatment and the practical impunity of the torturers disclosed in Interrogation was 

rampant in the 1950s and rather uncommon in the 1980s. Some critics point to this fact claiming that 

‘Western critics and intellectuals have framed the communist period as a whole’, see Małgorzata 

Hendrykowska, Kronika kinematografii polskiej (Nijmegen, Poznań: Ars Aequi Libri, 1999), p. 390. 
 
259 Marek Haltof, Polish Cinema: A History (New York, Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2018), p. 213. 
260 Sheila Benson, ‘Movie Review: “Interrogation”: Janda’s Arresting Performance’, Los Angeles 

Times, (9 Mar. 2019). 
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glorification of her rebelliousness as a heroic opposition to Stalinist powers261 entirely ignores 

the dimension of her sexuality, ‘the history of her body … undergo[ing] a process of 

colonization’262 around which the whole interrogation pivots. 

The development of and the awakening to her sexuality and desires reveals itself in Tonia’s 

collision with the net of manipulations implemented by the representatives of the communist 

system. My claim is that the film’s interrogation exposes the motion of the cogwheels of the 

mechanism to the extent that it intersects with human subjectivity. Extending the idea of 

chronotope, created by Michail Bakhtin, I will trace the communist system’s techniques as they 

intersect with and intervene in female sexual otherness embodied by the film’s main 

protagonist. Defined as ‘the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships … in 

literature’, the term is metaphorically used by Bakhtin to delineate the inseparability of time 

and space, a phenomenon which finds its fruit in artistic literary creation when ‘time, as it were, 

thickens, takes on flesh … [and] space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of 

time, plot, and history’.263 Far from being merely a backdrop to or precincts of a period and 

place (following Bakhtin’s formulation ‘time-space’), chronotope determines the logic by 

which events unfold and the characters’ actions gain rhythm. The chronotopic quality gives 

rise to the expectations and thus, the communist system as a chronotope signals, broadly 

speaking, an emergence of powers which threaten individual freedoms. My aim is not to 

demonstrate the methods of communist apparatus as originary in provoking change in the 

characters’ psyches, as others have done. Rather, by exploring the system’s chronotopic 

characteristics I will pursue the points of conflict between the system’s premises and the 

protagonist’s view of life. The acts of Tonia’s defiance against the oppressors overlap with her 

growing self-awareness and self-discovery and these, I argue, accompany her proto-queer 

becoming. 

Tonia’s first days of imprisonment pass in disbelief. The subterfuge perpetrated under the aegis 

 
261 In the school curriculum’s guide Tonia is even described as an embodiment of ‘a myth of Job 

choosing a path of suffering and despair to save her identity, always faithful to universal values’, see 

Małgorzata Bazan, ‘“Przesłuchanie” Ryszarda Bugajskiego’, Narodowy Instytut Audiowizualny, 

(Filmoteka Szkolna, 2016), p. 9. 
262 Katarzyna Marciniak, ‘Post-Socialist Hybrids’, European Journal of Cultural Studies,12:2 (2009), 

pp. 173–90 (p. 188). 
263 Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, eds. Michael Holquist, (Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 1981), p. 84. 
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of Security Office (UB),264 enticing 

Tonia to go dancing with two 

plainclothes detectives, get drunk, 

lose control and be dragged to 

prison, signifies her freewheeling 

lifestyle, nonchalance and a certain 

lightness of being but also a sense 

of innocence she must feel. 

Consequently, convinced of having 

been mistaken for someone else, 

Tonia has hoped for the ordeal’s 

clarification and her release from 

prison. The gradual vanishing of 

such hopes eventually leads her to 

realize the central assumption of the system, namely that one does not need to be guilty of 

anything to be arrested. Guilt presents itself here as a relative matter, always possible to be 

found if necessary. The absurdity and hopelessness, the two dominant features of the 

communist chronotope, are not imaginable by regular people as ones possible to be shattered. 

But Tonia is an actress, an outsider, ‘a queer bird’, as the lyrics of the song she performs at the 

beginning of the film, forecast. Thus, not only does she transgress societal norms in her pre-

jail life (playing truant at school, escaping home, changing partners easily and freely) but she 

also acts in disharmony with what is expected during the brutal interrogations. The communist 

chronotopic choreography of dealing with prisoners is premised on the scenario of the initial 

resistance of the interrogated either followed by their acquiescence under threat, torture or 

blackmail, or their further resistance followed by an infinite imprisonment or death. These 

tactics not only preclude any human element to subvert the established scenario, but they also 

expect a predetermined reaction from the prisoner. This routine, a cyclic repetition of the same 

scenario, is repeatedly disturbed by Tonia’s unexpected reactions. While the film veils Tonia’s 

initial motives for refusing to sign a falsified document incriminating her friend, both the script 

for the film and the subsequent book based on it265 clearly point to the linkage of Tonia’s 

 
264 This is a term commonly used for state security organs during the Stalinist period. Its popular 

extension, Ubecks, has been used throughout the communist years till today as a metaphor for the 

members of security services in Poland. 
265 Ryszard Bugajski, Salt and Pepper (Los Angeles: Loyola University, 1989). 

Figure 1. 24. Tonia in the attempt to sign the document. 

Interrogation. 
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motivations with her erotic experience: ‘“So, it's over for today. Sign it.” He looked at me as if 

I wasn't there. He already assumed I was easy. I dropped the pen aside. “I won't sign 

anything.”’266 The thought of being deemed ‘cheap’ is apparently connected to Tonia’s 

promiscuous lifestyle and frequent intercourse with both sexes, as she admits during the 

interrogation. In positioning Tonia as one who refuses to sign the document, Interrogation 

highlights one of the most common aspects of chronotopic communist system: predictability 

and permanence. In informing her denial by the sense of the impingement on the privacy of her 

body, the film collides the communist system’s stability with the proto-queer capriciousness. 

The subsequent tumultuous series of shots demonstrates the power with which Tonia’s 

unpredictable refusal strikes her oppressor. An accidental lack of ink in the fountain pen and 

its spillage on the table (Figure 1.13.) escalate the scene’s tension triggering an outburst of rage 

in the oppressor and an act of mischievousness in Tonia, so unexpected under the 

circumstances. 

The moment of the interrogator’s inattention allows her for writing with her finger a word 

‘arse’ (Figure 1.14.) instead of her signature. Now, the piece of paper with Tonia’s deposition 

looks like an ink blot on the schoolchild’s essay and the derogatory word like Tonia’s signature. 

The scene is evocative of the proto-queer feature differentiating the phenomenon from the later 

Western queer manifestations of antinormative stance. While lesbians and gays in the West 

oppose the very labelling and valorisation on the basis of gender and sexual proclivities, the 

emergent awareness of one’s own sexuality and a desire for transgressive acts in communist 

Poland clashes with and subverts the political foundation of the system. Alexei Yurchak, in his 

influential book, Everything Was Forever, Until It Was No More, while conceptualizing 

performative qualities of the authoritative discourse in late socialist Russia, notes that 

‘participating in these [ritualized] acts reproduced oneself as a “normal” Soviet person within 

the system of relations, collectivities, and subject positions’.267 

 
266 Bugajski, Salt and Pepper, p. 29. 
267 Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, Until It Was No More (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton 

University Press, 2006), p. 25. 
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In Polish Stalinist prison presented in Interrogation, some forms of ‘participation’ in the rituals 

of interrogations are shared by all the prisoners. For example, a peasant woman offers her 

sexual services in exchange for luxury goods (Vitkovska is a compliant communist herself, 

faithful to the cause). The ‘participation’ means accepting the rules of the game. That is, the 

knowledge of the ritual’s façade nature does not result in exposing its falsity. Rather, both sides 

pretend they believe in the ritual of interrogation, its legitimacy and order. Yurchak, while 

delineating the Russian society’s attitudes towards rituals throughout the communist period, 

offers, in contradistinction to the popular binary logic of ‘us’/’them’, the differentiation 

between ‘normal people’ and ‘dissidents’ or ‘activists’. The latter two types ‘privilege() the 

constative dimension of[authoritative discourse] reading it as a description of reality’ and ‘were 

suspected of being in some way “abnormal”’.268 The distinction might be both narrowed down 

to Stalinist political prison and expanded into Polish society of the late communist period more 

generally.269 

Tonia’s gesture, childish and modest (although resulting in severe consequences), relegates her 

to the realm of ‘abnormals’, since she exposes the falsity of the system and its emptiness on 

the one hand, and intersects with her whim to guard her privacy. Otherwise, indifferent to the 

acts of her own nakedness in front of clothed people, she protests the fact of valorisation and 

labelling. In the script Tonia explains: ‘… it hasn’t been clear to me why making a person strip 

in the presence of strangers, especially of opposite sex, has been seen as the worst possible 

form of humiliation’.270 From the confession, it follows that her body naked exposition might 

be problematic in presence of women with whom she admits, she might have had lesbian 

relations. The crossroads at which politics and sexuality meet in Interrogation is also 

exemplified by the love affair between Tonia and another female prisoner, Mira. The first 

romantic encounter between them, detailed in the script but elided in the diegesis, takes place 

directly before Tonia’s refusal to sign the document and triggers her willingness to highlight 

the fact that ‘love is the most important thing in her life’.271 If proto-queer qualities prioritise 

emotions and affects rather than concrete body-related desires and excitements, it is the mode 

 
268 Ibid. p. 107. 
269 Whilst the attitudes of the prisoners we motivated by either not to betray colleagues and suffer all 

the torture and abuse in silence or to survive, people’s attitudes towards the Party in the 1970s and 

1980s was motivated either by the ‘peace of mind’ or ‘dissidence’. The scheme is, however, the same: 

most ‘normal’ people understand the rules and manoeuvre them, only ‘abnormal’ ones expose the rules 

themselves. The cited 'abnormality' refers in Yurchak to the characteristic refusal of the recognition of 

the rules of the game. 
270 Bugajski, p. 11. 
271 Bugajski, p. 17. 
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of presence in life which directs energies towards choices premised on open possibilities not 

curtailed either by the reproductive regime’s pressures or the stability of coupledom. The film, 

in tracing Tonia pursuing deviant sexual desires for Mira, although in a more nuanced way than 

the script in providing erotic details, parallels the subsequent romantic encounters with the 

tortures and their 

consequences. More 

specifically, Tonia 

becomes more and more 

outrageous in revealing 

openly her contempt for 

the oppressors and their 

methods as deprived of 

any power (‘you poor 

sod,’ she says to the 

torturer, ‘and what can 

you do to me?’), the more 

she is able to endure. Not 

only she herself becomes 

psychically stronger but 

she can also provide protection and comfort for Mira. The sexual encounter between Tonia and 

Mira (Figure 1.15.) encapsulates the complexity of and the interweaving between the erotic 

and the political. Mira is in tears. Her face is bruised, forehead wrinkled, hair unwashed. Tonia, 

in contrast, seems clean and tidy, her face and forehead smooth, hair combed. Tonia presses 

herself against Mira’s body trying at the same time to calm her down putting her hand on her 

neck and as if in the attempt to cover her body in a gesture suggesting protectiveness towards 

Mira who has encountered the brutality and abuse. The kiss wavers on the edge between the 

sensual and the protective. Mira’s illuminated face, smeared with tears and dirt, seems to 

display victimisation and suffering hushed by Tonia’s slightly shadowed face without any 

hallmarks of emotion, as if pure strong desire emerging from the dark. The bodies are exposed 

for public view (the scene takes place in the crowded prison cell), but the hair of both women 

is lighted and create a kind of a comforting circle providing privacy. Tonia Mira's homosexual 

encounter proves cathartic for Tonia, who admits: ... her. The encounter seems to provide her 

Figure 1. 27. Tonia writing the word ‘arse’. Interrogation 
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with the sense of self: being in prison now makes sense – I am here because Mira is here. Even 

if they wanted to let me go, I wouldn’t be able to leave her’,272 dovetails with her newly found 

sense of self: ‘I was myself,’ she continues, ’not the same as before I was arrested, but once 

more identifying myself with the ways I saw things’.273 The recurrent instances of affinity 

Tonia demonstrates for Mira intersect with politically charged details reminding the viewers 

about surveillance and custody. For example, in the heavily coded scene in which Tonia tells a 

humorous story (the lively war tale about the bombing of the latrine which is then used against 

her as an accusation of ‘ruining military installations’), between her and Mira there is a triangle 

on the wall signifying the presence of an ‘external eye’ watching them at all times (Figure 

1.16.). The shot reverse/shot also reveals the real eye in the peephole (Figure 1.17.). 

Characteristically, the intimacy between the women is accompanied by the immediate 

 
272 Bugajski, p. 29. 
273 Ibid. 

Figure 1.15. Tonia and Mira. The first kiss. Interrogation. 
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appearance of the eye. On one level, the almost self-evident interpretation imposes itself as an 

observation that deviant love requires constant   

 

surveillance, but it also provokes a strong voyeuristic impulse. And yet, an almost tangible 

sense of tenderness and distance from the outside world permeates the scene. Mira’s eyes are 

closed and a blissful smile wander on her lips. Illuminated with a steady soft glow, her face 

evinces an apparent pleasure to the feel of Tonia’s caress. Beneath the surface of a casual 

conversation, a coded language of gestures and looks betrays an undertow of an erotic game, 

as Tonia explains in the script, ‘I was only half- aware of the words I chose. What counted was 

that my story made Mira burst out laughing.  

 

She laughed, and that was for me the biggest compliment’.274 The custodial eye, then, exhorts 

the women to escape into their own inner world, but it also enables the creation of a distance 

between the outside and inside reality, the distance pinpointed temporarily since the time flow 

of coded exchanges between the women differs from the outward looks and reception of the 

story told by Tonia. The temporal misalignment of the two-time flows, inside and outside, 

becomes further derailed by the course of time and the reality of the voyeur, and further still 

by the persecutor instructing the examination and waiting for the results. The scene then might 

 
274 Ibid. p. 30. 

Figure 1. 28. Tonia caressing Mira. The triangle ‘between’ them 

on the wall. Interrogation. 

Figure 1.17. The peephole. 

Interrogation. 
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be regarded a temps abȋme (temporal abyss) positioning the two lovers at the centre of the 

surrounding multiple temporal whirls, which highlights its proto-queer resonance. The 

temporality of the tortures constitutes one more lapse of time punctuated by Tonia’s repeated 

fainting incidents fusing her subconscious resistance with the (un)reality of the torture 

chamber. The certitude that torture is an efficient method of not obtaining information but of 

crushing the victim is echoed in communist chronotopic lifeworld, assuming various forms 

(most often, psychic torture) at different periods. The person whose death sentence seemingly 

depends on Tonia’s signature on the document, is dead already. Thus, her unimaginable 

torturing acts aim at, as one of the reviewer notices, ‘apart from eliciting from her the most 

intimate and the most grotesque testimonies, humiliation, dehumanisation, breaking down her 

personality and ruining her self-esteem’.275 The relativization of truth and lie and devaluation 

of any sense of ethics or decency is a popular method of manipulation throughout the 

communist period. As Hannah Arendt argues, ‘[i]n Stalin’s “‘more perfect”’ system … human 

beings are subjected to torment unrelated to anything they have done; they are punished for 

having been born a Jew, for being the representative of a dying class, for being “‘asocial”’, or 

mentally ill, or a carrier of a disease’.276 All of the above accusations are directed at Tonia.  

Katarzyna Marciniak enumerates the incriminations hurled at Tonia, as ‘that she lacks class 

consciousness, that she has been engaged in espionage … that she is sexually loose … and that 

she is a ‘fascist slut’.277 The ignominy Tonia suffers is invariably linked to her sexuality and 

often her nonstandard sexual behaviour is evoked as the example of her bad citizenship. 

Moravski, one of the two main oppressors, shouts, ‘You stupid bitch! You are an enemy of the 

communist system … all you care about is that your mouth gets fed … and getting laid! And 

what are you? Nothing!’. The convergence of the frequent returns to Tonia’s sexuality and the 

suggestions of her lesbianism, with the breach of communist ideas, exemplifies the clash 

between the open and unorthodox erotic life and the expectations of the system. But it is not 

only the divergence in opinions that is important here. Tonia does not obey the rules of 

camouflage and double speak/double think conventionality under the communist system and 

therefore, she is deemed ‘abnormal’, ‘nothing’. While the peasant woman behaves within the 

modality of the ‘normal’ communist subject (the clandestine sale of her own body excludes 

outward admission of sexual needs), Tonia flaunts her sexual autonomy. The transgression of 

 
275 Mariusz Widawski, ‘“Przesłuchanie” w Reżyserii Ryszarda Bugajskiego’, Horyzonty Filmowe, 5:1 

(2017), pp. 111–28 (p. 127). 
276 Hannah Arendt, ‘Why Did the World Remain Silent?’, The Jewish World, 4:2 (1964), pp. 8–9 (p. 8). 
277 Marciniak (2005), p. 21. 
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the political stance matches in this film the sexual transgression. Not only is Tonia’s stubborn 

denial of a sense of shame regarding her deviation from the ‘normal’ sexuality provoking the 

oppressors’ rage but also her punctuating of another communist chronotop’s paradigm, namely 

the deactivation of the speech’s traditional meaning. The common newspeak notwithstanding, 

the lack of alignment between the question and answer, as if the interlocutors communicated 

by other means, on a different level than conventionally expected Elaine Scarry, in her study 

of torture, The Body in Pain, argues that ‘“[t]he question” is mistakenly understood to be “the 

motive”; “the answer” … to be “the betrayal”. The first mistake credits the torturer, providing 

him with a justification, his cruelty with an explanation’.278  But to mistake the answer for 

“betrayal” is, Scarry continues, to ‘discredit(…) the prisoner, making him rather the torturer, 

his voice rather than his pain, the cause of his loss of self and the world’.279 In other words, the 

answer to the question renders the victim as 

a traitor and morally corrupt individual and, 

by extension, deserving the pain she is being 

inflicted. At the juncture of communist 

chronotope and sexual dissidence, the answer 

would provide the torturer with a justification 

of the victim’s unworthiness in the 

communist society. However, Tonia does not 

provide straight answers, answering the 

question with another question (‘you like 

these things, aren’t you?’, ‘and you don’t?), 

reversing the order of questions and answers, 

mockery (‘you don’t like communists, do 

you?’, ‘why not if they are handsome’) or 

chutzpah (‘Answer the questions. I am 

serious!’ ‘My mama always told me not to 

discuss serious questions over a meal’). The 

pivotal point of the interrogation is the subversion of the seriousness of the interrogation itself 

by reacting to the question with a frivolous song, ‘Ada, it’s not right! Your every move is a 

prank and a masquerade’ from a pre-war Konrad Tom’s comedy of the same tile (1936). The 

 
278 Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1987), p. 35. 
279 Ibid, p. 36. 

Figure 1. 29. Tonia undressed. Interrogation. 
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grotesqueness and absurdity of the lyrics in the Stalinist prison situation is also another 

juxtaposition of the transgression by Tonia of the rules at the junction of the political and the 

erotic (given that the protagonist of the film subverts all the conventions of her era through the 

demonstrative independence and emancipation in reference to men). The gesture means also 

the foreclosure of the effectiveness of communist tactics according to which, as an author and 

journalist, Teresa Torańska notes, ‘everyone is breakable if appropriate persuasion techniques 

are applied’.280 Repeatedly kicked till unconscious and stripped naked, Tonia manages to retain 

an invisible protective shield around her body. Her defiance marked in the scene by a cigarette 

dangling from the corner her mouth, Tonia, with her arms akimbo and her clothes bloodstained, 

(Figure 1.18.), is not as vulnerable as the oppressors’ intentions are. The lamp’s light is directed 

downward barring the viewers’ (and the torturer’s) access to Tonia’s facial expression or the 

tears in her eyes. The swiftness with which she disrobes, and the manifestation of 

shamelessness change Tonia’s nakedness into an asexual nudity unhinging all the arguments 

of the torturer and provoking his final outrage. The persecutors seemingly do not manage to 

break Tonia’s internal code.281 In her exploration of the tortured body within the neoliberal 

discourse of freedom degenerating into the methods by which the enslavement is guaranteed, 

Judith Butler observes that the aim of the oppressors (in this case the US army) is not to break 

‘the putative sexual and moral codes of Islam.’282 but to ‘coercively construct the Arab subject 

through the enacted protocols of torture. The point is not simply to break down the codes,’283 

Butler continues, ‘but to construct a subject that would break down when coercively forced to 

break such codes’.284 In transposing this observation into the communist landscape, we can 

argue that Tonia’s persecutors’ goal is not to break the codes of her sexual and (a)political 

presence in the world but to ‘coercively construct’ the anticommunist/promiscuous lesbian 

subject. The point is to make Tonia break the codes herself (‘You cannot let them break you. 

All they care about is to break us, to humiliate us’, Mira tells her). As Moravski explains, 

‘[f]orcing a testimony out of someone or conniving makes no sense. I want you to admit your 

 
280 Teresa Torańska’s in her book, Oni demonstrates the application of the persuasion techniques used 

by the communists by using the same techniques while she conducted a series of interviews with them. 

Among the most successful were the methods presented in Interrogation, like the frequency and the 

intensity of asking questions. See Teresa Torańska, Oni (Warszawa: Aneks, 1985). 
281 A film critic and academic, Bożena Janicka, claims that ‘Tonia learns that she has ‘something inside 

her, something tough that decides on her behalf’, see Bożena Janicka, Więcej Niż Kino, (Warszawa: 

Fundacja dla Kina, 2017), p. 290. 
282 Judith Butler, ‘Sexual Politics, Torture, and Secular Time’, The British Journal of Sociology, 59:1 

(2008), pp. 1–23 (p. 17). 
283 Ibid. 
284 Ibid. 
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guilt consciously, with full conviction, so that you understand the reason for your guilt’. Thus, 

humiliated, animal-like, devalued subjects, with drained brains and debilitated capacity for 

differentiation between the meaning of words, are ready to admit their ‘guilt’.  

But Tonia acts at whim. As a proto-queer subject, she cherishes impulse, emotion, suddenness, 

and change. In embracing all the derogatory labels pertaining to her entwined political and 

sexual dissidence, and appropriating them to her own advantage, Tonia might be seen as a 

prototype of later queer movements’ leaders. As a vernacular version of queer rebels, Tonia 

nevertheless does not follow one of the influential strands of the queer movement in the West, 

namely the futurity as ideal. As conceptualised by José Esteban Muñoz, ‘Queerness is an 

ideality… and [w]e must strive, in the face of the here and now’s totalizing rendering of reality, 

to think and feel a then and there’.285 Thus, idealism, or an ideal future that can only yet to be 

imagined, allows us to sustain a critique of a politically uncompromising now. The communist 

landscape, however, is densely populated by the idealistic ‘then and there’. Rather than think 

the future all-embracing happiness, Polish communist society and culture wants to focus on the 

‘here and now’ as it feels, in Laurent Berlant’s words, ‘exile[d] from whatever privileged space 

and time [it] desires’.286 The utopian fantasy, Berlant argues, ‘is founded on the repression of 

histories that would … challenge the “fact” of our present existence’.287 This argument, calling 

for the focus on, borrowing from Berlant’s Cruel Optimism, a ‘historical present’, on ‘events 

that are happening in an extended now whose very parameters … are also always there for 

debate’,288 can be rethought both in the context of the threat preventing Interrogation from 

distribution and in terms of the central point of the film’s diegesis, that is ‘the extended now’. 

The film’s threat that ‘the masses … would not make a distinction between Stalinist non-

socialism and the socialism of the state of war’,289 extrapolates the temporal fusion of Stalinism 

and late socialism which makes this film of immediate interest in the seventies Poland. The 

‘now’, experienced in the film’s torturing lapses as temporally contorted and bumpy, is 

nevertheless the only possible option for Tonia to examine the potentiality of political 

resistance and erotic experiment. Communist utopian project which, as Zygmunt Bauman 

suggests, produces ‘a vision that does not offer a concrete description of future reality but 

 
285 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York and 

London: New York University Press, 2009), p. 1. 
286 Berlant, ‘Fantasies of Utopia in The Blithedale Romance’, American Literary History, 1:1 (1989), 

pp. 30–62 (p. 31). 
287 Ibid. p.32. 
288 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 4. 
289 Pawłowicz, p. 12 
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focuses on the process of change rather than its effect’290 albeit ostensibly reminiscent of 

Muñoz’s striving for ‘there and then’, in practice assumes the shape of a dictatorship of the 

Communist Party.291 To the extent that the sacrifice of the now for the next generations’ future 

bliss are a pretext for petty turpitudes in the name of a ‘good cause’, the ideals of ‘communist 

paradise’ have found their staunch proponents. For example, Vitkovska, a ‘true communist’ 

assures Tonia of the impermanence of the depravities she encounters, ‘when we will triumph 

over all our enemies, our methods will change … we will live in a just and safe world. But it 

cannot be achieved without sacrifice’. Tonia’s outburst of hatred towards a ‘a better future 

world’, analysed above, is directed partly at Vitkovska and partly at her awareness of the 

circumscription of her personal liberties and the encroachment on her private sexual territory 

throughout the whole interrogation.  

Tonia does not want any ‘better future’ but a different ‘now’. In contradistinction to other 

cellmates, Tonia’s focus is not on the methods of survival but on Mira and each moment she 

can be with her. ‘I think that one needs to do foolish crazy things. This is the only thing in 

which I believe’, she says to Moravski when asked what kind of power keeps her going on. In 

her half-conscious dream, Tonia sees her husband with another woman in bed and not the 

blissful idyll of home and husband, as if she wanted to subconsciously expel his picture as a 

good person from her thoughts, forget about the past and be free to live in the present moment, 

however harsh and unbearable it is. In the reconsideration of the forces that have made Mira 

betray Tonia and sign an aggravating document and the forces that lie to her about Mira’s 

whistleblowing in order to deprive her of the last vestige of hope, Tonia decides to stay in 

prison, to savour this bitter moment of extended ‘now’.  

 

 

 
290Zygmunt Bauman, Living on Borrowed Time: Conversations with Citlali Rovirosa-Madrazo 

(Cambridge: Polity Press, 2009), p. 51. 
291 Geroid Tanquary Robinson, in his essay written short after Stalin’s death, points to the essence of  

Stalinist utopia: ‘all men will perform the amount and kind of work that accords with their abilities, as 

determined by the Communist organ of authority; all men will enjoy an abundance of the goods best 

suited to their needs, as determined by the Communist organ of authority; all men will live on a high 

intellectual and moral level, as defined by Communist doctrine and by the current interpretations of the 

Communist organ of authority’, see Geroid Tanquary Robinson, ‘Stalin’s Vision of Utopia: The Future 

Communist Society’, Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 99:1 (1955), pp. 11–21. 
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Conclusion 

The above examination of two films, Man of Marble, and Interrogation demonstrates the 

emergence of a phenomenon I call a proto-queer female figure. In discovering the versions of 

this figure, I have tracked the convergence of her gender instability and sexual deviance with 

the political system of communism in Poland. In delineating the prevailing standards of the 

‘normal’ as it is understood at this political and geographical juncture, I have discussed this 

figure’s opposition to these standards as it appears in the films. While Agnieszka’s 

expansiveness manifested in Man of Marble in a vertiginous tempo and her excessive mobility 

signify her push towards freedom and adventure, Tonia in Interrogation opposes the 

communist oppression in a claustrophobic prison cell marking her proto-queerness through the 

iterated protests against the valorisation of politically correct ‘normality’. The detailed analyses 

of the instances of Agnieszka’s spatial diagonality have allowed me to describe how the 

disruptions in the inside/outside relationality qualify Agnieszka as a figure askew.  Her proto-

queer disjuncture from the regimes of the reproductive, the familial and the paired constitutes 

the birth of this figure as ‘abnormal’ in a society of late communist Poland. Her disunion both 

from middle class propriety and the brotherhood of communist collectivity establishes 

Agnieszka as an in-between figure pursuing her own paths and goals. When juxtaposed with 

the images of labouring women of the Stalinist era and those from the new millennium 

feminists, Agnieszka gains the quality of proto-queer ‘temporal drag’ gesturing towards the 

future and drawing from the past.  Whilst Man of Marble’s confusing temporal order 

contributes to the linkage between the two distinct communist periods of the fifties and the 

seventies and Agnieszka’s in-betweenness it also enables to notice how she fluctuates and 

morphs into the Stakhanovite bricklayer, into the future masculinized feminist leader and back 

into the ‘modern’ young rebel of the 1970s. The quality of change and development with the 

horizons open, the denial of being pigeonholed or domesticated position Agnieszka as one 

bearing hallmarks of queer struggle to abolish permission of social membership access 

according to the gender or sexual belonging. 

While Agnieszka’s proto-queer characteristics are legible in the different temporal and spatial 

figurations the film creates, Interrogation allows us to qualify Tonia as a proto-queer figure in 

the analysis of her attitude towards the political system of Stalinism. In demonstrating how 

Tonia’s sexual deviance intersects with political dissidence, I have provided a cultural matrix 

for noticing the birth and development of proto-queer self-awareness and power. In exploring 
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the aspects of communist chronotope, I have collided them with the cinematic occurrences of 

linguistic, gestural, and situational disjunction and in doing this, unveiled the weaknesses of 

the system and the strengths of proto-queer figure of Tonia. This figure juxtaposes the 

mechanism of communist system, its predictability and seeming permanence with her 

unpredictability, suddenness of reaction, its routine and repetitive order of interrogations with 

constant change of confessions and the unexpected reversal of the order of linguistic exchange. 

The communist project assuming relativity of truth provokes Tonia to look for anchorage able 

to sustain her selfhood and along this path, she discovers the core of the sustenance in herself 

and her craving for sexual liberty. The new love for a woman awakens in her the endeavour to 

stay open to the possibilities that one might not even suspect they exist. And thus, through the 

prioritisation of affect and emotion as the ruling powers of people’s lives, Tonia subverts the 

absurdity and hopelessness of Stalinist prison reality. The non-acceptance of the rules of the 

communist game and non-participation in sustaining its façade, using trick, mockery and jest,  

Tonia emerges as the victorious proto-queer figure. Incessant tortures, mental and physical 

abuse, rape, and betrayal will not allow the oppressors to reach Tonia’s inner code since it is 

linked to her proto-queer refusal to be undone. The imbrication of the sexual or gender 

instability with the political system of the fifties Poland grounds the proto-queer figure of both 

films locally and historically. But at the same time, the point of view from which Agnieszka 

discovers the ills of Stalinism and Tonia looks to the future upsets the temporal perception of 

these films on the one hand and makes of the proto-queer figure a meta comment on the 

‘historical presence’ of the ‘now’. 

 

 

Chapter Two 

 

Liberation in Confinement: proto-queer relationalities in Custody and By Touch 

 

And when the system tells you it doesn’t respect you,  

you owe nothing to it and can make yourself free292  

 

 
292 Lauren Berlant, in Sina Najafi, David Serlin, ‘The Broken Circuit: An Interview with Lauren Berlant, 

Cabinet, (2008). 
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Half an hour into Wiesław Saniewski’s film Custody/Nadzór (1983), a new female inmate is 

ushered into a prison cell. While the stranger crosses the threshold of one of the cell dwellers, 

Ala, throws herself at the closing door with a dramatic scream asking for ‘Danusia’. The 

warder’s answer ‘change of cells you dyke’ is followed by the clasp of a small window in the 

door slammed on Ala’s fingers. The new inmate’s sudden reaction to Ala’s scream of pain is 

interrupted halfway by the accusation of being an informer levelled at the stranger and 

another woman’s presumption of her being a student to which the response is ‘not anymore’. 

The scene ends in Ala’s passionate outburst accusing the new inmate of being responsible 

for the cancellation of amnesty. In following each other closely, these microevents, marked 

by the amalgams of keywords: dyke-wound, stranger-distrust, student-hatred,293 punishment-

amnesty294create a net of meanings relating to sexuality, social order or political problems 

entangled in and crisscrossing each other. Sexual dissidence, social discreditation and 

political discordance encapsulated in this scene demarcate the field in which different modes 

of social exclusion are generated by the system provoking its outsiders to break the circuit of 

reciprocity. The women clustered in the prison cell for their non- alignment with the socialist 

project295‘owe nothing’ to the system which, borrowing from Lauren Berlant quoted above, 

‘doesn’t respect’ them and so they can ‘make [themselves] free’. While Berlant comments 

on a particular political event that has taken place in the United States, her view on the 

subject’s freedom from the need to be respected is particularly productive in the analysis of 

Custody. This film’s protagonists, the inmates of a Polish socialist prison, suffer double non-

respect: from the socialist system heedless of the circumstances of their faults and from the 

superior powers in the prison environment. Not only is the prison system facilitating the 

flourishing of exclusionary politics but it is also inattentive to and abusive towards the 

inmates’ outsiderness.  

 

Thus, the self-conscious liberation from the system’s entrapment, from the attempts to 

‘reason with it… [or] re-seduce it’296 whereby it seeks to repair the ‘broken circuit’ between 

 
293 Custody is set in late 1960s Poland, known for the so called ‘March 1968’, a time when a series of 

student and intellectual protests against the communist regime occurred. Hence, the very mention of the 

new inmate being a student denotes her position as a political dissident. 
294 The People’s Republic of Poland announced amnesty in the years of its foundation jubilees and under 

Władysław Gomułka’s leadership (1956-1970) amnesties were announced every five years. 
295 The audience is informed of the inmates’ demerits, an attempt to cross the ‘green border’, 

embezzlement, economic crimes, prostitution, each of which had specific overtones in the then socialist 

Poland with connotations of poverty, financial difficulties, widespread fraud and corruption. 
296 Berlant, (2008). 
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a subject and the world generates stances of defiance at the end of the film when the 

widespread rebellion of the inmates signifies their opposition to this disrespect of otherness. 

The mechanism of a ‘broken circuit’297that is, a non-response to the desire for recognition, 

centres around the concept of shame as affect fundamental in the exclusionary politics of the 

setting and in the navigation of life for the disenfranchised, an affect important for the 

narrative and visual structure of the films discussed in this sentence. 

While in the previous chapter I looked at how gender transgressions queered femininity, this 

chapter focuses on women’s intimacies in environments already transgressive themselves: a 

prison cell, a hospital ward, a den of debauchery. The films discussed in this chapter, Wiesław 

Saniewski’s Custody (Nadzór 1983) and Magdalena Łazarkiewicz’s By Touch (Przez Dotyk 

1986) are bound together by the structural reversal of their presentation of autonomy and 

captivity thereby facilitating a ‘free space’ to arise amid confinement. This paradoxical 

transposition raises a question of how the space of privacy within the scaffolding of disciplinary 

orders is used, who benefits from it, and what this kind of ‘freedom’ it is. Particularly, given 

the focus of this thesis, what kind of ‘sexual liberation’ is given birth in these spaces? How 

does this structure affect power relations within the institutions as seen in the films discussed?  

 

The closed spaces of these dystopian diegetic worlds, infused with the pervasive atmosphere 

of clandestine knowledge, suspicion, hidden motives and undercover trysts recall the concept 

of a closet, famously elaborated by Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick in her influential Epistemology of 

the Closet.298 The 299idea of the closet conceptualized as the position of homosexual people 

hiding their sexual identity from the public for fear of persecution and prosecution, points to 

the precariousness of the ‘radical uncertainty’ and the lack of knowledge of who is in ‘control 

of information about their sexual identity’Understood as a metaphor articulating the logic of 

homosexual secrecy and disclosure, the closet serves in this chapter as a broader, if dominant, 

structural feature organizing different aspects of lives in isolated places. The paradigms of the 

closet will be particularly productive in my analysis of the films whose main protagonists either 

 
297 Berlant, in commenting upon the concept of ‘broken circuit’ elaborated by Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick, 

see Sedgwick, Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity (Series Q), Edited by Jonathan 

Jonathan and Michael Moon, (Durham, London: Duke University Press Books, 2003), describes it as a 

situation when ‘the [treasured] person/world breaks its relation of reciprocity with the subject’, Berlant 

(2008). 
298 Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990). 
299 Ibid. p. 79. 
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leave or enter closed spaces of a women’s prison (Custody) or an oncological hospital (By 

Touch).  

I will start my analysis from Custody, the film most explicitly exposing same-sex sexual 

relations between women inmates in the most literal imprisonment in terms of the spatial 

closure without the prisoners’ will. The ideas of crime and guilt, with which prison is 

conventionally informed, become here uncertain categories by virtue of their unavoidable 

collision with the political connotations that were so immediate within the climate of strikes, 

arrests, and persecution in Poland at the time the film was made. While custom points to the 

offenders as a social system’s debtors, the prisoners in Custody seem to be its creditors. 

Economic offences, which prevail in this prison, gesture extradiegetically - towards financial 

difficulties experienced by many under communist rule and the offenders seem to be figures of 

identification and garner the audience’s sympathies.300 For instance, Klara, the main 

protagonist, is sentenced to life imprisonment for a white-collar crime, apparently too harsh a 

punishment.301 Her arrest on her wedding day beaks her dance with her bridegroom halfway 

through. Already in prison, Klara finds herself pregnant and after a few inept attempts at 

causing miscarriage, decides to give birth to a child. The sequential structure of the film with 

the episodes like closed and complete units (the sequences could almost be titled, denunciation, 

row, lesbian tryst, etc.;) foregrounds the individuality of a prisoner302 different each time) and 

at the same time, the collective nature of prison life (each of the scenes involves at least two 

people). In this scenario Klara, apart from being a witness of the events and their participant, 

functions as the film’s silent narrator, not immersed in any generic prison reality but ‘a kind of 

a filter,’ describes Ewa Błaszczyk who plays this role, ‘through which all the events are 

threaded’.303 In pulling back or subduing the main protagonist’s emotions, Custody accentuates 

other female figures and in that, draws the audience’s attention to the relations between them. 

And although Małgorzata Radkiewicz’s argument that ‘there are no lead or supportive roles in 

 
300 See, for instance, one of the reviews saying, ‘After watching the film, the viewers applaud the 

prisoners as “winners of Solidarity” resisting violence’, see Jerzy Płażewski, ‘Fuga o Trudnym 

Macierzyństwie’, Rzeczpospolita, (1985), pp. 11–16. 
301 The incident is based on the affair known as the ‘meat scandal’ in the 1960s. The irregularities 

discovered in the meat trade like bribery or forgery of invoices led to the trial in which the prosecutors 

asked for three death sentences of which one was carried out. 
302 Most of the main protagonists in this film are played by the actresses deemed so called ‘character 

actresses’, which means an actor with a distinctive physiognomy who plays the roles of characters 

typical for a given social, professional, or other group. 
303 ‘NADZÓR, Ewa Błaszczyk, Warszawa 2006’. YouTube, Akademia Polskiego Filmu, (26 Aug. 2013) 

<www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKPF7NGXsVM> 
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this film but a study of various fascinations between women, from friendships to openly lesbian 

ones’304should not be taken literally, its metaphorical connotations resonate with the idea of 

multifarious complex nature of connections and attractions between women.  

The subsequent episodes stage power relations between the prison wardens and the inmates 

among them harassments, physical violence, and emotional blackmail. The main motif joining 

the episodes is ostensibly a lesbian affair between Ala and Danuśka who get caught in the act, 

severely punished and ashamed. This episode triggers a series of narrative events and 

eventually leads Justyna, a former student and political activist, to organize a takeover of the 

prison radio centre to broadcast the announcement charging the prison warden, Kinga, of 

mistreatment, cruelty, and abuse of the lesbian couple. In revenge, Kinga broadcasts Justyna’s 

intimate conversation with her boyfriend, which ends in Justyna’s suicide and a revolt in the 

whole prison. The narrative does not, however, attempt to foreground lesbian love or does it 

underscore the film’s political overtone. In its focus on the subsequent microevents Custody is 

listing dramatic personae whose contribution to the narrative structure is comparable. In their 

exemplification of different versions of relations between women, the small drama-scenes 

extend definitions of intimacy and romance from coupledom into the under researched terrains 

of collectivity, friendship or a psychological condition known as ‘Stockholm syndrome’. In the 

closely surveyed prison space, the categories like ‘relationship’ become recast in terms of the 

affective expectations of their candidates. The film’s reconfiguration of relationality, be it 

hunger for a child and jealousy of pregnancy leading to unexpected closeness (between Klara 

and Gabrysiakowa), or emotional coming-out morphing into an intimate dance (of Klara and 

Stacha), enables the viewer to imagine alternative forms of attachments and affinities reaching 

beyond coupledom and giving a sense of the possibility of relating differently. 

 

Such fluid forms of relationality deemphasize traditional familial ties shifting focus towards 

inconsistent kinship relations. Custody, in its disentanglement from the heterocentric domestic 

sentiments corresponds to the prison genre305 in general, at least in terms of the rare space for 

queer eroticism the genre provides, a phenomenon especially interesting here despite, or 

 
304 ‘Nadzór Wiesława Saniewskiego z 1983 r, Dr Hab. Małgorzata Radkiewicz’. YouTube, Akademia 

Polskiego Filmu, (8 Aug. 2013) <www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=39&v=cKLJ2gVgWk0> 
305 It should be emphasized that the prison genre assumes a whole variety of styles and structures from 

social realism films to exploitation thrillers, but it nevertheless constitutes a platform for the 

visualisation of queer desire. 
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because of, its being a rare occurrence in Polish film.306 Custody refashions some of the 

Hollywood women-in-prison’s generic conventions, like the ones summarised by Judith 

Mayne as a narrative of a woman sent to prison where she ‘encounters women … who 

challenge her, try to seduce her, and make her life miserable’.307 Even if the two novices 

entering the world behind the bars, Klara and Justyna, are seduced or challenged by other 

inmates or prison wards, they become companions rather than ‘lesbian’ lovers, and  allies rather 

than being transformed into ‘criminal’ subjects. Neither is Custody organized around, in Anne 

Morey’s account, “‘‘disciplining”’ of the guilty [or] the unjust “‘punishment”’ of the 

innocent’.308 The novices (or many other inmates) are not ‘innocent’ in the sense of being 

wrongly imprisoned but rather manifest the unfamiliarity with the prison culture and/or 

‘lesbian’ eroticism.  

 

While a certain ‘decriminalization’ of the prisoners in Custody makes the film more available 

for the viewers’ identifications it also disentangles the ‘deviant’ desire from criminal 

background thereby separating it from the amalgam of ‘pathological sexuality’. The latter 

formulation, often shortened to ‘pathology’ in Poland which stands in for both monstrous forms 

of sexuality imaginable only in the unprivileged or underworld environments and the 

 
306 Custody and Interrogation (discussed in Chapter I) are the only films set in women’s prison in Poland 

to date. 
307 Judith Mayne, Framed: Lesbians, Feminists, and Media Culture (Minneapolis, London: University 

of Minnesota Press, 2000), p. 115. 
308 Anne Morey, ‘’’The Judge Called Me an Accessory”: Women’s Prison Films, 1950–1962’, Journal 

of Popular Film and Television, 23:2 (1995), pp. 80–87 (p. 84). 

Figure 2. 1. Danuśka. Custody. Figure 2. 1. Ala. Custody. 
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manifestations of sexual desire labelled ‘sick’, is unsettled in Custody where the prisoners are 

not ‘pathological’, and their ‘deviant’ desires are either uncommon in Polish film (like 

masturbation or eroticism of pregnancy) or not classified.  

The unclassifiable character of the relations between women in Custody prevents labelling and 

distances them from the odium of being understood as ‘deviants’. The pair of two young 

women marked as a ‘lesbian couple’ by today’s critics309 does not fit in the frame. Traditionally 

feminine, with long hair (one blonde, one brunette), regular oval facial features and smooth 

skin (Figure 2.1.), they challenge the prison butch/femme couplings lingering in popular 

imagination. The film demonstrates the structure of their relations as unclear in its ‘lesbian’ 

signification and informed with the aspects of a specifically Polish variant of female intimacy, 

called proto-queer in this thesis, emotionally excessive and unflinching in the upholding of its 

status quo. The explicit sexual liaisons between the two and their bravado in displaying their 

commitment partly evoke the Hollywood prison film narratives, ‘circl[ing] obsessively,’ as 

Judith Halberstam observes, ‘around the idea of lesbianism while depicting the relations 

between women as coercive’.310 However, they are white non-violent, prone to practical jokes 

rather than conflict or physical abuse and marked as coming from traditional backgrounds 

without any pre-jail lesbian history (Danuśka ‘was liked by men’). Halberstam’s argument 

importantly contrasts the specificity of Polish proto-queer desire as presented in the films 

discussed in this thesis from its Western version. While the argument is developed around the 

prison film’s genre specifically, it locates eroticism in two different cultural environments and 

corresponds closely to Michael Warner’s caveat that ‘[queer] potential for transformation 

seems mostly specific to a cultural context’.311 The film’s narrative unfolds around the 

ambiguity of the ‘lesbian’ couple in the background. From the first prison scene in which the 

master/slave combination is touched upon (Ala’s attempt to ask Klara a question is interrupted 

by Danuśka’s ‘shut up’), through the scene of their intercourse suggesting conventional lesbian 

relations, through different traces of their pre-jail and in-jail heterosexual promiscuity, to the 

affect charged confession of love confirming their monogamous commitment, the pair 

 
309 See for example, already mentioned, Małgorzata Radkiewicz’s lecture ‘Nadzór Wiesława 

Saniewskiego z 1983, Radkiewicz (2013); see also or Iwona Kurz’s lecture ‘Przesłuchanie, Nadzór’, 

see ‘Przesłuchanie, Nadzór. Dr Iwona Kurz, Warszawa 2015’. YouTube, Polish Film Institute, (24 

March 2015) <www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lN_E9ae8mM&feature=emb_logo> 
310 Judith Halberstam, ‘Doing Time: Cheryl Dunye Makes a Black Lesbian Version of the Women’s 

Prison Film’. Girlfriends, (August 2001), p. 28 (qtd. Maria St.John, and Cheryl Dunye, ‘Making 

Home/Making “Stranger”: An Interview with Cheryl Dunye’, Feminist Studies, 30:2 (2004), pp. 325–

38 (p. 327). 
311 Warner, Publics and Counterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2005), p. 209. 
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generates constant confusion. The unsettling of their sexual identity and the simultaneous 

causal positionality of the pair in the narrative project as the signifier of ‘lesbian’ desire 

ostensibly engages in and manoeuvres between the approaches towards female homoeroticism 

theorized by Sedgwick as ‘minoritizing’ and ‘universalizing’ view of (male) homosexuality. 

The juxtaposition of the assumptions about or the interpretations of homosexuality as either 

‘an issue of active importance primarily for a small, distinct, relatively fixed homosexual 

minority’ or as ‘an issue of continuing, determinative importance in the lives of people across 

the spectrum of sexualities’312reference the specific Western knowledge circulating around the 

concept of the closet. In this examination of how Custody retains and troubles Sedgwick’s 

views I reframe and recontextualise these concepts to see what they can do to, or how they can 

mediate the film’s reception, and how they queer the spectatorship in communist Poland. I 

apply the term ‘queering’, however, in a sense different from today’s common understanding. 

I understand the term’s application at this particular geopolitical juncture as an attempt at the 

reconfiguration of the audience’s perspective and their capacity to recognize the broadest 

possible range of configurations of homoerotic intimacies between women. In other words, by 

‘queering’ the Polish audience in late communism I mean the opening of their eyes to otherness 

as something with which they can identify and which they can recognize, if subconsciously, as 

theirs.  

 

Most of the queering is done in this film on the level of its visual structure and in its semantic 

stratum by the polysemic construction of utterances and dialogues. Paradoxically, although the 

idea of the closet cannot be anchored in a political discourse or cultural practice of late 

communist Poland, the issue of homosexuality was never discussed and the knowledge 

regarding its existence was limited to the occasional mention in the press,313 the film seems to 

alternately permit or deny the audience’s epistemological access to the field of ‘deviant’ 

desires.  In construing the film’s narrative and visual scaffolding (whether intended or not) 

allowing and disallowing the unequivocal legibility (if possible, in itself) of female eroticism 

as ‘lesbian’ (that is limited only to the few), or ‘human’ (that is a potentiality that might be 

activated by any member of the population), Custody seems to be addressing the ‘knowing 

subject’, one who can read, which contradicts the common belief in the absence of homosexual 

 
312 Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet, p. 1. 
313 Paweł Kurpios finds that only about fifty articles that include any homosexual content were 

published in Poland within four decades of state socialism, see Kurpios, 2003. 
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discourse314in Poland at the time. In what follows, I will demonstrate how, by means of the 

signifiers overlapping at the oral and visual level, Custody manipulates the seeing and 

comprehending of sexual identity and erotic desire. While initially, they operate on the level of 

the aural, the dominant signifiers of secret and hiding as opposed to openness and confession 

gain greater legibility through a combination of the aural and the visual. Starting with a scene 

in the crowded cell in which Klara’s attempt to keep her privacy intact becomes frustrated in a 

brutal way with a reminder that ‘we do not have secrets here’, the camera cuts to the office 

where Kinga, the custodial manager, addresses Klara with the complaint, ‘you are not open’ 

followed by a prolonged silence. The scene ends with the letter from Klara’s husband handed 

to her with the announcement of his arrival, the information Kinga provides while looking at 

her reflection in the mirror in which she simultaneously observes her own and Klara’s face 

(Figure 2.3.). The camera lingers for a long moment on Klara’s face to register her subdued 

reaction to the news. Then, the camera shifts to focus on Kinga, who, as she caresses her own 

cheek and neck sensuously with Klara’s face in the background, narrates the content of the 

letter. The camera lingers on in suspension and silence in which the words, ‘you might see him’ 

break the tension and Klara is given permission to come back to her cell. The next scene 

concentrates on Klara reading the letter in semi-darkness, an activity interrupted by the slow 

and detailed presentation of the foreplay between Ala and Danuśka. Klara, as an accidental 

voyeur, sees and while the foreplay becomes more and more sensual, she very slowly lies down 

and puts her hand under the covers, which might suggest masturbation, especially when we 

consider that the elements of this scene (slow camera pan from the window through the bed 

with a sleeping inmate to the figure of Klara) are repeated in the scene staging Klara’s 

unambiguous masturbation after the meeting with her husband later in the film. This ‘lesbian’ 

intercourse scene is cut with one of Klara’s husband’s visits in the common prison room. They 

 
314 I will come back to the structure of such a discourse in Chapter V focusing on the ethnographic 

material whose analysis helps to trace and reimagine the possible understanding of ‘deviant’ sexuality 

in Poland of the time. 
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communicate by means of headphones with repeated interruptions which makes them only able 

to see each other. These three scenes are tethered and joined into a legible sequence 

metaleptically, the seeing being the link dispensing the audience’s epistemological access. The 

film construction facilitates identification with Klara both visually and narratively. While Klara 

is a sexual novice (recently married and pregnant),315 she does understand the erotic tension 

between women and shares the mood of what she witnesses, which links back to the 

conversation with Kinga, who induces her to see her own desire and forward, to seeing her 

husband in the sense of recognizing him to be another object of the same sexual desire (marked 

by the subsequent masturbation scene). Thus, Custody, while upholding the minoritizing view 

of ‘lesbian’ desire as one limited to one pair, at the same time generalises it by pointing to 

Kinga and Klara, who betray ‘lesbian’ proclivities or find themselves allured by ‘lesbian’ erotic 

 
315 Eliza Szybowicz, ‘Wstyd Czy Duma? Niechciana Ciąża i Aborcja w Peerelowskich i Współczesnych 

Powieściach Dla Dziewcząt’. Teksty Drugie, 4, (2016), pp. 115–33 (p. 118). 
 

 

Figure 2. 2. Kinga and Klara. Custody. 
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display, only to re-minoritize it through the strict demarcation of Klara’s husband as 

heterosexual who, unlike the inmates encircled within the prison’s confinement, is outside.  

 

In the funnelling and diffusion of the streams of ‘truth’ about female homosexuality, the film 

prevents the audience from a coherent view of lesbianism on the one hand and on the other, it 

positions its protagonists between the concept of situational lesbianism with the inmates 

entering homoerotic relations motivated by loneliness and isolation, and the supposition of the 

homoerotic curiosity coming as a ‘discovery’ through collective ‘contagion’. Both tropes lead 

toward the universalizing assumption about the lesbianism as a constitutive element of any 

sexual identity while they also warp the narrative and visual legibility of the film. While 

Custody does not allow for a separate knowledge between the audience and some of the diegetic 

figures but does point to a knowledge denied to others, it derails the idea of a closet which 

would be a helpful mediating means for the audience. The closet, grounded in the incoherence 

of the two dominant views of sexuality, heterosexuality and homosexuality, and based on the 

assumption of an open secret (that is, one knows what one wants to know) does not function in 

the film as a driving force and, by extension, in Polish public discourse. ‘We do not have secrets 

here. Either you are with us or… you know…’, says Danuśka to Klara, emphasizing both the 

enclosed ‘here’ as a particular place in which secrets are not allowed, and the solidarity or 

sisterhood of the inmates as an opposing and protective power elsewhere. Thus, the film’s 

message veers towards the prison power relations rather than the anxieties around the female 

homosexual secret.316 Interestingly, this tactic might have been aimed at constructing a 

censorial closet in which some of the censors might be able to read the film as a ‘lesbian’ film 

(that is, about lesbianism) and others as a political film.317 While the latter potential of Custody 

might have ended in the film’s shelving, the former possibility has never been discussed. 

Inflected by the absence of language, the erotic tensions in the relations between women 

inmates in Custody colonize the space of the inexpressible. This is a different space than the 

 
316 The popular distinction in Polish society of a separation into ‘them’ and ‘us’ has been mentioned in 

numerous works elaborating the postwar period. For example, Andrzej Werner argues that ‘the divide 

into ’them’, that is the rulers and ‘us’, that is the rest, made people point at one another in search for the 

culprits’, see Andrzej Werner, Polskie, Arcypolskie... (Warszawa: Więź, 2011), p. 77. 
317 The political aspect of the film was the most common hermeneutic tool used by the film critics and 

censors. For a storm around Custody’s political significance in its ‘accus[ations] measured against a 

socialist system’, see the discussion in the main cinema periodical Kino, see Stankusz, ‘Minimum 

Kontestacyjne’, Kino, (1986), pp. 12–18 (p. 16). For Custody’s metaphorical reference to the 

contemporary political situation, see for example leaflets from a film festival introducing the film 

‘which challenged censorship … and which alluded to the corruption scandal’ (The Programme of 

International Film Festival, Wrocław, 2017). 
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ineffable or taboo.318 The space is occupied by gestural affect, silent communication, and 

unidentifiable desire. More specifically, the desire infused within the film defies classification 

and its indexical position is demarcated here by gestural affect or silent communication. The 

mode of gestural affect is marked most clearly in the shower and dance scenes where at the 

centre of each is a pair of women in an intimate embrace with the crowd of others in the 

background. The affectively homoerotic desire can only be recognized by the movement and 

position of the bodies and is at the same time countered audially. The words that are heard are 

in opposition to what is seen. The close-up of Klara’s pregnant belly, the focal point of 

Gabrysiakowa’s desire for a child and Tonia’s desire for Klara, ushering us into this scene, 

shields the events from overtly homoerotic feel. Tonia’s offer to show Klara how to massage 

her nipples for breastfeeding is a designed subterfuge to lure Klara but it also protects the 

viewer from a potential embarrassment at the sight of female homosexual eroticism (Figure 

2.4.). And yet, the scene contains all the elements of the erotic caress with the two women 

framed in a medium shot (which adds to the impression of voyeurism and to the awareness of 

the scene being witnessed) and the touch of each other’s breasts, and Klara’s parted lips suggest 

erotic passion of both. In making a pregnant woman be thus excited sexually, Custody disturbs 

the sanctity of motherhood embedded in popular imagination as always disconnected from 

carnal pleasure,319 and foregrounds the proto-queer mood of defying the norms. The scene also 

points to the potentiality of a heterosexual woman not only able to participate vicariously in a 

lesbian sexual act but also to betray homoerotic interest or desire. This positions Klara as a sign 

 
318 I want to emphasize the link between the desire which cannot be expressed because it is beyond 

expression (in the sense of being stronger or much more foreign than other emotions) with a sensitivity 

characteristic for the Slavs, a mode of experiencing the world which requires, as Maria Janion remarks, 

‘a state of separatness, a kind of microcosmic isolation or intoxication and being in a different world’, 

Janion, Niesamowita Słowiańszczyzna. Fatazmaty Literatury (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 

2006), p. 50. 
319 For an insightful discussion of motherhood in Polish history and Polish film, see Ewa Mazierska & 

Elżbieta Ostrowska’s Women in Polish Cinema, particularly Chapter 1 and 2 by Joanna Szwajcowska, 

see Joanna Szwajcowska, ‘The Myth of the Polish Mother’ in Women in Polish Cinema, (Oxford, New 

York: Berghahn Books, 2006), pp. 15–34.; and Elżbieta Ostrowska, see Ostrowska, ‘Filmic 

Representations of the Myth of the Polish Mother’ in Women in Polish Cinema, edited by Ewa 

Mazierska and Elżbieta Ostrowska, (New York, Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2006), pp. 37–55. 
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of an undirected sexual openness. While marking Klara as a heterosexual woman Custody 

simultaneously makes her the central figure of the scenes containing elements of or infused 

with the aura of unspecified homoeroticism to which she is responsive.  

The arbitrariness of the erotic charge flowing between Klara and Kinga, signposted in the latter 

scene, permeates the visual and narrative structure of the film, and troubles the seeming 

obviousness of Klara’s sexual orientation. Their unspoken and undetermined relation 

underscored in the film by means of frequent exchanges of looks culminates in a para-

surrealistic scene about which Mirosław Przylipiak suggested that ‘the film’s intention [is] 

directed towards a more complicated relation between women’.320 The scene foregrounds an 

orange as an object of exchange between the two, which might be read metaphorically as an 

offer of an ‘exotic’ or ‘sweet’ love and ends in the women’s sensual contact with their eyes 

half-closed and their lips parted, a conventional marker of erotic interest (Figure 2.5.). As an 

exemplification of ‘a more complicated’ relation Przylipiak compares Custody with Andrzej 

 
320 ‘Nadzór, Seksmisja’, Prof. Mirosław Przylipiak, YouTube, Akademia Polskiego Filmu 

<www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=135&v=55apmYqJc10> 

Figure 2. 3. Klara lured into the homoerotic embrace. Custody. 
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Munk’s Passenger/Pasażerka (1963), a film relating to the bond between a female SS officer 

and a Polish political inmate of Auschwitz concentration camp. This trope leans in the direction 

of Stockholm syndrome manifested by a bond between the captivated and their captivator. The 

scene is tethered to the latter scene and the problem of seeing/understanding by the use of the 

same musical score played only in those two instances. The lingering looks, frozen postures, 

prolonged immobility, gaps between questions and answers, all these bear hallmarks of an 

encoded invisible romance developing under the surface of the film’s narrative structure. While 

Ala and Danuśka are called dykes, the relation between Klara and Kinga does not have 

language. The term ‘dyke’ did not conventionally belong in public rhetoric or private 

vocabulary in Poland in the period discussed and therefore its deployment here might be read 

as a reference to the specific prison language code. This seemingly innocent detail draws, 

however, the viewer’s attention to the sexual relationship between women as named but not 

labelled and, importantly, staged as non-monogamous (Danuśka’s promiscuity is common 

knowledge) or ‘lesbian’ in terms of the same-sex object choice (Danuśka’s interest in and 

excitement at her repeated playing with a paper penis toy). The indexicality of erotic desire, its 

muteness, unstable legibility, and the modes of how it unfolds in Custody gesture at an 

Figure 2. 4. Kinga and Klara in a paraerotic situation. Custody. 
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indigenous form of approach to, and understanding of, female sexuality. The two main 

protagonists coming into prison from a non-criminal environment, Klara and Justyna, grow 

into their own sexualities while recognizing the sexualities of other women (‘Here, I have 

understood women’, says Justyna to her boyfriend), a pathway possible in spaces barred from 

the patriarchal discourse outside of jail. Paradoxically, this place of confinement is presented 

as offering a potential liberation, or ‘free space’ where the discovery or recognition of the 

variety of woman/woman relationships might occur. While Klara serves here as a narrative 

axis, the figure around which the events unfold and to which she is witness but without any 

generative power. It is Justyna’s figure which pushes the narrative towards a climax of the 

inmates’ rebellion. While the other characters are only objects of Klara’s gaze, 

Justynafunctions as a stimulus for others’ self-awareness. Those two points of reference enable 

the film’s movement from the presentation of homoerotic intimacies towards the recognition 

of what they mean. The phrase Justyna enunciates during the conversation with her boyfriend, 

(‘This… doing it with a woman … is their power, their only position from which to say yes, to 

be all in, and only here did I understand it’) seems to proclaim the film’s acknowledgement of 

female homoeroticism as women’s agency and the manifestation of joy. In other words, the 

positionality of the two novice figures might be interpreted as coming into the closet, that is, 

from the outside into the world where homoerotic practices and other relations whose proximity 

to ‘lesbian’ attractions are legible but barred from the public eye. 

 

The closet, theorised by Sedgwick as ‘the relations of the known and the unknown, the explicit 

and the inexplicit around homo/heterosexual definition’321 is often interpreted as a space in 

which secrets are stored. But while the closet becomes a place of hiding one’s sexual 

proclivities by virtue of an architecture of social relations, in popular discourse, being in the 

closet (that is, having something to hide) is tantamount to being gay. Thus, the sexual 

orientation becomes intertwined with the social spaces one inhabits. Custody deconstructs this 

popular belief accrued around this concept and unveils the prison as a site through which the 

‘deviant’ sexualities become ‘known’ (to the inmates and to the audience) even if the 

individuals are hidden from the public gaze. The film reveals a range of erotic possibilities 

rather than supresses them. And yet, the recognition of the affinities between women is 

thwarted in this space of incarceration and freedom of erotic expression by the modes of 

 
321 Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet, p. 3. 
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communication privileging indirectness, like, to borrow from Sedgwick’s vocabulary, 

periphrases or preteritions the shower scene might be a good example of the latter: 

woman one: ‘And where is Danuśka?’ 

woman three: ‘She must be busy somewhere inside.’ Laughter. 

woman four: ‘Get the fuck away from Danuśka!’, unclear noise, commotion, voices raised. 

woman five: ‘… of course Danuśka is a gull (mewka),322 she’s had her and that one had her!’ 

The exchange indicates that Danuśka, marked as ‘lesbian’, is depraved morally (that is, she is 

sexually active with others and betrays Ala) but on the other hand, it diminishes the 

seriousnessof her depravity through other protagonists’ interest in and jealousy of her. The 

nudity of the women under the shower triggers connotations of sensuality which adds a 

homoerotic overtone to the jealousy. Thus, the scene periphrastically points to the ‘lesbianism’ 

(i.e., a potential homosexual encounters and homoerotic interests) of all the members of this 

scene. However, while the periphrastic tactics in Sedgwick’s example lead to the narrowing of 

the meaning of not-saying to the singular fact which promises ‘the reassuring exhilarations of 

knowingness)323 (coming from the expression ‘We Know What That Means’)),324 the fact of 

male homosexuality, here the tactics gestures at the activity rather than identity, the doing 

rather than the being, thereby reorienting the aura of the scene towards proto-queer, more open, 

fluid forms of relationality.  

 

 

By Touch. Exchanging energies, queering desires 

 

What he [Michael Lynch] is deficient in what he has lost – she [Eve 

Sedgwick] takes up, incorporates into herself …  what [he has lost], she 

has proliferated in her body as though to compensate eerily for what he 

has lost.325 

 

 
322 The word mewa (in a loose translation: a gull) is a prison slang approximates a prostitute in terms of 

an individual having multiple partners which is often connected with some benefits. But the word 

mewka used in the scene (untranslatable into English for its lack of the plasticity of Polish inflection) 

mitigates the word prostitute and makes the activity seem petty or playful. 
323 Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet, p. 204. 
324 Ibid. 
325 Monica Pearl, ‘Eve Sedgwick’s Melancholic "White Glasses’’, Textual Practice, 17:1 (2003), pp. 

61–80 (p. 73). 
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The above quote from Monica Pearl’s innovative analysis of the nature and trajectory of Eve 

Sedgwick’s identification with Michael Lynch, a man dying from AIDS, seems an illuminating 

starting point in my examination of Magdalena Łazarkiewicz’s film By Touch/Przez Dotyk 

(1985), a story about two women dying of cancer. Both Sedgwick’s essay White Glasses326 on 

which Pearl focuses and the film I analyse, tell stories of a fascination of one ill person with 

another and a specific ‘exchange of energies’ between them. While Sedgwick metonymically 

‘takes up’ Lynch’s white blood cells and ‘incorporates [them] into herself’ only to be 

discovered ill with breast cancer, the protagonists of By Touch are both female cancer patients 

from the beginning of the film. Yet, one takes up what another is deficient in and incorporates 

it ‘in her body as though to compensate eerily for what [the other] has lost’.327 the set of 

questions that arise is what exactly is lost, and how the lost object’s incorporation by another 

makes this film transgressive.  

 

While Pearl’s account of the modalities of identification whereby a straight woman figuratively 

infuses the queerness of a queer man into her own system tackles the nodes of affective 

attachments that crisscross genders, it is also tied to the sphere of death and dying. The 

architecture of terminal illness, especially if it includes physical pain (and it usually does), 

necessarily desexualises affective sentiments, an aspect which does not disrupt Pearl’s analysis 

of the shared and mostly intellectual across-gender queer identification of Sedgwick and 

Lynch. But it does disturb and frustrate the eroticism imbued, I claim, in By Touch’s mood and 

style, which resists an easy qualification of this film as an exemplification of a spiritual bond 

between women on their death bed. For one thing, the body tortured by pain and its corollaries 

loses its attractiveness, a conventional factor crucial for erotic interest. And the mind occupied 

by uncertainties and psychical destress does not incline the terminally ill towards it, either. 

Therefore, Hollywood mainstream cinema has worked out the ‘lexicon for death and cinematic 

dying’ which Michele Aaron lists as ‘self-sacrifice, saintliness, triumph, self-discovery, 

painlessness, stoicism, futurism, beauty, and the good death’.328 In other words, the illness is 

typically a means of unfurling the path of people’s betterment through their own dying or their 

watching others die. The cultural narratives frame terminally ill individuals as, in Jackie 

Stacey’s words, “‘‘triumph[ant]”’in [and on] their way of fighting cancer even in the event of 

 
326 See Sedgwick, ‘White Glasses’ in Tendencies (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), pp. 252–66). 
327 Pearl, p. 73. 
328 Michele Aaron, Death and the Moving Image: Ideology, Iconography and I (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 

University Press, 2014), p. 104. 
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death’,329 which facilitates their heroization and individualisation as ones who, through the 

experience of cancer, are ‘good and wise and true to themselves’.330 By Touch counters most 

of these tropes. Dying of cancer figures as physically painful, filled with fear and distress, 

marked by bad smell, spilled urine, and blood. The survivor is painstakingly framed as ‘plain’ 

(monosyllabic, repetitive in gestures and behaviour, without interests or curiosity) which 

avoids the usual focus of cultural narratives on the survivors’ ‘exceptionalism’.331 In other 

words, the film resists both the presentation of a triumphant winning battle with cancer or a   

noble self-sacrificial demise, delineated by Stacey and dominant in Western cultural  

imagination but foreign in Poland at the time.332 The ‘conspiracy of silence’ around the disease, 

analysed by Ewelina Szpak, stemmed from the implicit agreement between the doctors and 

medical staff ‘of never informing the patients of having or having had cancer to prevent social 

ostracism such patients encountered’.333 Thus, while silence was shared by the West and East, 

 
329 Jackie Stacey, Teratologies: A Cultural Study of Cancer (London and New York: Routledge, 

1997), p. 2. 
330 Ibid., p.13. 
331 Ibid. 
332 For an interesting ethnographic insight into Polish cancer’s cultural narrative during socialism, see 

Ewelina Szpak’s work, Ewelina Szpak, Health in Peripheries’. Medical and Health Care in Everyday 

Practice in Polish People’s Republic on the Example of Letters to Authorities (Warszawa: Polska 

Akademia Nauk, 2018). 
333 Szpak, p. 105. 

Figure 2. 6. Anna in ballet poses. By Touch. Figure 2. 5. Teresa looking in delight. By Touch. 
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its roots differed. Whilst the former’s use of euphemism and coded language manifest the taboo 

status of cancer (and lesbianism), ‘something which goes beyond rational … which threatens 

most profoundly’,334 the latter’s fear is more pragmatic and motivated by ignorance rather than 

the fear-abject-fascination cluster.335 Fear or anxiety around the cancer diagnosis is absent from 

By Touch. This quiet muted melodrama or hospital drama develops around the relationship 

between two women (Teresa and Anna), both patients with cervical cancer diagnoses at the 

same ward of the oncological hospital, and the specific ‘role change’ between them in which 

the carer becomes the cared for. 

The film opens with the encounter between Anna, first entering the hospital, seemingly due to 

pregnancy at risk, and Teresa, a hardly responsive young woman on her deathbed, and it ends 

with the death of Anna and a recovered Teresa looking in the mirror pregnant and happy. The 

women supposedly transmit physical energy between their bodies ‘by touch’. However, they 

touch each other only twice, each time when one of them is dying. The impression of the touch, 

 
334 Stacey, p. 72. 
335 The scarcity of information about cancer, the popular belief of its contagiousness present in Polish 

cultural narratives till the late 1980s (also tied to the lack of the effective treatment or medicines) 

combine in popular imagination with a much-simplified idea of self-infliction akin to alcoholism or 

smoking. For more on this, see Maria Jokiel, ‘Opinia Społeczna o Chorobach Nowotworowych’, 

(Warszawa: Ośrodek Badania Opinii Publicznej i Studiów Programowych, 1980), pp. 1–44. 
 

Figure 2. 8.Anna in the shower. By Touch. 
Figure 2. 6. Teresa looking at Anna in the shower 

scene. By Touch. 
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is, however, a constant presence and occurs most strongly (becomes haptic) in the scenes 

suggesting a fascination of one of the protagonists with another, the moments in which her eyes 

interlock with the viewer’s. In the sequence starting with Anna’s ballet poses, through the 

shower scene to the night-time temptations, the camera changes the focus and distance 

switching from the long shot (Figure 2.6.) to a POV shot (Figure 2.7.) to pull back into a 

medium   shot. In its slow tilting, the camera is simultaneously dollying forward until it literally 

falls into Teresa and the audience. The shot/reverse shot reveals Teresa’s delight as she fixes   

her bright eyes onto Anna’s lean and almost muscular body. Teresa looks slightly upward, with 

a hardly perceptible smile on the lips, which strengthens the impression of rapture and 

enchantment. The colour of light illuminating her face in close-up, contrasted with Anna’s high 

and distant figure straightened in full glory in the cold ‘clinical’ light of a bathroom lamp, 

becomes warmer and warmer in accordance with the camera zooming in as Anna pirouettes 

faster and faster to eventually fall into Teresa, the moment we do not see but imagine or ‘feel’ 

with our senses. The juxtaposition of the colour of light (cold/warm), stasis and movement, and 

closeness and distance position the beholder’s (Teresa’s) eye on the level of the eyes of the 

audience and her distant delight changes into pure rapture the moment Anna becomes too close 

to be recognized. In becoming immersed with the image, the looker, according to Laura Marks, 

‘come[s] to the surface of [their] self … loosing [themselves] in the intensified relation with 

the other’.336 In other words, some formal strategies that cinema employs, like grainy unclear 

images or changes in the camera focus, enable the audience to understand, or ‘touch’ the image 

through the sense of vision, a strategy called by Marks ‘haptic visuality’.  

While the image is overwhelmingly close and unrecognizable, its completion, or ‘filling in the 

gaps’, requires the viewer’s cooperation, the process being, Marks argues, constitutive of 

mutual recognition of the viewer and the cinema work. And there, in the moment of losing the 

proportion of the image, in the ‘making oneself vulnerable to the image’,337 lies the erotic 

potential, according to Marks. But not only is the visual architecture of By Touch structured 

around a series of voyeuristic scenes punctured by the ones where the image is too close,338 the 

 
336 Laura Marks, The Skin of the Film: Intercultural Cinema, Embodiment, and the Senses (Durham and 

London: Duke University Press Books, 2000), p. 184. 
337 Ibid. 
338 An attempt of establishing a close engagement of the audience with the detail and texture of the 

image on the screen is augured already in the publicity of the film. The film poster showing two female 

hands touching each other in the dark is evocative of a famous Michelangelo’s fresco, Creation of 

Adam. This intertextual confluence underscores the potential of a divine birth of a human being through 
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screen is ‘brimming’ with it. The film also plays out the erotic potential of the unrecognizability 

of the image from a distance. This might be analysed in the aftermath of the ballet scene, the 

in-the-shower scene, which is longer than ostensibly needed for the narrative development and 

therefore, suggests its significance for understanding the film. The scene is a direct transition 

from the previous ‘falling into’ the image. In framing Anna taking shower, the camera pans 

slowly from her full sensual body naked in the running water, a conventionally erotic image. 

In framing Anna taking shower, the camera pans slowly from her full sensual body naked in 

the running water, a conventionally erotic image (Figure 2.8.) to Teresa’s shrunken clumsy 

figure with her arms protruding to underscore her awkwardness (Figure 9). The pan continues 

to and from the two figures, each time ending in a close-up of Teresa’s face registering the 

slight change in her emotions. This long scene clearly signifies Teresa’s growing desire for 

Anna despite, or because of, the distance between the women, allowing for the mastery over 

the image, the mastery instantly disrupted by the sound of running water and the blurriness of 

Anna’s figure behind the semi-transparent shower curtain. The grainy image339 of Teresa’s face 

is made to become a readable desire through the small gradual modifications in the stream of 

 
the touch of two (female) hands, realized in the film through the artificial insemination of Teresa in the 

wake of Anna’s miscarriage. 
 
339 The images are ‘grainy’ partly due to the copies of the film which have never been digitalised. 

Figure 2. 8. Teresa observing Anna. By Touch. Figure 2. 8. Teresa looking at Anna in delight. 

By Touch. 
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light gently caressing it. Changing its focus from the squinted eyes emerging from above the 

mild shadow half-veiling the rest of her face and her flaring nostrils (Figure 2.10) in the 

anticipation of the ‘truth’ of Anna’s body to be laid bare, to the ‘opening’ of Teresa’s facial 

features through the shadow lifted from the bottom of her face (Figure 2.11.), nostrils stopping 

the flare to liberate the air through the mouth which opens in the epiphany of recognizing 

Anna’s body as the body to be desired, the moment Anna turns to confront Teresa with the 

front of her nakedness. The viewer’s recognition of the desire circulating between the 

protagonists is thus instilled through the technique of alternating the proximity between the 

subject and the object and the constant oscillation of the mastering, partial mastering, and an 

inscrutability of the figure of Anna. In this light, Marks’s claim of the dependency of the erotic 

relationship, identified in haptic cinema, ‘upon limited visibility and the viewer’s lack of 

mastery over the image’340should be extended to the cinema instances where desire is located 

in between over closeness and distance. In other words, the viewer needs the detail to be 

scrutinised as much as they need the distance to work out and acknowledge the detail. Such a 

view puts in tension the concept of haptic cinema and its value for reimagining desire with the 

well-established model of psychoanalytic gaze theory and the feminist discourse introduced by 

Laura Mulvey341 with her concept of the spectator’s masculine position for whose satisfaction 

the (female) object onscreen is constructed as ‘to-be-looked-at’.342  

The spectator’s erotic interest in the bodies filmed in By Touch is thwarted by the images of 

the curtailed attractiveness of the female patients in too large pyjamas of bland colours and 

their shuffling slippers in the silence of hospital corridors. And yet, the film reminds the 

viewers of the sex of the protagonists and the erotic potential nested in their bodies through the 

scenes of gynaecological examinations, pregnancies at risk, the scenes of medical staff 

intercourse, Anna’s husband’s passionate caress. Thus, By Touch navigates the audience’s 

erotic identification with the film’s moments or spaces through the manipulation of their 

affective registers, from empathy for the terminally ill to the growing awareness of the 

development of a relationship between the protagonists beyond the familial (already shattered 

 
340 Laura U. Marks, ‘Video Haptics and Erotics’. Screen, 39:4 (1998), pp. 331–48 (p. 342). 
341 Laura Mulvey, ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’, Screen, 16:3, (1975), pp. 6–18. 
342 The subsequent rewriting of this position by other feminist psychoanalytical theorists like Mary Ann 

Doane demonstrating female spectator’s masquerading, unsettle the stability of spectatorial desire for 

the filmed bodies. See Mary Ann Doane, ‘Film and the Masquerade: Theorizing the Female Spectator’ 

in Issues in Feminist Film Criticism, edited by Patricia Erens, (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana 

University Press, 1990), pp. 41–57. 
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by Anna’s out of wedlock son and Teresa having been raped by her father) and the coupledom. 

In steering away from the familiar set of fascinations between women the film enables a 

broader gamut of the audience’s identificatory possibilities, which also makes space for the 

proto-queer in-betweenness of the figure of woman in this film. While Teresa’s desires are 

being shifted from desiring another woman to desiring an ‘object’ (a child) that this woman 

has (and which is already gone as she has miscarried), the film reimagines the desire as proto-

queer in construing her pregnancy by artificial insemination as a surrogate for her desire for 

Anna’s body, which she cannot have as it is taken by another (her husband and her illness and 

death). The process of the relay of one with the other can be traced in the scene where, drawn 

by Anna’s body uncovered during her sleep as a way of signifying her bodily 

availability(Figure 2.12.), Teresa  approaches Anna’s bed, reaches for the bed cover in a gesture 

suggesting her readiness to expose this body more, then  changes her mind abruptly and 

removes the pillow Anna keeps on the lower part of her belly, and then, tries it on putting it on 

her own belly (Figure 13). Thus, the spectator’s identification, to take a more psychoanalytic 

approach here, with the erotic potentiality of the moment of Teresa’s slow movement towards 

Anna’s bed, her shifting the bed covers to expose Anna’s body at its ‘private’ part accompanied 

by her slow gesture, the attempt to touch that body, is immediately cut to shift this emerging 

space into the realm of the maternal (Teresa’s belly with the pillow on it imitates her pregnancy 

Figure 2. 10. Teresa approaching Anna’s bed. By 

Touch. 

Figure 2. 10. Teresa ‘trying on’ the 

pillow belonging to Anna. By Touch. 
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and her caressing of the pillow signifies her longing for a child). The spectator, then, in order 

to retain their desire for the film’s eroticism, needs to redirect it to other spaces within the 

cinematic landscape. This reading of the film is informed by Elizabeth Cowie’s theorisation of 

the positions of desire, that is, the spaces from which and with which one identifies. In 

conceptualising fantasy as the ‘mise en scène of desire’343 Cowie argues that the staging of 

desire involves ‘multiple points of entry … where the subject is both present in the scene and 

interchangeable with any other character’.344 In other words, the viewer’s positionality in 

cinema can be understood as vacillating between and as in a volatile in relation to the 

boundaries of sexual difference.345 Not only might the viewer identify with different 

protagonists alternately, but they can also ‘fill in’ the gaps, that is, complete what is interrupted 

or what is unsaid (like, for instance, Teresa’s joining Anna in bed). In short, the psychoanalytic 

lens of reading By Touch offers modes of comprehending the (homo)eroticism with which the 

film is infused.  

Not only is the undercurrent of the homoerotic being cancelled repeatedly during the film by 

the connotations of the protagonists’ illness and suffering but it is also being continually 

reframed as a desire for a child and as trauma after losing one. It might be argued, to come back 

to Pearl’s argument about the identification with another through the symbolic exchange of 

blood cells and a shared object (white glasses), that Anna’s melancholic disavowing her 

miscarriage and her lost child triggers Teresa’s desire for one, symbolically sharing with Anna 

the lost object and identifying with her as mother. But while Sedgwick and Lynch’s 

identification was a cross-gendered and queer-to-queer-like one, here the same-sex 

identification is implicated in the subtended homoerotic mood, which problematizes the 

processes of identifying with, that is, introjecting (parts of), the other. By Touch presents the 

trajectory of Teresa’s fascination with Anna through the processes of doubling and exchange 

whereby she, in the scholarship on the film, ‘thrives while Anna withers away’346 and 

 
343 Elizabeth Cowie, ‘Fantasia’, M/f, 9 (1984), pp. 71–104 (p. 101). 
344 Ibid. 
345 Cowie refers to and builds on the Jean Laplanche and J.P. Pontalis’s theorisation of fantasy which 

‘is not the object of desire, but its setting. In fantasy the subject does not pursue the object or its sign: 

he appears caught up himself in the sequence of images’, see Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand 

Pontalis, ‘Fantasy and the Origins of Sexuality’ in Formations of Fantasy, edited by Victor Burgin et 

al., (London: Methuen, 1986), pp. 5–34 (p. 26). 
346 Łukasz Wróblewski, ‘Pamięć Dotyku : Od Awersji Do Empatii w Filmie “Przez Dotyk” Magdaleny 

Łazarkiewicz’ in W Kulturze Dotyku: Dotyk i Jego Reprezentacja w Tekstach Kultury, edited by Anna 

Łebkowska and Łukasz Wróblewski, (Kraków: Zakład Wydawniczy Nomos, 2016), pp. 214–25 (p. 

219). 
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eventually ‘becomes’ the other woman, motivated by the closeness facilitated by the touch of 

their hands’347 The contention of Teresa’s virtual takeover of Anna’s life is also present in the 

viewers’ opinions. For example, an online forum’s participants’ entries repeatedly include 

accusations levelled at Teresa as ‘a vampire sucking up Anna’s life dry and trying to copy it, 

take it over and substitute Anna’s place as wife and mother’.348 Such an unbalanced vampiric 

mimicry would suggest that the film necessarily desexualises a potential of a homoerotic desire 

through the change of the lens from one woman’s fascination with and desire for another 

woman into the desexualised identification with maternal instincts and needs. 

These two hermeneutic tropes evoke an important conceptual debate on desire between Jackie 

Stacey349 and Teresa de Lauretis.350 While Stacey argues for the possible co-existence of 

narcissistic identification and homoerotic desire within the female spectator, de Lauretis refutes 

the idea of the two being combined, following Freud’s conception of distinguishing the sexual 

object-libido connected to desire, ‘wanting to have (the object)’ and the desexualised 

narcissistic ego-libido, ‘wanting to be or to be like or seeing oneself as (the object).351 Stacey 

points out that such dichotomies elide the fact that ‘narcissism is not just love of self, but always 

involves an image of another’352 and maintains that female identification might assume 

eroticised character and  ‘contain forms of desire which include, though not exclusively, 

homoerotic pleasure’.353 Lauretis’s stance of a refusal to blend the connection between lesbian 

films and those presenting other forms of female bondage seems to limit the recognition of 

more complex relations between women creating spaces of the potentiality or fantasy of 

(homoerotic) pleasure. This field of pleasure seems to be broadened by Stacey’s 

acknowledgement of the similarities between different modes of bonding and her 

differentiation between them. Read from Stacey’s perspective, By Touch allows for Teresa’s 

figure to be received as identifying with Anna erotically, rather than as one usurping aesthetic 

 
347 Ibid. 
348 Venus Vulgivaga, Fora Tematyczne: Przez Dotyk, Filmweb. (2013). [online] Available at: 

https://www.filmweb.pl/film/Przez+dotyk-1985-12340/discussion/Bardzo+dobry+film,1187769 

[Accessed 11 May 2019]. 
349 See Stacey, ‘Desperately Seeking Difference’, Screen, 28:1 (1987), pp. 48–61; Stacey, Star Gazing: 

Hollywood Cinema and Female Spectatorship (London: Routledge, 1994). 
350 See Teresa de Lauretis, ‘How Do I Look? Queer Film and Video’ in Film and the Visible, (Seattle: 

Bay Press, 1991), pp. 223–63; de Lauretis, The Practice of Love: Lesbian Sexuality and Perverse Desire 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994). 
351 De Lauretis, The Practice of Love, p. 118. 
352 Stacey, Star Gazing, p. 30. 
353 Ibid., p. 29. 
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aspects of her (exchanging garments, surreptitiously using her perfume, trying on her 

hairband). One interesting aspect of Teresa’s fascination, confirming the significance of 

Stacey’s proposition of the nodal character of bonds between women, is, for instance, her diary. 

Unlike a standard version of such mode of chronicling special events, that is, a commentary or  

a composition, Teresa copies some of the overheard scraps of knowledge or opinions by way 

of excising letters from different papers, forming messages and inserting them into a notebook 

(Figure 2.14.). The film registers her pasting Although the homoerotic fascinations transpire 

clearly in the repeated scenes of voyeuristic pleasures (the nakedness seemingly excused by 

shower taking or exchange of dress, the exchange of looks and prolonged gazes), the film’s 

narrative invariably fortifies the viewer in its clear homoerotic legibility. Apart from the 

reminder of the looming suffering and death through the setting and mood, By Touch also 

foregrounds a sense of guilt and shame anchored in the Catholic belief and exemplified by the 

almost constant presence of a 

priest and the imagery of a sacred 

figure of Saint Mary overlooking 

the hospital yard in the rain and 

snow and entering the frame as a 

potent, albeit silent, comment on 

the moral dilemmas occurring 

within the diegesis. Not only is 

The Scripture354in this film a 

mute visual presence (the 

hospital chapel is a frequent 

visiting place) but it is also the 

boundary whose transgression is 

tantamount to the position of a 

sinner. This is especially 

important for the articulation of and contextualisation of the proto-queer female figure. In 

making both main leads oppose the pressure of the Church, By Touch positions them 

 
354 By ‘The Scripture’ I mean loosely the Christian rule. 

Figure 2. 11. Teresa’s notebook. By Touch. 
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Polishness.355 While both Teresa and Anna actively reject The Scripture (Anna calls the priest 

‘Sir’ and asks him to leave the ward, Teresa claims she has no father even if it is a sin to say 

so), the mood of fatality, characteristic of the Christian faith underpins their behaviour. This 

aspect of religiosity, deeply ingrained in Polish culture, not only importantly differentiates the 

film’s approach towards illness, suffering and death from the attitudes established in the 

Western world, but it also both represents and shapes the kind of queerness different from that 

which has developed in the Western Europe and the United States and which I call proto-queer 

in this thesis. Christian religion, particularly in Poland, sees calamity befalling a person to be 

their own fault, a result of the sin they have committed. The category of guilt, inseparably 

compounded with sin and shame, according to which a ‘homosexual’, as Piotr Sobolczyk 

argues, is ‘a tortured victim of erroneous desires’,356 relegates illness (including 

homosexuality) into the sphere of repair through repentance and prayer. The church, 

advocating patience and restraint, together with the religious discourse, actively supported by 

the Solidarity’s leaders ‘look[ing] to the church for a ringing moral endorsement of its 

claims’357 circulates around the ritual (of the mass, of the life events, of the everyday) and 

pushes towards the philosophy of waiting.358 Waiting conventionally connotes immobility, 

even if everyday activities are retained, a condition that might be called, to reverse Lauren 

Berlant’s concept of ‘animated suspension’359 rethought in Chapter Three, a suspended 

animation.360 By Touch gives us a sense of this condition through its camera work, 

cinematography, and colour aesthetics. The first half of the film is slow,361 static, minimal, with 

dialogues short and muted and the figures, presented in close-ups or as silhouettes in the semi-

 
355 For an illuminating account of the presence and meaning of the representations of religion in Polish 

film, see Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska’s book, Agnieszka Morstin-Popławska, Jak Daleko Stąd Do 

Raju? Religia Jako Pamięć w Polskim Filmie Fabularnym (Kraków: Universitas, 2010). 
356 Sobolczyk,‘Polish Catholicism and Homosexuality. Strange Bedfellows’, p. 381. 
357 See Luxmore, ‘The Polish Church under Martial Law’. 
358 The same tactic is acutely present politically, especially during the Martial Law, when By Touch was 

made. For the beginning and development of the relations between the church and the Solidarity 

movement, see for example, Mirella Eberts’ informative essay, see Eberts, ‘The Roman Catholic 

Church and Democracy in Poland’. 
359 See Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 5. 
360 The technique of suspended animation has been carried out on people with cardiac arrest due to an 

acute trauma at the Maryland Medical Centre in Baltimore. The technique involves cooling a person to 

the point where their brain activity almost stops. The patient is then moved to the operating theatre and 

warmed up. 
361 I do not mean the film belongs to the recently popular style called ‘slow cinema’ because the term 

is not clear and its paradigms like ‘transcendent cinema’ or one ‘maximizing the mystery of existence’ 

are too broad and multi-faceted to be discussed in this thesis. For a discussion on this aesthetic, see Paul 

Scharader’s recent book, see Paul Schrader, Transcendental Style in Film: Ozu, Bresson, Dreyer 

(Oakland: University of California Press, 2018), p. 41. 
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darkness. The camera’s frequent voyeuristic look, characteristically positioning the partial 

figures within the frames of the windows or the doors (Figure 2.15., 2.16.), draws the viewers’ 

attention towards the insufficient, barred, or fragmented knowledge available to the observer. 

The first part of the film is also imbued with the colour blue, morphing into white in the more 

populated scenes like the medical staff’s rounds or the gynaecological examination, which 

creates the impression of the female figures remaining under water. While the socialist 

everyday life, which presumes collectivity and uniformity is underpinned in the period 

discussed by the brewing underground movements, the  predominant, as Jan Kubik argues, 

‘incongruity between the (objective, practical) everyday interpenetration362 and the (subjective, 

symbolic/discursive) polarisation of the … society’363 translates into uncertainty and lack of 

orientation.364 Teresa is not only disoriented but also de- oriented that is, nothing seems to be 

 
362 The term ‘interpenetration’, coined by Polish anthropologist Janine Wedelrefers to the entwining of 

the allegedly separate spheres of state and society, public and private, formal, and informal, where 

‘Poland operates underneath the surface of the state, sometimes limiting it, sometimes … enabling it to 

function’, Janine Wedel, The Private Poland: An Anthropologists’s Look at Everyday Life (New York: 

Facts of File, 1986), p. viii. 
363 See Jan Kubik, The Power of Symbols Against the Symbols of Power: The Rise of Solidarity and the 

Fall of State Socialism in Poland (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), p. 4. 
364 The disorientation in terms of the (political) belonging in the late communism in Poland has been 

brilliantly delineated in Agnieszka Holland’s A Woman Alone (1981) in which a single mother in a 

Figure 2. 13. Teresa’s partial image emerging from 

the half-darkness. By Touch. 

Figure 2. 13. Anna observed by Teresa in 

secret. By Touch. 
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certain in her world apart from the certainty of death and she has no understanding of the value 

or meaning of her life (‘I have nothing, nothing to yearn for’, she confesses). But even more 

important for my purpose here is her de-orientation regarding her sexuality. In underscoring 

her trauma of being raped by her father, the film impedes the viewer’s access to Teresa’s sexual 

identity but enables the viewer to see her negotiation of it with others eventually ending up in 

a resolution for a child, a child as a substitute, I argue, for the impossible desire for another 

woman. Of course, an egg, a symbol of life and rebirth might highlight Teresa’s awakening as 

a woman, that is, a mother. Reading the film as a gesture towards a continuation of what has 

been started and  the rejuvenation of the cycle of life, Małgorzata Radkiewicz argues that 

‘Teresa’s decision on her own child is the expression of the acceptance of her own sexuality 

… but it is also a symbolic gesture of fulfilling the empty place when Anna has gone’.365 In 

other words, Teresa’s child becomes a symbol of perseverance in retaining her bond with Anna, 

an extension of their union and, as something they both have lost, a symbolic substitution of 

Anna’s body which cannot be intimately known. The very fact, however, of the necessity ‘to 

accept’ her sexuality means that this sexuality is being negotiated within the diegesis. 

My contention is premised upon the analysis of the narration of the process of reaching the 

decision, from the fascination with Anna, through the scenes of Teresa’s exposition to the 

images of heterosexual intercourse cut each time with the face of Anna, to the surrealistic sight 

of an egg on the hospital windowsill. The film guides us along the path of the intimate relation 

between two women, one of which is unoriented sexually and presented as a mystery to the 

viewer (and to herself) in terms of the erotic. In this light, Teresa can be theorised as a proto-

queer female figure, one who negotiates her identity and at the same time, resists the societal 

and cultural norms pertaining to the sexual sphere. The film carefully isolates Anna as a 

heterosexual, albeit unconventional, woman with a husband and a child, and therefor 

inaccessible for Teresa but it veers away from the formula of an innocent and ‘good’ woman 

who has found a new love in the arms of a widowed husband. The film’s denouement is an 

 
harsh economic situation is disoriented, does not know where to turn: to the communists or the 

Solidarity members. ‘Despite’ the common ‘hurra optimism’, says Holland in the interview, ‘harmed 

people, the people on the margins of the society keeps living like that and nobody cares’, see Agnieszka 

Holland, and Maria Kornatowska (Książka Magia i Pieniądze. Z Agnieszką Holland Rozmawia Maria 

Kornatowska (Kraków: Znak, 2002), p. 106. 
365 Radkiewicz, ‘Magdalena Łazarkiewicz - W Intymnym Świecie Doznań’ in  Autorzy Kina Polskiego, 

(Kraków: Rabid, 2004, pp. 183–97), p. 186. 
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unexpected turning point in the presentation of the protagonist as unoriented sexually or non-

normative. 

 

The complex emotional dramas enacted in Custody and By Touch give voice to an ambient, 

hovering sensibility, or the erotic possibility which birth has been given by the new ways of 

articulating lived experience in the communist times of state socialism in Poland. Rather than 

pursue, in the Foucauldian vein, the genealogies of the imagery pertaining to woman as sign, 

as I do in Chapter One, in this Chapter, I am interested in and have analysed above the effects, 

or ‘structures of feeling’, theorised by Raymond Williams and to be rethought in Chapter One. 

Custody exemplifies how in privileging collective forms of relationality and the attempt at the 

uniformization of society, the socialist system underplayed what had been traditionally familial 

and ordered. In the derailing of the protagonists from the grip of the system and putting them 

into the midst of a new closed impermeable structure of the prison, Custody guides us into a 

locus where new ways of perceiving the relational possibilities are developed. The two novices 

to the prison rules which determine these new possibilities, Klara and Justyna, observe the 

prison life from the position of outsiders, like the position of many audience members, which 

enables the identification between the film and its viewers. The novelty of the situation is partly 

constitutive of the homoerotic sensibility that transpires in the diegesis and involves the 

protagonists’ approach towards the kind of relations that they have not met before, that is, the 

eroticism and intimacies between women. In claiming that these forms of closeness (both 

physical and mental, or emotional) are suggestive of or point to the emergence of what I call 

proto-queer, I mean that the films discussed illuminate the possibility of a different lens through 

which to think about female (homo)sexuality, the lens enabled by the systemic structure of 

communist Poland. 

 

Custody, in its application of the technique which might be compared to the universalizing and 

minoritizing view on homosexuality theorized by Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick, skilfully zigzags 

on the path of epistemological access of the audience to the signs or signifiers helping in the 

understanding of the legibility of the relations presented. The film manages, I claim, to ‘queer’ 

the audience of the time in reconfiguring their perspective and guiding them through the 

episodes of female ‘deviancies’ to help them identify the affective power of the grasp of 

difference between the established institutionalised beliefs and the emotional mechanisms 

lying beneath. The almost complete lack of language for or discourse on female homoeroticism 

at the time paradoxically, I claim, created a platform on which to stage the specifically female 
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experience like motherhood, sisterhood or the eroticised collective in the openness towards the 

newness, the route impossible in the Western world where queerness was premised on the well-

established base of the gay and lesbian identity discourse. The inmates of the prison in Custody 

engage in the relations of explicit or approximate the erotic without the grounded awareness of 

their inappropriateness or strangeness, which gestures at the potential nested in the non-familial 

but not coupled other, sexual possibilities beyond the known so far. It also broadens the 

perspectival horizon of the audience as much as the second film discussed, By Touch, makes 

us acknowledge the eroticism of the spheres deemed sacred or abject. Thus, not only might the 

expansion of the field called the erotic be understood as a proliferation of the relational 

diversities evoked through the experience of watching and analysing these films but also the 

expansion of the field called the erotic in the sense of the eroticism nested in unexpected places.  

The modes of presentation of the non-conventional sexual expression, different in each of the 

films discussed, offer the means by which to recognize and to evaluate the mechanisms 

producing such erotic possibilities in a society governed by communist structures. For instance, 

the proclamation of the Christian religion as the moral judgement looming over the terminally 

ill patients, pitted against the inner moral judgement of these same terminally ill, allows for a 

new understanding of the different moralities depending on the position of the judge. In other 

words, the communist morality’s non-recognition and the periphrastic relegation of the forms 

of relationality and eroticisms which do not fit within the socialist family project or the 

collective brotherhood imaginary, might be resisted as not the only kind of morality existing. 

On the other hand, in a state I call a suspended animation, by which I mean the muted 

functioning of the intellectual and physical capacities, as presented in By Touch through the 

limitations of the terminal illness and the trauma of abuse, the eroticism and desire might 

emerge from within the impasse in the most unexpected way, giving hope for a new life. 

 

Chapter Three 
 

Longing for form. Ambiguous lesbian in Woman and Woman, Debutante, Woman in a 

Hat and Ivy 
I am going ‘round the bend, 

The sky looks curved from my window, 

My right is your left, my start is your end, 
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My life – a swinging boat366 

 

The immense popularity (especially in the 1970s and 1980s), of the above verse by a famous 

Polish poet Agnieszka Osiecka seems a perfect opening of this chapter which places centre 

stage the ‘ambiguous lesbian film’ in the Polish socialist milieu367 The semiotic 

inconclusiveness of the poem (for example, the words ‘curved’ or ‘left')368 provoke numerous, 

and sometimes contradictory interpretations and serves, among others, as an identificatory 

trope for queer people today. But this poem, particularly the first stanza, ‘going round the 

bend’, might suggest intense psychic instability and it has been frequently quoted and 

appropriated for various texts in reference to women in state socialism in Poland in general.369 

The poem quickly becomes lyrics for one of the most popular songs of the time,370 a fact 

indicative of its significance in the space of what Lauren Berlant calls ‘intimate public’, this 

‘space of mediation in which the personal is refracted through the general.371 In other words, 

the individual strangers congealed into a community through the common affective attachment 

to the imaginary space of ‘being around the bend’ seem to be the same ones whose shared 

emotionality and ways of being in the world preceded their clustering. The enormous 

popularity of the song with Osiecka's text as lyrics, performed by Krystyna Janda as part of the 

theatre performance White Blouse/Biała Bluzka, reveals an unprecedented attachment of young 

women to this text. Groups of women travelled from town to town following the performance's 

tournee and insisted that 'it is about us',372 which resulted in the Militia's interventions in the 

 
366 Agnieszka Osiecka, Najpiękniejsze Wiersze i Piosenki (Warszawa: Prószyński i Spółka, 2010), p. 

241. 
367 In the interpretation of Mariola Milusz, ‘this text is symbolically associated with a certain reversed 

or skewed picture of reality experienced by the author whose ‘sky is curved’, a reality in which the 

author wishes to stay as a conscious choice. Being ‘around the bend’ is for her a natural state’, see 

Mariola Milusz, Life as a Value and Antivalue in Lyric Works by Agnieszka Osiecka (Lublin: 

Uniwersytet Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej, 2014, p. 88 
368 In Polish discourse of the 1970s In Polish discourse of the 1970s, the term 'left' carried clear 

homosexual connotations. 
369 One notable example is a recently published book delineating the part women have played in the 

history of Polan and titled, Women ‘on the bend' 1933-1989/Kobiety ‘na zakręcie’ 1933-1989, see Ewa 

Chabros, Agnieszka Klarman, Kobiety ‘Na Zakręcie’ 1933–1989 (Wrocław: IPN, 2014). 
370 For example, in the contest for the best Polish song of the 1980s, 26387 people voted for ‘Woman 

on the bend’, see <https://www.biblionetka.pl/art.aspx?id=19766> 
371 Berlant, The Female Complaint: The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American Culture 

(London & New York: Duke University Press Books, 2008), p. viii. 
372 See Janusz Majcherek, ‘Kultowa “Biała Bluzka”’, Dialog, (2014), pp. 11–15 (p. 12). 
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fights for tickets for this performance.373 How might we understand the emotional disturbance 

recognized by so many women as theirs at this historical juncture? Should it be read as an 

incorporated melodramatic affectivity conventionally ascribed to feminine sensibility or as the 

manifestation of women’s psychic response to the vicissitudes and disorders of the public 

sphere? 

These questions will guide me in the analysis of the films I have chosen for this chapter and 

will help me to ground the female protagonists’ erratic presence in the broader extradiegetic 

context. In accordance with Karen Hollinger’s view that ‘there is a potentially subversive 

quality’ to the ‘ambiguous lesbian film’ genre if the films are ‘approached as complex texts 

that open themselves up to various interpretive possibilities’,374 I will look at the following four 

films: Ryszard Bugajski’s Woman and Woman/Kobieta i Kobieta (1979), Barbara Sass’s 

Debutante/Debiutantka (1981), Hanka Włodarczyk’s Ivy/Bluszcz (1982) and Stanisław 

Różewicz’s Woman in a Hat/Kobieta w kapeluszu (1984). These films share the mood of 

stagnation and impasse in which their female protagonists submerge and in which their way of 

life becomes dislocated. As I shall demonstrate in this chapter, the disjunction inherent in 

female characters is the driving force of the rhythm beneath the surface of the films.  

While in the previous chapter I offered the analysis of intimacies between female film 

protagonists in closed isolated spaces, in this chapter I will examine specificity of the intimate 

interactions between women protagonists in the public spaces of their rivalry, admiration and 

jealousy. In exploring the tonalities of these emotions as imbued with and evocative of the 

atmosphere of uneasiness beneath the seemingly ‘safe’ and stable surface, I will develop 

Lauren Berlant’s concept of ‘impasse’ characterized in her book Cruel Optimism. By 'impasse', 

Berlant understands an exposure to extreme precarity of lived experience when temporality has 

no ‘narrative genre’ or any predestined forms of being in the world, a ‘situation’ when ‘one 

keeps moving but one moves paradoxically in the same space’.375 While for Berlant, 

accounting for the insecurities in the American neoliberal society, one of the paradigms of 

impasse is unreliability of the future, I focus on the sense of arduous ‘ongoingness’ of living 

under the aegis of centralised socialism where the impasse’s376 inseparable textural element is 

 
373 For reviews of the performance reporting hysterical reaction of the female audience, see for example, 

Anna Szymonik's article 'Przestrzenie Teatru', see Anna Szymonik, ‘Przestrzenie Teatru. Teatr z Misją’, 

Teatr, (2012), pp. 13–17 
374 See Karen Hollinger, Feminist Film Studies (London & New York: Routledge, 2012), p. 139. 
375 Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2011). 
376 By ‘socialist impasse’ I understand a deadlock, a constant situation in which no progress is possible. 
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the overdetermined future. Locked in a world where change seems unlikely and upward 

mobility non-existent, the actors of the socialist stage turn inwards, which enables them to 

change the perspective of experiencing life, of ‘sensing things’ differently. The films analysed 

below resonate with this sense of the entrapment within the immanent world. Indicative of the 

overwhelming social impasse is the films’ permeation with the undercurrent of the 

protagonists’ intimate interactions of indeterminate nature. Their intimacies, located in the 

space between a close friendship and an interdependency, difficult to articulate or name. The 

propinquity of their bodies in the cramped spaces of small socialist flats, all add to the aura of 

stickiness and slowness.  

And yet, there is an almost tangible restlessness beneath this seemingly stable, if stagnant, 

façade. This subcutaneous anxiety pervading the films of the period, frequently encounters the 

critical ascription as caused by the societal unease and the political instabilities of the period. 

My claim is that the tensions culminating in sudden outbursts and unexpected decisions might 

be read as the expression of the women’s growing resistance against the conventional norms 

of being in the world. While entangled in the dominant discourse of dissatisfaction and 

corruption in workspace, these films nevertheless offer a perspective of woman seeking 

direction and meaning and finding it in another woman. With open lesbian relationships 

presentation prohibited, other forms of inducing the audience into reading between the lines 

contribute to the emergence of new cinematic relational modes which mark the liminal space 

between the affective and the erotic. 

The destabilizing sense of the liminality of living in the ‘crisis ordinariness’ engenders subdued 

microdramas amid the various tests of adjustment that these films of socialist impasse register. 

Drawing on Berlant’s idea of ‘situation’ as ‘a disturbance, a sense genre of animated suspension 

… which forces one to take notice …’,377 I will attend to how these films enact moments of 

intimacies among the commotions of the presence. In other words, my interest will be focused 

on the instances of disequilibrium linking the intimate to the social. The continual minor 

derangements of the sense of time and space in the films’ diegeses testify to the unbearability 

of the socialist entrapment, despite seemingly successful strategies for survival that the 

protagonists practice. The crucial scenes of female bodily intimate closeness in each of the 

films discussed here take place in private places made public. Whether there are women in bed 

enclosed by male bodies on each side (Woman & Woman) or women kissing under the guise 

 
377 Berlant p. 195. 
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of artificial respiration surrounded by the witnesses of the event (Debutante), or women 

fondling each other observed by a man (Woman in a Hat), or an all-women party with female 

bodies in close proximity to each other (Ivy), physical closeness is always accompanied by 

onlookers. What do these closely watched intimacies tell us about the cultural codes formarking 

private, public, and intimate in late socialist society? And, importantly for this thesis, how are 

female intimacies constructed to blur the distinctions between female friendship and eroticism? 

Despite the nonuniformity of the whole period of the socialist political dominance in Poland, 

the forty-five years of continual indoctrination and manipulation leaves in the public memory 

the sense that the government and the ruling political elites are the enemy. With 'Sejm378 being 

a dead institution acquiescing in the authoritarian government’, writes Agnieszka Osiecka, ‘and 

the press being slavishly dependent on the Party, people were looking for a place to be able to 

hear their own thoughts and there are small independent theatres there.’379Places like the 

cramped quarters of film clubs, student satirical theatres in tiny smoke-filled rooms and similar 

places become shared spaces of common experience. Consequently, the realm of what is 

meaningful for human thought shifts from home to the outside. Public spaces are privatised, 

and politics expropriates homes for, in Eva Hoffman's380 words, ‘the night-to-dawn discussions 

that the Poles call ‘compatriots’ nocturnal conversations’ and from which ‘the question of 

Poland’ [is] never absent’.381 While the division public/private is not clear-cut, the gradual 

occupation of home as a ‘secure’ space for political conversations and subsequent underground 

activities relegates private affairs elsewhere. This ‘elsewhere’ might be the reason behind the 

women’s search for a space as much exempt from the direct public manipulation as possible, 

which, in Woman and Woman is provided by the project of building a small holiday house and 

in Debutante a failed attempt to escape ‘from here. Both films, defined as loosely belonging to 

the movement called the 'Cinema of Moral Anxiety’382 propose intimate interactions between 

 
378 The unicameral legislature of Poland. 
379 Osiecka, Rozmowy w Tańcu (Warszawa: Tenten, 1992), p. 40. 
380 Eva Hoffman is Polish American writer and academic. Her book often cited in this chapter, Exit into 

History, comprises comments and analyses of extensive talks to people living through the changes after 

the fall of the communist reign in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria, where 

Hoffman travelled. The book is a good introduction for understanding how the new Europe emerges 

from the debris of the Cold War period. 
381 Eva Hoffman, Exit into History: A Journey Through the New Eastern Europe (London: Vintage, 

1994), p.31. 
382 A series of feature films made in the late 1970s and early 1980s, strictly associated with the picture 

of the present and whose aesthetic value of accurate description reveals the ethical value, and the 'truth' 

connects the two axiological fields. The films of this movement are considered as a space of opposition 

within the socialist culture. 
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women protagonists as entangled in and strongly affected by their engagements in workplace, 

a scene hugely imbued with socialist political reality. Thus, politics enters the realm of the 

private in a dramatic way.  

This recurrent shuffling of different aspects of the public and the private eventually finds these 

two spheres blending and engulfing one another, a fact immediately evoking Berlant's notion 

of an ‘intimate public’. For Berlant, this concept, while bridging the gap public/private, renders 

these two domains, conventionally regarded antithetical, as actually existing together, is 

‘constituted by strangers who consume common texts and things.383 Through the common 

epistemological ground and affective ties, strangers form communities but, as Berlant 

continues to argue, the ‘already share[d] world view and emotional knowledge that they have 

derived from a broadly common historical experience’ makes the ‘consumers of its particular 

stuff’384 the public sphere. In other words, Berlant gestures towards a certain fusion of the 

shared worldviews and sensibilities preceding the intimate public formation with the mediated 

present commonality of its members. However, while Berlant attends to the intimate publics 

as a realm of capitalist manipulation ‘when a market opens up to a bloc of consumers’385 to sell 

products pretending to reciprocate the desires of the public, I will explore the socialist cultural 

registers, cinematically realized, across which the affective pull organizes public and private 

life. 

 
383 Berlant, The Female Complaint, p. viii. 
384 See Berlant, Cruel Optimism. 
385 See Berlant, The Female Complaint, 5. 
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The porous boundaries between the private and the public  

The intricate bond between women protagonists in the films analysed here, together with their 

active presence in public sphere within the framework of socialist inertness reveals both the 

meaning of the private and the growing awareness of what counts as such. The protagonists of 

Woman and Woman, Irena and Barbara, are autonomous women of independent means, 

engineers and managers in a textile factory. They are presented as versions of the 'new women' 

neatly interweaving feminine softness with masculine decisiveness (in conventional 

understanding of these terms): well-groomed, with playful allure in comportment and style and 

simultaneously, tough in decisions, childless, treating their boyfriends instrumentally, avoiding 

melodramatic gestures. The opening sequence ends with a scene finding Irena and Barbara 

together with their current boyfriends as they all go to bed in their holiday house. The prolonged 

shot punctuated by the exchange of caresses, kisses, smiles and promises between Irena and 

Barbara seems almost too long for the purpose of marking the out of city idyll and the good 

terms on which all four of them are. The scene gradually reveals, at the background of muted 

whispers of the women tucked closely into each other (Figures 3.1., 3.2.), the half-naked bodies 

of their male partners, strikingly suggesting the erotic nature of the meeting. But the impression 

is promptly transformed as the camera focuses next on the women’s full apparel. The strategy 

allows the audience to develop various erotic scenarios and at the same time, it prevents a direct 

queer reading and keeps the censorship at bay. Physical closeness and excessive attention or 

too soft a tenderness between women is overlaid with the atmosphere of female friendship 

Figure 3. 1. Irena, Barbara, and their male 

partners in a holiday house together. Woman 

and Woman. 

Figure 3. 1. Irena and Barbara starting a sensual 

caress. Woman and Woman. 
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which, viewed through a specifically socialist lens, renders any bond between women either a 

kind of sisterly affect or an outright mental disorder.386 The narrative of Woman and Woman 

develops around the conflict over the advancement project in a textile factory authored by 

Barbara and Irena’s lover and the factory’s executive manager, Kostek, the project originally 

completed by an ex-employee architect dismissed by Kostek. Barbara, after a series of highly 

affective meetings with Irena decides to return the considerable remuneration, refuses to 

receive the award for the project and departs from the city. Her managerial duties are continued 

by Irena who is then promoted further. The women meet accidently again after ten years to fall 

in a trap culminating in the clear admission of the intensity of the relationship.  

The tendency of the film to locate the two characters’ exchanges, when most affectively 

charged, outside home (in stairways, halls, work offices), emphasizes the inexorable 

entanglement of the private with the public. While this strategy might be read through Berlant’s 

critical notion that intimacy can be ‘portable, unattached to a concrete space’ through the 

various ‘kinds of connections that impact on people,387 it is additionally coloured by the 

suggestion that home is not a place to be trusted, is not a place of privacy. The transposition of 

Berlant’s observation of intimacy as one manipulated and appropriated to maintain the 

inviolability of the heteronormative project in neoliberal world, to the socialist cinematic 

reality, requires some qualification. While capitalist rhetoric, aimed at market needs and 

consumption, skilfully sells to people the fantasies of ‘good life’ within the ‘familial model of 

society’388 reproduced in ‘institutions of intimacy’389 organisation of the private sphere outside 

of home, which brings about the blending of it with the public one, sits at the core of two 

independent tendencies. If the socialist system aspires to the position of a guardian of its 

members controlling their private life,390 the socialist subject benefits from the unclear contours 

 
386 Under socialism, any disorders were attributed primarily to neurophysiologic or neurobiological 

origins. Psychosocial or psychodynamic aetiology was denied or distorted in line with the political 

ideology of the Communist Party. In this way, any, for instance sexual, non-normative behaviours were 

easily eradicated as psychiatric problems. For a better understanding of the mental health system as an 

institution of social and ideological control, see Bruce Cohen, Psychiatric Hegemony: A Marxist Theory 

of Mental Illness (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016). 
387 See Berlant, ‘Intimacy: A Special Issue’ in Intimacy (Chicago and London: The University of 

Chicago Press, 2000), pp. 1–9. 
388 Berlant, and Warner. ‘Sex in Public’, p. 549. 
389 Ibid. p. 553. 
390 With some elements of family life, like company and city canteens, laundries, nurseries transferred 

to the public sphere and living conditions inconceivably crammed, any form of intimate life was 

difficult. For an informative work on this aspect, see Janusz Żarnowski, Metamorfozy Społeczne. 

Metodologia - Ewolucja - Perspektywy. (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Neriton. Instytut Historii PAN, 

2011). 
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between the two realms. With the traditional family ties' substitution by, as Wojciech Tomasik 

notes, 'the fraternal loyalty',391 a sense of ambiguity allows, for example, for the close 

homosocial interactions. Not only does the understanding of the term 'intimate public' need to 

be redefined in this historical and ideological context, but also the idea of 'private space'392 

becomes recast. While for Berlant 'intimate publics' are intricately connected with the 

mechanisms of capitalism, under communism, they are entangled is complex relations to the 

state apparatuses. The replacement of public debate with official stereotypes of universal 

happiness, has transposed the public/private dichotomy to the state/private one. Coercion and 

surveillance experienced daily by socialist citizens393has bound 'intimate publics' via shared 

unhappiness and suffering changing them into the spaces of survival and, eventually, a space 

of refusal to accept alienation, marginalisation, and ideological indoctrination. 

 

With the public and private blended394 the private sphere becomes stretched to include extended 

family (Woman and Woman), half-private and half-professional groups (Debutante), small 

circles of friends (Ivy), intimates (Woman in a Hat). In other words, neither the mass-mediated 

‘demand for the traditional promise of intimate happiness to be fulfilled in everyone’s everyday 

life’395nor socialist intimacy, an issue on the outskirts of the social is limited to the private 

sphere as exclusively private. For example, the protagonists of Debutante (1981) practise 

intimate encounters publicly: at the house of Jerzy, their manager, with his wife, his 

administrator, Maria and his assistant, Ewa present and observing the scene with a quiet ennui 

(Figure 3, 4). The scene’s clear erotic nature is interlinked with the room accentuated as an 

official space through the figure of Maria sitting fully dressed at the desk lit brightly, on which 

rolls of documents and coffee cup suggests the workspace left for a while. In Stanisław 

Różewicz’s Woman in a Hat (1984), Ewa and Magda, absorbed in an equivocal physical 

interaction (Figure 3.5., 3.6.), are not embarrassed with the sudden appearance of Magda’s 

 
391 Wojciech Tomasik, Inżynieria Dusz. Literarura Realizmu Socjalistycznego w Planie ‘Propagandy 

Monumentalnej’ (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Leopoldinum, 1999), p. 131. 
392 For a study of the dynamics of the changes of the term 'home' in post-war Poland, see Zbigniew 

Opacki and Dagmara Opacka-Płaza, Dom - Spotkanie Przestrzeni Prywatnej i Publicznej Na Tle 

Przemian Cywilizacyjnych XIX i XX w (Gdańsk: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Gdańskiego, 2008). 
393 For the state’s encroachment on people’s live, see Nanette Funk, Magda Mueller, Gender Politics 

and Post-Communism: Reflections from Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union (London, 

Routledge, 1993). 
394 The popularity of the professional meetings in public places 'over a glass' is pointed out by Bogusław 

Tracz in his study 'Nie Tylko od Święta' which underlines 'drinking to payments, drinking during office 

hours and discussing all the private and professional matters', Bogusław Tracz, ‘Nie Tylko Od Święta’, 

Biuletyn Instytutu Pamięci Narodowej, (2007), pp. 25–27 (p. 29). 
395 Berlant, ‘Intimacy: A Special Issue’, p. 2. 
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boyfriend or his question, ‘Are you lesbians, you sneaky little devils?’ All these instances of 

the public performance of private affairs demonstrate that home, conventionally described as a 

sacred area ordering human life into a reasonable system, has been deprived of a part of its 

definitional substance in these films (and in late socialism in Poland in general).396 Thus, the 

myth of comfort and safety in the haven contained within normative family life, promoted, 

displayed and appropriated by the capitalistic marketing system, manifests itself here as 

localised somewhere between half-private and half-public sphere. This liminality of intimate 

spaces is constitutive of the diegetic atmosphere of ambiguity in which the relationships 

between women often vacillate between sisterhood, unrealised lesbianism, amorous friendship, 

and love-hate rivalry. Debutante tells a story of a neophyte architect, Ewa, deciding to engage 

in a new project of designing a Maritime Museum under the auspices of a renowned architect, 

Jerzy, a move requiring her resignation from a scholarship in Paris. After the arrival at the 

place, Jerzy, to Ewa’s amazement, is a rare presence. His colleague Maria runs the office on 

his behalf extending her office hours to Jerzy’s villa where she also lives together with Jerzy’s 

wife and soon, with Ewa herself. The relations between the villa’s dwellers are complicated 

and indeterminate, difficult to decipher. Rather than the women triangle’s competition over 

Jerzy’s favours, however, as it is suggested in the film’s most surface layer, Debutante 

positions centre stage the sentiments joining two main characters, Ewa and Maria. Maria 

Kornatowska defines these as ‘lesbian inclinations … not articulated, masked, camouflaged … 

 
396 For a broader discussion of the fusion of public and private as a corollary of the socialist system, see 

for example, Agnieszka Zembrzuska, The Socialist Model of Woman in Poland and its Soviet 

Prototype, IVM, Vienna, 2000. 

Figure 3. 3. Maria observing the openly erotic 

scene. Debutante. 

Figure 3. 2. Jerzy engaged in the activity erotically 

charged, observed by Maria and Ewa. Debutante. 
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[that] transpire in the dramaturgic logic, ‘between the pictures397 The ‘transpiring’ of the 

meanings not directly recognizable is partly achieved in the film through the incongruity, or 

even ludicrousness of the characters’ reactions. For example, Ewa, in not reciprocating the 

affections of her boyfriend or a colleague, seemingly directs the narrative towards the romance 

with Jerzy but once he signals his readiness, she chooses a sisterly bond with the other two 

women, a strategy coming as a surprise within the narrative development. In the penultimate 

scene Maria, drunk and devastated after the celebration of the project’s success and Jerzy’s 

invitation of Ewa to his bedroom, tries to commit suicide in the sea. Kornatowska finds the 

scene ‘decidedly perverse’ in that the women ‘are fighting with each other and the elements 

[(Figure 3.7,)] in clothes completely wet and clinging to their bodies. They look naked and 

mad’.398 The above interpretation highlights the flesh and bodily struggle as ‘perverse’ both 

because the scene coheres physical violence with desire and because the protagonists seem to 

clash with the ‘powers of nature’.399 The unintelligible coalescence of rage and eroticism in   

 
397 Kornatowska, Eros i Film, p. 161. 
398 Ibid. p.161. 
399 Kornatowska uses here the Polish word żywioł whose meaning, as either ‘powerful or dangerous 

natural phenomenon’ or ‘a violent phenomenon independent of one’s will’ (according to SJP) differs 

from the English word elements meaning atmospheric agencies or powers. Kornatowska’s description 

of the scene, therefore, might be translated as a fight against ‘powers of nature’ which would retain the 

double sense of the scene as a battle against nature in the sense of natural environment (the sea) and in 

the sense of the ‘natural’ predisposition to desire a same-sex person. 
 

Figure 3. 5. Ewa and Magda look at Marek, Magda’s 

boyfriend, provocatively. Woman in a Hat. 

Figure 3. 3. Marek enters the room, 

baffled at the eroticism of the girls’ 

embrace. Woman in a Hat. 
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this paroxysm of characters. The amorphousness and inexplicability mark a very similar scene 

at the end of Woman and Woman. When Barbara and Irena, each of them having achieved high 

rank position in different cities, unexpectedly meet after ten years, they happen to represent 

contradictory interests in the same project. While their intimacy seems to sparkle instantly Irena 

betrays both Barbara and her own husband with Barbara’s lover for the purpose of professional 

benefits. In the scene unveiling 

the betrayal, Irena, summoned 

by Barbara to come out of the 

boat in which she has spent the 

night with Barbara’s lover, 

emerges half naked and, 

realizing that her husband is 

leaving, jumps into water. The 

next shots register the dramatic 

sequence of running and 

crying, which ends in the 

unexpected affective embrace 

of Irena and Barbara (Figure 

3.8.). The inexplicability of the 

affective outburst might be read 

through what Berlant calls ‘minor intimacy’, that is such ‘desires for intimacy that bypass the 

couple or the life narrative it generates’.400 Without a language in which to describe the 

narrative between then, such intimacies are also homeless culturally, without a place within the 

known forms of being together and where the ‘minor intimacies’ could accrue the meaning and 

clarification. Minor intimacy, then, while freed from the heteronormative logic but one whose 

locale seems indistinctive and difficult to proliferate or be organized might be dismissed as 

ungraspable. And yet, its very ephemerality and slipperiness as well as its ‘naturally’ 

subversive character places minor intimacy as a good candidate for the broadened 

understanding of the proto-queer project. According to Berlant and Michael Warner, for a queer 

world to be initiated and developed, its originators need to build such modes of intimacy that 

is completely disjunct from the established spaces of home, kinship, or the couple.401 The 

 
400 See Berlant, ‘Intimacy: A Special Issue’, Critical Inquiry, 24:2 (1998), pp. 281–88 (p. 285). 
401 See Berlant and Warner, ‘Sex in Public’, p. 558 

Figure 3. 4. Maria and Ewa in water. Debutante. 
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intimacies constitutive of queer worlds are necessarily vulnerable but ingenious and fresh. In 

other words, the bypassing of the heteronormative rhetoric and attending to the locales beyond 

coupledom and family might lead to the new concept of what intimacy means and what it can 

do. Seen through the lens of such an understanding of queerness,402 the scenes analysed above 

might be qualified as what I call ‘proto-queer’ intimacies, that is the relationships whose 

amorphous and fleeting character carry a germ of opposition towards the classifying tortures 

of the world. 

The argument of the subversive or decompositional capacities of the proto-queer intimacies 

requires the geographical and historical grounding, even if it might (hopefully) generate future 

transnational and transhistorical 

research. Constitutive of the ‘proto-

queerness’ in my project is the 

contextualizing element, that is, not 

only the geopolitical anchorage but 

also the cultural particularities 

regarding intimate relations. And 

unlike the conventional cinematic 

space associated with love scenes, 

that is, the bedroom, the outside 

becomes the scenery for erotically 

charged affective encounters in 

these films. The need to leave the 

home or office bespeaks here the 

need for escape into the outside but 

also the escape from the inside. 

Irena and Barbara from Woman and Woman escape the town office of which Barbara is now 

Mayor,403 Ewa and Maria must leave Jerzy’s villa which is at the same time a workspace and 

 
402 For a deeper insight into the critical trends in queer scholarship that extend the scope of queer theory 

beyond the sexual, see for example, Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet; Halberstam, In a Queer 

Time and Place; Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (New York: Duke 

University Press Books, 2006). 
403 Monika Talarczyk Gubała claims that ‘two female friends who meet years after the conflict which 

separated them and who, looking each other’s in the eyes whisper: let’s go away somewhere, might be 

only lovers.’ See Gubała’s lecture titled ‘Kino kobiet w PRL-u jako kino mniejszości’, online access: 

<https://soundcloud.com/rozoweokularyprl3/monika-talarczyk-gubala-kino-1> 

Figure 3. 5. Irena and Barbara in a close embrace. Woman 

and Woman. 

https://soundcloud.com/rozoweokularyprl3/monika-talarczyk-gubala-kino-1
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in which, as Monika Talarczyk-Gubała, the author of the only monograph on Barbara Sass’s 

oeuvre contends, ‘the integration of the private and public sphere enables Jerzy to manipulate 

the women’s emotionality in a situation where from the living room/office the paths were 

leading directly to the female tenants’ bedrooms’.404 Not only does the film problematize the 

blurriness of the realms of privacy and publicness but it also gestures at the broader political 

milieu with the centrality of the government whose arm reach people’s private spaces including 

living rooms or bedrooms. While surveillance in late socialist Poland is not that much 

omnipresent as in the times of Stalinism and not as oppressive as in other countries of the Soviet 

bloc, it is still felt rather harshly.405 Small flats, rented rooms, cubbyholes as the living space 

of the protagonists of these films, provoke the confrontations. ‘The walls’ as Iwona Kurz notes, 

‘weigh against the characters, bedevilled by the materiality’s claustrophobic pressure’ (Kurz 

71). Ewa from Debutante lives in a tiny room before moving to Jerzy’s place, Barbara from 

Woman and Woman in a small flat whose door are always ajar, with people coming and going. 

 
404 See Talarczyk-Gubała, Wszystko o Ewie, p. 187. 
405 There are numerous books and publications exploring the surveillance, censorship and life under 

state socialism, but I would recommend two of them: Eva Hoffman’s Exit into History and Jennifer L. 

Creech’s Mothers, Comrades and Outcasts. The former is invaluable for its depiction of the changes in 

five of the Soviet bloc’s countries, experienced by the author travelling to these countries herself. The 

latter one is a rare investigation of the GDR’s cultural history through the lens of the DEFA’s ‘women’s 

film’, see Jennifer Creech, Mothers, Comrades, and Outcasts in East German Women’s Fil, 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2016). For a more nostalgic mood of referring to the 

communist era, providing detailed examination of the post-industrial landscape of the second world 

Europe, see Charity Scribner, Requiem for Communism. Cambridge (Massachusetts, The MIT Press, 

2003). 
 

Figure 3. 9. Block of flats in which Ewa lives 

by day. Woman in a Hat. 

Figure 3. 6. Block of flats in which Ewa lives at 

night. Woman in a Hat. 
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Kinga, the protagonist of Ivy, incessantly observes a family life from her flat’s window. 

Another Ewa, the main protagonist of Woman in a Hat, lives in a rented room to which the 

noise of the city never stops. But not only the living space but also the whole architecture and 

organization of socialist cities is constitutive of the feeling of oppression and lack of intimate 

environment. The latter Ewa lives in an anthill, typical for Polish socialist landscape ‘generic 

Polish apartment … decorated in generic beige,’ Hoffman observes, ‘[where] much of Polish 

life has happened ‘and‘it’s for such apartments that people waited and bribed and hoped’.406 

Ewa leaves her block of  flats (Figure 3.10.) day after day and comes back night after night 

(Figure 3.9.) and still traverses the same small, dilapidated courtyard. In the streets, the crowd 

does not give one the feeling of the warmth of the fellow human beings strolling around. 

Architecturally, Warsaw ‘… bears all the marks of the almost wilfully pedestrian socialist-

collectivist style. There are no restaurants’, Hoffman writes, ‘no posters or neon lights, nothing 

to reassure one … Only the broad streets, the depressing buildings, and the gray’.407 Simply 

put, neither home nor public sphere offers intimate spaces or spaces where intimacy could 

flourish (“How long could one sit on the bench in the park together?”, asks one of the 

transgender protagonists in Lubiewo).408 The uniformity of colour, style and ways of living is 

an underpinning factor of the pervasive impasse, an endless tedious time.  

The films of the period register, as Grażyna Bochenek contends, ‘a desire of female 

protagonists to realize themselves as the cause of their crisis and confusion’.409 The 

protagonists, Bochenek continues, ‘are trapped, adrift and on the verge of a nervous 

 
406 Hoffman, Exit into History, p. 3. The dwellings in the Soviet Union of the time have even more 

oppressive but structurally different character. In Svetlana Boym’s description, ‘komunalka as a 

‘communal apartment, which is a specifically Soviet form of urban living, a memory of a never-

implemented utopian communist design, an institution of social control, and the breeding ground for 

grass-roots informants between the 1920s and the 1980. The communal neighbors … are joined together 

in a kind of premodern "mutual responsibility" (krugovaia poruka) - the old form of collectivity and 

centralized control practiced in the Russian villages since the time of the Mongol invasions … with a 

shared bathroom, corridor and kitchen that usually serves as the neighbors' battleground’, see Svetlana 

Boym, Common Places (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2009), p. 266. 
407 Hoffman, p. 4. 
408 Lubiewo/Lovetown by Michał Witkowski considered the first Polish queer novel exposes a world 

that has never before been portrayed: the gay underground of socialist Wrocław, see Witkowski, 

Lovetown. British press encourages ‘all readers who might feel either intimated or guilty about enjoying 

the company’ of queens from ‘a country you're probably more used to providing your plumber than 

your literature, reassure yourself (…)’, see Neil Bartlett, ‘Lovetown by Michal Witkowski’. The 

Guardian, (Mar. 2010), pp. 10–11. 
409 Grażyna Bochenek, Wizerunki Kobiet w Kinie PRL-u. (Kraków, Jaggiellonian Digital Library), 

2008, unpublished PhD thesis, p. 237. 
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breakdown’.410 Indeed, Ewa, the protagonist of Woman in a Hat, is introduced as a disturbed 

figure. She is a young sensitive actress working in the theatre where she plays a third-rate role 

of a mannequin,411 and dreams of a big role but when she is offered to play Cordelia, the 

youngest daughter of Lear in King Lear, the role is snatched by Ewa's colleague who uses her 

feminine charms to persuade the theatre director to change his mind. It is this disparity between 

the promise of professional fulfilment and a lived reality of the defeat, that manifests what 

Lauren Berlant terms ‘impasse’. While her professional career entails frequent acquiescence to 

the advances of the theatre directors or playwrights, a functioning within, according to Iwona 

Kurz, ‘a certain system … producing morally barren individuals’,412 her mother insists on 

Ewa's precipitate marriage.  

Unwilling to accede to either, Ewa wanders the streets of Warsaw, moving endlessly in taxis, 

by trains, on foot, like a flâneuse, a detached observer413 of the socialist reality of the 

everyday.414 Such an experience of presentness, stretched formlessly amid the deterioration of 

the hierarchies of truth and knowledge, amid the erosion of the legitimacy of institutions and 

the government locates Ewa in the very centre of impasse. Lauren Berlant defines different 

inflections of impasse, one of which is described as ‘coasting through life’ when ‘one finds 

oneself adrift amid normative intimate or material terms of reciprocity without … procedures 

for managing it’. In other words, one is muddling along unable to decipher the structure into 

which one has crammed involuntarily. But while for Berlant an impasse marks a point of a 

pause, a stoppage of the perceptual processes that enables one to sense affectively the 

unbearability of the situation in which they are enmeshed, the films discussed in this chapter 

reveal the living on, with the awareness of the discomfort of such a life but without the crisis 

which would make the impossibility of the situation legible. While we cling to toxic objects 

due to, as Berlant suggests, these attachments' capacity to anchor us in the hope for any future 

event and due to the imagined intolerability of the loss of these objects, the socialist impasse is 

lacking in anchorage or future prospect of change. Therefore, its subjects dwell in paralysis, 

 
410 Ibid., p. 238. 
411 The play in which Ewa plays is Bruno Jasieński's socialist grotesquerie The Mannequin Ball (1931), 

mocking the capitalist powers. 
412 Kurz, ‘"Zamknięci w czterech ścianach?”, p. 158. 
413 For an interesting comparison of Woman in Hat and Agnes Varda’s  Cléo from 5 to 7 (1962), see 

Rafał Marszałek’s lecture ‘Kobieta w Kapeluszu’, ‘Kobieta w Kapeluszu, Dr Rafał Marszałek’. 

YouTube, uploaded by Akademia Polskiego Filmu, 10 Aug. 2013, 

<www.youtube.com/watch?v=XABxakh0L9E> 
414 Berlant, Lauren. Cruel Optimism, p. 200. 
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unable to respond to the situation, even if they register some of its aspects. Ewa is inhabiting a 

space of essentially incompletable aporia, between a dream of a big role/rich life and fear of 

plunging into it with full force. She does transactions daily: opens the door to the plumber, to 

her girlfriend, to her professor; she listens to the noise from the street and the far away music 

at the same time; she talks to people over the phone using the lines from Shakespeare and sees 

herself in visionary flashbacks simultaneously as a small girl in a white dress, Cordelia strolling 

along the seashore and a modern girl reciprocating interests of a stranger on the beach. In other 

words, Ewa embodies, in 

this artistic and 

aesthetically refined film, a 

figure experiencing time in 

its ongoingness, surveying 

the prosaic details of life 

lived in the interstices of 

bus stops, bread queues, 

yards mixed with the half-

real atmosphere of the 

dressing rooms. Captured 

on the border of different 

temporal trajectories when 

she looks out the window 

through which the whole 

assemblage of people, trams and cars, gestures, smiles cram into her flat with its present chaotic 

urgency and the nostalgic piano music reaching her from behind, from the inside of the flat, 

Ewa is measuring time with the tempo and order of her thoughts embodied in a voice-over 

reciting fragments of some script (Figure 3.11.). Inherent in the peculiar temporal thickness of 

this film is the absurdity of life in socialist Poland.415 While Woman in a Hat does not, as 

Bochenek notes, ‘place centre stage the struggle with economic crisis, scarcity of goods or 

material misery focusing rather on the human condition of the main protagonist’,416 this reality, 

 
415 Among the well-known examples of life in socialist Poland of the 1970s and 1980s, like constant 

queues or food rationing, the film weaves into its narrative less frequently recollected ones, like a 

permanent lack of clothes (Ewa’s friend boasts about having sewn a dress from three handkerchiefs) or 

illegal trade of meat (Do you need something? Veal? Black pudding?, asks a woman knocking at Ewa’s 

door late in the evening). 
416 Bochenek, p. 259. 

Figure 3. 7. Ewa in the window, on the border of different temporal 

worlds. Woman in a Hat. 
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full of contradictions and grotesque disparities adds to the sense of the inconceivability of 

things. Perhaps the most germane to grasping the temporal paralysis in which Woman in a Hat 

is submerged, is Chantal Akerman’s From the East/D’Est (1993), an experimental film which 

through extremely long shots of Poland (re)creates the hypnotic catalogue of people and 

landscapes. Numerous shots of this film seem to document what Ewa sees from her window: 

people marching and people waiting in large train stations with the imprint of the past on their 

impassive faces (Figure 3.12.). Revealed through these faces of others are the memories of the 

director’s mother lived vicariously by the viewers. And Ewa, too, recognizes in the faces of 

strangers both the snippets of her childhood, fragments of her life which has never happenedas 

Cordelia talking to her father, and the unlived scenes of her future perfect life. In other words, 

Ewa measures time by the rhythm of her inner world. Woman in a Hat seems set for queering. 

The instances of the (un)logic of daily life in real socialism, the pervasive need for two main 

processes, kombinować417 and załatwiać418 as means of adaptation or survival and linking 

 
417 kombinować – Polish word meaning seeking combinations, putting together several elements in 

anone-too-straightforward puzzle. It was necessary to kombinować to survive in the socialist system. 
418 załatwiać - Polish word meaning the use of friends, bribes, personal charm or connections to get 

something done. This was particularly useful in the days of state socialism, as it was easier to get 

something you wanted through guile as opposed to official means 

Figure 3. 8. From the East (Ackerman, 1993). 
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people in a life within the system, are manifested in the film as different temporality from 

which Ewa is alive, joking, smiling, in tune with the rhythm of words and gestures (Figure 

3.13.). The dreamy atmosphere is here superimposed by joyful erotic excess violating the mood 

of stickiness and weight. In the presentation of Ewa as a female figure beyond time, 

asynchronous with the mainstream paths of life, hung in a specifically belated temporal order, 

Woman in a Hat foregrounds the aspects of proto-queer positionality within the socialist pattern 

of life. One aspect of proto-queerness might be, borrowing from Elizabeth Freeman, a ‘not-

quite-queer-enough longing for form’,419 the forms of belonging forgotten ‘in the idiosyncratic 

piles [of] cultural debris,420 the ‘ways of living aslant to dominant forms … and thus out of 

synch with state-sponsored narratives of belonging’.421 In reimagining the forgotten bodily 

sensations with the sensibilities of the present, Freeman registers the encounter of the past in 

 
419 Although Freeman’s phrase ‘not-queer-enough’ refers to one of the queer theory’s recent trends of 

pastness spearheaded by Heather Love’s book Feeling Backward, see Heather Love, Feeling Backward: 

Loss and the Politics of Queer History (Cambridge, Massachusetts: London, Harvard University Press, 

2009), I use it here as signifying the manifestations of the sensibilities too amorphous or 

underdeveloped, or too transient to be grasped or defined as queer, especially that  the term was not 

known in today’s meaning in the 1970s Poland. 
420 Freeman, Time Binds. p. xiii. 
421 Ibid., p. xv. 

Figure 3. 9. Ewa and Ala kissing and caressing. Woman in a Hat. 
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the present. If Freeman’s delineation of the registers of queer time disarticulates it from the 

‘chrononormative’ regimes of capitalist temporal push, I focus on the ‘longing for form’ as a 

performative force deranging subjects from the sequential flow of time and orienting them 

towards open non-hypostatised possibilities of living athwart the pervasive forms of belonging. 

However, proto-queer longing is tracked here through the fin de siècle of the socialist era in 

Poland, most of whose members declared hostility towards belonging to the regimes of grouped 

intimacies422 of the bodies herded together to enact their enthusiasm for the socialist project. 

The numerous forms of training people to ‘socialise’ in the name of socialist brotherhood, like 

compulsory participation in May Day Parades or the so-called ‘giving back to the community’ 

actions associate togetherness and public intimacy with the socialist governmental tactics423 

Unlike, then, Western neoliberal rhetoric of the home codified as the private site of the family 

and emotional intimacy, socialist ideology ties emotional closeness with others to individual 

commitment to the public cause, estranging it from instinctive desire of belonging. 

Consequently, the ‘natural’ tendency for ‘deviants’ to seek kinship among the heterogeneity of 

strangers magnetized to each other under the auspices of organized collaboration becomes 

discarded.  

With the home hollowed out of privacy and nowhere to go, proto-queer protagonists of the 

films discussed in this chapter stay adrift, circling around. One excellent exemplification of 

this ‘nowhere to go’ aura is the main protagonist of Ivy. Kinga, a thirtysomething single mother 

of intellectual artistic background, loosely connected with different lovers keeps, in a state of 

constant trepidation, undertaking different activities without success. She tries writing a book, 

cooperating in completing a theatre script, knitting, floor cleaning and stringing pearls. The 

pages land in the bin with a sigh shit, the knitting gets unstitched and the pearls scatter on the 

floor. ‘Oppressive’, concludes the atmosphere Dolińska Elżbieta in the film’s review.424 Kinga 

flounces through life in ‘animated suspension’, with a sense of whirling in the same place. The 

film’s narrative is not resolving anything, the events are sprawling around in the same 

 
422 While the Western ethos privileged nuclear family as the private site, socialist propagandist tactics 

favoured grouped collective acts as a token of patriotic sensibilities. 
423 There is a vast literature on the subject of socialist project in Easter Europe in its dimensions 

regarding ideology and intimacy. See for example English language publications like Michael 

Kennedy’s Envisioning Eastern Europe, see Michael Kennedy, Envisioning Eastern Europe: 

Postcommunist Cultural Studies (Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1994), or, already 

mentioned, or Ellen Berry’s Post-Communism and the Body Politc. For a clear delineation of the 

strategies of real socialism tying people to its values, see, for example, Kurt Biraj’s essay, ‘Communist 

Nostalgia in Eastern Europe.’ 
424 See Elżbieta Dolińska, ‘Duszno’. Film, 23, 1984, pp. (8–9), p. 9. 
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horizontal dimension. The impasse as, coming back to Lauren Berlant, ‘a holding station that 

doesn’t hold securely but opens out into anxiety’,425 converges here with the impasse of the 

whole country defined by Kinga herself saying, ‘Something’s in the air, people go crazy’. The 

‘dogpaddling’ dimension of socialist trajectory of life is bound to intensify as people live in 

the genre without hope for another future,426 in the interim between one socio-political order 

dying and any new one not yet arrived at. The withdrawal of a tangible imaginable future (with 

the evacuation of the communist promise already known) as an aspirational stimulation of the 

present turns people’s focus onto the present itself as the only genre to which adaptation is 

possible. This temporal regime of the present permeates all the films I discuss here, from the 

narrative in Debutante, bookended between Ewa’s arrival at the architect’s office and her 

departure from the city, through the two women’s intimate relationship coming full circle in 

Woman and Woman, through Ewa’s constant comings and goings in Woman in a Hat to 

Kinga’s roaming around in Ivy. The impasse as ‘historical present’, Berlant’s crucial concept 

grasping the moment of the collision of temporalities in the wake of an affective tremor of 

unknowing, of finding one’s reservoir of the means of responding empty, might be identified 

in three scenes of the film that I analyse below. 

 In registering two landscapes of crowded attendance, one after another, which Kinga witnesses 

with her daughter, the film tracks her growing confusion till the point of panicked escape. The 

juxtaposition of huge plains with people scattered around and mobile, with Kinga's frozen 

figure in the middle, makes time seem to be swollen, infused with different temporalities whose 

snippets flash through Kinga's mind and find reflection in her facial responses. One of the 

events is a May Day parade during which the people passing bear hallmarks of different modes 

of adaptation to ‘the elongated durée of the present moment’. A working-class family in their 

Sunday-best with small girls in the arms, red ribbons in their hair, strutting proudly, young girls 

with green spiky hair belonging to the future artistic circles, some middle-aged white-collars 

 
425 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 82. 
426 My references to the situation of impasse in Poland in the 1970s and 1980s does not mean that this 

gloomy picture disallow people to rejoice in life. I claim that the films discussed in this chapter 

highlightthe hopelessness of most of life’s dimensions and people’s general dissatisfaction. A 

particularly important aspect of this kind of life seems to be the ‘overdetermination’ of life in the sense 

of its predictability and lack of anchor. As Hanna Świda-Ziemba describes in her much-cited book, 

Człowiek  wewnętrznie zniewolony, ‘the system aimed at creating the impression that the current power 

relations were constant and incontrovertible and any hope for change was absurd. The society was to 

be assured of no other future than the present’, see Hanna Świda-Ziemba, Człowiek Wewnętrznie 

Zniewolony. Problemy Psychosocjologiczne Minionej Formacji (Warszawa: Uniwersytet Warszawski, 

1998), p. 238. 
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with their jackets characteristically thrown over one shoulder. All these people are marching 

in front of Kinga standing together with her friend Jutka and Kinga’s daughter, as the camera 

is panning slowly at the background of a huge poster of Karl Marx (Figure 3.14.) carried by 

young boys with red ties. Marx’s image, turned horizontally, a signification of the disgrace of 

its promise, vanishing and emerging from behind different figures, flags and banners, overlaid 

by Kinga’s remark, ‘Do you know I cried when Stalin died? All the kids were crying’ 

emphasize the abstract d world superseded by a lived texture of the everyday. Kinga is looking 

on as people are coming and going plunged in the space of imaginary comfort of living on as 

constant tailoring to what they are faced with, ready for modifications and transformations, 

even if no futurity or hopeful horizon is guaranteed to them. This noisy event, separated by 

Kinga’s rush to and from the dentist, home and back, always late, and breathless, is juxtaposed 

with a long scene of the Feast of Corpus Christi with crowds engrossed in prayer kneeling on 

the grass. Kinga’s incongruity with any of the moods becomes clear for the audience witnessing 

her hurried escape from each of the places. This constant rush and anxiety, inability to find her 

own place and being permanently late seem to be signposting her disjunction and out-of-

jointness. The only, as she calls it herself, reference point are her female friends with whom 

she spends most of her time, day, and night, (You would readily give your daughter away to 

have more time for your, of BOTH SEXES, remarks her ex-husband). While the closing scenes 

of a party underscore the 

physical and emotional 

closeness of Kinga and her 

girlfriends (Figure 3.15.), the 

opening scene ushers the 

audience into the world of 

bohemian life with the bunch 

of young women dancing in 

pairs in the streets of Warsaw 

at night (Figure 3.16.). While 

Figure 3. 10. The poster of Karl Marx. Ivy. 
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the scene might be interpreted as just innocent, if strangely contrasting the overwhelming 

atmosphere of Polish cities at the time, (the film was made in 1982, a period of martial law and 

strict curfew). This joyful dance might suggest antics of youth and yet, the emotional closeness 

and a sensual touch to the bodies’ proximity seem to suggest something more. The women 

sleep together and eat together, attend public events together and in a sense, raise Kinga’s 

daughter together (Emilka has too many people to love, Kinga’s lover concludes). In other 

words, Kinga lives in a kind of commune with her female friends structuring her world. Close 

to the film’s climax, amidst the agitation, singing and joking during a female party at Kinga’s 

flat, she is suddenly accused by all the women present of the chaos of life she lives and of her 

child’s neglect. The guests leave and Kinga, devastated, breaks into tears. This moment of 

epiphany about her own otherness (You want me to be just normal, as you all are, Kinga says) 

and lack of anchorage resonates with Berlant’s description of a ‘”drama of adaptation” in which 

people have to be seen seeing that they no longer have an account of how to live’427 In allowing 

Kinga to experience the crisis of exclusion and rejection, and in foregrounding her isolation 

when a lifeworld of non-normative fantasy affiliations like unidentified collective sensual 

proximity falls apart, Ivy underlines the incommensurability of the needs of 'other' with the 

ones of other people. Kinga, as another version of proto-queer protagonist, can only stick to 

the present without a promise, prepared for non-gratification for her searches, eternally 

immersed in the world of constant attempts and failures, a stance presented in the film by way 

 
427 Lauren Berlant and Jay Prosser, ‘Life Writing and Intimate Publics: A Conversation with Lauren 

Berlant’, Biography, 34:1 (2011), pp. 180–87 (p.182). 

Figure 3. 15. Kinga and Jutka at the party. Ivy. Figure 3. 11. Kinga and Jutka dancing in the street. 

Ivy. 
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of a performance titled ‘Rising Man’428 who is clad in a mixture of protective clothing of a 

welder and the attributes of a disabled person. He wears a welding helmet and footwear, but 

his arms and legs are placed in wooden splints immobilizing his whole body (Figure 3.17.). 

The man’s agonizing attempts to rise from the floor, each time ruthlessly axed by the splints 

going apart on a slippery floor, mirror Kinga’s situation of groping for a world to live vertically 

but the uncertainty of the ground and the seemingly anchoring pillars leave her fallen. While 

fluctuating among uncertainty and disconnection, her destiny seems to be to persist in conflict 

and indecision since, as Berlant cautions, ‘without allowing for ambivalence, there is no 

flourishing.429 In other words, only through a coexistence of the ambitious self-sustained life 

aspirations and the sense of not-thriving after all, can Kinga stay ready.  

 

While Ivy’s proto-queer protagonist 

moves animatedly around the 

landscape of parallel worlds to 

realize that she is always already 

suspended between them, Ewa, the 

main protagonist of Woman in a Hat, 

analysed earlier in this chapter, is 

living simultaneously in all the 

worlds that surrounds her. The chain 

of microevents, occurring lazily not 

one by one but next to each other, is 

not constitutive of the narrative’s 

progress but it rather evokes certain emotions or moods. Rather than conventional flashback 

method for signifying temporal change, the film submerges Ewa into the worlds ‘naturally’ as 

if they existed at the same elongated present. She percolates through different realities and 

temporalities bearing imprints of moments past and future as they are permeating each other 

on the verge of a dream. Ewa’s obsessive returns to the same incomplete moments from the 

past (like a photography session in which she participates as a schoolgirl or a scene with her 

father stroking her sister’s hair methodically and slower than needed), mark the excavated 

 
428 The performance was staged only once for the film’s needs by a real performer, Zbigniew 

Warpechowski, one of the first artists around the world to take up performance art. 
429 See Lauren Berlant and Lee Edelman, Sex, or the Unbearable (Durham: Duke University Press, 

2013), p. 61. 

Figure 3. 18. Zbigniew Warpechowski’s performance 

‘Rising Man’. To the left, Kinga with her daughter. Ivy. 
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memories as changed by a detail or two each time they materialize themselves, pointing to the 

porosity of past time in the present. The film’s emphasis on the sense of importance of these 

moments but its refusal to suggest meaning evokes the workings of the subconscious: Ewa 

knows there is something beneath the events but does not know what it is. 

The film’s absorption in the slowness and its melancholy rhythm have been associated by some 

critics with the atmosphere of the period infused in ‘the sense of impasse, hopelessness and 

futility’,430 a time symbolized by the unattainability of a roll of toilet paper ‘worth relinquishing 

human decency’.431 But I propose the reading of this film as a gesture towards the future loss 

of the proto-queer promise in the wake of martial law blocking the nascent queer voice in 

Poland.432 The disharmony of Ewa’s internal landscape with other temporalities becomes 

particularly intense if set against the matrix of the eternally unreeling present whose ‘now’ is 

amplified through long camera shots focused on daily life and its nuisance (tap water of brown 

colour running endlessly). And not only is the present one version of the past but also the past 

easily permeates the future suggesting the temporal flow backwards as well as forwards, both 

zones being persistently present in the swollen present moment. Simply put, time is not 

chronological or linear but knotted into a disarranged tousle of temporal loops and folds.  

This insistence on the complexity of temporal structure is attributable to the placement of Ewa 

as one fitting nowhere, being part of but not belonging to. Whether at work or in the street, at 

her mother’s place or on the beach with a stranger, she is exposed, highlighted, marked through 

her anachronistic quality and a specific belatedness. In other words, time is not a register of the 

events but rather, it is used as a strategy for imparting the sense of proto-queer sensibility. The 

film’s preoccupation with time and Ewa’s troubled inching through it becomes even more 

complex if put into conversation with the theatre performances, one currently realized and one 

as a future project (Shakespeare’s King Lear), both a matrix for yet another time zone for Ewa 

to inhabit. Ewa, supposed to play Cordelia - a significant detail in itself, given Cordelia’s 

embodiment of exclusion, banishment and sacrifice to the heartlessness and injustice of the 

world - ‘becomes’ the anachronistic figure in the sense of her incorporation of Cordelia’s 

 
430 Bartosz Żurawiecki, ‘Szara Strefa’, Strona Kultury, (2011), pp. 2–11 (p. 7). 
431 Ibid. p. 8. 
432 The first unofficial gay movement in Poland started in the late 1970s in cooperation with Austrian 

gay organization HOSI, a movement brutally squashed in the 1980s by means of the so-called operation 

Hyacinth in which 11 000 homosexuals were arrested. For an elaboration on the events and the 

delineation of their political underpinnings, see Piotr Sobolczyk’s article ‘Foucault: Madness and 

Surveillance in Warsaw’. See Piotr Sobolczyk, ‘Foucault: Madness and Surveillance in Warsaw’, 

Foucault Studies, (2018), pp. 174–90. 
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language. For example, when asked about her father during a visit to the ethnographic museum, 

Ewa responds: He is King while the camera exposes from among the exhibits a black mask 

with empty orbital cavities. Ewa’s memories of the future, as she strolls along the seashore 

with her father the King, instantiate her ‘doubling, a multiplied being in alloyed time zones’.433 

Thus, the merging and mutual influence of the film narrative and the play’s fragments 

contribute to the non-relational functioning between the two mediums. No longer a bricolage 

of independent fragments but rather, in Piotr Dobrowolski’s analysis, a ‘hybridised node of the 

threads of divergent specificity belonging to different but internally connected frames’.434 The 

theatre-to be, with its Shakespearian atmosphere as well as the ‘real’ performance whose 

‘modern’ overtone is disrupted by mannequins (evoking falsity and unreality) as the main 

characters, add to the anachronistic feel of the film. Woman in a Hat might be called an 

instantiation of what Lauren Berlant calls ‘heightened anachronism’ where ‘[m]ultiple forces 

converge, yet things remain out of joint’. Indeed, the multitemporal signification of temporal 

regimes in Woman in a Hat, giving testimony to and claiming their affiliation with times past, 

future and the ‘now’, temporal orders ‘coming together and apart at the seams’ but never 

cancelling one another, place the main female protagonist always already somewhere else, an 

incoherent outcast. Inherent in Ewa’s temporal disjunction is her anachronistic style, a partial 

incorporation of twentieth-century boarding school miss with a serious Shakespearian heroine. 

Her baffling belatedness of reaction and the content of her response, an incoherence between 

gesture and its consequence, drastically disrupts what is expected which is another aspect of 

her proto-queer relational disharmony or backwardness. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Proto-queer quality, while manifested in various modalities of female cinematic presence in 

the films analysed in this thesis, becomes in this chapter inseparable from the ongoing 

everydayness of life specifically inflected with socialist project’s corollary. Taking presentness 

as their residence, the films discussed here inevitably immerse themselves into the temporality 

of non-events or ritualistic repetition in the interstices of which deviant longings lurk in pauses, 

 
433 Jagilski, ‘Kapelusz i Kobieta’. Kino, 2018, pp. 8–14. 
434 Piotr Dobrowolski, ‘Historie Równoległe, Zbieżne, Przeciwstawne. Teatr Dramatyczny w Filmie 

Jako Alternatywa i Dopełnienie Fabuły’, Kwartalnik Filmowy, (2014), pp. 32–43 (p. 39). 
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withheld gestures and delayed responses. In fine-tuning Berlant’s concept of impasse, I have 

developed a reading of four films made in the late phase of state socialism in Poland, 

demonstrating their illumination of specific kind of impasse which informs the films’ 

protagonists’ rotating in circles without rims. The socialist inflection of the impasse and the 

blurred borders between the private/public divide evacuates intimacies beyond the orbit of 

legibility. The imaginary comfort of living on locates itself in the liminal space between home 

- no longer a zone of safety and privacy - and the public privatised and surveyed, causing 

confusion and chaos in the flourishing of lives. 

While human intimacy inhabits shaky grounds in these films, female intense relationships 

fluctuate between conventionally acceptable relations and transgressions. This undecidability 

manifests itself in scenes of ambiguous, if quite dramatic resonance. Hardly adumbrated by the 

narrative logic, then, female protagonists engage in intimacies which seem unexpected to the 

audience and which suggest another layer of the film beneath the surface of the one that is seen 

on screen. The unexpected encounter after a ten-year break between Irena and Barbara in 

Woman and Woman instantly transforms into close embrace which persists even in the face of 

betrayal and disparate professional interests. Maria and Ewa in Debutante never close and even 

unfriendly colleagues abruptly lock each other in a scene of aggression violence and some 

desperate love. The above examples testify to the unidentified intensities in women relationship 

which I call proto-queer in this thesis. 

 

 In the second part of the chapter, I analyse the implications of temporal (dis)order as a crucial 

factor in outlining the proto-queer quality of the female protagonists as located aslant toward 

the normative temporal mobility. Two of the examined films, Ivy and Woman in a Hat, are 

particularly interesting in demonstrating temporal disharmony and its impact on and 

investment in the female protagonists’ sense of proto-queer out-of-jointness. And thus, Kinga, 

experiencing the relational unreliability and a failure in finding a path towards flourishing, 

finds herself coasting through life in the ongoing present without an anchor. Ewa, on the other 

hand, sutured to the fragmentary time passages but unable and unfitted to inhabit any of them, 

persists in the ambivalence between genres of life. 
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Chapter Four 

 

Triangulation of transgressive desires and temporal disjunction through the dream genre 

in Revenge, Sérénite, and Whirl 

 

 

The dream is not a modality of the imagination the dream is 

the first condition of its possibility435 

History is not adding up to something, but resonates in a 

hovering, overdetermined environment where unresolved 

effects suture the scene in which plot plays out436 

 

At the beginning of Tomasz Zygadło’s Revenge/Odwet (1982), two young men blow up a 

mountain with a dynamite and fly into the sky. Diegetically convincing, since preceded by no 

visual or aural signs heralding its oddity, the flight ushers the viewer into the logic of a diegesis 

whose ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ elements osmotically permeate one another. The men arrive at a 

wedding lounge, but the guests are dancing with axes in their heads; they visit an inn, but the 

receptionist leads them into the mountains. While carefully circumventing, however, the 

incongruities of a surrealistic touch,437 Revenge nevertheless steers towards a world whose 

438conventional referential relationship between the image and reality is revoked. Rather than 

reveal inner landscapes of the protagonists’ minds or constitute their wish fulfilment, the 

‘dreams’ trigger the images. In other words, ‘dreams’, as in the above citation of Michel 

Foucault, are prior to and constitutive of ‘reality’. For Sigmund Freud, the dream, as he 

 
435 Michel Foucault and Ludwig Binswanger, Dream and Existence (New York: Humanities Press 

International, 1993), pp. 66-67. 
436 Berlant, ‘Structures of Unfeeling: Mysterious Skin’, International Journal of Politics, Culture, and 

Society, 28:3 (2015), pp. 191–213 (p. 192). 
437 The surreal elements of Revenge, especially its revolutionary impulse, gesture clearly towards the 

surreal character of the socialist system. For the elaboration on the system’s surreal grotesqueness tied 

to art in Poland, see Waldemar Frydrych’s account of the underground campaign called 'Orange 

Alternative' ridiculing social and political absurdities of socialist system in Poland, see Waldemar 

Frydrych, Lives of the Orange Men: A Biographical History of the Polish Orange Alternative Movement 

(London: Minor Compositions, 2014). 
438 Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams (New York: Avon Books, 1965). 
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delineates in The Interpretation of Dreams, is a combination of incorporation of memory from 

the prior day coined the “day residue”, organic stimuli, and mental activities during sleep. 

Somewhat in dialogue with Freud’s formulation of a dream as ‘the via regia to a knowledge of 

the unconscious in the psychic life’, Foucault points to the significance of the materiality of a 

dream itself in the life of an individual. Thus, while Freud focuses on the semantic function of 

a dream, Foucault inspires us to engage the images within a dream to discover their own 

language. 

In elucidating his account of the relation between imagination, dream and reality, Foucault 

notices that dreams follow their own laws, and their visual representations are ‘somewhat more 

than the immediate fulfilment of meaning’.439 In doing this, Foucault opens up a new mode of 

associations, which might be translated into the language of the film. More specifically, 

Foucault's claim of the generative capacity of dream emerges as productive in the analysis of 

the films in this chapter and allows me to follow the logic of the films' dreamy imagery and 

fantasy rather than explore them in relation to the pre-existing ‘reality’ from the history of the 

dreaming subjects. The analysis of dreams through the prism of what they are and do rather 

than through what they symbolise or the extent to which they represent ‘reality’, allows me to 

observe how, to borrow from Lauren Berlant cited above, ‘unresolved effects suture the scene 

in which plot plays out’.440 In reading through this phrase, we can see how the fragmented 

imagery of historical events like the death of Stalin, the Solidarity movement, liberational 

uprisings against the partitional powers interwoven with the dismal professional prospects of 

the late socialism, the contingency of life and its general horizon-lessness, become the stage on 

which the actors' lives develop. All these are manifested by disjunctive points of reference 

assuming legibility if perceived directly, without the attempts to track the logical connections 

of the fragments. conflation of the anachronistic episodes affixed to the landscape of dream's 

temporal logic disentangles the film’s free flow. In pursuing the path of dreamy incoherence 

of the film’s otherwise realist diegesis, Revenge situates unconventional sexualities and their 

configurations in the sphere of potentiality and their expression within the realm of 

epistemological possibility. The sexual dissidents populate all the films discussed in this 

chapter (Revenge/Odwet, Henryk Jacek Schoen’s Whirl/Wir (1983) and Alina Skiba’s Sérénité/ 

Sérénité (1988) and clustered here for the oneiric441 quality they share, rather than a thematic 

 
439 Foucault and Binswanger, p. 35. 
440 Berlant, ibid. 
441 By the term ‘oneiric’ I mean a dream-like mode of narration and visualisation, which blurs the line 

dividing reality from illusion. 
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kinship or narrative structure. The dream mode of telling a story in these films not only infuses 

the 'deviant' sexualities with the sense of ‘normality’ but it also, in the less frequent aural 

instances, foregrounds their visual imagery. In steering the heuristic tendency off the dream as 

a road to the unconscious and towards the outside, we allow the images themselves to ‘speak’. 

An inbuilt potential of images to manifest their own meaning phrased by psychoanalyst 

Christopher Bollas as ‘iconographic utterance’442 also unchains the images from the film world 

and activates their mobility and associative freedom443. Such a mosaic-like nomadic imagery 

facilitates the reading of these films in their flow, like a living organism, the mechanism 

mobilised while reading poetry. This tactic is helpful in the reception of the film images in their 

entirety and enables me to accentuate their affinity with extradiegetic imagery on the one hand 

and their anachronistic touch on the other. 

By an intertextual approach, I understand (following the combined traditions in the 

development of the term, that is, the one putting the audience centre stage and the other 

privileging the text444) the circular production of citational traces by the audience and the texts 

themselves. The intertextual landscape illuminates how its constitutive components structure 

and restructure a metatext whose elements correspond with one another and combine to make 

indexical use of past events, contemporary dialogues and the hallmarks of the future bulging 

to the surface. While the occasional intertextual forays in previous chapters tracked the 

development of cultural codes and enhanced the scope of interpretative possibilities, this 

chapter, through the metatext analysis, seeks to recognize 'deviant' sexualities in the folds of a 

temporal whirl precipitated by the dream genre. The poetic (il)logic in which these films are 

imbued allows for the sexual incoherence to appear shrouded in uncertainty, between the 

fantasy and perversion, homosocial togetherness, and sexual triangles. In other words, an 

intertextual navigation of the traces of cinematic dream facilitates a temporal and spatial 

rereading of these films. 

 
442 Christopher Bollas, The Shadow of the Object: Psychoanalysis of the Unthought Known (London: 

Free Association Books, 1987). 
443 For a detailed discussion of Bollas’ idea of the linguistic possibility of images, their capacity to 

‘think’ in a visual way and its application in art see: Mieke Bal’s work, for example her book Thinking 

in Film. See Mieke Bal, Thinking in Film: The Politics of Video Art Installation According to Eija-Liisa 

Ahtila (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013). 
444 For a classical account on the intertextual approaches, see Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text (New 

York: Fontana Press, 1977). See also Derrida, Jacques. Of Grammatology (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2016); Julia Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language (Amsterdam: Netherlands, 

Amsterdam University Press, 1984). 
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An intertextual analysis of the uneven temporal tropes enables a revelation of what Harry 

Harootunian calls, ‘an antecedent past’445 a concept which sustains past in the present and the 

contemporary history in the future. Harootunian succinctly summarises the complexity of 

temporal architecture as ‘the past that is constantly seen as mingling with the present, 

depositing in every present its residual traces (…)’.446 These convergent temporalities, which 

reveal themselves most palpably in the surrealist imagery and fantastical iconographies 

foreground an associative and encoded nature of the sexualities marked as ‘deviant’. But how 

might this temporal disharmony anchored in dream genre and enriched intertextually relate to 

incoherent sexualities called proto-queer in this thesis? More specifically, which proto-queer 

registers are activated or modified while the dreamlike imagery ‘speak’? How do the portable 

mobile desires generated by and grasped through the dream genre travel out and into the film 

economy and what intimacies are designed in the process? 

The deployment of the oneiric mode at the particular juncture of the austere and puritanical 

climate in post martial law Poland might have served as a device by which to transfer the 

imagery associative with ‘deviance’ into the realm of the fantastic or to hide specific political 

subtexts, or both. Since while, as Krzysztof Kornacki notices, ‘sex in the nineteen eighties  

Poland … is placed in opposition to marriage and it is either pre- or extramarital’447 desires in 

those films is legible only retrospectively and needs deeper cultural grounding and a richer 

context before a discussion on the nature of these intimacies can be undertaken. The intertextual 

analyses have here a double task of illuminating how the films are expressive of the cultural 

processes of identity formation (including sexual identity) and second, how they cooperate in 

the reconstitution of sexual self-consciousness and the intimate connections between people 

and the world, then and now. 

 
445 The citation comes from Harry Harootunian’s essay, Remembering the Historical Present which 

discusses a temporal shift in American consciousness in the wake of September 11 disaster. Some 

correspondence might be found between this temporal hiccup and that which occurred in post martial 

law Poland, for the elaboration on which, see a collection of essays, Post-1945 Poland: Modernities, 

Transformations and Evolving Identities. See Mikołaj Kunicki and Katarzyna Jeżowska, Post-1945 

Poland ‒ Modernities, Transformations and Evolving Identities (Warszawa: POMP, 2016). 
446 See Harry Harootunian, Marx After Marx: History and Time in the Expansion of Capitalism (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 2015), pp. 17-18. 
 
447 Krzysztof Kornacki, Naga Władza: Polskie Kino Erotyczne Schyłkowego PRL-u (Wrocław: Studia 

Filmoznawcze, 2008), p. 203. 
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If the films examined in this chapter might be said to belong to the tradition of adaptation448 

Revenge, whose opening scene was touched upon briefly at the beginning of the chapter, seems 

to be more of a collage than adaptation sensu stricto. Albeit loosely based on two poems by 

two different authors, Polish poet Bolesław Leśmian’s ballad Świdryga i Midryga and Russian 

poet Aleksandr Błok’s unfinished poem Revenge (rus. Возмездие), the imagery, stories and 

characters are culled from the two and other sources and weaved back and forth. This hybrid 

film, including elements of fantasy, surrealism and psychological drama, with rich and 

diversified aestheticism and visualisation has not received much attention. Its multi-layered 

composition might have seemed too complex for a standard review and ‘too ambiguous,449 or 

‘impossible to be interpreted in a definite way’.450 The nebulousness of the film gestures at the 

possibility of and an invitation to the intertextual analysis and the tracing of the chosen themes 

or motifs rather than the development of the diegesis as a whole. The scarcity of referential 

sources, partly responsible for the films’ status as ‘forgotten’, is one more reason for a more 

diversified approach enabling a more nuanced heuristic approach. In what follows, I discuss 

three motifs suggestive of the proto-queer mode of expression: anarchy, dance, and repetition. 

The films I have chosen to focus on in this chapter might be called 'independent'451 in the sense 

 
448 My rendering of the term adaptation corresponds with Sarah Cardwell’s recognition of it as a 

‘meta-text’, an open ‘polysemic and intertextual series of texts which draw upon each other’, see 

Sarah Cardwell, Adaptation Revisited: Television and the Classic Novel (Manchester: Manchester 

University Press, 2002), p. 25. 
449 See, for example, Bogdan Zagroba, ‘Granice Szczerości’, Film, (Sept. 1983), pp. 8–9 
450  
451 Unlike the usual low-budget aspect ascribed to indie films, in Polish People's Republic all the films 

were financed (and censored) by the Party. 

Figure 4. 1. Świdryga and Midryga after landing. 

Revenge. 
Figure 4. 1. Świdryga and Midryga chanting 

Błok. Revenge. 
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of their distinguishable 'alternative' style and the way in which the filmmakers' personal artistic 

vision is realized. Such films, with their limited distribution (mostly in film festivals and cine 

clubs), were also a measure of its audience's intellectual capacity and consequently, were 

addressed to and discussed by the narrow artistic and intellectual circles. On the other hand, 

the complexity of the meaning beyond the surface texts confounded the censors, which 

prevented the films' shelving despite the bold and clear homoerotic relations the films present. 

In including the films in the film corpus of this thesis, I want to track the homoerotic 

manifestations as they were known and understood among the educated and/or artistic social 

sectors to see how they parallel with the more 'mainstream' representations of gender and sexual 

expression discussed in other chapters. In their drawing on poetry and more 'ambitious', high-

brow literary texts than the ones conventionally adapted for films at the time, these films reveal 

different citational traces and foreground different associations, thereby broadening and 

sharpening the picture of the proto-queer background. 

Revenge. Reversal, Repetition, Multiplication 

 

The magical rising into the sky of the two main protagonists of Revenge is accompanied by a 

text they chant while landing. The scene evokes a whirl of radial links pointing to various 

directions but always with the core affective node being the anarchic tone,452 particularly if 

linked back to the conversation between the two of them punctuated by multiple enthusiastic 

anarchic exclamations. The clear political references of the scene, registering the anarchic 

mood looming large in the country inflamed with the collective revolutionary actions, gain an 

additional homoerotic twist through the editing tactic of the juxtapositioning of the figures of 

the friends edited as visual inversion in a close-up (Figure 4.1.) and back to regular position in 

a wide shot (Figure 4.2.). Literally, both worlds (the intimate world of the two friends and the 

extradiegetic world of the political upheavals of the 1980s) are upside down. The sequence of 

the shots highlights a transition from overturned vulnerable intimacy whispered by way of the 

excerpt from Błok (‘With no beginning and no end / we are the helpless lying there’453 to the 

sense of strong intimate rightness sealed by another two verses (‘In half a darkness we 

 
452 The text is a fragment of Josef Mach’s poem known as an anarchist manifesto which was published 

in edited by Jaroslav Hašek’s magazine Komuna in 1911. The text is recited at the background of a 

soundtrack of a propagandist communist song ‘Thousands of hands’ popular in the Stalinist era. The 

whole scene, then, evokes political connotations. 
453 Aleksander Błok, Odwet (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1989), p. 61. 
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withstand / Whether in Eden or in hell!.454 In shifting from the image of two close-up faces 

awry to the whole figures, shot straight and from a distance, from lying ‘there’, somewhere far 

from the main track, to the certainty of the survival together ‘in half-darkness’, even if closeted, 

the film registers the changes in the process of sexual awareness. If the men's landing and lying 

there marks the intimate closeness of their bodies and suggests peacefulness, the whole scene 

also points to its double, or reverse meaning, as if the confrontation with the fruit of one’s 

fantasy provokes the urge towards the destruction of the images sustaining the world of the 

subject and constitutive of this very fantasy. The imaginary flight of two men, which might 

also be symbolic of their erotic encounter,455 although ending up in their delightful union after 

the landing, is nevertheless activated through a destructive act (they cause the explosion of the 

mountain surrounding a village). 

 

The budding awareness of homosexual identity and desire between the protagonists is always 

suffused with the mood of unruliness and anarchy in this film. Revenge, then, besides 

highlighting solely homosexual yearnings seeking fulfilment, invokes the revolutionary charge 

of today’s queer movements centred around the abolishment of gender and sexual binary 

dichotomies and oppressive hierarchies. A revolt, while funnelling the film up with power, also 

infuses it with an air of resistance. Tadeusz Lubelski recognizes the film as ‘the most 

perspicuous manifestation of rage of the author to deal with the younger image of himself … 

an auto-ironic powerless anger at himself456 in face of not having fulfilled his ‘youthful 

idealistic promises’.457 The fury, while demonstrated by ‘the author’ (Tomasz Zygadło himself 

acting in this scene) who breaks the fourth wall and pulling a young man from behind it metes 

458out a rain of kicks at his bottom, seems to have its source in the feeling of non-acceptance. 

To the extent that the first part of the linguistic constituent of the scene (‘for my sensitivity and 

for the fact that nobody understands me!’) might be translated into anyone’s emotional 

outburst, its second part (‘for my otherness!’) sounds focused on a narrower group’. Lubelski’s 

 
454 Ibid. The translation of the excerpt from Polish into English is mine. The translation from Russian 

into Polish has been done by Adam Galis. 
455 The flight scene, with the men’s faces illuminated with joy centre stage and their mellow whispers 

in the background accompanied by the soft sounds of a flute, points rather unambiguously to the 

homoerotic desire or a sexual encounter between them. 
456 Tadeusz Lublski, Ilustrowana historia kina polskiego (Chorzów: Videograf II, 2009), p. 464. 
457 Ibid. p. 465. 
458 The word ‘other’ (‘inny’ in Polish translation) bears clear homosexual hallmarks, especially if used 

as predicative in a sentence. 
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interpretation partly informed by the motto of Błok’s459 poem, must be modified for the purpose 

of exploring the intimate realm of the film. While the two friends do face their young selves, 

the confrontation proves so destructive that it leads to a joint suicide, a denouement 

conventionally applied when the suicides are involved romantically with each other.460 The 

romantic character of the protagonists’ relationship is also supported by the scene starting their 

renewed relation after years of silence in which they address each other jokingly with phrases 

like ‘you old faggot’ and ‘you old dick’. While the first part of the film is organized around a 

black-and-white sequence of adventures of the two friends who blow up a mountain, rise into 

the sky and after landing in the forest visit a grotesque wedding party and spend an orgy night 

in a mountain chalet, in the second, colour part of the film, the friends transform into the 

middle-aged men arriving at the same chalet together with their wives where, having reviewed 

their lives and having witnessed their wives’ lesbian affair, commit suicide. 

 

The suicide, which marks the end of the film from the perspective of its narrative chronology. 

However, it is also a repetitive act, already committed as we learn from the narrative. The 

ghostliness of this thread indicates the return of the repressed which seems to be doubled or, 

rather, quadrupled. What the men might have ‘forgotten’ is, of course, their homosexual 

romance when they were young (there are numerous indications of the nature of their bond in 

their youth). 

 

Their backward journey might also symbolise their relationship. Their suicide might be 

interpreted as the unbearability of the loss or rejections of love, particularly acute in face of 

their wives’ lesbian bonding. ‘They [the wives] are laughing at us because we are such losers! 

They most probably have already slept with each other’ – the men comment on the scene which 

presents the wives sitting in bed clad in pyjamas. The psychoanalytic reading of the suicide 

buttresses their homosexuality. Sigmund Freud, in conceptualising the difference between 

mourning and melancholia points out that in the latter case, the hateful impulses directed at the 

lost love-object morph into the hatred of the self. In extreme cases, the impossibility of letting 

 
459 The motto of the poem ‘Revenge’ is ‘Youth – Retaliation’. This is also a citation from Henrik Ibsen’s 

play Love’s Comedy where a merciless exposure of those who abandoned their youthful ideals can be 

found. 
460 Despair, insanity and suicide also, as Vito Russo demonstrates in his landmark work, The Celluloid 

Closet, 'mark the fate of screen gays for years (…)’, see Vito Russo, The Celluloid Closet: 

Homosexuality in the Movies (New York: Harper & Row, 1987). 
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the object go and stopping to hate oneself results in a suicide as the only form of putting an end 

to the suffering. The film, through the suicide of both men, suggests each one has been the 

melancholic unable to let the object go or, to be with the other without losing him (due to the 

societal taboo). 

 

But this linear account is only a rudimentary draft since the poetic structure of the film blurs 

the order. The protagonists seem to represent Świdryga (Roman Wilhelmi) and Midryga (Leon 

Niemczyk)461 the fantastic figures from Leśmian’s ballad, a grotesque story of two men who 

rip a girl in half while dancing with her and after her death, fall into her grave together. It is 

beyond the scope of this analysis to delve into the interpretation of the film from the position 

of the two poems on which it is based due to their cultural richness and literary and historical 

connotations. The elements of bifurcation or duality are important here and I will come back 

to them later in the chapter. For the current discussion, however, the rebelliousness and 

arrogance (they wreak havoc in the wedding, the chalet and the mountains) demonstrated by 

the two protagonists coincide with homoerotic feel given the emergence of such outbursts only 

at the moments registering the revival of youthful memories. 

The specificity of Świdryga and Midryga’s revolt, marked by their enthusiastic plunge into 

inordinate orgiastic revelry involving heterosexual relations would bring some disarray into the 

film’s homoerotic aura were it not for the pair’s manifest transgression of conventional rules. 

For example, the pleasures of the intercourse with a bride during the absurd wedding party 

might be taken for a roguish playfulness if it were not verging on a rape on the young woman 

The men’s engagement in the act, however,  is twisted in that they have a closer contact with 

each other than with the girl (Figure 4.3., Figure 4.4.) and their subsequent antics of a similar 

nature are always preceded by their close physical intimacy, might it be holding hands or lying 

half-naked next to each other. In maintaining a continual reference to women (including their 

wives) as objects of sexual satisfaction, Świdryga and Midryga keep their sexual proclivities 

 
461 The second part of the film presents the male protagonists as they arrive at the chalet and give their 

surnames to the receptionist as Mr Świdrycki and Mr Midrycki. 
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looking uncertain, manoeuvring between the homosexual, heterosexual and homosocial 

domains. Thus, the film activates ‘deviant’ desires but circumvents a definite staple of ‘gay 

film’ (to outwit the censors)462 on the one hand and mediates the understanding of ‘deviancy’ 

itself on the other. Not queer enough and yet, instigating uneasiness as well as curiosity, 

Revenge gestures towards for what I call proto-queer in this thesis. Not only does it corrugate 

the smooth heterosexual landscape with deviant furrows and ridges, but it also unsettles what 

is typically deemed the homosocial bond between the men. 

The term ‘homosocial,’ coined by Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick in her book Between Men, refers 

to a social bond of a non-sexual, often non-romantic nature between people of the same sex. In 

this influential study, Sedgwick points to the definitive disruption of the ‘continuum between 

homosocial and homosexual’463 in men and its uninterrupted flow between the two poles in 

women. Male identification with either end of the binary homosocial/homosexual is predicated 

on the necessity to uphold ‘the structures for maintaining and transmitting patriarchal 

 
462 Homosexuality in the instructional materials for the censors was described as ‘pornography’ and any 

publications regarding the subject was forbidden. See Tomasz Strzyżewski, Wielka Księga Cenzury 

PRL w Dokumentach (Warszawa: Prohibita, 2015). 
463 Sedgwick, Between Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1985), pp. 1-2. 

Figure 4. 3. Midryga during the intercourse with the 

bride observed by Świdryga. Revenge. 
Figure 4. 2. Świdryga on top of Midryga 

during his intercourse with the bride. 

Revenge. 
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power’464465 and triggered by the constant warning presence of a homophobic mediator of these 

relations. Male friendship and homosexual desire assume a slightly different signification in 

light of the prevailing opinion that homosexuality in socialist Poland was invisible.466 Sebastian 

Jagielski expands this claim even further arguing that unlike ‘modern European countries’, 

homosexuality in socialist Poland did not ‘spread fear because nobody recognized it as 

homosexuality’467 since male homosexual bonds ‘were not marked as non-normative’.468 He 

concludes that ‘the dividing line between homosexuality and heterosexuality was blurred’.469 

Taken literally, such comment might be understood misleadingly as the subversion of 

Sedgwick’s concept of a definitive cut in the male homosocial and homosexual continuum. On 

the other hand, the observation is parallel to Judith Butler’s argument about the inextricability 

of these two, given that ‘the identification is the psychic preserve of the object’470 which 

continues to haunt the subject as a constitutive part of its ego. The loved and, according to 

Butler, never abandoned (‘there is no final breaking of the attachment’471) object is a 

constitutive part of the subject’s ego and therefore, coextensive with it and impossible to be 

annihilated unless by death. 

 

However, the term ‘invisibility’ in regards with deviant sexualities in communist Poland is not 

constitutive of social acceptance or acquiescence. On the contrary, homosexuality in Poland is 

forbidden and regarded abnormal472 even if not penalized.473 If homosexuality as open 

 
464 Ibid. p. 25. 
465 Sedgwick reworks Gayle Rubin’s claim that women in a patriarchal society function as 

‘exchangeable, perhaps symbolic, property, serving the for the primary purpose of cementing 

the bonds of men with men’, see Sedgwick, Between Men, p. 25-26. 
466 For more on this, see Clare Cavanagh, ‘Postcolonial Poland’, Common Knowledge (2004), pp. 82–

92; see Ritz, Nić w Labiryncie Pożądania. 
467 See Jagielski, Maskarady Męskości. p. 263. 
468 Ibid. 
469 Ibid. p. 264. 
470 Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender—Refused Identification’, Psychoanalytic Dialogues, 5 :2 (1995), pp. 

165–80 (p. 267). 
471 Ibid. 
472My use of the present tense here is intentional since the problem is acutely present in Poland today 

and aggravating. Perhaps the most notable example of the process is the establishment of the so called 

‘LGBT free zones’ in Poland, an idea strongly criticized by the head of European commission, Ursula 

von der Leyen as ‘inhuman’. See Jennifer Rankin, ‘Ursula von Der Leyen Says Poland’s “LGBT-Free 

Zones” Have No Place in EU’, The Guardian, (16 Sept. 2020) 

<www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/16/ursula-von-der-leyen-says-polands-lgbt-free-zones-have-

no-place-in-eu> 
473 Both ‘gay bashing’ and other restrictions were popularly applied to homosexuals by communist 

government, for example, the infamous ‘Operation Hyacynth’, during which 11000 homosexuals were 

secretly arrested in the years 1985-87. For more information about this and other actions, see: Marta 
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homoerotic or sexual acts is not ‘visible’ in Polish communist public sphere, it is the 

consequence of the suppression not of the acts but of any information regarding homosexuality. 

The government’s tactics of not naming is characteristic for the whole communist period and 

refers to various spheres of life, from veiling to prevarication to denial.474 One example of the 

technique of not naming might be a widely disseminated warning addressed to young boys 

‘looking for ‘adventures’ in Warsaw’ to beware of some ‘degenerates who might eagerly want 

to strike ‘friendship’ with them’.475 This short excerpt exemplifies the communication system 

in socialism, in which the words do not activate the mental imagery of the ‘reality’ named by 

these words. Rather, the ‘reality’ signified by the words and their parenthesising seems to be 

of unclear and vague contour but of a strong emotional charge.476 The above mechanism is 

mirrored in the reviews of Revenge punctuated by equivocations about the homoerotic climate 

of the film in general and about the relationship of the wives in particular. Oscillating between 

the claims that ‘the symbolic Błokian ‘revenge’ is misunderstood as a booze party and 

licentious sex’,477 and those pointing to the prevailing ‘feeling of unfulfillment and 

imprisonment’,478 the reviews never point to the eroticism of the film directly and only vaguely 

to its general atmosphere of curtailment. 

While the men’s bond is typically described as friendship, the figures of their wives, whose 

active presence draws the audience’s attention for half of the narration, is dismissed in all the 

reviews as marginal. Not only does the explicitness of their homoerotic involvement provoke 

confusion but it is also their non-correspondence with typical cinematic embodiments of 

womanhood (they are both childless, unfaithful and non-professionals) which precludes the 

reviewers’ opinions.479 The introductory scene of Adzia (Ewa Wiśniewska) and Madzia 

(Elżbieta Czyżewska) already sets the stage for the proto-queer undertone infusing the whole 

film. The women, sitting centre stage on the meadow (Figure 6) seem to be the ekphrasis of 

Adam and Eve in Paradise (Figure 7) with the two coalesced in the natural lushness of the 

 
Abramowicz, et al. Queer Studies. Podręcznik Kursu (Warszawa: Kampania Przeciwko Homofobii, 

2010); Zbyszek Sypniewski and Błażej Warkocki, Homofobia Po Polsku (Warszawa: Wydawn. Sic! 

2004); Agnieszka Kwiatkowska, Polski Ruch LGBT Jako Nowy Ruch Społeczny (Warszawa, 

Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2003). 
474 For the study of the techniques of manipulation applied by communist government in Poland, see 

Hanna Świda-Ziemba, Człowiek wewnętrznie zniewolony  (Warszawa: Uniwersytet Warszawski, 1997). 
475 See Darski,‘Jesteśmy Inni’. p. 8. 
476 The linguistic instability of words like ‘degenerate’ (a deprived or corrupt person), ‘adventure’ or 

‘friendship’ constitute a subtext of fear and shame which might be encountered by the ‘boys’. 
477 See Andrzej Kijowski, ‘Na Odsiebkę, Na Odkrętkę’,  Kino (1984), pp. 11–13 (p. 12). 
478 See Kornatowska, Wodzireje i Amatorzy. p. 219. 
479 In all the reviews, the only mention of the wives is their function in the narrative as wives. 
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surroundings in a loving embrace. The evocation of the first lovers gets even clearer 

signification through the text from the Book of Genesis, from which Adzia and Madzia read. 

This intertextual mode of narration grounds the women-loving-women bond as ‘natural’ in the 

face of God. The snippets of their conversation, juxtaposing the Bible (And God created … 

every living creature…) with Adzia’s tomboyish posture and her confession of love for Madzia, 

(I have always wanted to be a boy … I hated developing breasts…), which might be read as an 

expression of conventionally defined sexual inversion, seem to point to lesbian sentiments. 

And yet, the women talk about their male lovers at home, take other lovers while in the resort, 

and are sexually active with their husbands, too. Their promiscuity not only frustrates the 

continuum of different manifestations of homoeroticism between the women, but it also 

gestures towards a more multivalent understanding of human sexuality and at the different 

forms of its expression. One such form of sexual manifestation in Revenge is a frenzied dance 

performed by Madzia and Adzia in a local bar. Panning along, the camera registers the bar’s 

denizens to focus on the figures of the women dancing on the table. Initially slow but with 

panache, the dance quickly gains momentum: the women get closer to each other, the looks 

flirtatious, the eyes sparkling, legs moving coyly to reveal soft skin and gradually the dance 

transforms into a mad, deliriously joyful, triumphant, sensual bond of those two displayed 

figures (Figures 4.7., 4.8.). Completely enthralled with each other, they move spontaneously 

and easily. Their body movements are a means of the acknowledgement and recognition of the 

Figure 4. 5. Adzia and Madzia on the river. 

Revenge. 
Figure 4. 3. Gustave Doré, Adam and Eve in 

Paradise. 1843. 
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display of their charms for the admiration of the audience.480 The exploration is hardly helpful 

in film, however, since here, it is primarily a means of communication between the team of 

filmmakers and the spectators and not (only) between the performer and the audience, in 

contrast to the differentiation between dance as an unpremeditated expression of emotions and 

planned body movement. A particularly productive for the analysis of Madzia and Adzia’s 

dance is Albert A. Johnstone’s comment that ‘[t]he dancer, in order to be considered truthful, 

must be identical with the character in the dance narrative, since the one individual on the stage 

during the dance is both the dancer and the character.481 In other words, the performer of the 

act of a dance must also be a role-player if the audience is to believe in her/his ‘reality’. In 

other words, the performer of the act of a dance must also be a role-player if the audience is to 

believe in her/his ‘reality’. And although Madzia and Adzia are diegetic characters and not 

the‘real’ women dancers, their dance can hypothetically be treated as a separate event in which 

the women take part both as dancers and role-players. Simply put, do they perform (if they do 

 
480 The scholarship on dance as a means of communication has a long history and it splits along the 

lines of spontaneity see Judee Burgoon, Nonverbal Communication (New York, Routledge, 2010); 

Mary Wigman, A History of Symbolic Movement in Worship (New York: Crossroad, 1990); Judith 

Lynne Hanna, To Dance Is Human (Austin: The University of Chicago Press, 1987), versus 

orchestration, see John Blacking, ‘Movement and Meaning: Dance in the Social Anthropological 

Perspective’, The Journal of the Society for Dance Researchers, (1983), pp. 89–99; Walter Fisher, 

Human Communication as Narration: Toward a Philosophy of Reason, Value, and Action, (Columbia: 

University of South Carolina Press, 1989). 
481 Albert A. Johnstone, Languages and Non-Languages of Dance. Illuminating Dance: Philosophical 

Explorations (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1984), p. 171. 

Figure 4. 7. Adzia and Madzia dancing. 

Revenge. 

Figure 4. 4. Adzia and Madzia on the table. 

Revenge. 
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perform) for others or for each other? Whilst anarchy in general typically denotes a denial of 

authority,482 an anarchic dance, in Billy Cowie’s words, ‘reinvents itself at every ‘turn’ … 

transgress[es] boundaries … and is deadly serious but refuses to ever take it seriously’.483 The 

dance of Adzia and Madzia, sensual as it is, is also provocative in that it voyeuristically allures 

the onlookers but refuses to address them. Not only is its transgressive mode manifested in a 

public performance on the table in a shabby tavern, but it is also palpable in the rhythm of the 

dance itself. If the rhythm might be regarded as an expression of a worldview, then the dancing 

women contravene the rules conventionally expected of women to obey and their spontaneity 

and adjusting the rhythm to each other’s rather than the others’ bodily yearnings foreground 

this rhythm of life as proto-queer, a rebellious route through. The anarchic element built in the 

wives’ deportment can also be traced to the instances of laughter, another affective power. 

In her analysis of the ‘Medusan’ film (a term taken from Hélène Cixous’s influential work The 

Laugh of the Medusa,484 B. Ruby Rich describes Věra Chytilová’s Daisies (1966) as ‘one of 

the first films by a woman to move in the direction of anarchic sexuality’,485 and in which 

laughter has the potential to ‘break up the ‘truth’’.486 The two female characters in Daisies 

dismiss everything with the outbursts of laughter. Rich points to the two young girls’ budding 

sexuality as it develops through their anarchic behaviour, including humour. Similarly, Madzia 

and Adzia’s hilarity, unmotivated in the diegesis, their laughing out loudly in unison (Figure 

4.9.), their bodies touching, faces turned to each other, accentuates the self-sufficiency of their 

bond and a detachment from the outside world as a springboard for anarchy and rebellion.487 

Bridging dance to laughter to sexuality opens the train of thought around the proto-queer 

quality of the figures, too. A definitive disrespect for norms, provocative exposition of bodies, 

a derision of the opposite sex and yet an intermittent intercourse with its representatives, a 

rampant and noisy possession of space by means of dancing, hopping, driving and hurrying; 

all these might be regarded as early signs of prioritising autonomy and a right to one’s own life 

choices. The prism through which these two women see the world and the way they identify 

 
482 Ibid. 
483 See Liz Aggiss and Billy Cowie, ‘Anarchic Dance’. Anarchic Dance (New York: Routledge, 2006, 

pp. 156–70), p. 168. 
484 See Hélène Cixous,‘The Laugh of the Medusa’, Signs, (1976), pp. 875–93. 
485 See Ruby B Rich, ‘In The Name of Feminist Film Criticism’, Issues in Feminist Film Criticism, 

edited by Patricia Erens, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990, pp. 270–96), p. 283. 
486 Ibid. 
487 The dance and laugh sequences evoke the Dutch feminist film, A Question of Silence/ De stilte rond 

Christine M. (Marleen Gorris, 1982), which demonstrates women’s solidarity as a response towards 

unfairness in the patriarchal society. 
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with it heralds difference from and contravention of the societal norms. Perhaps the most 

suggestive scene signifying their final anarchic act can be registered at the end of the film. The 

incongruence between the husbands’ recent suicide and the overwhelmingly graceful joy and 

sensuality with which Madzia and Adzia embrace each other at the scene seems to signal rage 

as the driving force in life, the main affect informing early queer movements. 

While queer revolt embraced the abusive label and transformed it into the weapon against 

oppression in order to eventually extend its meaning to signify a total refusal of pigeonholing, 

labelling, judging and evaluating in general and on the basis of sexual identity in particular, the 

proto-queer cinematic figures open a new avenue in popular thinking about sexuality through 

embossing the new meanings on the canvass of the previous stories.  Germane to be raised here 

is the question of doubleness in Revenge as it is manifested in the two literary works which are 

the film’s inspiration. Anna Sobieska notices in her analysis of Polish poet, Julian Tuwim’s 

miniature biography of Błok, The Seventh Autumn that ‘his life bore a feminine name’ and his 

mercurial dichotomised vision of the feminine and the masculine highlighted ‘what is 

borderline, unconventional and provocative in Russian thought about sexuality … be it a 

prostitute Nieznakomka, demonic Faina or a sadistic Snieżnaja Diewa’.488 The incongruity 

between Błok’s identification with the feminine and a simultaneous Medusan image of a 

woman he creates, seems to be incarnated mirrored in Revenge through the figures of Adzia 

and Madzia. An amalgam of fear and admiration inspired by the women in their husbands 

locates them at the evaluative crossroads, between a certain duality of affective confusion. The 

mixture of hatred and love that the husbands feel translates into a double form of wives’ sexual 

proclivities, the desires alternately addressed to their husbands, their lovers and to each other.  

In the unknowability and undecidedness of the women’s (and their husbands’) object choice 

their proto-queerness is located. Not only are the protagonists’ sexualilies uncertain but it is 

also the doubleness of their figures that ushers in the chaos of disjunction between the ‘normal’ 

and the duplicate. If a hybrid, in Elżbieta Sidoruk’s words, ‘creates new forms on the already 

existing wholes’,489 the grotesque multiplication of sameness in Leśmian’s poem in which a 

female mythical demon called Południca  (Midday Lady)490 is split into two by male dancers 

 
488 See Anna Sobieska, ‘Moje Życie Miało Imię Dziewczęce...’ in Julian Tuwim. Tradycja, Recepcja, 

Perspektywy Badawcze, edited by Ewa Gorlewska and Monika Jurkowska, (Białystok: Uniwersytet w 

Białymstoku, 2017), pp. 122–33 (p. 138). 
489 See Elżbieta Sidoruk, Groteska w Poezji Dwudziestolecia : Leśmian - Tuwim – Gałczyński 

(Białystok: Uniwersytet w Białymstoku, 2004), p. 157. 
490 Południca is a mythical character which ‘appears round about midday on the hottest part of the day 

drives people off their heads’, see Manfred Lurker, The Routledge Dictionarz of Gods and Goddesses, 

Devils and Demons. (London: Routledge, 2004). In terms of the character’s personification of a sun 
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falls within the rubric of monstrosity.491 Akin to such phenomena like hypertrophy or an 

additional organ culturally classified as monsters, ‘Południca’, a girl torn into two identical 

parts and yet sustaining a wholeness, is a mystery which, transmuted in Revenge into the 

doubleness of the female (and male) protagonists, bestows on them the androgynous aura. In 

making Adzia and Madzia repeat the same stroll through the same forest that Świdryga and 

Midryga have taken before, conducting the same conversation (each pair, in producing a 

summary of their emotional lives, attempts to grasp the essence of love), the film blurs the 

difference between the feminine and the masculine. The meaning is catapulted beyond sex, 

hanging up in the air, located somewhere in the fissure between the feminine and masculine, 

one being a version of the other. Approaching each other asymptotically, these two aspects of 

human nature neither unite nor remain apart gesturing at the meaninglessness of the dichotomy 

itself.  Unleashed from the pressure of choice, female and male figures in Revenge, in their 

constant fluctuation and hesitation, produce a liminality in which the proto-queer character of 

these figures is moulded. The iteration of words and gestures paralleled by the repetitive 

performance of events (Świdryga and Midryga visit the mountain hotel and participate in the 

orgy night twice, commit suicide twice; Adzia and Madzia confess to each other twice) renew 

the meanings of repetition. The phenomenon of recurrence is an attempt to, borrowing from 

Giorgio Agamben’s seminal take on Guy Debord’s films, ‘restore[] the possibility of what was, 

render[] it possible anew’.492 The novelty within the repetition refers to memory as ‘the organ 

of reality’s modalization … which can transform the real into the possible and the possible into 

the real’.493 The metaphysical enlightenment born in the crevices of the revisited memory refers 

in Revenge to the cognizance of the import of the bonds between women. One scene in 

particular highlights the temporal scramble of repetition presenting a group of women spending 

a drunken night of the choir members reunion after 20 years. The hugging, kissing, dancing, 

and crying is performed at the background of an aural repetition of the fragment of a broken 

record. This diegetic stammer confirms that repetition, while disrupting the linearity of 

 
stroke, the female figure of the hotel receptionist who leads the Revenge male protagonists to the point 

of a suicide, might symbolise Cupid’s arrow, a final act of love. 
491 On the analysis of the cultural signification of monsters and freaks in Polish culture, see Anna 

Wieczorkiewicz’s Monstrarium, see Anna Wieczorkiewicz, Monstrarium (Kraków: 

Słowo/obraz/terytoria, 2009). 
492 See Giorgio Agamben, ‘Difference and Repetition: On Guy Debord’s Films’, Guy Debord and the 

Situationist International: Texts and Documents, edited by Tom McDonough, (Cambridge, 

Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2004), pp. 311–20 (p. 316). 
493 Ibid. 
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temporal order also points to the new understanding of past events which in turn enables us to 

gain a better grasp of historical presence as a semi-transparent palimpsestic canvas. 

 

hile the first part of this chapter has focused on Revenge, a film which proved to present a 

poetic reflection on deviant erotic inclinations, the two other films that I will discuss below,  

are veiled in dreamy cinematic aesthetics. Although both poetic and dreamlike modes infuse 

the films with the sense of the uncanny and the improbable, dream, unlike poetry, underlines 

the blurriness between the ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ and brings to the fore the liminality of proto-

queer identities. Additionally, the next two films, Alina Skiba’s Sérénité (1989) and Henryk 

Jacek Schoen’s Whirl/Wir (1983), are costume dramas, a genre described by Julianne Pidduck 

as ‘a liminal and carefully encoded generic world [which] facilitates … the ritual rehearsal of 

deeply felt contemporary dilemmas’,494 which emphasizes the proto-queer intertextual 

resonance across time even more. If, as Mikhail Bakhtin states, cultural texts are permeated 

with power formations whose significance is ‘reworked by boundless contexts,495 and if ‘the 

text feeds on and is fed into an infinitely permutating intertext’,496 the intelligibility of 

sexualities must be addressed through the prism of the battle of contradictory overlapping 

forces. In revisiting these films with Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogic approach in mind, I will open 

the polyphonic reading of the cinematic proto-queer figures with a special attention paid to and 

my reworking of the Sedgwickian take on homosocial bonds between women and men.  

 

Alina Skiba’s Sérénité (1989) is an adaptation of a collection of stories titled Sérénité and 

Dreams written by Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz497 While the Sérénité’s narrative revolves around 

two homosexual pairs, one female and one male, the film’s rich intertextual references 

additionally underline the complexity and wayward character of the protagonists’ desires. The 

film is set in a pre-war affluent mansion where Agata (Adrianna Biedrzyńska), a bride-to-be, 

the hostess’s niece and an orphan, takes piano lessons under the guidance of Miss Stawro 

(Maria Pakulnis). Two other summer guests to the mansion are adolescent Witek and Staś, the 

 
494 See Julianne Pidduck, Contemporary Costume Film (London: British Film Institute, 2004), p. 4. 
495 See Robert Stam, ‘The Dialogics of Adaptation’ in Film Adaptation, edited by James Naremore, 

(New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 2000), pp. 54–79 (p. 64). 
496 Ibid. 

 
497 Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz one the most prominent Polish contemporary writers whose homosexuality 

was common knowledge. For a broader cultural functioning of Iwaszkiewicz as a closeted homosexual, 

see his granddaughter’s biography, see Ludwika Włodek, Pra. O Rodzinie Iwaszkiewiczów (Kraków: 

Wydawnictwo Literackie, 2012). 
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witnesses to the visits of Agata’s fiancé, Karol. Beneath the surface of tranquil summer days, 

an intensive erotic life is brimming: Agata’s unfaithful mother was murdered by her husband 

in the wake the latter’s romance with his wife’s sister, Agata’s aunt and the hostess of the 

manor, the events that happened in Agata’s childhood (she witnessed her mother’s murder) and 

which are intermittently coming back in flashbacks. There is an indeterminate but erotically 

charged bond between Miss Stawro and Agata. The film develops a web of same-sex 

attachments that complicate the core love triangle of Karol as the contested object of desire 

between Agata and Staś who, while fascinated with Karol, finds a temporary consolation in the 

arms of Witek, who in turn fulfils his yearning for Agata with a maid. The dense eroticism 

infusing the film submerged in the heavy heat of the day and the mellow atmosphere of warm 

summer sunsets, is enhanced by the aura of daydreaming and uncanniness. Through the range 

of characters and the carousel of desires circulating among them, the film opens up discursive 

spaces for the exploration of non-normative genders and sexualities.  

 

While Revenge develops around the erotic quadrangle refusing rivalry between its members, 

Sérénité constructs triangulations of desires which enables me to come back to the Sedgwickian 

concept of homosociality and discuss its limitations. Sedgwick’s famous assertion of female 

homosocial continuum suffering no noticeable incoherence between its homosocial and 

homosexual manifestation stands in ‘strong contrast to the arrangement among males’498 whose 

homosexual desire emerges ‘within the structural context of triangular, heterosexual desire’.499 

In other words, woman appears to be only a route through, mediator in the intimate bond 

between men. This assumption has been challenged by Terry Castle, among others, who 

emphasizes a fundamental difference in the societal perception and response towards female 

homosexuality and homosociality, proposing that ‘[f]emale bonding … destabilizes the 

‘canonical’ triangular arrangement of male desire, is an affront to it, and ultimately – in the 

radical form of lesbian bonding – displaces it entirely’500. The inclusion of female-female 

attraction into the triangle, which Castle calls ‘lesbian counterplot’501 imperils the stability of 

the homosocial man-woman-man triangle. In privileging homosexual desire (whether male or 

 
498 Sedgwick, Between Men. p. 3. 
499 Ibid. p. 16. 
500 See Terry Castle, The Apparitional Lesbian: Female Homosexuality and Modern Culture (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 1993), p. 72. 
501 Terry Castle, ‘Sylvia Townsend Warner and the Counterplot of Lesbian Fiction’, Textual Practice, 

4:2 (1990), pp. 213–35 (p. 227). 
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female) and yet complicating it through the shifting triangulations and exchange of their actors, 

Sérénité positions itself between those two models and beyond each one.  

Agata, a vertex where two lines of desire of two male protagonists, Witek and Staś, meet, is 

not, however, the ‘real’ object of exchange between them. If the boys’ erotic experiences might 

be read as adolescent antics probing their budding sexual preferences, the film seals the 

homosexuality of Staś in the scenes forty years after the memorable summer in which he lives 

openly with a male partner. Witek, on the other hand, proves to have been in love with Agata 

throughout his life. Despite the eroticism circulating along the lines of the triangle Witek-

Agata- Staś, it only partially fits in Sedgwick’s claim for a man establishing his status in the 

male social order through confirming his capability of a subject in the exchange of women. 

Staś, as a homosexual subject attempting to allure Witek uses alternately Karol, his actual 

object of desire, as well as Agata for whom he pretends having erotic interests. A few scenes, 

in which Staś either glorifies Karol’s male attributes contrasting them with Witek’s boyish 

softness, or mimics the pomposity of Karol’s behaviour, testify to Staś’s use of Karol’s figure 

as a deterrent to Witek’s interest in Agata and simultaneously, as a transference of his desire 

for Karol to Witek. In other words, Staś would be seen as vying for Karol’s favour with Agata, 

were it not for her ambivalence towards Karol. The subsequent success of Staś in the 

consummation of his erotic needs with Witek, followed by Karol’s words of approval (‘You 

are real men now’), seem to disprove Sedgwickian claim of the definite cut in the continuum 

Figure 4.9. Witek spying on Staś. Sérénité. Figure 4. 5. Staś submits to Witek’s touch. 

Sérénité. 
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between homosocial and homosexual bonds between men. Although based on literature with 

particular attention paid to time and place, Sedgwick’s claim might be here a good mode of the  

analysis of the homosociality/homosexuality dichotomy, given the film being a loose 

adaptation of two different literary sources. The intercourse between Witek and Staś also points 

to the proto-queer nature of their sexual identities. The scene of the encounter is preceded by 

Staś’s mimicking of the (hetero)sexualintercourse which might happen between Agata and 

Karol, an incident ending in Staś’s asthma attack which eventually serves as a pretext for Staś 

to fall into Witek’s arms. The ostensibly weaker and more ‘feminine’ of the boys, Staś, morphs 

into a muscular male body in the next scene, activating voyeuristic desires (Figure 4.10.) 

followed by the next shot, set in the bath, in which Staś commands Witek to bring soap and 

wash his back only. to shift back in the leverage in the boys’ exchange to Witek.502  intercourse 

between Witek and Staś also points to the proto-queer nature of their sexual Staś’s body, 

irradiated with a soft side table lamp, becomes exposed as smooth and submissive against the 

darker and more muscular visibility of Witek (Figure 4.10.). This string of metamorphoses of 

bodily visibility, combined with the subsequent secret romantic meeting of each of the boys 

with Agata, disarranges the vectors of desire within the triangle and points to the potentiality 

of counterintuitive moves within it. The unpredictability of erotic interests of any of the 

members of the triangle and a juxtaposition of the private dramas of each of the boys with an 

apparent flippancy with which they treat their homosexual encounter bring epistemological 

chaos into the narrative. Agata’s emotional instability and her sensuality shifting its powers 

from each of the boys to Karol to Miss Stawro, adds to the film’s refusal to attach sexual desire 

to an identity in general. 

 

The relationship between the two women is not named as love affair, yet their frequent intimate 

embraces, lingering gazes, and Miss Stawro’s long reaction shots to the touch of Agata, point 

to the latter’s feelings for Agata as ones clearly exceeding friendship. Agata’s flirtatious and 

provokingly sensual gestures (Figure 4.11.) combined with the pair always seeking seclusion, 

being apart from the other guests of the house (staying indoors while others have departed to 

the forest or going for a walk when others are sitting down to the table) (Figure 4.12.) suggest 

 
502 The nude scene in the bath also points to the bathroom as a Foucauldian ‘heterotopia’ evacuating the 

whole scene ‘elsewhere’, beyond the summer house, which contributes to its interpretation as episodic 

or part of a dream. The nude scene in the bath also points to the bathroom as a Foucauldian ‘heterotopia’ 

evacuating the whole scene ‘elsewhere’, beyond the summer house, which contributes to its 

interpretation as episodic or part of a dream. 
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Agata and Miss Stawro’s relationship oscillating in the direction of lesbian love affair. This 

supposition is repeatedly subverted, however, by the openness of the women’s caress (their 

embracing figures are always illuminated by the broad daylight), at the table gathering or the 

doors half open, which gestures at their sensual exchanges as only trivia, unimportant 

playfulness with no reason to hide. It would also confirm the continuity and smooth transition 

from homosocial to homosexual in bonds between women, proclaimed by Sedgwick. And yet, 

the more complex character of the configurations within the triangles transpires at the end of 

the film, particularly if analysed in juxtaposition with both the intertextual and extradiegetic 

references. Before I begin the investigation of the film’s ending, I will sketch the matrix of the 

complex architecture of intertexts within it. Sérénité is coterminous with Andrzej Wajda’s The 

Maids of Wilko/Panny z Wilka (1979), a story about Wiktor’s revisit to a manor house after 

fifteen years, a house inhabited by five sisters previously in love with him.503 Both films are 

conjoined intertextually through their renditions of different fragments of Iwaszkiewicz’s short 

stories titled Maids of Wilko, Sérénité, Dreams and Gardens, and both share a nostalgic aura 

of erotic fascinations and dreamy memories. Wiktor’s erotically charged encounters with the 

sisters serve as a template for the protagonists of Sérénité and their exchanges, with a 

simultaneous change of gender (in place of the sisters there are two boys and a female pair). It 

 
503 The narrative includes autobiographical elements, namely Iwaszkiewicz, as a young private tutor 

resided in such a house but one inhabited by five brothers, one of whose was his first erotic homosexual 

encounters. For elaboration of this theme, see Jerzy Domagalski, Proust w Literaturze Polskiej Do 1945 

Roku (Warszawa: Polska Akademia Nauk, 1995). 

Figure 4. 11. Miss Stawro and Agata. 

Sérénité. 

Figure 4. 6. Miss Stawro and Agata. Caress. 

Sérénité. 
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might even be assumed that the recurrent image of male nude body complements Wajda’s film 

imagery and matches the spirit of Iwaszkiewicz’s stories populated by male homosexual 

romantic trysts more loyally. However, is the atmosphere of a hot summer that really joins the 

films together. This is summertime in full swing, the manor house, and the surrounding garden 

around which the events unfold. ‘Of all the houses … the most important one has always been 

for me that house and that hot summer I spent there’,504 writes Iwaszkiewicz in Gardens. The 

tropes of a garden and a summer foreground erotic passion in the literary original and in both 

films. In extending these tropes I suggest their structuring centrality as invoking transgressive 

pleasures. Summer typically symbolizes youth, joy, and freedom but in the summer heat bodies 

are burning, minds are lethargic, and passions are inflamed. Summer also ‘guarantees the 

infinity of sensations. It surprises us. It renews itself but never in the same way’.505 The women  

in Sérénité engage in the intimate acts of 

desire freely and often in the open air, which 

infuses the scenes in the aura of improbability 

or half-dreaming. The film frames Agata and 

Miss Stawro as they stroll through the garden 

bathed in the sun and breathing in the air 

pregnant with lingering desire (Figure 4.13.), 

their figures illuminated with the brightness 

of the sky. The pair appears punctuated with 

exuberant hopping flecks made in the 

crevices from between the leaves rustling in 

the light wind, as if signalling constantly 

changing vectors of their passions. The 

resplendent gardens with the lushness of the 

verdure, in accord with the exquisite texture and detail of the dress, suggest the richness and 

splendour as well as refinement and subtlety of the women’s intimacies. The figures clad in 

white, the colour of innocence and purity, are blended with the pastel colours of the middle of 

the day, which emphasizes the naturalness of their liaison. White is also, as Ryszard Przybylski, 

 
504 See Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz, Ogrody (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 1974), p. 12. 
505 See Iwaszkiewicz, Opowiadania Zebrane (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 1969), p. 190. 

Figure 4. 7. Miss Stawro and Agata in the garden. 

Sérénité. 
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Iwaszkiewicz’s biographer notes, ‘a signifier of metamorphosis and renewal’,506 still alive in 

Polish wedding ceremonies. More generally, it is correlated with ‘the absolute, the beginning  

and the end’.507 Patricia Williams, an ethnographer of Slavic rituals describes white veil as a 

symbol of life changes such as a wedding during which a ritual of oczepiny or ‘bonneting a 

bride, that is covering it with a bonnet to replace a bridal veil’508 is still practised and indeed, 

around a bridal veil and the hair it covers is the last scene of Sérénité developed. On the eve of 

Agata’s wedding day, Witek is lured into the attic to find Agata in search for her mother’s 

wedding dress and bridal veil which she then puts on his head in a gesture signifying 

objectification to be followed by her fit of madness and cutting the veil (Figure 4.14.). The 

scene’s intertextual liaisons, which I will trace below, push the film into the rails of feminist 

and proto-queer significance. If cutting the veil is acted out in Sérénité before the wedding day, 

it is a post wedding performance by Polish artist, Ewa Partum. The figure of a woman dressed 

in bridal white, who cuts her veil into pieces at the background of a notice ‘Women! Marriage 

Is Against You!’ and disrobes till naked (Figure 4.15.), bears clear hallmarks of feminist 

sensibilities budding in Poland at that juncture.509  

 
506 See Ryszard Przybylski, Eros i Tanatos. Proza Jarosława Iwaszkiewicza 1916–1938 (Warszawa: 

Czytelnik, 1970), p. 200. 
507 See Eva Heller, Psychologie de La Couleur – Effets et Symboliques (Paris : Pyramyd, 2009), p. 97 
508 See Patricia Williams, ‘Wreath and Cap to Veil and Apron: American Modification of a Slavic 

Ritual’, Textile and America, (June 1994), pp. 17–24 (p. 19). 
509 Ewa Partum (together with Natalia Lach-Lachowicz and Maria Pinińska-Bereś), a pionner of Polish 

women’s art, was very popular in the 1970s on account of the air of scandal around her performances 

Figure 4. 14. Agata in the attack of 

madness cutting her bridal veil. Sérénité. 

Figure 4. 8. Ewa Partum’s performance. The cutting of 

her bridal veil. O.N.Gallery. Poznań. 1980. 
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The juxtaposition of Partum’s fragmented performance with Agata’s frenzied dance with the 

scissors signals a narrative and symbolic relay structure which will continue with the literal 

(Partum) and metaphorical (Agata) nakedness as a repudiation of heterosexual formal bonds. 

While rampaging through the attic in a swirling bout of madness Agata waves the veil, tears it, 

bites it, throws it onto Witek’s head and tightens it around his face with the apparent attempt 

at suffocating him. This disorganized scuffle of the veil’s shifting ownership signals the 

potentiality for both sexes to be brides and the trauma of choosing under social pressure. 

Although the film lets Agata fall down the stairs and die, which seemingly reiterates the old 

mode of presenting lesbians’ fate in cinema, it also yanks her out and closes the curtain behind 

her. Agata, to borrow from Tilda Swinton discussing a similar scene in Derek Jarman’s The 

Last of England (1987), literally ‘cuts herself out of the picture’510 to give herself a space for 

expression. The emancipatory gesture of Agata emphasized in the last scene of Sérénité evokes 

yet another node of connotations which inform the scene with a sense of proto-queer quality of 

going beyond prescribed sexual orders. Sebastian Jagielski ascribes Agata’s madness to the 

impossible situation in which she finds herself, between the fear of losing Miss Stawro and the 

familial pressures that she become Karol’s wife. And yet, Jagielski points to the incongruity 

between the original Iwaszkiewicz’s stories, ‘suffused with sensual pleasures and the 

affirmation of otherness’,511 and to the film’s ending that punishes lesbian desire and therefore, 

‘seems to be inspired by Tadeusz  Różewicz’s White Marriage /Białe Małżeństwo512 rather 

than by Iwaszkiewicz’s Dreams’.513 While Paulina, the main character of Różewicz’s drama, 

who after the wedding night bandages her breasts, cuts her hair, sets fire to the house, and 

commits suicide, seems less emotional and more decisive than Agata, the pattern is clearly 

similar: both of them demarcate the bordering line between societal ‘normality’ and their 

separate identities. The death of both protagonists suggests, their agency, ability to choose, 

 
and Alina Skiba, a director of Sérénité and a feminist visual artist herself (Sérénité is Skiba’s only 

feature film) might have been influenced by Partum’s performance. 
510 See Lizbeth Goodman, ‘Subverting Images of the Female: An Interview with Tilda Swinton’, 

Cambridge University Press, (23 Aug. 1990). 
511 Jagielski, Maskarady Męskości. p. 164. 
512 Magdalena Łazarkiewicz’s adaptation of Różewicz’s drama, White Marriage/Białe Małżeństwo 

(1993), hailed scandalous and condemned by prominent figures representing the Catholic Church, is 

loyal to the biographical roots of Polish poet Maria Komornicka (1876-1949), one of the first known 

transgender women in Poland. For the insightful analysis of Różewicz’s drama, its difficult way to the 

stage and its adaptation to film by Magdalena Łazarkiewicz, see Kamila Żyto, Strategie Labiryntowe w 

Filmie Fikcji (Łódź: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Łódzkiego, 2010). 
513 Jagielski, Maskarady. p. 164. 
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relentlessness and, by extension, self-identification; Paulina and Agata ‘cut themselves out of 

the picture’ of the ‘normal’. 

 

If Sérénité envelopes its narration with foggy memories enabling the sexual excitements to 

float in the warped temporalities between the ‘real’ and the illusory, the next film discussed in 

this chapter, Jacek Schoen’s Whirl, develops as a dream within a dream genre which blurs the 

separateness between pasts, presents and futures. While in Sérénité women (and men) are 

almost ghostly presence, in Whirl they become demonic. Through the aestheticism of dream, 

in sharpening certain features and blurring others, Whirl not only makes female characters seem 

cruel and unfathomable, but it also brings the lush, triangulated eroticism into the orbit of the 

‘normal’. The uncanny structure of the film follows closely in the footsteps of the work from 

which it is adapted, two novellas by Luigi Pirandello, Whirl and In Silence (In Silenzio). While 

Schoen’s film bears little relation to the original drama about a sensitive young man who rears 

his mother’s love-child in secret after she dies in childbirth and who then kills himself and the 

child rather than surrender the child to the father, it nevertheless corresponds with Pirandello’s 

familiar theme of the duality of human life. ‘Pirandellian’ doubt, perplexity and inner struggle 

leave the characters of his novellas in perpetual uncertainty, straying off the beaten track. The 

dichotomy is extended in the film to the erotic life of female protagonists infusing them with 

an aura of ambiguity, unpredictability, and distrust. 

 

Whirl is set in a pre-war Polish country mansion inhabited by a seventeen-year-old Tomek, his 

beautiful mother Anna and her partner and lover, Róża. The film evolves around Tomek’s 

budding sexuality shifting from the incestual desire for his mother to a homosexual encounter 

in a boarding school, to his final relationship with Róża with whom he decides to take care of 

his half-brother after his mother dies in childbirth. This abounds with loosely connected 

symbolically coherent scenes with which it follows the rhythm and visuality of a dream. The 

linear narrative order, if uncertain, follows Anna and her adolescent son Tomek as they depart 

from a resort where they have witnessed a tragic drowning of a boy (just after Anna’s dream 

of Tomek’s drowned body). On their return back home, Tomek learns about the decision of 

Anna and Róża that he depart for boarding school where he befriends the board’s supervisor 

and his nephew who teaches him photography. His education is drastically severed by the news 

of his mother’s death. Having arrived home, Tomek discovers that Anna has died in childbirth 

and decides to take care of his half-brother and engages in a romantic relationship with Róża, 

the bliss consumed by the fire that breaks out in the house. The end of the film is the repetition 
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of the opening scenes suggesting the whole narrative being a dream. The generic convention 

of dream in which human subconscious dilemmas are given voice additionally confuses the 

ownership and the orientation of desires in Whirl, a disruption already indicated in the opening 

scenes. A long pan guides us from room to room registering Anna in a night robe sleeping in 

an armchair by the mirror (Figure 4.16,), through an indistinct silhouette of (another) woman 

in an identical dress, to yet another bedroom where the same or similar robe is lying on an 

unslept bed prepared for an unknown sleeper (Figure 4.17.). The camera might be capturing 

the subsequent snippets of Anna’s evening life, but it might also be ushering us in the lifeworld 

partially immersed in dream(s) and partially dovetailing with the diegetic reality, especially 

that the camera work is all along accompanied by someone’s shadow. Given that dreams 

possess their own temporal and spatial (dis)order, the coalescence of the two worlds addresses 

the temporal entropy which, in turn, marks the female figure as an eternal wanderer between 

the worlds. A sleeping woman encapsulates a figure on the threshold between the carnal 

presence and the psychic theatre. For Bakhtin, the threshold is ‘a place[] where crisis events 

occur …, epiphanies, decisions that determine the whole life of a man’514 where time is 

essentially instantaneous … as if it has no duration and falls out of the normal course …’.515 In 

Whirl, however, the thresholds between the ‘real’ and the dream worlds are crossed smoothly 

and without effort. The dividing line almost disappears and relegates the protagonists out of 

‘the normal course’ leaving them vacillating on the edge of the two worlds. The dream-within-

a-dream method additionally subverts a sense of the anchorage in any of the worlds, which 

invites the imagination and fantasy to spread their wings to imagine even bolder erotic 

developments than what is seen directly.  

 

Of particular attention here is the figure of Anna encapsulating the idea of the uncanny. On the 

surface, she represents a pre-war single mother loosely belonging to the impoverished nobility 

trying to survive by means of piano tutorials. Simultaneously, she shares life and bed with 

another woman of unspecified status in the house, leaves home at nights, engages in romantic 

relationships with men and eventually gives life to a child of an unknown father. But perhaps 

the most suggestive of the troubling ambiguity of Anna’s figure is her relationship with Tomek. 

The scenes registering Tomek’s fascination with his mother with which the film is punctuated 

densely, foreground Anna as alternating between motherly gentleness and female provocative 

 
514 See Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), p. 248. 
515 Ibid. 
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exposure. In the first such scene Anna emerges in a skimpy semitransparent nightgown 

fluttering and revealing her cleavage on and off in slow motion, softly, in accordance with the  

rhythm of dream (Figure 4.18.). The camera 

rests on Tomek’s face as he scans his mother’s  

figure and registers the countervailing 

emotions, ranging from erotically charged 

ecstasy immediately supplanted by gentle 

reverence. Tomek’s attempt to normalise the 

awkwardness by asking a casual question does 

not, however, meet with Anna’s words of 

reassurance or comfort. Instead, she leaves the 

room after a goodnight kiss, a little longer than 

imagined customarily. The eroticism of the 

scene lingers in the interstices between the 

minute uncertainties, incredulities, whispers. 

Punctuated with pregnant pauses, the exchange 

of looks, gestures and words leave a trail of something forbidden seeking recognition. This 

scene’s uncanny texture, combined with a rhythmic thumping of electronic musical score, akin 

to the heartbeat, reminds an exhausting dream. The ‘unreal’ character of the encounter is 

anchored in the play of light and shade provoked by a reversed switching order of a bedside 

lamp (on at night and off in the morning), which efficiently obfuscates the border between the 

outside world of diegetic illusion and the inside world of ‘reality’. If the etherealness of this 

scene and the phantasmagorical presence of Anna is immersed in white and thereby signifies 

innocence, the following sequence illuminates Anna in scarlet red, a colour typically linked to 

Figure 4.16. Anna sleeping. Whirl. Figure 4. 9. Anna’s empty bed. Whirl. 

Figure 4. 10. Anna in Tomek’s door. Whirl. 
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eroticism. The iridescent red dress in which Anna appears in the doorway of Tomek’s bedroom, 

underscores the voluptuousness of her figure (Figure 4.19.) and foregrounds billowing 

undercurrents of corporeality and sexuality. In contrast with Anna’s shiny imposing attire, 

standing out as a visual affront to the austerity of the room, Tomek’s   buttoned up clothes   

imply modesty and constraint. The clash recasts their familial bond into the erotic attraction. 

While the camera zooms in to Anna’s face and her intense gaze directed at Tomek by the 

accompaniment of louder and louder thumping piano notes signalling the inevitability and 

significance of the event to happen. There is a cut, however, to the two of them sitting on the 

bed in silence. The position of their bodies, arm in arm and close to each other (Figure 4.20.) 

changes with impossible slowness when Anna turns her head towards Tomek in a seeming 

invitation to a kiss punctured, however, by her gentle caress of his cheek and Tomek’s 

passionate kiss of the inside of Anna’s palm (Figure 4.21.). The scene’s temporal lag, unending 

pauses between words and gestures punctuated by aposiopetic interruptions foreground a 

simmering, repressed eroticism, expressed in Pirandello’s novella In Silenzio by Tomek who 

‘experienced a strange embarrassment and felt some shameful and unknown secrets emerge 

suddenly before him’.516 Whirl unveils Tomek’s emotions through his ‘unnatural’ hoarse voice 

as a reaction to Anna’s unspoken encouragement. Tomek’s struggle to articulate his feelings 

encapsulates the desperate temporality of waiting, longing, and the impossibility of 

consummation, the dilemmas with which queer sensibility is so familiar. If queer rejects a 

straight/gay binary and embraces a whole spectrum of non-normative gender identities and 

 
516 See Luigi Pirandello, In Silenzio (Krakow: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1972), p. 11-12. 

Figure 4.19. Anna looking at 

Tomek. Whirl. 
Figure 4. 12. Anna and Tomek. 

Whirl. 

Figure 4. 12. Anna and 

Tomek. The kiss. Whirl. 
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sexual practices, the film not only points to Tomek’s queerness through his homosexual tryst 

while in boarding school but also extends its range to a suggestion of Anna’s engagement in a 

triangular romance or a tableau in the photograph’s studio indicating unrestrained sexual 

indulgence in various configurations. But the film’s injection most crucial to the address of this 

thesis is the homoerotic desire between Anna and Róża exemplified in a scene of Róża’s 

confession of her love for Anna expressed as a citation from Pirandello’s novella Whirl. The 

asynchrony between Anna’s amorous mood and her sensual caress (Figure 4.22.), and Róża’s 

stiff posture, the sphinx-like face and a metallic, almost mechanical voice signifies the 

orchestration of repression and desire, an almost palpable tension between a liberated sexuality 

(Anna) and the subdued impulses (Róża). Róża’s scanting articulation of the stormy affective 

romanticism of her heterosexual affair which ‘happened unexpectedly and carried us away, 

like a whirl’,517 links the film’s title to all the 

instances of eroticism and passion whose 

consummating power does not differentiate 

between the sexes. And again, the fomenting 

erotic tension is built in the contrast between 

the buttoned up cold Róża and the flirtatious 

lascivious Anna. The machinelike confession 

of the former is punctuated by the small gasps 

or gaps, minute turning of the head, tiny 

eyelids’ raising, in between which desire 

erupts. These microscopic pieces of time 

which Elizabeth Freeman calls 

‘microtemporalities … preserving fugitive and 

resistant delights’518 chronicle all the instances 

of aberrant desire in Whirl. Such an 

intervention in the conventional conceptions of linear and progressive time also refigures the 

notion of sexual identity as a unified whole and coincides with Lee Edelman’s postulation that 

‘queerness can never define identity; it can only ever disturb one’.519520 Thus, queerness figured 

 
517 See Pirandello, Koń Na Księżycu (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1972), p. 52. 
518 Freeman, Time Binds. p. xii. 
519 Edelman, No Future. p. 17. 
520 Edelman’s linking of queerness as an interrogation of the limits of intelligibility to queerness as an 

opposition to civil order is a timely notion in Poland in the throes of political collision between the 

conservative powers seeing queers as a threat to social order and the liberatory impulses. An interesting 

Figure 4. 13. Anna i Róża. The kiss. Whirl. 
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as a structuring absence rather than ‘an authentic or substantive identity’521 finds its prototype 

in the expression of non-normative eroticism in Schoen’s film. 

 

Anna’s apparent promiscuity endorsed by her romantic engagements with both sexes is 

repeatedly paralleled by the instances of her motherly care and struggles to support her family 

amid financial difficulties. The incongruity between Anna’s presentation and her actions 

underscores the impossibility to link her personality to identity and points to the multifaceted 

character of her psychological picture. In foregrounding Anna’s (and her companion Róża’s) 

shifting erotic interests, the film highlights the amorphous texture of desires more generally 

and gestures at the proto-queer quality of the women in their refusal to adjust to prescribed 

heteronormative structural schema, particularly strong within the pre-war cultural convention. 

Anna’s psychological instability is sketched as excess522 (night-time errands, participating in 

night dances in the resort unaccompanied, mothering of two children out of wedlock) partly 

enabled by the film’s convention of a dream. The departure from the logic of ‘reality’ but the 

grounding in the dream logic demarcates the transgressive desires as fluctuating between 

fantasy and ‘reality’. Thus, the film positions Anna as a potentially incestuous lure and 

motherly care manifested in as a tender embrace of her son, a liminal figure conjoining the 

discordant rubrics of ‘morality’ and ‘immorality’. Informed with the attractiveness of this 

impossible amalgam of a personality is the statement of Marzena Trybała, the film’s lead, on 

the motifs for accepting the part being ‘the mysteriousness of this woman [who] is demonic 

and gentle, mad and simple, all of those things at once’.523 The contradictory nature of Anna’s 

psychological portrait, including sexual identity, has been noticed by some film critics like 

Elżbieta Królikowska, for whom Anna ‘resembles a butterfly locked in a glass cage and yet a 

 
link might also be made between Judith Butler’s notion of a ’radical resignification’ of speech ‘through 

deterritorializing … the norms of power in a radically new context, see Gary A.Olson and Lynn 

Worsham, ‘Changing the Subject: Judith Butler’s Politics of Radical Resignification’, JAC (2000), pp. 

727–65 (p. 741) and the citation of religious propaganda in combination with the derogative labelling 

of non-reproductive female subjects by Polish women in a rise of rage against the new abortion law. 

See, for example, Christian Davies,‘Pro-Choice Supporters Hold Biggest-Ever Protest against Polish 

Government’, The Guardian (30 Oct. 2020) <www.theguardian.com/world/2020/oct/30/pro-choice-

supporters-hold-biggest-ever-protest-against-polish-government> 
521 Edelman, No Future. p. 24. 
522 The portrait of Anna sketched in Whirl follows closely Pirandello’s character. The two Italian film 

adaptations of it, Gennaro Righelli’s La canzone dell’amore/The Song of Love (1930) and Luigi Filippo 

D’Amico’s En Silence/In Silence (1985) also foreground Anna’s duality, unpredictability, and 

derangement, albeit in different fashions. 
523 See Łukasz Maciejewski, Aktorki. Portrety (Warszawa: Społeczny Instytut Wydawniczy Znak, 

2015), p. 320. 
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stormy passion of a diabolic queen hidden behind a glass mask’.524 The statement confirms the 

film’s loyalty towards the original novella since, as Claudia Consolati notices, Pirandello’s 

female characters can be defined as ‘identities in progress, created and re-created, clear and 

unclear’,525 which questions the ‘possib[ility] to speak of one as possessing an ultimate identity 

… as if such a core sense of self ever exists’.526 In conjunction with the manifestations of such 

disruptions of Anna’s identity, Whirl’s queering method of a dream breaks with the 

heterosexual life narratives and gestures towards the potentiality of queer fantasy as it unfurls 

from the labyrinth of multiple temporal fissures. While the elusiveness of the self can be 

translated into the ethereal nature of dream, the dream-within-a-dream genre, instead of 

infusing Whirl with the foggy glow of ‘unreality’, suggests the unreality’s possibility of 

‘realness’. In other words, through the recurrent instances of the confusion between the waking 

and dreamy states, the film materializes the idea of a dream as a ‘living’ reality. And not only 

does the disturbing soundtrack contribute to the conflation of the two worlds but it is also the 

virtuosity of the camera operator, Wit Dąbal who never tries either to derealize reality or to 

‘reproduce’ it. Rather, Dąbal’s camerawork while imprinting its aesthetical seal leaves the 

diegetic world recognizable and familiar, if distorted. 

A recurrent use of chiaroscuro lighting deepens the atmosphere of mysteriousness and low-key 

close-ups of the faces adds to the psychological complexity of the protagonists. The half 

shadows blanketing the faces (Figure 4.23., Figure 4.24.) evoke the duality of the selves and 

the vicissitudes of focus from sharp visibility to the vision blurred by dreamlike atmosphere, 

save the transgressive desires from labelling and condemnation as ones infinitely hovering over 

the dividing line between the fantasy and reality. 

 

 

 
524 See Elżbieta Królikowska, ‘Pirandello w Galicji’, Film, (June 1983), pp. 6–7 (p.6). 
525 See Claudia Consolati, ‘George Fitzmaurice’s As You Desire Me (1932) and Greta Garbo’s ‘Elusive 

Identity’, Pirandello’s Visual Philosophy, Imagination and Thought across Media, edited by Lisa Sarti 

and Michael Subialka, (Maryland: Fairleigh University Press, 2017), pp. 87–100 (p. 93). 
526 Ibid. p. 73. 
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Conclusion 

The three films I have discussed in this chapter bring out different versions of ‘deviant’ 

sexualities and desires in enabling their development through the dream genre in combination 

of the intertexts. In linking the subversive power of imagination to the rebellious modes of 

queer expression, Revenge foregrounds the explosive power of homoerotic desire thereby 

refusing to position the protagonists as ones seeking societal acceptance. While Swidryga and 

Midryga’s anarchic impulses are manifested through carnal excessive pleasures, Adzia and 

Madzia revel in ‘inappropriate’ outbursts of dancing, laughing, and conquering space. In 

swathing these modes of dissent of both pairs against societal convention enveloped by fantasy 

and dream, Revenge disrupts the narrative’s temporal order thereby foregrounding the 

liminality of queer existence. The repetition of sequences, scenes and episodes in conjunction  

with the abundance of the instances of doubleness allegorize the androgynous character of 

queer desires and blur the dividing line between femininity and masculinity. In drawing heavily 

on the grotesqueness of the poems on which it is based, the film complicates the versions of 

sexual deviancy deemed obnoxious, points to the absurdities of the political system of state. 

socialism and construes revolt as the driving power of queer movements. Sérénité maps out  

transgressive pleasures through their infusion with hot dreamy atmosphere of summer thereby 

unfurling the fantasy of homoerotic longings. In tracing the motility of deviant desires, the film 

constructs complicated web of erotic interests and in doing this contributes to a partial 

reconfiguration of Sedgwick’s concept of homosociality. While Agata, the main focal point 

Figure 4. 15. Anna on the train. Whirl. Figure 4. 15. Róża, as observed by Tomek. 

Whirl. 
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around which romantic interests circulate, signals attentiveness towards male candidates for 

romantic involvement, she at the same time maintains open intimate relationship with Miss 

Stawro. Witek, while interested in Agata, engages in sexual intercourse with homosexual Staś 

which disrupts Sedgwickian assumption of the break in homosexual continuum between men. 

Agata’s affair with Miss Stawro, open and ‘unserious’ and thereby seemingly confirming the 

smooth continuum from homosexual to homosocial in women, eventually proves to be the most 

significant of all the configurations in the films and leads to Agata’s death. The film’s rich 

intertextual references, especially in the last scenes, address the budding feminist sentiments 

in Poland, highlight women’s autonomy and independence including sexual expression and by 

extension, point to the fluidity of desires.  

Whirl, in the various configurations of a dream-within-a-dream genre scrambles temporal 

synchrony of the narrative, highlighting deviant longings through microtemporal lingering of 

desire. Especially poignant illustration of the manifestation of the seething eroticism beneath 

the surface punctuated by minute gestures are the encounters between Anna and Tomek who 

nurses incestuous fantasy. In the presentation of Anna as a temptress involved in multiple 

heterosexual relations and simultaneously maintaining a stable long lasting lesbian bond, Whirl 

gestures at the mobility of desires between object choices of different sexes. Through the 

cinematographic techniques like chiaroscuro and low-key lighting the film underscores the 

duality of human nature and suggests its tendency towards mobile erotic proclivities. The 

multivalent sexual layers exposed by the film are additionally emphasized through the 

contrasting colours of white and read indicating a continual mingling of ‘purity’ and ‘lust’ as 

it is construed in relation to female desire. 

 

My analyses of these films concentrate on how the specific genre of dream and the intertextual 

vocabulary address and reframe deviant attractions. In exposing the intermingling workings of 

fantasy and ‘reality’, I have sketched the canvass for the exploration of temporal asynchrony 

and microtemporal undercurrents thereby linking the these to the other configurations of queer 

temporalities examined in previous chapters. In their fascination with oblique transgressive 

desires the films, replete in innuendos, secrets and the things unsaid, steer the attention of the 

audience towards a polyvalency of sexual possibilities. 
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis has explored the figurations of the proto-queer homoerotic desire in the cinema of 

late communist Poland focusing on women protagonists in the chosen films. The term ‘proto-

queer’, as is part of the title, refers to a short-lived phenomenon which appeared in Polish 

cinema in the last years of communism and was rooted in and inflected by the correlated 

attempts of the combined powers of the systemic communist organisation, the impact of the 

Catholic church and the specificities of Polish body politics at the time and the specificity of 

Polish culture in general, as was outlined in the Introduction. Started in this thesis as the term 

with which to name the transgressive screen female figures in Polish communist times, proto-

queer shifted to become a conceptual tool whereby to recognise the homoerotic articulations in 

cinema. 

The transgressive female figures have been traced by this thesis at the intersection of the 

political and cultural variables and these figures’ cinematic presence. This mode of analysis, 

with the performative and specifically affective power of cinematic visualisation has enabled 

the visibility of the erotic subversiveness of these figures, otherwise hidden or ambiguous. And 

thus, Chapter One opened this thesis with the examination of two films regarded iconic within 

political cinema, Man of Marble and Interrogation. The examination of the female 

protagonists’ defiance of the political machinations and a simultaneous juxtaposition of these 

figures’ spatial positionings foregrounds the sense of a certain out-of-jointness and 

incompatibility of these figures in comparison with other protagonists. The ambiguous feeling 

of unspecified anxiety around the figure of the protagonist of both films, expressed in the terms 

with which she has been defined as ‘different’ from the conventional female representations in 

Polish cinema, assumes a clearer contour when read through the lens of desire. 

Complex as the erotic sphere has always been, this perspective allows us to see the urge towards 

autonomy as subversive at the background of the range of politically conformist figures, the 

rush and haste as suggestive of the need for escape from a containment, a complete neglect of 

male company as constitutive of the subconscious interest in the same-sex closeness. 

Interrogation, examined solely as a political film and the female protagonist as an incarnation 

of a flirtatious woman randomly chosen for a political victim, becomes a conscious person 

decisively choosing physical torture in her resistance of sexual subjugation and an active 

struggle for homoerotic independence if complemented by the film script written by this film 

director. The figures of Chapter One are positioned as intermediary between the past Stalinist 

political ambience and the late communist times from which they observe.  
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Moving on from these politically inflected looks to the past, Chapter Two concentrated on the 

complex forms of relationality between women, from clear lesbianism, through 

companionship, to a psychological condition known as ‘Stockholm syndrome’. The private 

world located in the isolation necessitated by the prison cell, or a hospital ward narrows the 

focus to these forms of sensual, bodily, and emotional closeness which are unrecognised as 

overshadowed by such films’ priority given by the film critics to the social and ‘women’ 

problems of the maternity or health. Within the slow-paced environment, the homoerotic desire 

gains visibility and the proto-queer inflection as it is outlined as an opposition of the norms 

surrounding behavioural expectations in spaces like a hospital of in the situations like the 

refusal of keeping the new-born child.  

This shift from the political to the personal was continued in Chapter Three to emphasize how 

the professional milieu, whose communist structure prioritises collective work, corruption, and 

favouritism, impacts inter-human relations. Triggered by the events of disequilibrium and 

crises the intimate woman-woman communications which develop under the exigencies of the 

socialist economy and temporal malaise link the intimate to the social in these films. The 

chapter demonstrated how amidst rivalry, jealousy and admiration, the lines dividing 

homosocial and erotic realms became disturbed. The intimacies, whose carnal dimension, 

precipitated by cramped spaces of Polish communist flats, became densified as they fluctuated 

on the verge between friendship, sisterhood, collegial spirit, and homoerotic desire. The focus 

on the private, dominant in Chapter Two, broadened again to embrace the social. 

Chapter Four continued the broadening of the variety of homoerotic intimacies by the 

accompaniment of the oneiric genre providing a productive space for fantasy and bold sexual 

imageries. The erotic encounters explored here embraced various configurations of sexual 

longings, from duos (Whirl), through triangles (Sérénité) to quadrangles (Revenge) to incestual 

desire (Whirl). While the preoccupation in this chapter is the examination of the instabilities 

along the conduit bridging homosocial with homosexual expression in women (and men), the 

techniques of repetition and recurrence of the instances of cross-gender doubleness also blurred 

another dividing line between femininity and masculinity. The films allegorise the quasi-

androgynous character of queer desire and emphasise the liminality of proto-queer existence. 

The inherent oscillation of all the films’ narratives between homosexual, homoerotic and 

homosocial sentiments in women, treated as indistinguishable in the prevailing discourse in 

Poland and elsewhere, have been fine-tuned here and stressed as separate. Eve Kosovsky 
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Sedgwick’s influential theorisation of the power dynamics of erotic triangles527 where the bond 

between two men comes to be sealed by a woman treated as an excuse for the men’s ostensible 

rivalry, has been rethought here in light of communist culture. I have argued that not only male 

homosocial/homosexual dichotomy might be disturbed but also female similar dichotomy 

might be clearly present. 

 

In the recalibration of women homoerotic desire on Polish screen, this thesis joined an ongoing 

debate around female homosexuality started by the important conceptual debate on desire 

between Jackie Stacey and Teresa de Lauretis (see Chapter Two). Stacey’s acknowledgement 

of the similarities between different modes of bonding and her differentiation between them 

importantly broadens the field of pleasure pointing to its potential homoeroticism. Although 

Stacey’s study elaborates the spectatorial dimension of the tonalities of the identificatory 

significations between female stars on screen and the female members of cinema audience, a 

domain not explored in this thesis, the rethinking of the notion of ‘erotcis[ised] 

identification’528 is crucial for the understanding of the tensions between women in my project. 

As analysed in numerous instances of the intimacies between women in this thesis desire might 

reveal itself in the unexpected (or neglected) spaces of the emotional, psychological or 

intellectual domains and in various versions. It is not that homoerotic desire inhabits all the 

contacts between women but as demonstrated on the pages of this project, these relations’ 

inseparable element of the potentiality of homoerotic desire enables this thesis to broaden the 

horizon and scope of observation. 

 

The above outline of the trajectory this thesis has charted, from the first acts of the diegetic 

female disobedience towards the fluidity and openness of erotic articulations. the retrospective 

view of these films and the period of history in which they were made has pointed to the 

significance of time in this project. The structures of time which configure the topographies of 

past, present and future, transactions with ancestors, and rhythms of daily activity have 

provided an angle through which to assess the palimpsestic character of woman’s desire. In 

rethinking what Elizabeth Freeman calls ‘temporal drag’ this thesis has attempted to explore 

the hardly visible traces of the outmoded femininities, particularly those disseminated by the 

Stalinist propaganda.529 While Freeman’s account demonstrates the ‘productive delay’ in the 

 
527 See Sedgwick, Between Men. 
528 See Stacey, Star Gazing, p. 29. 
529 Here I am referring to the infamous posters of ‘strong women’ or ‘women on tractors’. 
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submission to or some backwardness towards the time organised around the clock, this thesis 

has concentrated on the desperate attempts of the protagonists to find their own way through 

the delayed or suspended life under communism. It is not only to find parallels between the 

Freemanesque style of presenting temporal citations, and the female figures in Polish 

communist cinema around which the accrued fragmentary threads are recognisable and can be 

traced back to Stalinist times that are crucial in this thesis; it is also to perceive the broken link 

between the burgeoning forms of sexual awareness in women and their steps towards erotic 

autonomy, and the contemporary incarnations of the so-called ‘queer’ identifications. As stated 

in the introduction, this thesis has been an investigation into the modes of erotic, including 

homoerotic, sensibility on the communist screen, the process which is at the same time an 

intervention into today’s ‘queer’ struggles in Poland, whose contours has also been sketched 

in the introduction. This project has trailblazed the route through to the reimagined picture of 

specifically Polish understanding of femininity and female desire marked in the films discussed 

here by these figures’ positionalities in time and space. 

 

I have built on Freeman’s conceptualisation of ‘temporal drag’ as a deviation from the 

exactness and self-discipline proffered by the ‘modern’ organization of bodies530 and have read 

the films through this lens. The inchoate fledging forms of erotic transgression examined in 

this thesis have been proved too amorphous or underdeveloped, transient, ephemeral to be 

qualified or described as queer. The most productive way of engaging these modes of sensing 

and embodying homoerotic longings is, in expanding of what Freeman calls ‘not-quite-queer- 

enough longing for form’531 The assumption of the unfinished, evanescent character of the 

erotic articulations, often half-way through between various levels of bodily and emotional 

closeness, has highlighted the fluidity and the ‘becoming’ aspect of desire, the key notion at 

heart of queerness.  

 

The entwined emotions and erotic tensions recognised in the protagonists’ outbursts of self-

criticism, madness, tears of despair or the ice-cold spiteful verbal abuse (see these in Chapter 

Three), have been suggested in this project as the smokescreen for the subterranean flows of 

unexpressed and unbearable yearning manifested in the temporal disharmony the women 

inhabit. The ‘temporal drag’ transferred into the period of communism’s fin-de-siècle in 

 
 
530 See Freeman, ‘Packing History’, p. 728. 
531 See Freeman, Time Binds, p. xiii. 
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Poland, makes an even more palpable addition to Freeman’s collection of instances of ‘being 

and connecting that have not yet arrived or never will’532 The utopianism inherent in the 

enactments of dissident erotic longing have been examined in the thesis as closely linked to the 

political and social atmosphere of the 1970s and 80s. Even if the immanent certainty of the 

lasting form of the surrounding order made any changes seem improbable or suspended 

forever, the microevents of intense joy in bodily contact and communication (the homoerotic 

encounter in Interrogation, the hot summer stroll and bodily closeness in Sérénité, or a mad 

dancing in the streets in Ivy) have been presented as hope. Such ‘being’ in the world inspired 

by these small pleasures in looking, has remained in the realm of promises which have not 

arrived yet. 

 

The matrix on which queer bodies become imbricated in the ruffles of time vivified by Freeman 

as a ‘temporal drag’ enables this thesis to situate itself as an exploration not of concrete 

fossilised erotic expressions, fragile and emerging only if the filmic texts are read ‘against the 

grain’, in between the lines. Rather, with the ‘temporal drag’ in mind, the reception of this 

thesis might be more ‘contemporary’. The awareness of the circulatory citational nature of 

erotic language and style bridges this project with the past and future articulations of sexual 

otherness in general and makes it a possible interlocutor for current debates around LGBT+ 

people in Poland. The chaos and confusion on the Polish queer scene, delineated in the 

introduction, has resulted in the increased interest in the extent to which these recent and 

heavily politicised movements are inherently Polish, a question to which this thesis might 

provide a partial answer. 

 

The contemporary relevance of this intervention simultaneously testifies to the presence of the 

‘past’ in the present moment, of the ‘historical present’ and the ‘impasse’ have been central to 

my understandings of temporality in this thesis. two concepts are intricately linked together 

through the small crises in the crevices of daily lives, the disruptions in our pursuit of the ‘good 

life’ from one day to another. For Berlant, the present, which seemingly is and we wilfully 

want it to be a steady line chunked into pieces of a life’s events from birth till death, reveals 

itself as ‘historical’ in those moments when the world is falling apart. Faced with the 

insufficiency of the strategies of survival, amongst the adjustments and compromises, impasse 

unveils a world without rhyme, unhinged and ‘out of joint’. 

 
532 See Freeman, ‘Introduction’, p. 159. 
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The idea of impasse has been rethought in the thesis on two levels, in the senses theorised by 

Berlant, in its the literal sense of marking the ‘ongoingness’ of life in communist Poland, and 

metaphorically, that is as a moment of ‘electrocution’, a shock of sudden loss of the life’s 

promise when we stand empty-handed within an ‘unbound temporality’.533 The durée of the 

present moment, of whose detailed and multifaceted account has been given in the thesis, 

proves to be particularly changeless, tasteless and bland, ‘without genre’. The inhabitants of 

those amorphous days and nights ploughing along, stand on the threshold between the hall and 

the kitchen with her eyes fixed in one point (Woman in a Hat), some start different activities 

but do not finish any (Ivy), still others cheat themselves to come to believe in their capacity for 

professional progress only to realise the failure and the artificiality of the life of pretence 

(Woman and Woman). 

 

All these actors of the state socialist scene of life are, to borrow from Berlant again, 

‘dogpaddling’ in the same place. The impasse, as an inherent feature of life in communist 

Poland, propelled by the predictability of the life course and lack of possibilities of horizontal 

and upward mobility, to change places and landscapes, is the most tangible part of the mood in 

all the films discussed in this project. As has been outlined in the subsequent chapters, the 

communist impasse overshadowing most lives in this system, has been incorporated by the 

denizens of the time and place. In the reconfiguration of being in the world during and after the 

transition period in Poland, the bodies organised by the communist time ‘without genre’534 

have been deranged from their usual environment and forced into a different, borrowed  

trajectory which was supposed to be their own from now on. The impasse has morphed from 

its literal into its metaphorical meaning in the pseudo-neoliberal ‘modern’ Europeanised 

Poland. In this light, this thesis might be a map for returning to the moment captured on screen 

in which the homoerotic desire began to be articulated. 

 

The destabilizing sense of the liminality of living in the dense atmosphere of the curtailed 

freedoms engenders subdued microdramas registered on the margins of the socialist 

‘progressiveness’ and the propaganda of the successful march towards the future. Drawing of 

Berlant’s idea of a ‘situation’ as ‘a disturbance, a sense genre of animated suspension … which 

forces one to take notice …’,535 I have attended to these films enact moments of intimacies 

 
533 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, p. 199. 
534 Berlant, ibid. 
535 See Berlant, Cruel Optimism. p. 195. 
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among the commotions of the presence.  The continual minor derangements of the sense of 

time and space in the films’ diegeses testify to the unbearability of the socialist entrapment, 

despite seemingly successful strategies for survival that the protagonists practice. 

In fine-tuning Berlant’s concept of impasse, I have developed a reading of the films made in 

the late phase of state socialism in Poland, demonstrating their illumination of specific kind of 

impasse which informs the films’ protagonists’ rotating in circles without rims. The socialist 

inflection of the impasse and the blurred borders between the private/public divide evacuates 

intimacies beyond the orbit of legibility. 

 

In this thesis, I have elaborated the need for such a ‘return’ – one which looks back at film in 

the context of a reading of broader cultural and political histories. This study contributes to 

Polish film scholarship by offering a re-evaluation of the cinema of the late communist era 

from the perspective of women protagonists’ presence and wider signification. This thesis is 

also a contribution to the scholarship on Polish cinema by providing a new methodological 

approach for the analysis of the women’s screen presence. This thesis is also a contribution to 

the scholarship on Polish cinema by providing a new methodological approach for the analysis 

of the women’s screen presence. One further issue with the impact of this research in the future 

is that my analysis of the proto-queer female figure might be considered to be iconoclastic or 

‘excessive’ in some parts of the academia in Poland: the former due to my analyses of some 

‘cult’, or ‘iconic’ films in Polish history (Man of Marble, Interrogation); the latter might be 

linked to the tendency to ignore the presence of queer desire in Polish film or to deny its 

legibility. 

 

One example of both approaches might be Sebastian Jagielski’s analysis536 of the fate of one 

article on the homosexual visibility in the films of Krzysztof Zanussi,537 in which Jagielski 

argues that ‘The specific Polish discourse on homosexuality was devoid of queers (especially 

in the era of communism) and their representations’.538 This thesis offers one of the rare views 

on homoerotic representations in Polish cinema and the first academic research into the 

presence of queer female sensibilities therein. This thesis hopes to open the new discourse on 

 
536 See Sebastian Jagielski, ‘“I Like Taboo”: Queering the Cinema of Krzysztof Zanussi’, Studies in 

Eastern European Cinema, 4:2 (2013), pp. 143–59 (p. 143). 
537 See Bartosz Żurawiecki, and Małgorzata Sadowska, ‘Barwy Ochronne, Czyli Kino Seksualnego 

Niepokoju’. Publikacja Ośrodka Studiów Amerykańskich, Dec. 2004, pp. 1–2. 
538 Jagielski, ibid. 
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the homoerotic dimension of Polish cinema in general, and in the cinema of the bygone 

communist era in particular. Within queer studies in other former Soviet countries the elusive 

traces tracked in the thesis might serve as a springboard for a similar research. This thesis 

would be a valuable contribution to queer and feminist studies in general, not only as a 

complementary voice from one more geographical space, but also as a contribution to the 

rethinking of the temporal order as specific to any given culture. 

 

This figure, in her various incarnations, has been demonstrated as a short-lived phenomenon 

which is inextricable from the particularities of time and space of her ‘origin’. The thesis has 

traced various aspects of the communist era which stipulate the surfacing of this figure and her 

recognition as such. These aspects, outlined in the introduction and the contextualising part, 

although shared in some instances by most of the countries included in the Soviet bloc, differ 

in others. In its Polish version, the significance of the Catholic Church both as an important 

actor on the political scene and as a moral judge of people’s daily lives, cannot be 

underestimated. A symbol of pride and respect in the pre-war period, an active support of the 

political opposition in times of the Solidarity movement, a provider of safe spaces in which to 

continue underground activities during martial law, and eventually a half-official governmental 

body today, the Church personifies ‘true Polishness’. Through the lens of its language and 

symbolism, the Church’s orthodox view of women’s place in society continues to yoke 

motherhood to patriotism. 

 

In light of those two distinguishing aspects of Polish culture, also acutely present in different 

disguises in communism, any departure from the familial or the coupled has been suspicious, 

aberrant and by extension, un-Polish. The disobedience in terms of the heteronormative 

reproductive promise sets a woman apart, as is the case in most of the films discussed in the 

thesis. In probing into the versions of this insubordination as encountered in the diegeses, this 

thesis has observed how the figures of women on screen transgress what is considered ‘normal’. 

The original contribution to knowledge made by this PhD is threefold. First, it is the only 

substantive work to deal explicitly with female homoeroticism in Polish cinema of late 

communist period. Second, it addresses the hitherto under-researched question of the cinematic 

expression of desire in Polish communist cinema read from the perspective of queer theory. 

And third, it offers a new interpretation of the cinematic figure of desiring woman at this 

historical period in Poland. The films allegorise the quasi-androgynous character of queer 

desire and emphasise the liminality of proto-queer existence. Whether the forms of articulating 
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non-hereronormative longings explored in this thesis would be later available as queerness as 

we know it today is beyond the scope of this thesis to assess. What can be claimed is that the 

forms of queerness as it is presented in Polish current culture are hardly a continuation of the 

past proto-queer cinematic articulation. 
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